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UNITED STATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF COMPLIANCE INSPECTIONS AND EXAMINATIONS
100 F STREET, NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20549-7041B

May 11, 2018
SENT VIA SECURE E-MAIL
Newton Glassman
Managing Partner
nglassman@catcapital.com
Steven Rostowsky
Chief Compliance Officer and Chief Financial Officer
srostowsky@catcapital.com
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
181 Bay Street, Suite 4700
Bay Wellington Tower, Brookfield Place
Toronto, Canada M5J2T3
Re:

Examination of:
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. (“the Adviser”)
SEC File No. 802-73114

Dear Mr. Glassman and Mr. Rostowsky:
The staff conducted an examination of the Adviser, which evaluated compliance with certain
provisions of the federal securities laws or other applicable rules and regulations (together, “federal
securities laws”). The examination identified the deficiencies that are described in Exhibit A and
which the staff discussed during an exit interview on May 9, 2018.
The staff is bringing these findings to your attention for immediate corrective action, without
regard to any other action(s) that may result from the examination. The findings are based on the
staff’s examination and are not findings or conclusions of, or binding on, the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (“the SEC” or “the Commission”) or any of its divisions or offices. You
should not conclude that any of the firm’s activities not discussed in Exhibit A are in full
compliance with the federal securities laws. Nor should you conclude that Exhibit A sets forth
an exhaustive list of the ways in which the firm’s activities do not comply with the federal
securities laws. Neither the staff’s findings or its communications during the course of the
examination nor any remedial actions undertaken in response to such findings or
communications foreclose the Commission from taking any action, including but not limited to
an enforcement action, with respect to the firm.
The descriptions of the federal securities laws and related interpretations in Exhibit A may be
paraphrased or abbreviated. Please visit our website at http://www.sec.gov/divisions.shtml for

complete information related to these regulatory requirements.
Please respond in writing to each of the matters described in Exhibit A by June 11, 2018,
describing any steps you have taken or intend to take with respect to each finding identified.
You should respond directly to me using your already established secure email account at:
dugginsj@sec.gov. Thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions, please contact
me at (202) 551-5661 or Stephen M. Latin at (617) 573-8808.

ennifer A. uggins

J Assistant Director and Co-Head
OCIE - Private Funds Unit

Attachment: Exhibit A

Exhibit A
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
SEC File No. 802-73114
The examination staff (“staff”) identified the following deficiencies during the examination:
I. Section 206 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-8(a)
Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 (“Advisers Act”) prohibit an
investment adviser from employing a device, scheme or artifice to defraud any client or
prospective client, or otherwise engaging in a transaction, practice or course of business which
operates as a fraud or deceit upon any client or prospective client. Additionally, Rule 206(4)8(a) prohibits investment advisers to pooled investment vehicles from (1) making untrue
statements of material facts or omitting to state a material fact necessary to make the statements
made, in the light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading statements
to investors or prospective investors in those pools or (2) otherwise engaging in any act, practice,
or course of business that is fraudulent with respect to those investors or prospective investors.
Based on the staff’s review, it appears that various statements by and practices of the Adviser
may constitute violations of Sections 206(1), 206(2) and Rule 206(4)-8(a), details of which are
provided in the succeeding paragraphs.
As background, the Adviser serves as the manager to six pooled investment vehicles with
collective net assets of approximately $3.3 billion. 1 The six pooled investment vehicles
(collectively, “the Funds”) are Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II, Catalyst Fund II Parallel
Limited Partnership (with Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II, “Fund II”), Catalyst Fund
Limited Partnership III (“Fund III”), Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV, Catalyst Fund IV
Parallel Limited Partnership (with Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV, “Fund IV”), and
Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership V (“Fund V”). Each of the Funds is structured as a Canadian
Limited Partnership. The Adviser has been retained by the Funds to provide certain investment
management and advisory services.
A. Undisclosed Conflicts Relating to Callidus Capital Corporation (“Callidus”)
The examination revealed numerous contractual relationships and business practices which
appear to raise conflicts of interest that were not adequately disclosed to investors in the Funds. 2
The Adviser’s failure to adequately disclose such contractual relationships and business
practices, along with the related conflicts, may constitute violations of Rule 206(4)-8(a), as
described below.

1 All

amounts are denominated in United States Dollars unless otherwise indicated.

2

Under its authority pursuant to Section 204(a) of the Advisers Act, the staff has requested records of the Adviser,
including certain email of the Adviser’s Managing Partner. After discussion with the Adviser’s personnel and in an
effort to reduce the burden of production, the staff agreed to amend its original request for email by excluding
emails sent to or received from certain email domains. The Adviser appears to have instead produced a sample of
emails using keywords, such that a portion (but not all) of the requested email records was produced. Accordingly,
it appears that the Adviser has not fully responded to the staff’s request for records. The Adviser should produce, as
soon as practicable, any additional records that are responsive to the staff’s request Items 148 and 149, absent a valid
assertion of privilege.
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Callidus is a Canadian domiciled company. Its founder and Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”)
since January 1, 2013, Newton Glassman, is also the Managing Partner of the Adviser. It was
organized to provide asset-based loans and lending services to companies based in Canada and
the United States. The Adviser and its affiliates (including four of the six Funds) owned 71.1%
of the outstanding shares of Callidus as of December 31, 2017. Since Fund II initially acquired
stock in 2006, the Funds and the Adviser have also entered into various other financial
arrangements with Callidus.
The financial arrangements that the Funds entered into with Callidus have included loans to
Callidus, guarantees of loans that Callidus has made to its borrowers, participation agreements,
asset purchases and service agreements. For example, as of December 31, 2017 Fund III and
Fund IV have provided bridge loans to Callidus in the amount of approximately $210 million.
Fund III and Fund IV also purchased a portfolio company, Xchange Technology Group
(“XTG”), from Callidus for approximately $73 million, which equaled the total amount of
principal and interest outstanding on a loan that had been extended by Callidus to XTG.
Additionally, certain of these transactions have required subsequent amendments and
clarifications, as described below.
Although since the inception of the Funds the Adviser included disclosures to investors
regarding the potential for transactions between related parties, these disclosures appear to be
inadequate. Specifically, these disclosures do not describe the extent of the potential conflicts,
and they do not disclose that the Adviser would adopt a practice of resolving some conflicts in
favor of Callidus. It appears that there are at least three categories of conflicts that arise in
connection with the Funds’ transactions with Callidus, as follows:
1. Conflicts between the various Funds relating to their different participation in the
Callidus capital structure and the different economic incentives that each fund has in
relation to these investments - The Funds invest in different parts of the capital structure
of Callidus and, sometimes, in the same parts of the capital structure but in different
proportions. The potential conflicts that may arise in connection with cross-fund
investments in the same issuer are further complicated by the fact that the Funds invest in
and divest from Callidus at different times. For example, Fund II has been able to realize
a significantly larger profit on its investments in Callidus than Fund III or Fund IV.
Specifically, based on its 2017 audited financial statements, Fund II has realized gains of
approximately $106 million on its investment in the common shares of Callidus. This
compares with no realized gains for Fund III and Fund IV. In fact, Fund IV has
unrealized losses of approximately $54 million on its investment, whereas Fund II and
Fund III both have unrealized gains. The valuation of the common shares appears to be
significantly impacted by the Funds’ capital activity in Callidus. For example, Fund II’s
interest benefitted from both the equity and debt financing provided by the subsequent
Funds’ investments, and as a result, Fund II exited its investments at a substantial profit.
2. Conflicts between the Adviser and the Funds as a result of the Callidus transactions –
The various transactions with Callidus create potential conflicts of interest between the
Adviser and the Funds. For example, its 2017 audited financial statements indicate that
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Fund II has realized approximately $106 million in profits from its investment in the
common shares of Callidus ahead of any future sales by Fund III and Fund IV. The
realization crystalizes these profits for purposes of determining the amount of incentive
compensation that Catalyst Fund General Partner II Inc. and Catalyst Fund II Parallel
General Partner Inc., each affiliates of the Adviser, are due from Fund II. Additionally,
the Funds’ investments in Callidus and the subsequent initial public offering (“IPO”) of
Callidus in April 2014 would create a more permanent pool of capital that the Adviser
and its affiliates, including the CEO and other officers of Callidus, could continue to
manage after the Funds are liquidated, assuming that Callidus remains a going concern
and the Funds are able to liquidate their respective interests. That is, affiliates of the
Adviser can continue to make investment decisions with respect to the capital of Callidus
even after all of the Funds have liquidated their positions. As a result, the Adviser
appears to have had an incentive to, first, direct the Funds to make investments into
Callidus, and then, to direct successor Funds to also make investments in the same
company.
3. Conflicts between Callidus and the Funds - Although the Funds have significant
investments in Callidus, which may mitigate the conflicts to some degree, there are still
conflicts that remain between the Funds on the one hand and Callidus on the other.
These conflicts are further exacerbated by the fact that the Funds own different
proportional investments in the capital structure of Callidus, as described above. In fact,
in Callidus’ third quarter 2015 earnings investor presentation, Callidus acknowledged the
existence of conflicts when it stated “[b]ecause Callidus is so essential to Catalyst’s
strategy, conflicts resolved in favour of the public investor.”
In this regard, the examination identified several instances where it appears that there were
conflicts resolved in favor of Callidus, potentially to the detriment of some of the Funds. For
example, in February 2015, the Adviser and its affiliates, including Callidus and the general
partners of Fund III and Fund IV, entered into a letter agreement that “clarifies” the terms of the
guarantees. This “clarification” resulted in Fund III and Fund IV guaranteeing principal
advances made to borrowers, even after the IPO. 3 The clarification also created a priority of
payments for cash flows from underlying borrowers. Pursuant to this priority of payments, cash
received from the borrower would be used to pay accrued interest to Callidus first, which
reduced Callidus’ credit risk exposure, while increasing the credit risk exposure of Fund III and
Fund IV to these companies. That is, after the “clarification,” the Funds bore all of the credit
risk, including the additional risk that resulted from extending additional principal to these
borrowers, but the Funds did not receive the benefit of additional interest charged on larger
principal balances because the interest payments were made to Callidus. Accordingly, for
certain guaranteed loans, Callidus would be incentivized to keep the debt outstanding, increasing
principal balances to increase its own income from guaranteed loans, even at potentially belowmarket lending terms. 4
3

Based on the staff’s review of the letter agreement, it appears that the changes made to the guarantees through the
letter agreement appear to be material changes rather than a clarification.

4

The staff discusses disclosures to investors about the guarantees in greater detail below.
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It appears that the Adviser failed to adequately disclose to investors the extent and nature of the
conflicts described above. In some instances, the transactions or agreements were disclosed to
investors, but only after their occurrence, and generally without disclosing the conflicts that were
associated with the agreements or transactions. The staff did not identify any disclosures to Fund
investors relating to conflicts being resolved in favor of the public investors of Callidus, whether
at the time they invested or subsequently.
The Adviser’s failure to disclose conflicts associated with transactions between the Funds and
Callidus to investors may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8. Additionally, the adoption of a
practice of resolving conflicts of interest in favor of affiliated parties to the potential detriment of
the Adviser’s clients may constitute a violation of Section 206(1) and Section 206(2) of the
Advisers Act.
In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any steps that it intends to take to address
the issues described above, including identifying any related, pre-existing disclosures made to
investors.
B. Conflict Consent Requirements
Based on the staff’s review, it appears that the Adviser or its affiliates failed to comply with the
requirements of the limited partnership agreements (“LPAs” or “LPA,” as applicable) of Fund III
and Fund IV with respect to conflicts of interest. The Adviser’s failure to satisfy the conflict
consent requirements of the Fund III and Fund IV LPAs may constitute a violation of Rule
206(4)-8. Additionally, it appears the Adviser directed the Funds to invest in Callidus without
disclosing or mitigating the conflicts associated with such investment. This conduct may
constitute a violation of Section 206(1) and Section 206(2), as described below.
Section 18.1(b) of the Fund III Second Amended and Restated Limited Partnership Agreement
dated June 22, 2010 (“Fund III LPA”) includes the following provision:
Transactions with Related Entities. The Partnership shall not enter into any transaction
with the General Partner, the Manager, a Portfolio Company or any of their respective
Affiliates unless such transactions have been approved by the Advisory Panel, are in the
ordinary course of business and are on terms and conditions no less favourable to the
Partnership than those that could be obtained from an unaffiliated third party [emphasis
added].
Similarly, section 18.1(b) of the Fund IV Limited Partnership Agreement dated June 25, 2012
(“Fund IV LPA”) contains a similar provision, as follows:
Transactions with Related Entities. The Partnership shall not enter into any transaction
with the General Partner, the Manager, a Portfolio Company or any of their respective
Affiliates unless there has first been consultation with the Advisory Panel, such
transaction is in the ordinary course of business and such transaction is on terms and
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conditions no less favourable to the Partnership than those that could be obtained from
an unaffiliated third party [emphasis added].
The staff’s review found that there have been several transactions between Callidus and the
Funds that were not brought to the Advisory Panel for approval or consultation. Among these
transactions were the Funds’ acquisition of XTG from Callidus, the extension and increases of
the bridge loans from the Funds to Callidus, and the “clarification” of the guarantee provisions,
as discussed above.
It also does not appear that these transactions were carried out in a manner that would ensure that
the terms were “no less favourable to the Partnership than those that could be obtained from an
unaffiliated third party.” The staff requested information related to how conflicts are resolved
between the Adviser and Callidus, including the operation of a provision in the Debenture
Repayment Agreement dated as of April 23, 2014 (the “Debenture Repayment Agreement”).
Specifically, section 7.2(c) of the agreement states:
The Credit Committee, when approving or renewing a loan, or enforcing its rights under
Section 7.2(a), will act in the best interest of the Corporation and in the event of a
conflict of interest between the Corporation and a Catalyst Fund, such conflict will be
reviewed and determined by an independent committee.
The staff requested confirmation of whether an “independent committee” reviewed the
clarification of the guarantee provisions or the purchase of XTG by the Funds. In response, the
Adviser stated that where there is any potential for conflict of interest with the Adviser, the
independent directors of Callidus made the decisions. Based on this response, it appears that
there was not a party representing the interests of the Funds in these transactions. Without a
party representing the interests of the Funds, it seems that there could be no reasonable assurance
that the terms of the transactions were on terms that were “no less favourable to the Partnership
than those that could be obtained from an unaffiliated third party.”
Given that the transactions between Callidus and the Funds involve affiliates of the Adviser and
may not be on terms as advantageous as those that could have been received from a third party, it
appears that the Adviser failed to comply with the Fund III and Fund IV LPA requirements to
bring such transactions to the Advisory Panel.
Section 18.1(c) of the Fund III and Fund IV LPAs also requires that all other material conflicts of
interest (not otherwise provided for in the LPA) involving the Adviser’s principals and the Funds
be brought to the Advisory Panel. In this regard, given the amount of capital that has been
invested in Callidus by multiple funds, the financial interest that the Adviser’s principals have in
the various Funds, and the principals’ direct interest in Callidus, it appears that the Adviser
would also have been required to bring the various Callidus transactions to the Advisory Panel.
The Adviser’s failure to satisfy the Fund III and Fund IV LPA conflict consent requirements may
constitute a violation of Section 206(1) and 206(2). Similarly, the Adviser’s misstatements with
regard to the manner in which certain conflicts would be resolved may violate Rule 206(4)-8.
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Additionally, the Adviser’s recommendation to invest in affiliated entities without disclosure of
the conflicts with such investments may constitute a violation of Section 206(1) and Section
206(2).
In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any steps that it intends to take to address
the issues described above, including identifying any related, pre-existing disclosures made to
investors.
C. Misleading Statements Regarding Portfolio Company Guarantees
The examination found that the Adviser’s statements made to investors in the Funds relating to
the operation of certain guarantees extended by the Funds and liabilities associated with them
appear misleading. Such statements may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8, as described
below.
In connection with the Callidus IPO, the Funds entered into guarantees relating to the loans in
which they had historically participated through a debenture commitment agreement. The
provisions of the guarantees were initially provided for in the Debenture Repayment Agreement
and were subsequently amended pursuant to a letter agreement dated February 16, 2015.
Subsequent to the IPO, the Adviser included the following description of the guarantees in the
notes to the 2014 Fund III audited financial statements:
Prior to Callidus' Initial Public Offering (the "Offering"), the Fund directly or indirectly
invested $203,701,357 in Callidus managed loans. In connection with the Offering, the
Fund exchanged these loan participations for shares in the Offering (at the Offering
price) and at the time of the Offering, the Fund provided a guarantee with respect to
possible losses of principal on those loan participations. The purpose of these
guarantees was to ensure that there is no inappropriate transfer of credit risk from the
Fund to public shareholders while simultaneously ensuring the Fund had no increase
in credit risk on the same loans as compared to prior to the Offering. Accordingly, the
guarantee applies: (i) in perpetuity for loans on Callidus' "watch list" at the time of the
Offering, or (ii) all other loans outstanding at the time of the Offering, until their renewal
(usually one year) in the ordinary course. The guarantee does not apply to any other
amounts, such as advances to pay interest or fees [emphasis added].
The estimated maximum obligation under the guarantees is $4,079,105. As at December
31, 2014, no provision has been recorded with respect to guarantees, because as at that
time management believed a full recovery on the amounts in question would occur.
This description of the Guarantees may be misleading because the guarantees did not in fact
ensure that Fund III did not have an increase in credit risk on the same loans as compared to
prior to the IPO. For example, as of December 31, 2014, Callidus had loaned approximately
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C$70 million to XTG. 5 By December 31, 2015, that amount had grown to approximately C$101
million. Despite the Adviser’s representation that the guarantees would not result in an increase
in the credit risk of the Funds, Fund III and Fund IV were collectively required to pay the entire
C$101 million, C$31 million more than at December 31, 2014.
The statement in the second paragraph of the excerpt above regarding the estimated maximum
obligation also appears misleading. Specifically, it appears that this amount did not represent a
maximum amount but rather the amount of the current loan loss reserves that Callidus had
booked against the guaranteed loans at that time. The Fund III and Fund IV 2014 audited
financial statements stated that the “estimated maximum obligation under the guarantees”, when
aggregated, total approximately $11.4 million. This amount appears to have significantly
understated the maximum total guarantee. According to their 2017 audited financial statements,
Fund III and Fund IV have collectively paid approximately $59.5 million pursuant to the
guarantees (excluding the amounts paid under the guarantee for XTG). Including XTG, Fund III
and Fund IV have collectively paid approximately $129.5 million, $118 million more than was
represented as the “estimated maximum obligation under the guarantees” in 2014.
Furthermore, the description of the guarantees in the financial statements does not describe the
inherent conflict associated with the mechanics of the guarantees, as implemented. Specifically,
the description of the guarantees does not identify Callidus’ incentive to extend loans that were
on the watch list, increasing their balances. Callidus received all interest on the increased
balances, but the loans were guaranteed in perpetuity by the Funds. It also does not appear that
the Adviser adequately disclosed this conflict elsewhere.
In this regard, the Adviser’s statements relating to the operation of the guarantees and liabilities
associated with them appear misleading. As a result, such statements may constitute a violation
of Rule 206(4)-8.
In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any steps that it intends to take to address
the issues described above, including identifying any related, pre-existing disclosures made to
investors.
D. Failure to Comply with LPA Concentration Limits
Based on the staff’s review, it appears that Fund III and Fund IV have breached the
concentration limit provisions in their respective LPAs. The Adviser’s failure to invest in a
manner that is consistent with these concentration limits may constitute a violation of Rule
206(4)-8. Additionally, the Adviser’s recommendation to make additional investments in
operating entities despite already being in breach of the concentration limits in relation to those
operating entities may constitute a violation of Section 206(1) and Section 206(2). The staff’s
findings regarding these issues are described in more detail below.
5

The staff requested loan balances as of the date of the Callidus IPO, as this was the date that the Funds would have
become the guarantor of the loans. The Adviser indicated that it did not have these records because they were
records of Callidus. It is unclear to the staff how the Adviser, as a fiduciary, could enter its clients into a guarantee
arrangement without knowing the amount that it was guaranteeing.
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The Funds each have a concentration limit which restricts the amount of capital that may be
invested in a single operating entity and restricts the amount that may be invested in each Fund’s
five largest positions. Specifically, section 4.3(c) of the Fund III and Fund IV LPAs imposes a
concentration limit of 20% for investments in a single operating company and 60% for the
aggregate amount invested in the respective partnership’s five largest positions. Based on the
staff’s review, it appears that the Adviser has breached both limits in both funds.
The Fund III concentration limit is written as follows:
Concentration Limit. The Partnership shall not invest more than 20% (measured at the
time of its investment) of the sum of (i) its net assets, plus (ii) the aggregate amount of its
Unfunded Commitments, in any one operating entity within a specified line of business,
and the aggregate amount invested in its five largest positions shall not exceed 60% of its
net assets plus Unfunded Commitments at the time of investment (such 20% and 60%
limitations being herein collectively called the "Concentration Limit").
The Fund III 2017 audited financial statements show approximately $243 million measured at
cost invested in equity and bridge loan investments a single operating entity, Callidus, and
approximately $864 million invested in the five largest positions. The staff’s understanding is
that the concentration limit requires the total amount invested in a single issuer (or the total
amount invested in the top five issuers, as applicable) to be divided by the net asset value of the
fund plus any unfunded commitments. Fund III does not have any remaining unfunded
commitments.
As a result, the relevant calculation to arrive at the percentage of net assets that Fund III has
invested in Callidus would be $243 million divided by $1.03 billion, or 23.6%, 3.6 percent over
the limit. Similarly, the relevant calculation to arrive at the percentage of net assets that Fund III
has invested in its five largest operating entities would be $864 million divided by net assets of
$1.03 billion, or 83.9%, 23.9 percent over the limit. 6 It also appears that Fund III may have
further exceeded both tests based on the subsequent events disclosed in the 2017 audited
financial statements. Specifically, the notes disclose that Fund III advanced an additional $14.6
million to Callidus, which would increase the respective concentration percentages to 25.0% and
85.3%, respectively.
The Fund IV concentration limit is written as follows:

6

The staff has looked at aggregate investments in the operating entities that are currently in the portfolio for
purposes of assessing the largest five issuer concentration limit. Based on the financial statements, it appears that
this would understate the amount invested in the five largest investments because there are investments which have
been realized that would otherwise be among the five largest investments. The staff used this calculation due to
limits on information regarding when certain investments were made and realized. Given that the Funds appear to
have exceeded the limit by a substantial amount, even under the staff’s methodology (which may understate the
percentage), the staff believes that these calculations are sufficient to understand the breaches at this time.
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Concentration Limit. The Partnership shall not invest more than 20% (measured at the
time of its investment) of the sum of (i) its net assets, plus (ii) the aggregate amount of its
Unfunded Commitments, in any one operating entity within a specified line of business,
and the aggregate amount invested in its five largest positions shall not exceed 60% of its
net assets plus Unfunded Commitments at the time of investment (such 20% and 60%
limitations being herein collectively called the "Concentration Limit") "); for greater
certainty, the amount of any bridge loan made to an entity and the amount of any
obligations of that entity that are guaranteed or otherwise financially supported by the
Partnership are included in determining whether the Partnership is in compliance with
the Concentration Limit.
The Fund IV 2017 audited financial statements show approximately $327 million measured at
cost invested in Callidus and approximately $563 million invested in the three current
investments in the portfolio. Net assets of Fund IV are shown as $505 million, and it appears
that the Fund was fully invested.
Based on these amounts, the relevant calculation to arrive at the percentage of net assets that
Fund IV has invested in Callidus would be $327 million divided by $505 million, or 64.8%, 44.8
percent over the limit. Similarly, the relevant calculation to arrive at the percentage of net assets
that Fund IV has invested in its five (here, three) largest operating entities would be $563 million
divided by $505 million, or 111.5%, 51.5 percent over the limit. 7 In correspondence with the
staff, the Adviser reflected its calculation of the single operating company test as of June 30,
2017. In its calculation, the Adviser used $812 million as the denominator. Utilizing the higher
denominator, the staff notes percentages that still exceed the 20% and 60% concentration limits
by 20.3 percent and 9.3 percent, respectively. Similar to Fund III, it appears that Fund IV has
further breached the concentration limits by investing additional capital in Callidus subsequent to
year end. According to its 2017 financial statements, Fund IV has invested an additional $30.1
million in Callidus.
The Adviser’s failure to invest in a manner that is consistent with the concentration limits of
Fund III and Fund IV as defined in their respective LPAs may constitute a violation of Rule
206(4)-8. Additionally, the Adviser’s recommendation to further invest in operating entities
despite already being in breach of the related concentration limits may constitute a violation of
Section 206(1) and Section 206(2).
In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any steps that it intends to take to address
the issues described above, including identifying any related, pre-existing disclosures made to
investors or proposed waivers provided to the limited partners that address the issues described
above. 8

7

The percentage is greater than 100% because the cost basis of these investments is greater than the current net asset
value plus outstanding commitments.
8

In communication with the staff, the Adviser’s Chief Compliance Officer stated that no waivers of the
concentration limits had been sought.
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E. Misleading Statements to Investors Regarding Portfolio Company Performance
The examination identified certain statements and claims regarding the performance of one of
Fund II’s portfolio companies that may be misleading. Specifically, the Adviser’s statements
regarding the performance of Therapure Biopharma Inc. (“Therapure”) and feedback from
investors on the prospective IPO of Therapure appear to be misleading or omit material facts
necessary to make such statements not misleading. Such statements and omissions may
constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8, as described in more detail below.
As background, the Adviser includes the following description of the Therapure business in its
quarterly letters:
Therapure Biopharma Inc. is a Canadian-based biopharmaceutical company committed
to the development, manufacture, purification, and packaging of rare and complex
biotherapeutics. Therapure operates under two businesses: (i) Contract Development and
Manufacturing (“CDMO” or “Services”); and, (ii) Proprietary Products (a pipeline of
plasma-derived therapeutic proteins and innovative biopharmaceuticals) (“Proprietary
Products”).
Fund II initially made an investment in Therapure (formerly Hemosol Corp.) in 2006. The Fund
II 2017 Second Quarter Investor Letter notes total current capital invested was $151 million, and
the current value of investments reflected in Fund II financial statements as of June 30, 2017,
was $662 million, or 58.5% of the reflected current value of all investments. 9 Fund II 2016
audited financial statements as of December 31, 2016 note that the Fund had received $83,057 in
dividend, fee, and interest income related to this investment and did not have any realized
gains. 10
The staff’s review identified two areas where it appears that the Adviser made misleading
statements about Therapure to investors: 1) The performance of the business, both generally and
as it relates to its individual CDMO and Proprietary Products businesses, and 2) Feedback from
potential IPO investors.
1) Performance of Therapure and its CDMO and Proprietary Products Businesses
The Adviser has consistently told its investors in quarterly letters and annual meeting materials
that “[t]he business is performing above expectations,” and the adviser has generally not
disclosed to investors any material operational challenges during the period for either the CDMO
business or the Proprietary Products business. However, the staff’s examination has revealed
9

The staff notes that there is a discrepancy between the original cost of the investment as reflected in the Fund II
audited financial statements relative to the records provided to the staff regarding current investments in response to
the staff’s request Item 12. The audited financial statements reflect an original cost of $129 million as compared to
the $151 million reflected in Item 12 under the title “Total Investment Amount (Capital Invested).”

10

The Adviser’s response to Item 12 indicates that Fund II realized approximately $22 million as of August 31,
2017.
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that there were events and operational issues that may have required disclosure to investors in
light of the Adviser’s regular statements regarding the business “performing above
expectations.” In fact, by several measures outlined below, it appears that the business was not
performing above expectations. The operational issues that were not disclosed to the Fund’s
investors related to both the CDMO business and the Proprietary Products business.
Apparently Misleading Statements Regarding Performance of the CDMO Business
The Adviser’s statements throughout 2016 and 2017 regarding the CDMO business indicate that
the general investment thesis for the CDMO business was to increase production utilization
through new contracts and increase revenue and earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and
amortization (“EBITDA”). For example, in the Fund II 2016 Third Quarter Investor Letter, the
Adviser included the following statement:
“The Company continues to pursue new contracts in order to achieve full production
utilization and has a valuable business development pipeline representing in excess of
$135MM in revenue over the next 12-18 months. The Company continues to grow at an
accelerated pace and to date Therapure delivered on its 2015 budgeted revenue
increases and experienced EBITDA growth.”
The Adviser included similar statements to this one in each of the following two investor
quarterly updates, particularly with reference to EBITDA growth. But the Adviser did not
disclose that the company failed to meet targeted revenue or EBITDA, and it did not disclose
issues with respect to specific customer contracts. The staff’s review found that the company
was failing to meet targeted revenue and EBITDA, and it was encountering certain customer
specific contract issues that appear material to the CDMO business. For example, the staff’s
review identified a Therapure document titled “TBI 15 Performance vs Plan,” which appeared in
Catalyst’s communications in an email from Therapure dated March 7, 2016, showing 2015
performance. The document shows that CDMO total revenue was 23% below management’s
forecasted revenue, and CDMO EBITDA (before research and development) was 69% below
management’s forecast. However, the Adviser made no disclosure to investors regarding the
revenue and earnings shortfalls during this period. In fact, it appears inconsistent with the
Adviser’s statement that Therapure delivered its budgeted revenue increases.
Similarly, in 2016, the CDMO business continued to miss revenue and earnings projections.
Based on revenue projections communicated by Therapure management to Catalyst, 11 the
CDMO business was expected to generate C$78 million in revenue. The actual revenue
generated by Therapure, as reported in its 2016 audited financial statements, was only C$62.6
million, 20% below forecasted revenues. Similarly, a presentation titled 2016 Board
Presentation - December 2016 and appearing in the Adviser’s email correspondence with
Therapure dated January 6, 2017, shows 2016 Therapure EBITDA before research and
development of C$7.2 million, or 56% below management’s forecast in the previously noted

11

This revenue forecast appeared in a document titled 2016 Update Presentation dated February 5, 2016.
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document dated February 5, 2016. 12 Despite Therapure’s failure to meet revenue and EBITDA
projections, the Adviser stated in its third quarter 2016 investor letter that “(t)he business is
performing above expectations and all monetization paths are advancing.”
Finally, it appears that in describing the sale of the CDMO business the Adviser has not
disclosed to Fund investors that two conditions precedent for closing the sale as per an Asset
Purchase Agreement had not been met. In particular, after over six months, the Adviser’s written
response to the staff’s inquiry surrounding the sale indicates that the transaction still has not
received regulatory approval from Investment Canada, and it has not received the required
consent from one of the CDMO customers. With regard to the CDMO customer who had
withheld consent, the Adviser had also not disclosed that, in June 2017, a US affiliate of that
customer alleged a breach of contract by Therapure and demanded $31.2 million for contractual
costs to date and costs for materials made to date. 13
On May 1, 2018, a joint venture between 3SBio Inc. and CPE Funds terminated its agreement to
buy the CDMO business from Therapure. On the same date, a 3SBio Inc. press release noted
that “…[a]s certain condition(s) precedent under the Asset Purchase Agreement were not
satisfied or waived on or before the Long-stop Date of 30 April 2018, and the Buyer and the
Seller have not agreed to a further extension of time, the Asset Purchase Agreement has lapsed
and the Buyer has served a notice to the Seller in writing to terminate the Asset Purchase
Agreement...” 14
Apparently Misleading Statements Regarding Performance of the Proprietary Products Business
There were also issues that were arising with respect to the Proprietary Products component of
the company that apparently were not communicated to investors. For example, the previously
noted February 5, 2016 Therapure presentation included a section titled “Milestones &
Objectives Summary – Plasma Proteins Program 2016.” The first slide of that section is titled
“Summary of Strategic Plan” and includes the following bullets:

12

The staff notes that in a PWC valuation report dated March 27, 2017, the following sentence was included: “We
note that unaudited results for 2016 indicate that revenue was CAD$83.1 million versus forecasted 2016 revenue of
CAD $78.0 million.” However, this may be misleading because this statement does not appear to account for the
fact that there appears to be approximately CAD$18 million in intercompany revenues relating to the Product’s
business included in the CAD$83.1 million in revenues referenced. These amounts appear to not have been
included in 2016 budgeted revenues. Also, these amounts were not included in the consolidated results as they
appear in Therapure’s 2016 audited financials, as they do not represent third party sales.
13

A document dated August 1, 2017 indicates that the dispute may have been subsequently resolved with Therapure
agreeing to take certain steps and covering certain costs to remediate the issues identified in the demand letter.
These costs included the cost of hiring a compliance consultant and the cost of certain materials and manufacturing
supporting the compliance work plan.
14

3S Bio Inc. announced in the same press release that it had entered into an exclusivity agreement with Therapure,
CPE Fund II, CPE Fund IIA, Catalyst Fund General Partner II Inc., and Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II in
order to explore alternative business opportunities and arrangements with respect to the CDMO business. The
exclusivity agreement has a one month initial term, which may be extended by mutual agreement.
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• Bring to Market Intravenous Immunoglobulin (IVIG) in 2018

• Competitive product in‐line with higher‐tiered products (for US/CA market)
• Single Phase III trial approach – supported by FDA guidance document and meeting with regulators

• Bring to Market Albumin in 2018

• Competitive product (for US/CA market)
• Seek approval based on product specifications under Code of Federal Regulations
• Provide sufficient non‐clinical data at meeting with regulators to support no clinical trial approach

• Bring to Market Alpha‐1 Antitrypsin (AAT) in 2020
• Competitive product (for US market)
• Provide sufficient non‐clinical data at meeting with regulators to support single bioequivalence trial approach

• Construct Commercial Facility by 2018

• Initial build to support commercial IVIG and Albumin with additional footprint for other products
• Add‐on facility for AAT to be built in 2019 for 2020 commercial launch

• Leverage Technology by Developing Pipeline of Follow-on Products
• Develop business case and programs for additional proteins
• Map additional proteins in manufacturing process to identify easily accessible value streams

It appears that there have been significant delays in Therapure achieving all of these goals. In
particular, written responses to the staff’s inquiries indicate that as of November/December 2017,
almost 2 years after the above projections, all of the timelines identified above have been delayed
between 2 and 3 years. Based on those current projections, IVIG and Albumin are further from
being brought to market than they were 2 years ago. Similarly, construction related to expansion
of Therapure’s plant that is expected to manufacture IVIG for commercial sale has encountered
significant delays and setbacks. The staff understands that the delays in the construction project
are primarily the result of an inability to finance the project. It appears that this apparently
material fact was also not disclosed to the Fund’s investors.
2) Feedback from Potential IPO Investors
The examination has also identified certain statements that appear to be misleading regarding
feedback received on the potential IPO. In particular, the Adviser has consistently stated to Fund
investors that feedback received regarding Therapure from prospective investors during the IPO
marketing process had been positive without disclosing negative feedback received. For
example, the Adviser stated in a 2015 annual meeting presentation that “Therapure is performing
above expectations and investor feedback during the IPO process about the quality of
management and the company was very positive.” The Adviser did not disclose that there was
also negative feedback from potential investors regarding certain aspects of the company and the
IPO itself. For example, the staff noted that GMP Securities presented a June 2016 slide deck
which included a slide titled “IPO Feedback vs. Recent Achievements.” The slide stated that
“Therapure has mitigated some of the negative feedback received during the IPO marketing
process, but it is unclear whether this will increase investors’ appetite.” The slide also included
five negative feedback items received during the process, including “[l]arge execution risk on
plasma business - not proven at commercial scale” and “Catalyst post-transaction percentage
ownership and liquidity concerns.” Each of these items may have been material to investors.
Disclosure of these items may have been necessary to make the Adviser’s statements regarding
the feedback received during the IPO process not misleading.
The Adviser’s statements regarding the performance and prospective IPO of Therapure appear to
be misleading or omit material facts necessary to make such statements not misleading. Such
statements and omissions may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.
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F. Payment of Fund Expenses Inconsistent with LPAs and Management Advisory
Agreements
The staff’s review of a sample of expenses allocated to the Funds revealed inconsistencies
between those allocations and the disclosure included in the provisions of their respective
governing documents or management advisory agreements. The Adviser’s failure to allocate
expenses in accordance with the Fund LPAs may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.
Additionally, the Adviser’s allocation of expenses in a manner that benefits the Adviser to the
detriment of its clients may constitute a violation of Section 206(1) and Section 206(2). The
staff’s findings in this area are described in more detail below.
Specifically, Section 11.3, titled Operating Expenses of Partnership, of the Fund II LPA states
that:
Except as specifically provided otherwise herein, the Partnership will pay all expenses
directly related to its own operations, including (i) expenses of custodians, legal
counsel, accountants, professional advisors and service providers retained by the
Partnership for Partnership purposes . . .
In addition, Section 11.4 of that LPA, titled Expenses of the Partnership, states that:
Subject to the Management Advisory Agreement, the Partnership will be responsible for
all of its day-to-day operating expenses and administrative expenses.
Section 8., titled Disbursements, of Fund II’s Management Advisory Agreement states that:
In addition to the fees payable as provided in Section 7 above, the Partnership shall
reimburse the Manager forthwith after delivery of the Manager's invoice therefor, for all
reasonable expenses and disbursements including, without limitation, solicitors' fees and
other direct costs and charges properly paid or incurred by the Manager on behalf of the
Partnership.
Through a sampling of invoices reflecting the Funds’ expenses incurred in connection with
providing services to the Funds, the staff identified expenses that did not appear to be either
directly related to the Funds’ own operations or to be reasonable. For example, the staff
identified instances of nightly hotel rates for the Adviser’s CEO, which appeared to be suites that
do not appear to be “reasonable” expenses to allocate to the Funds, as follows:
1) 2/5/14, a nightly room rate of $9,000 USD, one-half or $4,500 was allocated to Fund II
and $4,500 was allocated to a Fund II portfolio company;
2) 2/12/14, a nightly room rate of $7,000 USD, one-half or $3,500 was allocated to Fund II
and $3,500 was allocated to a Fund II portfolio company;
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3) 7/16/14, a nightly room rate of $7,000 USD, one-half or $3,500 was allocated to Fund II
and $3,500 was allocated to a Fund II portfolio company; and
4) 12/08/14 and 12/09/14, a nightly room rate of $5,500 USD. The entire expense was
allocated to Fund II.
The staff also identified airfare expenses that did not appear to be “reasonable” or directly related
to the Funds’ own operations as required by their respective LPAs. The following airfare
expenses may have been improperly charged to the Funds:
1) 12/4/14, a chartered one way flight for C$15,120 from Toronto to Miami on an Adviser’s
wholly-owned entity’s aircraft;
Passengers included: one Adviser investment professional and four others who appear to
be the investment professional’s family and friends
2) 12/7/14, a chartered one way flight for C$16,200 from Miami on an Adviser’s wholly
owned entity’s aircraft;
Passengers included: one Adviser investment professional and four other passengers
who appear to be the investment professional’s family member(s) and friends 15
3) 12/16/14, a chartered one way flight using an Adviser’s wholly-owned entity’s aircraft
for C$10,800from Atlanta to Toronto;
This flight returned to the entity’s Toronto home base with no passengers.
4) 11/23/15, a chartered one way flight for C$46,150 from Toronto to Amsterdam on an
Adviser’s wholly owned entity’s aircraft; and
The flight had one passenger, an investment professional of the Adviser.
5) 11/24/15, a chartered one way flight for C$57,850 from Amsterdam to Toronto on an
Adviser’s wholly owned entity’s aircraft.
The flight had one passenger, an Adviser investment professional.
To the extent that all or a portion of these expenses were not borne by the Adviser, the practices
may constitute violations of Rule 206(4)-8 and Section 206(1) and Section 206(2). In response
to this letter, the Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take regarding this
matter, including whether it intends to undertake a broader review of its historical expense
allocations and whether it intends to make any reimbursements to the Funds. The Adviser
should also provide supporting documentation reflecting any such reimbursement made.

15

With regard to flights 1) and 2) above, the staff acknowledges the Adviser’s statement regarding chartered aircraft
fares being billed by the hour and not the number of passengers. Nonetheless, it is unclear whether the use of a
chartered plane for one employee to travel to a major city could be viewed as reasonable.
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G. Undisclosed Payments to an Affiliate without Consent
The examination found that the Adviser failed to disclose to investors that the Funds would pay
an affiliate of the Adviser for chartered airplane services, including those detailed above.
Additionally, it appears the Adviser failed to comply with the Funds’ conflict disclosure and
consent requirements as defined in their respective LPAs in connection with the Funds’ use of an
affiliated service provider. The Adviser’s practices and absence of disclosure regarding them
may constitute violations of Section 206(1), Section 206(2) and Rule 206(4)-8, as described
below.
The staff’s review of a sample of Fund airfare expenses revealed payments by the Funds to the
Adviser’s wholly-owned private aircraft business for travel of its personnel and personnel of
portfolio companies. The Adviser has noted in its written responses to the staff that the fares are
charter market values. However, the staff noted at least one instance of the use of a nonaffiliated charter service where the hourly rate was less than the rate charged by the affiliated
charter service. The Funds’ use of an affiliated service provider creates a potential conflict of
interest between the Adviser and the Funds.
Additionally, as described in section I.B. above, the Funds’ respective LPAs require consent or
counsel of the Advisory Panels before any transaction between the Funds and an affiliate of the
Adviser can occur. It is the staff’s understanding that the Adviser did not present the use of an
affiliate for air travel to the Advisory Panel for consent or counsel.
The Adviser’s receipt of additional compensation from the Fund in connection with payments
made to an affiliated service provider without adequate disclosure or consent may constitute a
violation of Section 206(1), Section 206(2) and Rule 206(4)-8. In response to this letter, the
Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take regarding this matter.
H. Use of Fund Assets Inconsistent with LPA and Management Advisory Agreement
The Adviser appears to have used Fund II assets to compensate a portfolio company CEO in a
manner that was inconsistent with the Fund II LPA. The Adviser’s use of Fund II’s assets to
compensate a portfolio company executive without adequate disclosure may constitute a
violation of Rule 206(4)-8, as described below.
Nicholas Green (“Green”) became the CEO and President of Therapure in 2011. In August of
2014, Green entered into a handwritten agreement with the Adviser’s Managing Director/Partner
agreeing to a 2013 bonus payment to Green over a period of several years. An April 21, 2016
email from Green to the Adviser’s former CFO includes an invoice for payment and notes it is
“an invoice for the bonus payment from 2013 still owing.”
In response to the staff’s request Item 126 as to the specific source within the governing
documents or management advisory agreements for permitting the Fund II to pay the bonus, the
Adviser cited Section 11.3 of the Fund II LPA, quoting specifically:
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the Partnership will pay all expense [sic] directly related to its own operations, including
(i). . . professional advisors and service providers . . . retained by the Partnership for
Partnership purposes
In its response, the Adviser continued: ““The amount paid to Nick Green was in relation to
“Consulting and Management Services” to a professional advisor (Nicholas Green).””
The staff inquired further, as it appeared from Therapure’s own press releases and Green’s
LinkedIn profile that he had been Therapure’s CEO and President since 2011, not a consultant.
In response, the Adviser wrote to the staff:
During fiscal years 2013 and 2014, Therapure was in the process of rebuilding its
management team. During 2013, Therapure agreed on certain incentive compensation
payments for Nick Green, the CEO. The amounts in question, however, were
proportionately higher than the compensation terms for the rest of the Therapure
management team. Consequently, in order to avoid discouraging other members of the
Therapure management team, Catalyst decided that a payment to Mr. Green would be
made directly from the Catalyst Fund II LP as a consulting fee, rather than from the
portfolio company itself. The payment was made to Mr. Green and added to the cost of
the investment in an identical manner had the Catalyst Fund II LP funded Therapure
which, in turn, would have made a payment to Mr. Green.
Despite the Adviser’s explanations of the payments, it appears that the payment of this bonus by
Fund II was not contemplated by the LPA. More specifically, Green was not “retained by the
Partnership for Partnership purposes” but rather was apparently retained by the portfolio
company for portfolio company purposes. The payment of portfolio company expenses by the
Fund creates potential conflicts of interest and may be material to investors. Absent additional
disclosure to the investors, the reimbursement of this payment by the Fund appears to lack
adequate disclosure, and as a result, it may be inconsistent with the requirements of Rule 206(4)8.
In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take
regarding this matter, including whether it intends to reimburse the Fund for this bonus payment.
I.

Delivery of 2017 Audited Financial Statements Inconsistent with LPA and PPM

The examination identified that the Adviser decided not to distribute the Funds’ 2017 audited
financial statements to the fund limited partners (“LPs”) within 90 days of each Fund’s fiscal
year, as required by the Fund LPAs. 16 The Adviser’s decision to adopt practices that are in
contravention of representations made by itself and its affiliates without an amendment or
consent from investors may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8, as described below.

16

The audited financial statements were signed on April 2, 2018.
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In an April 10, 2018, letter (“April Letter”) to Fund LPs, the Adviser stated that due to concerns
regarding the leakage of information to the media regarding Fund portfolio company information
that is sensitive in relation to certain monetization processes, the Adviser would not be
distributing the audited financial statements for all funds across all LPs until “a week or so”
before a re-scheduled annual general meeting (“AGM”). 17 The Adviser further noted that it
would, however, provide the audited financial statements to any LP specifically requesting the
statements, subject to certain conditions being met.
The Adviser’s decision not to distribute the Funds’ 2017 audited financial statements to Catalyst
Fund investors within 90 days of December 31, 2017 appears to be inconsistent with the
requirements of the Funds’ LPAs and private placement memoranda (“PPMs”). Specifically,
Section 13.4, titled Annual Reports, of the Funds’ LPAs states that:
Within 90 days of the end of each Fiscal Year, the General Partner, with the assistance of
the Administrative Services Provider, shall send, or cause to be sent, to each Person who
was a Limited Partner at the end of such Fiscal Year a report summarizing the status of
the activities of the Partnership as at the end of the Fiscal Year, which shall include:
(a) the audited financial statements of the Partnership for such Fiscal Year, including the
balance sheet for the Partnership as of the end of such Fiscal Year as well as statements
of income for such Fiscal Year and a statement of source and use of funds, prepared in
accordance with GAAP and accompanied by the report of the Auditor thereon; . . .
The Adviser’s decision not to send the Funds’ 2017 audited financial statements to all of its
respective LPs within 90 days of December 31, 2017, is inconsistent with representations made
to fund investors in section 13.4 of the respective LPAs. Accordingly, the Adviser’s decision to
withhold delivery of the audited financial statements without amending the LPA may constitute a
violation of Rule 206(4)-8.
Additionally, the staff noted the following statement in a letter to the Funds’ investors regarding
the determination to postpone the annual meeting and also postpone delivery of the audited
financial statements:
Upon advice of both counsel to the Funds as well as unanimous direction from all
Limited Partner Advisory Committee Members, it is believed the following is the best way
to ensure the monetizations proceed and are maximized while seeking to mitigate the risk
of possible damage from continued leaks:….
It appears that the statement that these actions were taken upon “unanimous direction from all
Limited Partner Advisory Committee Members” is misleading. Specifically, in written
correspondence with the staff, the Adviser was only able to confirm that a subset of the Advisory
Committee participated in the call at which this issue was discussed.

17

The Adviser stated in its April Letter that it expected to hold the AGM in late May or early June of 2018.
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In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take
regarding this matter, including whether it intends to seek LP consents or formally amend the
LPA. To the extent that the Adviser does not intend to amend the LPA or seek LP consent, the
staff requests that the Adviser describe in response to this letter its authority to withhold the
audited financial statements of the Funds without seeking consent of the LPs or an amendment of
the LPA.
J. Misrepresentation Regarding Personal Trading Activities
The Adviser made disclosures that are inconsistent with its actual practices to prospective
investors of Fund V regarding its efforts to avoid certain conflicts of interest. The Adviser’s
failure to accurately describe the controls it has established to avoid conflicts may constitute a
violation of Rule 206(4)-8, as described below.
Section V of the Fund V PPM states:
One of the key drivers to Catalyst’s business model since its inception has been the use of
a fund structure that seeks to maximize the alignment of interests between the Firm and
investors. As such, all of the Catalyst Funds have, among other things, . . . (ii) its policy
that no employee is allowed to maintain a personal trading account.
Similarly, response C.4. of the Fund V standard DDQ used as part of the offering of the Fund
states:
Catalyst professionals may not maintain any personal trading accounts or other means of
directly investing in public securities.
Also, the Alignment of Interests page of the pitchbook used by the Adviser to market Fund V
includes the statement:
Catalyst believes its business depends on aligning itself with the LPs to the maximum
degree possible
...
• No Catalyst employee can maintain any personal trading accounts
Despite the above written claims, it appears that employees of the Adviser do maintain personal
trading accounts and that the Adviser’s own written policy allows for that.
The staff’s review of a sample of monthly trade certifications revealed trading activity conducted
in 2017 by personnel who had joined the Adviser in 2014 and 2015, respectively.
The Adviser has represented in the statements to investors identified above that the absence of
personal trading accounts is evidence of the alignment of interest which the business depends on.
However, the Adviser’s representation that “[n]o Catalyst employee can maintain any personal
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trading accounts” is not accurate and may constitute a material misstatement in violation of Rule
206(4)-8.
In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take
regarding this matter.
K. Failure to Comply with Side Letter Provisions
The examination found that the Adviser failed to comply with certain side-letter agreements that
it had entered into with certain investors in the Funds. The Adviser’s failure to comply with
representations that it made to investors may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8, as described
below.
The Adviser has entered into over 100 side letters with limited partners across various Funds.
Through sampling, the staff identified failures to comply with the provisions of some of these
side letters. For example, the Anne Ray Charitable Trust and the Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
side letters have certain reporting requirements. In response to a written inquiry by the staff
regarding section 8 of those side letters, the Adviser responded as to how it was in compliance.
However, the staff’s review noted two provisions with which the Adviser did not comply.
Specifically, Item 8a. of the side letter requires that the investors receive:
a) a reasonably detailed calculation of management fees in their quarterly or annual
reports.
The Adviser provides the actual management fee in the monthly Investor Statement sent by
SS&C but does not send any kind of calculation of such management fee. In addition, Item 8f.
of the side letters requires:
f) a summary of Partnership expenses arising from services performed by the General
Partner, the principals, employees of the Manager or any of their respective Affiliates
during any calendar year.
While the Adviser provides to investors expenses incurred by the respective Fund at the investor
level and at the total fund level on each month’s Investor Statement, it does not identify those
expenses that were incurred in connection with the General Partner, the principals, employees of
the Manager or any of their respective Affiliates. The expense figure shown on the Investor
Statement would include, for example, expenses paid to outside counsel, the administrator, the
Fund accountants, the third-party valuation team, and charter airline expenses.
Based on the foregoing, the Adviser’s failure to provide the required reports identified above
may be an omission of a material disclosure inconsistent with Rule 206(4)-8. In response to this
letter, the Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take regarding this matter.
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L. Misrepresentation of Regulatory Registration
A review of the standard DDQ used by the Adviser as part of the marketing of the Funds
revealed a statement regarding the Adviser’s association with the SEC. Specifically, in response
B.5., the Adviser states:
In addition, as demonstration of the Firm’s focus on risk management, Catalyst is one of
the few private equity firms registered or the equivalent with the Ontario Securities
Commission and the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.
The Adviser, however, is an exempt reporting adviser (“ERA”) with the SEC and is, therefore,
not “registered or the equivalent” with this agency. Additionally, it is unclear how registration
with the SEC (or filing with SEC as an ERA) would demonstrate a “focus on risk management.”
The Adviser’s misrepresentation of its registration status with the SEC and the import of any
such registration may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8. In response to this letter, the
Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take regarding this matter, including
whether it intends to correct this misstatement in future documents being distributed to investors
and prospective investors.
II. Rule 21F-17(a) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 - Whistleblower Regulations
A. Language Inconsistent with the Commission’s Whistleblower Regulations
Rule 21F-17(a) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 prohibits any person from taking any
action to impede an individual from communicating directly with the Commission staff about a
possible securities law violation.
The staff found that the confidentiality language in the Adviser’s Employment Agreement and
Employee Handbook appears to be inconsistent with Rule 21F-17(a) 18. For example, a template
produced to the staff with the Adviser’s Employment Agreement language states:
You also agree that you shall not, at any time during the term of your employment with
us or thereafter reveal, divulge or make known to any person, other than to [the
Adviser] and our duly authorized employees or representatives or use for your own or
any other's benefit, any Confidential Information, which during or as a result of your
employment with us, has become known to you.
In addition, the Adviser’s Employee Handbook, last revised October, 2017, includes a
Confidentiality Policy which states, among other things, that:
All Catalyst employees are required to keep confidential any Company information
which has not been made public and to ensure it is not revealed to any outside source.
18

The confidentiality language in the Employment Agreement template is also referred to in a template of the
Adviser’s Mutual Release, which appears to be signed by the Adviser’s personnel upon termination.
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You understand that, in your capacity as an employee, you will acquire information
about certain matters and things which are confidential to the Company (“Confidential
Information”) . . .
At all times during and subsequent to the employee's employment with the Company, the
employee will not disclose Confidential Information to any person without first
obtaining the Company's consent, and the employee will take all reasonable precautions
to prevent inadvertent disclosure of any confidential information.
The language in these documents may impede existing and future employees from
communicating with the SEC and, accordingly, may be inconsistent with Rule 21F-17(a).
In response to this letter, the Adviser should describe any corrective actions it intends to take
regarding this matter, including and any steps it will take to ensure that the Adviser’s current and
former employees are apprised of any such changes.
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CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT REQUESTED
June 11, 2018
VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION VIA ACCELLION
Jennifer A. Duggins
Assistant Director and Co-Head OCIE – Private Funds Unit
Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
33 Arch Street, 24th Floor
Boston, MA 02110
Re:

Examination of The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. (File No. 802-73114)

Dear Ms. Duggins:
On behalf of our client, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. (“Catalyst”), we hereby submit
this response to your letter dated May 11, 2018 (the “Exit Letter”), with respect to the
examination of Catalyst by the Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations (“OCIE”) of
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commissions (“SEC”), which identified certain deficiencies
found by the OCIE staff (the “Staff”) during the examination.
Catalyst appreciates the opportunity presented by this examination to identify areas in
which it might strengthen its procedures. To that end, Catalyst cooperated fully with OCIE staff
for a period of nine months and timely produced well over 100,000 pages of records in response
to 149 multi-part items contained in 13 separate written requests, including many onerous
requests issued months after the onsite meeting, incurring nearly a million dollars in direct costs
and large sums in opportunity costs. Your letter states that Catalyst has not fully responded to
the staff’s requests for records in Items 148 and 149 of Additional Request No. 12. Catalyst’s
response to Items 148 and 149 was submitted to OCIE staff on May 7, 2018. Catalyst reviewed
and produced documents in response to these extremely onerous requests using expansive search
terms that were reasonably calculated to produce all documents related to areas under
examination. As noted in the production letter, to the extent the staff desires to review additional
documents, all documents have been preserved and Catalyst would incur the expense required to
review and produce these documents after an opportunity to consult with the SEC to reasonably
limit the costs and scope of the inquiry. To the extent that the Staff has identified areas for
improvement, Catalyst commits to taking the necessary corrective steps as quickly as possible.
Catalyst welcomes constructive and thoughtful suggestions on how to implement best practices.
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Catalyst is, always has been, and always will be, committed to its investors. Catalyst’s
relationship with, and reputation among, its investors is the lifeblood of the company.
Accordingly, Catalyst takes very seriously any suggestion that it could have possibly confused its
investors in any way. Catalyst and its investors have endured a multi-year, highly sophisticated
systematic campaign of defamation and economic interference from its competitors and others.
If the staff so desires, Catalyst can provide evidence or proof of such, including how the SEC
may have been manipulated unwittingly as a part of that campaign.
Catalyst is proud of its record and has been very transparent. To that end, throughout
very thorough examinations by the SEC (and the Ontario Securities Commission), Catalyst
provided to the Staff documents, information and several in person meetings at great personal
cost to Catalyst employees. Catalyst strongly believes that Catalyst has not omitted or
misrepresented any material fact to investors. In an effort to improve, however, Catalyst
commits to immediately addressing your recommendations to ensure the primacy of investor
protection in every aspect of Catalyst’s operation.
With respect to the individual points identified in the Exit Letter, we have set out the item
below (in bold), followed by the firm’s responses, for your convenience.
I.

Section 206 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and Rule 206(4)-8(a)

Catalyst understands its fiduciary duty under Section 206 of the Investment Advisers Act
of 1940 (the “Act”) and its obligations under Rule 206(4)-8(a) of the Act.1 Catalyst adheres to a
standard of behavior typified in the words of Justice Cardozo, who noted that, “a fiduciary is
held to something stricter than the morals of the marketplace. Not honesty alone, but the
punctilio of an honor the most sensitive, is then the standard of behavior.”2
Catalyst is not aware of, nor has OCIE pointed to, any undisclosed conflict of interest that
“might incline an investment adviser – consciously or unconsciously – to render advice that was
not disinterested.”3 In recognition of the fundamental precepts of fiduciary relationships in the
investment adviser context, we note that in SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., the
seminal decision on the fiduciary duties of an adviser under the Act, the Supreme Court stated
that, “[t]he Advisers Act of 1940 reflects a congressional recognition of the delicate fiduciary
nature of an investment advisory relationship as well as a congressional intent to eliminate, or at
least to expose, all conflicts of interest which might incline an investment adviser—consciously
or unconsciously—to render advice which was not disinterested.”4 Mindful of its obligation of
utmost good faith and full and fair disclosure of material facts to clients, which flow from its
1

In adopting Rule 206(4)-8, the SEC explained that Rule 206(4)-8 does not create a fiduciary duty to investors or
prospective investors in a pooled investment vehicle not otherwise imposed by law, nor does it alter any duty or
obligation an adviser has under the Advisers Act, or any state law or requirement to investors in a pooled vehicle.
See Prohibition of Fraud by Advisers to Certain Pooled Investment Vehicles, Advisers Act Rel. No. 2628 (Aug. 3,
2007).
2
Meinhard v. Salmon, 164 N.E. 545, 546 (N.Y. 1928).
3
SEC v. Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. 180, 191-92 (1963).
4
Capital Gains Research Bureau, Inc., 375 U.S. at 189, 191-92.
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duty to clients, Catalyst strongly believes that it has disclosed all material facts related to
conflicts or potential conflicts of interest.
As a Canadian entity, Catalyst’s duties are defined by Canadian fiduciary law. The
leading decision on corporate fiduciary duties in Canada is BCE Inc. v 1976 Debentureholders,
[2008] 3 SCR 560. As described by the Supreme Court of Canada in the BCE case, directors of
Canadian corporations owe a duty to the corporation, with due regard for all relevant
stakeholders. The fiduciary duty is a duty to act in the best interests of the corporation. While
the interests of shareholders and stakeholders may be co-extensive with the interests of the
corporation, where such interests conflict, the directors’ duty is clear — it is owed to the
corporation. The Supreme Court of Canada explained the standard as follows:
Where conflicting interests arise, it falls to the directors of the
corporation to resolve them in accordance with their fiduciary duty
to act in the best interests of the corporation. The cases … confirm
that this duty comprehends a duty to treat individual stakeholders
affected by corporate actions equitably and fairly. There are no
absolute rules and no principle that one set of interests should
prevail over another. In each case, the question is whether, in all
the circumstances, the directors acted in the best interests of the
corporation, having regard to all relevant considerations, including
— but not confined to — the need to treat affected stakeholders in
a fair manner, commensurate with the corporation’s duties as a
responsible corporate citizen.
Canadian law, as interpreted by the Supreme Court of Canada in the BCE Inc. case,
imposes on corporate directors a tripartite fiduciary duty composed of (1) an overarching duty to
the corporation, which contains (2) a duty to protect shareholder interests from harm, and (3) a
procedural duty of “fair treatment” for relevant stakeholder interests. This duty of fair treatment
acknowledges the need to ensure that a contemplated action considers the reasonable
expectations of stakeholders and is not oppressive. The same is true of private equity and
portfolio managers, such as Catalyst, under Canadian law.
There can be no doubt that Catalyst has at all times comported with its legal duties in, at
minimum, fulfilling the reasonable expectations of stakeholders. For example, although not
discussed in the SEC’s letter, there are numerous examples of Catalyst deferring its management
or other fees—sometimes for years—for the benefit of its investors. Below, we address OCIE’s
findings with a view toward addressing the issues raised.
A.

Undisclosed Conflicts Relating to Callidus Capital Corporation (“Callidus”)

In the Exit Letter, OCIE Staff states that, “Although since the inception of the Funds the
Adviser included disclosures to investors regarding the potential for transactions between related
parties, these disclosures appear to be inadequate.” The categories listed below are identified as
the apparent deficiencies. Catalyst appreciates that OCIE Staff have highlighted certain
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disclosures in which additional information could have been beneficial to investors, and is
committed to providing such additional information on a prospective basis.
OCIE staff noted three categories of conflicts that arise in connection with the Funds’
transactions with Callidus, each of which we address below.
1.

Conflicts between the various Funds relating to their different
participation in the Callidus capital structure and the different
economic incentives that each fund has in relation to these
investments.

2.

Conflicts between the Adviser and the Funds as a result of the
Callidus transactions.

3.

Conflicts between Callidus and the Funds.

In the Exit Letter, OCIE staff cites three types of conflicts (quoted above). The conflict
rules applicable to any fiduciary rest on two fundamental precepts, namely (1) the conflict rule
(which protects the integrity of the relationship between the fiduciary and the beneficiary); and
(2) the discretionary decision-making authority of the fiduciary. The conflict rule prohibits the
fiduciary, among other things, from taking an opportunity for itself which may be available to a
beneficiary. No Fund nor the Manager has taken an opportunity belonging to another. The
decision-making power is circumscribed by the scope of discretion delegated to the fiduciary, by
a beneficiary’s expectations, and in some cases, by operation of law.5
1. Conflicts Relating to Funds’ Participation in the Callidus Capital Structure
In analyzing these potential conflicts, it is appropriate to consider the investment posture
in each Fund in April 2014, when Callidus went public. Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II
(“Fund II”) was in its realization period and the expectations of the relevant Limited Partners
(“LPs”) were to receive a return of capital. Fund II was therefore not permitted, by contractual
agreement, without a waiver from its investors (which it knew it would not get) to make further
investment and had no remaining available capital, as it was technically over 100% “committed”
(that is why the Manager deferred management fees owed to it in order to help Fund II’s
liquidity). The Callidus offering permitted a substantial realization of Fund II’s interest as it was
contractually required to pursue given its stage in its life cycle; it currently holds only a very
small amount of its original investment.
Prior to the public offering of Callidus, Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership III (“Fund
III”) and Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV (“Fund IV”) held shares of Callidus and funded
loans originated by Callidus. Funds III and IV acquired shares in connection with the public
offering in exact proportion to their interests in those loans. Fund III was at the end of its
investment period. Fund IV entered into a participation agreement at the time of the offering
5

See BCE, [2008] 3 SCR 560.
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while it was in its investment period as it was entitled to do so and as disclosed in its offering
memorandum to prospective investors. That participation was subsequently reacquired by
Callidus as contemplated by and required under the Participation Agreement. Catalyst Fund
Limited Partnership Fund V (“Fund V”) had a right to participate in new Callidus loans based on
a formula agreed to at the time of the public offering. These documents were complied with by
Catalyst and were disclosed and remain available to the OCIE Staff, all Catalyst Fund investors
and to the public shareholders (in the prospectus and in the SEDAR database).
Funds II, III, and IV at all material times controlled approximately 62% to two-thirds or
more of Callidus’ shares. Funds III and IV subsequently made the bridge loan to Callidus in
order to support their existing investment in Callidus—a substantially different fact from “new
loans.” A review of each Fund’s documents shows that a Fund is allowed to make “follow-up”
investments to any existing portfolio company (such as Callidus) post “Investment Period.”
Participation in a new loan originated by Callidus is likely not permissible.
At all times, Mr. Glassman and Mr. Riley appropriately disclosed their role in the Funds
and at Callidus in the public offering documents and as required by the applicable corporate
fiduciary duty. Mr. Glassman and Mr. Riley were not previously paid for their roles at Callidus;
in part, as disclosed in the public documents, both have been paid the nominal sum of $1 a year ever since Callidus was public – for their roles at Callidus.
In analyzing whether the above-described economic interests created a conflict of interest
between the Funds managed by Catalyst, it is important to keep in mind the discretionary
decision-making authority of Catalyst, which delineates the duties it owes. In this light, it is
clear that none of the economic interests described above created a conflict of interest that
affected the integrity of the relationship between the Funds.
First, Fund II was in its realization period and quickly approaching its contractual windup when Callidus went public, and the expectation of the LPs was that Fund II’s investments
would be realized. Second, Funds III and IV were not only still in their investment periods, but
had a minimum of 4 years remaining in their life and had amounts invested in Callidus’ loans.
Those investments were disclosed in every Funds’ annual meetings to the Fund investors as well
as in the offering memoranda and other offering materials as part of the Funds’ investment
strategy for mitigating the “J Curve” for each of Fund III and Fund IV. The LPs in each Fund
had an expectation that investments were to be made in Callidus. Third, Fund IV’s investment in
the Callidus loan participation was fully disclosed to both the Fund’s investors and in the public
offering documents. Similar disclosures were made in Fund V’s offering document and often
discussed in Fund investor due diligence meetings. In part, this J-Curve mitigation strategy was
discussed and disclosed as a Fund V competitive advantage. There was no expectation of any
other participation in the Callidus capital structure by Fund V’s LPs. Each of these different
participations was disclosed appropriately in the applicable offering materials and was made in
proportion to the capital available in each Fund at the relevant time.
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Accordingly, the Exit Letter’s characterization, that disclosures to investors “do not
describe the extent of […] potential conflicts, and they do not disclose that [Catalyst] would
adopt a practice of resolving some conflicts in favor of Callidus,” lacks basis in fact. The
documents and information provided by Catalyst clearly indicate that (1) it did properly disclose
to investors all potential conflicts of interest, and (2) it implemented non-discretionary controls
to manage and narrow the scope of such potential conflicts of interest.
For example, the Fund IV Subscription Agreement states in relevant part:
There may be a conflict of interest in the allocation of investment
opportunities between Fund IV and any other investment
partnerships managed by Catalyst. Catalyst will attempt to allocate
investment opportunities in a manner that is in the best interest of
all the entities involved in light of the circumstances prevailing at
that time as well as having regard to the cash available in a
particular entity at the time for investment. However, there can be
no assurance that an investment opportunity that comes to the
attention of Catalyst will not be allocated (i) wholly or primarily to
another partnership, with the Fund being unable to participate in
such investment opportunity or participating only on a limited
basis, or (ii) wholly or primarily to the Fund, with any other
partnership not sharing the risks of such investment.
The Subscription Agreements for Funds III and V contain substantially identical language,
clearly disclosing to investors that conflicts may exist and how Catalyst agreed to manage such
conflicts.
Likewise, for example, the Fund V Limited Partnership Agreement (“LPA”) provides:
In allocating investment opportunities among funds . . . the
General Partner and the Manager will use their good faith efforts to
ensure that the Partnership has access to and participates in, to the
largest degree possible, those opportunities that are within the
investment strategy of the Partnership . . . Any investment
opportunity . . . shall be allocated between the Partnership and such
other investment vehicles such that the percentage participation of
the Partnership in such opportunity shall not be less than the
percentage that the Partnership’s Unfunded Commitments . . . net
of amount committed by or on behalf of the Partnership in relation
of investments of or to be acquired by the Partnership, bear to the
aggregate anticipated unfunded commitments of all such
investment vehicles as of their respective final closings (including
the Partnership), also net of amounts committed by or on behalf of
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such partnerships in relation to investments of or to be acquired by
such partnerships respectively.
The LPAs for Funds III and IV contain substantially identical language, clearly disclosing how
Catalyst must allocate investments between Funds. This is how Catalyst did it in every instance,
to its knowledge. Any assertion that Catalyst made untrue statements of material fact or omitted
material facts, or that it otherwise engaged in an inappropriate course of conduct, is without
merit and lacks any support.
2. Conflicts Between the Adviser and the Funds
As noted above, the investment scope for Catalyst was determined by the relationship
established by the relevant LPA and Management Advisory Agreement. Catalyst had no
economic interest in the Funds (other than a two percent interest as disclosed in the offering
document) at the relevant time. Catalyst’s only interest in Callidus was the carried interest it
could earn indirectly via the performance realized by each Fund in their Callidus investment.
Furthermore, no Catalyst employee ever received any economic benefit from Callidus for their
investment there. Further, that carried interest would be earned on a so-called European basis,
meaning it is only earned after the investments are realized and the LPs receive a return of
capital (which includes a return of amounts incurred as expenses by or on behalf of the Funds),
as well as and a priority return of eight percent (post all expenses). This structure aligns
Catalyst’s and the LPs’ interests and ensures that there is no conflict.
Because there was no conflict between Catalyst’s interests and the interests of the LPs,
the only remaining fiduciary principle in question is Catalyst’s exercise of it decision-making
power. Catalyst’s decisions were made in good faith, in the best interest of the LPs, and
according to the reasonable expectations of the LPs. Pursuant to the requirements set forth by
the Supreme Court of Canada in the BCE case, Catalyst faithfully discharged its fiduciary duties.
3. Conflicts Between Callidus and the Funds
Pursuant to the BCE case, Callidus directors owe a duty to the corporation, which
requires the Callidus directors to protect shareholder interests from harm and give “fair
treatment” to all relevant interests.
Catalyst believes that the only transaction that could have potentially given rise to a
perceived conflict between Callidus and the Funds was the bridge loan. However, the bridge
loan was negotiated between the independent directors of Callidus, on the one hand, and Catalyst
on behalf of the Funds, on the other hand. Mr. Glassman and Mr. Riley did not participate in the
discussion as directors of Callidus, and their conflict arising from their roles as directors of
Callidus and partners of Catalyst was fully disclosed.6

6

Minutes from Callidus Board of Directors meetings provide documentary support.
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The Exit Letter further states that after the February 2015 letter agreement between
Catalyst, Callidus, and the general partners of Funds III and IV, “the Funds bore all of the credit
risk, including the additional risk that resulted from extending additional principal to these
borrowers, but the Funds did not receive the benefit of additional interest charged on larger
principal balances because the interest payments were made to Callidus.” To the contrary, the
credit risk situation was materially more advantageous to the Funds than characterized, and that
conflicts were not resolved in favor of Callidus to the detriment of the Funds. For example, the
cost of capital, administrative costs, and interest risk were all borne by Callidus, rather than the
Funds. Furthermore, the loan was intended to be of short duration although external events made
repayment impossible. As a result, the Funds were paid a market rate of interest. That rate of
interest was confirmed to be market by both “comparables” and negotiations with the arm’s
length Callidus directors.
To the extent that Catalyst’s disclosures could have been clearer or made more
prominently to investors, Catalyst will seek opportunities for enhancement to ensure greater
investor clarity. However, the Exit Letter uses conclusory language that we believe is
inappropriate in light of the disclosures Catalyst provided to investors.
In order to improve its disclosure of potential conflicts of interest, Catalyst commits to
the following action plan:
Action Item
In conjunction with outside counsel, perform a thorough review
of relevant disclosures with a goal of determining enhancements
to disclosures.
Enhance disclosures identified in the review to ensure clear and
complete disclosures of any potential conflicts of interest.
B.

Completion
Timeline

Responsible
Party

3Q 2018
4Q 2018

Conflict Consent Requirements
1.

The Adviser’s failure to satisfy the conflict consent requirements of
the Fund III and Fund IV LPAs may constitute a violation of Rule
206(4)-8.

2.

The Adviser directed the Funds to invest in Callidus and affiliated
entities without disclosing or mitigating the conflicts associated with
such investment. This conduct may constitute a violation of Section
206(1) and Section 206(2).

Catalyst understands that under the LPAs, certain transactions require either consultation
with, or approval by, the relevant Fund’s Advisory Panel. Catalyst management is very much
attuned to these requirements, and Catalyst believes it has always acted in accordance with the
relevant provisions of the various LPAs. However, Catalyst acknowledges that it has not always
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reduced its compliance to a formal document. Catalyst is committed to improving its
documentation of the process for presenting matters to the Funds’ Advisory Panels, including the
decision-making process, by routinizing and preserving the documentation necessary to evidence
the process and resolution of the matters.
Information provided to OCIE staff demonstrates that the Funds’ acquisition of the
Xchange Technology Group (“XTG”) loan, the extension of the bridge loans from the Funds to
Callidus, and the clarification of the guarantee of Callidus loans were not undisclosed conflicts
of interest that were required to be presented to the Funds’ Advisory Panels pursuant to the
LPAs. The bridge loan was a credit facility provided by the Funds to enable Callidus to perform
its business activities and is an ordinary course practice which is not a “transaction” within the
meaning of the LPAs—and is a follow-up investment to existing Funds’ positions (Callidus) and
did not require approval.
Likewise, the Funds acquired the XTG loan by virtue of Callidus’ demand for payment
under the guarantee issued by the Funds; this acquisition was not required to be presented to the
Advisory Panels and was a contractual Fund obligation under the Participation Agreement. The
XTG loan was acquired pursuant to Callidus’ exercise of its guarantee rights pursuant to terms
agreed to, and a requirement of the public offering. The acquisition of the XTG loan was the
result of an existing contractual obligation of the Funds, and was essentially an automatic result
that did not require Advisory Panel consultation because it was not a “transaction” within the
meaning of the LPAs.
The clarification of the payment of interest from assets available to borrowers was
likewise appropriate. As is a standard asset-based lending practice, all borrower funds were held
by Callidus in a “lock-box” system and swept to Callidus. Those swept funds were the only
funds available to the borrower to pay interest. The clarification provided that, to the extent that
funds were available, those funds were to be used to pay interest first rather than principal. That
clarification is consistent with customary banking arrangements where payments are applied to
interest first and only applied to the principal or other amounts after all of the interest owing has
been paid. There can be no conflict where a transaction is carried out pursuant to a previously
agreed upon contractual arrangement.
All Callidus activities as they relate to the Funds were fully disclosed to, and discussed
with, each relevant Advisory Panel, including the bridge loan and the guarantee (and the
concomitant acquisition of the XTG loan). They were also referenced in each set of annual
financial statements and disclosed at each AGM. Moreover, Callidus is a publicly traded
company whose interests are protected by its Board of Directors, which owes a fiduciary duty to
stakeholders pursuant to BCE; the Funds’ interests are likewise represented by Catalyst, which
owes a fiduciary duty to its investors.
Catalyst appreciates the opportunity to improve its processes regarding presentation of
information to Advisory Panels for consultation. While the SEC has not provided guidance on
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how exempt reporting advisers must structure their affairs in this respect, Catalyst commits to the
following action plan:
Action Item
In conjunction with outside counsel, perform a thorough review
of Advisory Panel process.
Enhance Advisory Panel process to include, at minimum,
formalized escalation procedures, documentation of materials
presented to members, and memorializing decisions and action
items.
C.

Completion
Timeline

Responsible
Party

3Q 2018

3Q 2018

Misleading Statements Regarding Portfolio Company Guarantees
1.

The Adviser’s statements made to investors in the Funds relating to
the operation of certain guarantees extended by the Funds and
liabilities associated with them appear misleading. Such statements
may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.

Catalyst has always sought to provide full and accurate disclosures in all respects,
including disclosures relating to the guarantees issued by some of the Funds in favor of Callidus
and associated liabilities. To the extent that such disclosures can be improved, Catalyst is
committed to ensuring that all disclosures involving related issues are improved going forward.
Catalyst respectfully disagrees with the Exit Letter’s statements that:




“[T]he guarantees did not in fact ensure that Fund III did not have an increase in
credit risk on the same loans as compared to prior to the IPO”;
“[I]t appears that this amount did not represent a maximum amount but rather the
amount of the current loan loss reserves that Callidus had booked against the
guaranteed loans at that time;” and
“[T]he description of the guarantees does not identify Callidus’ incentive to extend
loans that were on the watch list, increasing their balances.”

It is essential to start with the first principles applicable to the Callidus’ loans at the time
as has been explained to OCIE Staff and as has been noted to investors in public disclosures.
As outlined to OCIE Staff and in public disclosures as well as the IPO documentation
itself including the Participation Agreement, the loans in existence at the time of the Callidus
public offering had guarantees of varying duration. Any loan on Callidus’ “watchlist” was
guaranteed in full until repayment. All remaining loans were guaranteed only to the point of
their next renewal in the ordinary course. If a loan was renewed, the guarantee ceased, and the
credit risk passed from the Funds to Callidus on the outstanding principal and any subsequent
increase. The theory was that such reflected the credit risk at the time of the IPO; for example,
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had “watchlist” loans—such as XTG—not been guaranteed in full until the time of repayment,
the Funds would have in effect improperly transferred real and potentially substantial preexisting credit risks to unknowing public shareholders at their expense and for the improper
benefit of the Funds. The alternative to the Funds guaranteeing the loans was for the Funds to
retain the loans on their books and manage those loans. In such an arrangement, the Funds
would have retained the benefits and risks of the relevant loans, but would have had the burden
of actively managing them directly—resources not at Catalyst but at Callidus.
The Funds did not guarantee interest payments – only principal. Accordingly, the Funds
did not receive the benefit of the interest payments. The benefit to the Funds of providing the
guarantee was twofold: (a) the Funds were able to conclude a successful public offering at a
price that valued the loan book at a multiple of two, and (b) liquidity was provided (and which
was needed at Fund II and III at that time). The Funds also had no funding or administrative
costs thereby saving substantial costs. Therefore, Catalyst strongly believes that the transaction
structure was appropriate.
The loan guarantees reflect the risk that the Funds had at the time of the initial public
offering. The clarification of the guarantee was consistent with the original guarantee
arrangements. At the time of the initial public offering, Callidus had commitments to make
loans subject to certain conditions. The credit process (prior to the offering) required approval
of each advance by the Callidus Credit Committee following an assessment that the conditions
were satisfied. The Credit Committee had the same membership both before and after the
offering.
While the principal amount of a troubled loan could increase, the Funds’ obligations
under the loans were subject to a good faith determination by the Credit Committee to make
advances and a written submission by the Callidus credit group for each new advance. If the
public offering had not been consummated, the Funds (as the shareholders of Callidus) would
have ultimately borne the obligation to make and fund those advances in any event.
As explained in the Notes to the Audited Financial Statements, the guarantee applied in
perpetuity for loans on Callidus’s watchlist at the time of the public offering. The loans were
guaranteed without any value being fixed in relation thereto. To the extent that the principal of
any of the loans was increased (or decreased or was repaid), the guarantee would apply to such
amount until the loan was repaid in full. As correctly stated in the Exit Letter, the disclosure of
the amounts of the “estimated remaining obligation under the guarantees” represents the amount
provided by Callidus as a loan loss provision at the relevant date. This disclosure is in
accordance with the applicable accounting standards and was reviewed and approved by the
Funds’ auditors, KPMG. For the 2017 Audited Financial Statements, Catalyst added a sentence
(for greater clarity) that the guaranteed amount includes any subsequent advances on such loans.
If the principal amount of a troubled loan could not increase, Catalyst and Callidus were
told by the underwriters the public offering could not have been consummated because the
underwriters of the offering would not have accepted that risk in connection with such offering.
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None of the “troubled” loans would have been transferred and would have either been brought to
collections proceedings or would have otherwise needed to be worked out by the Funds (which
would have included advancing additional amounts). The Funds needed to extend the guarantees
for a successful offering. Moreover, based on Callidus’ recovery success, Catalyst – in advising
the Funds – was confident, based on the information available at that time, that the Funds would
recover on substantially all of the credit at risk.
Whether Callidus had an “incentive” to extend loans on the watchlist is irrelevant. Any
decision to advance further amounts was determined by first the credit department and ultimately
the Callidus Credit Committee. Credit Committee decisions must be made unanimously. Two
of the Credit Committee members at the relevant time were Fund nominees, and no amount
could have been advanced on any guaranteed or other loans which were not guaranteed, without
their approval.
Catalyst believes that the description of the guarantee arrangement was correct in all
material respects and reflected a business arrangement satisfactory to the Funds and the
underwriters in connection with a public offering.
Notwithstanding the preceding discussion, Catalyst commits to the following action plan
to ensure that related disclosures are made as clear as possible going forward:
Action Item
Enhance financial statement disclosures related to loan
guarantees.
In conjunction with outside counsel, perform a thorough review
of disclosures related to Fund guarantees and related issues.
D.

Completion
Timeline

Responsible
Party

Complete
3Q 2018

Failure to Comply with LPA Concentration Limits
1.

It appears that Fund III and Fund IV have breached the
concentration limit provisions in their respective LPAs. The Adviser’s
failure to invest in a manner that is consistent with these
concentration limits may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.

2.

The Adviser’s recommendation to make additional investments in
operating entities despite already being in breach of the concentration
limits in relation to those operating entities may constitute a violation
of Section 206(1) and Section 206(2).

Catalyst believes that these particular deficiencies are based on a misunderstanding of the
Catalyst concentration limits. As noted in the Exit Letter, both the Fund III and Fund IV LPAs
stipulate that the concentration limits are to be measured at the time of investment. As
previously explained, Catalyst considers each of the XTG loan, the bridge loan, and the common
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stock of Callidus as separate “operating entities” for the purposes of concentration limits because
they each have such different risk profiles and terms. Furthermore, they have been disclosed to
each Fund’s LPAC and no LPAC member has ever disagreed with such characterization
decision. They have also been in the audited financial statements since Callidus went public and
have thus been available to every LP since that date. Not only has no LP ever raised an issue
with Catalyst, but it has been specifically discussed at every AGM and no LP has ever taken
issue with such at those AGMs.
In every case, at the time of the original investment in all entities, Funds III and IV were
in compliance with both the 20% and the 60% concentration limit tests. As the net asset value of
the Funds changed based on valuation changes for the various Fund investments, subsequent
funding of existing investments may have inadvertently breached the concentration limits or not
adequately documented why the concentration limit had not, in fact, been breached. For
example, this may have occurred where more than one “operating entity within a specified line
of business” existed.
To address your identified deficiencies, Catalyst commits to the following action plan:
Action Item

Completion
Timeline

Responsible
Party

1. Catalyst will raise this issue and go-forward process at the
Funds' next LPAC meetings and institute any changes
desired/recommended by the relevant LPAC, as the appropriate
process under the applicable LPA.
2. Catalyst will raise this issue and go-forward process at the
next AGM for discussion with each Fund’s investors.
E.

Misleading Statements to Investors Regarding Portfolio Company
Performance
1.

The Adviser’s statements regarding the performance of Therapure
Biopharma Inc. (“Therapure”) and feedback from investors on the
prospective IPO of Therapure appear to be misleading or omit
material facts necessary to make such statements not misleading. Such
statements and omissions may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.
The staff’s review identified two areas where it appears that the
Adviser made misleading statements about Therapure to investors:
1)

Performance of Therapure and its CDMO and
Proprietary Products Businesses

2)

Feedback from Potential IPO Investors
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Catalyst understands and appreciates the Staff’s position that certain statements to
investors regarding the performance of Therapure Biopharma Inc. (“Therapure”) were at times
too limited. Catalyst has already committed to providing investors with more fulsome
descriptions of both the successes and the challenges to Therapure’s business to improve clarity,
and will actively review ways to further improve its disclosures going forward.
We believe that it is important to note that Catalyst, which is one of Canada’s largest
active distressed investors, has an investment philosophy to acquire interests in struggling
companies. Indeed, Catalyst would not advise the Funds to acquire interests in any of the
portfolio companies unless the company suffered from operational challenges. The LPs of the
Funds, all of whom are large, sophisticated, institutional investors, or are ultra-high net worth
individuals, fully understand Catalyst’s business model and the value proposition of active
distressed investments. None of this is hidden from, or misunderstood by, investors. Simply put,
all Catalyst investors understand what active distressed private equity is and how it operates.
In addition, while Catalyst strives to provide accurate and relevant information to LPs
pertaining to the activities of the various portfolio companies, no LP can transact based on that
information. However, as recent experience demonstrates, excess information can and has been
misused by some LPs at the expense of others. Please see the recent newspaper article where an
LP leaked certain confidential information during the pendency of an “F-1” filing and Catalyst’s
attempt to seek an injunction, which attempt was unsuccessful.
Nonetheless, to improve disclosures regarding portfolio company performance, Catalyst
commits to the following action plan:
Action Item
Provide updated disclosures to investors regarding Therapure
risk factors identified by OCIE staff in the examination.
In conjunction with outside counsel, perform a thorough review
of disclosures related to portfolio company performance and the
process for developing and reviewing such disclosures prior to
sending to investors.
If appropriate, issue new, clarified disclosures to investors.
F.

Completion
Timeline

Responsible
Party

3Q 2018

3Q 2018
3Q 2018

Payment of Fund Expenses Inconsistent with LPAs and Management
Advisory Agreements
1.

The staff’s review of a sample of expenses allocated to the Funds
revealed inconsistencies between those allocations and the disclosure
included in the provisions of their respective governing documents or
management advisory agreements. The Adviser’s failure to allocate
expenses in accordance with the Fund LPAs may constitute a violation
of Rule 206(4)-8.
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2.

The Adviser’s allocation of expenses in a manner that benefits the
Adviser to the detriment of its clients may constitute a violation of
Section 206(1) and Section 206(2).

Catalyst understands and appreciates the need for tight control processes regarding the
expenses it incurs on behalf of the Funds. Catalyst has already implemented a rigorous expense
control process with written policies and procedures. All employees must comply with
Catalyst’s expense controls. However, certain senior executives are permitted, according to their
reasoned judgment, to deviate from the baseline policy if they determine that doing so is in the
best interests of the Funds. Such deviations are very rare.
Catalyst respectfully disagrees with two points noted in your letter. First, Catalyst
challenges the notion that the expenses noted in your letter “do not appear to be ‘reasonable’
expenses.” Catalyst believes that whether expenses are “reasonable” is a matter reserved for the
sound business judgment of Catalyst, not for the OCIE Staff. There are numerous reasons why
senior executives of an adviser may deem it reasonable to incur what seem to be high expenses –
there may be occasions when quickly arranged and open-end travel plans are essential to perform
the business of the adviser or where traveling with numerous team or management members is
best done in private or requires numerous stops. Likewise, there may be occasions when certain
hotel arrangements are reasonable because the hotel provides enhanced privacy, security, or
networking opportunities that simply are not available at a discount motel. These decisions fall
squarely within the ambit of Catalyst’s experienced and successful adviser managers.
Second, all expenses, including management fees, must be recouped by the LPs through
investment performance before any carried interest accrues to Catalyst. This means that
ultimately such expenses are actually taken out of the “carry” to the Manager’s detriment, not the
investors.
Lastly, the total of all such expenses allocated to the Funds over the period from October
1, 2014 through September 30, 2017 (excluding travel related to fundraising in 2015, which are
specifically addressed in the Fund IV LPA) total less than two basis points per annum of the
committed capital in the Funds.
Nonetheless, Catalyst commits to the following action plan:
Action Item

Completion
Timeline

In conjunction with outside counsel, perform a thorough review
of expense control process, allocation and reporting.

3Q 2018

G.

Responsible
Party

Undisclosed Payments to an Affiliate without Consent
1.

The examination found that the Adviser failed to disclose to investors
that the Funds would pay an affiliate of the Adviser for chartered
airplane services.
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2.

It appears the Adviser failed to comply with the Funds’ conflict
disclosure and consent requirements as defined in their respective
LPAs in connection with the Funds’ use of an affiliated service
provider.

As noted above, Catalyst will review its control process regarding the expenses it incurs
and is committed to developing these processes and continually improving them. Both of these
workstreams will address the issues noted by OCIE Staff with respect to the payments described
in this section of your letter.
Catalyst would like to note, though, that Catalyst did not receive additional compensation
from a Fund. All payments were merely reimbursements at set rates. Furthermore, such rates
are the third party determined “market” rates, less a discount. From time to time, Catalyst
personnel travel using private aircraft. Most of this private air travel is on Catalyst-owned
aircraft, and only very rarely is on another chartered aircraft. Although Catalyst owns the
aircraft, Catalyst cannot operate the aircraft under Canadian law and contracts with a nonaffiliated third party, SkyService, to operate the aircraft. These aircraft are not owned or
operated by Catalyst’s affiliate, Fig Air. Invoices by Fig Air, which operates the Catalyst
helicopter, have never been charged to the Funds.
Use of the Catalyst-owned aircraft is reimbursed at set rates that are below market rates
for comparable aircraft. Travel on chartered aircraft is reimbursed at the market and billed rate,
which necessarily varies by type of aircraft, timing, and supply and demand forces. As such, all
aircraft transactions were “on terms and conditions no less favourable to the Partnership than
those that could be obtained from an unaffiliated third party.”
Importantly, the Exit Letter’s assertion is incorrect that in “one instance of the use of a
non-affiliated charter service where the hourly rate was less than the rate charged by the
affiliated charter service.” The Exit Letter does not provide supporting documentation for this
assertion, but it refers to an Image Air invoice for the use of a charter aircraft, not an aircraft
owned by Catalyst. At the time of this particular flight, both Catalyst-owned aircraft were out of
service. This chartered aircraft was smaller than the ones owned by Catalyst, and thus the
market rate would be different.
Catalyst commits to the following action plan to address your concerns:
Action Item

Completion
Timeline

Improve review and documentation on a periodic basis—no less
than annually—confirming “market rates” and the charges for
owned aircraft are at “market or below.”
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H.

Use of Fund Assets Inconsistent with LPA and Management Advisory
Agreement
1.

The Adviser appears to have used Fund II assets to compensate a
portfolio company CEO in a manner that was inconsistent with the
Fund II LPA. The Adviser’s use of Fund II’s assets to compensate a
portfolio company executive without adequate disclosure may
constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.

Catalyst believed at the time, and continues to believe, that the payment from Fund II to
Nick Green, the CEO of Therapure, in respect of 2012 and 2013 was not only appropriate, but
for reasons below, in the best interests of the Fund.
The economics to the Fund were identical whether the Fund had provided money to
Therapure directly, which in turn could have paid those funds to Nick Green, or whether the
Fund paid Nick Green directly and capitalized the expense to the cost of the investment.
As noted in Catalyst’s letter to the SEC of March 28, 2018, the payments made from
Fund II to Nick Green represented a fee for services that Nick Green provided to Fund II. Nick
Green was responsible for managing Therapure and received his ordinary compensation for those
responsibilities; Nick Green also provided his insights and expertise to the Fund and was the
primary point of contact between Therapure, the Fund, and Catalyst. Nick Green regularly
discussed Therapure’s business and strategy with Catalyst management, and the information he
provided, and the discussions with him about Therapure’s business, was important to Catalyst
management in determining how to advise Fund II with respect to its investment in Therapure.
The value of these services rendered by Nick Green is a matter committed to the business
judgment of Catalyst as the adviser to Fund II. In its reasoned business judgment, Catalyst
determined to have Fund II reward Nick Green for his performance in order to protect the
leadership of an important Fund portfolio company, and thus the value of that investment.
There was no material difference between Green being “retained by the Partnership for
Partnership purposes” and being “retained by the portfolio company for portfolio purposes.”
This assertion misconstrues the very nature of private equity. For private equity funds, “portfolio
company purposes” are “partnership purposes” – both purposes align perfectly such that they are
one in the same, especially under such as in this case the portfolio company that is essentially
100% owned by the Fund.
Catalyst commits to the following action plan with respect to these issues:
Action Item
Where a Fund may own substantially less than 100% of a
portfolio company and therefore there may be “leakage”
Catalyst will present potential conflicts of interest related to

Completion
Timeline
Ongoing
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compensation issues to the relevant Fund Advisory Panel as
they arise.
I.

Delivery of 2017 Audited Financial Statements Inconsistent with LPA and
PPM
1.

The Adviser decided not to distribute the Funds’ 2017 audited
financial statements to the fund limited partners (“LPs”) within 90
days of each Fund’s fiscal year, as required by the Fund LPAs. The
Adviser’s decision to adopt practices that are in contravention of
representations made by itself and its affiliates without an amendment
or consent from investors may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.

Catalyst disagrees with the OCIE Staff’s findings that the decision to delay distribution of
the Funds’ 2017 audited financial statements to the Fund LPs violated the LPAs or otherwise
harmed any investors in the Funds. As described in the referenced letter from Catalyst to the
LPs, Catalyst represented that it would provide additional information, including the 2017
audited financial statements, to any LP that requested the information. In response to such
requests, Catalyst has provided the information to a number of LPs and had numerous update
teleconferences. However, all LPs received a copy of the “clean” audit letter and the financial
statement was posted to every LP’s account
While Catalyst changed the process for releasing the 2017 audited financial statements
for the benefit of the LPs, it did not prevent the LPs from accessing the information, and Catalyst
disagrees that this change in process harmed the LPs. To the contrary, Catalyst was acting to
protect the LPs and to date, Catalyst has not received any objection from any LP on the action
taken.
Moreover, it was at the direction of the Funds’ counsel and all Advisory Panel members
of the Funds unanimously to delay reporting the complete set of financials as being in the best
interest of the partnerships and their assets due to leaks and subsequent acts by one or more LPs
intended to hurt the Funds. Catalyst is unable to document its discussion with counsel on this
issue because doing so would require the disclosure of attorney-client privileged
communications and attorney work-product. As discussed above, Catalyst understands the need
to improve its Advisory Panel documentation procedures; nonetheless, Catalyst’s representation
that it consulted with, and obtained the unanimous approval of, all Advisory Panel members on
this matter is unequivocally correct. Going forward, Catalyst commits to the action plan
described above to enhance its Advisory Panel documentation and processes.
J.

Misrepresentation Regarding Personal Trading Activities
1.

The Adviser made disclosures that are inconsistent with its actual
practices to prospective investors of Fund V regarding its efforts to
avoid certain conflicts of interest. The Adviser’s failure to accurately
describe the controls it has established to avoid conflicts may
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constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.
As discussed with the OCIE Staff, the intent behind the practice that was disclosed to
prospective investors was to restrict employees from trading in individual stocks and bonds for
their own benefit which might result in potential conflicts and divert them from their day-to-day
tasks. Importantly, no Catalyst employee had a personal trading account during the marketing
periods for Funds III, IV, and V. In May 2015, Catalyst commenced preparing a written Conflict
of Interest and Personal Investing Policy (the “Policy”), and updated and clarified the Policy in
2017. The Policy and its update are designed to accommodate three situations: (1) the need for
new employees to resolve their personal financial positions, (2) the nearing retirement date for
Mr. Riley and permit, as appropriate, retirement diversification, and (3) to permit investment of
carried interest available to Mr. Glassman, Mr. de Alba, Mr. Riley, and others.
Catalyst acknowledges that two employees who joined the company in 2015 and 2016,
respectively, were permitted to sell certain stocks on a pre-approved basis in order to
accommodate the difficulties these individuals would have had in resolving their personal
investment positions. Otherwise, Catalyst may not have been able to hire these two employees,
or doing so would have caused these individuals undue hardship. These trades were only
permitted on a one-time basis, and neither trade in any way was related or associated with any
Catalyst Fund portfolio company. Today, all Catalyst employees are expected to follow the
Policy without exception. All employees are required to fill out a monthly report in effect
confirming their adherence to company policy. Any future due diligence questionnaire or private
placement memorandum will refer to the requirements of the Policy and its principles.
Action Item
Conflict of Interest and Personal Investing Policy.
K.

Completion
Timeline
Complete

Responsible
Party

Failure to Comply with Side Letter Provisions
1.

The examination found that the Adviser failed to comply with certain
side letter agreements that it had entered into with certain investors
in the Funds. The Adviser’s failure to comply with representations
that it made to investors may constitute a violation of Rule 206(4)-8.

Catalyst appreciates the OCIE Staff’s close review of the referenced side letters. With
respect to the referenced side letters and the need for Catalyst to provide the respective LPs with
a detailed calculation of management fees, Catalyst notes that its management fee calculation
methodology and rates are static, never open to change once a Fund has closed, and fully and
explicitly detailed and disclosed in the offering documents and LPA.
Moreover, we understand that the particular requirement referenced by the Exit Letter
relates to any expenses paid by the Fund for services performed by Catalyst, employees, or
affiliates other than those normally incurred in connection with the provision of advisory
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services pursuant to the Management Advisory Agreement (such as due diligence fees). For
example, the Margaret A. Cargill Foundation side letter provides that Catalyst must provide “a
summary of Partnership expenses arising from services performed by the General Partner, the
principals, employees of the Manager or any of their respective Affiliates during any calendar
year.” Catalyst does not and has never charged any additional fees, so no disclosure is required.
In part, it is not and has not ever been allowed to do so for its own account under any applicable
LPA. The management fees and expenses are identified to all investors in each month’s
Partnership Capital Account statements.
Catalyst commits to continuing its annual review of its side letter arrangements with
investors to identify where additional details should be provided to investors and will make any
necessary improvements according to the following action plan:
Action Item
Continue an annual review of side letter arrangements.
For current side letter arrangements, review requirements to
ensure that heightened reporting obligations, if any, are met.
L.

Completion
Timeline
4Q 2018

Responsible
Party

4Q 2018

Misrepresentation of Regulatory Registration
1.

The Adviser’s misrepresentation of its registration status with the
SEC and the import of any such registration may constitute a
violation of Rule 206(4)-8.

Catalyst understands and appreciates the SEC’s concern with respect to the statement in
the Fund V due diligence questionnaire that Catalyst is “registered or the equivalent” with the
SEC. Catalyst will immediately revise its standard due diligence questionnaire to clarify the
cited language.
Importantly, on page 44 and in response to the question in the same document as to
whether Catalyst is registered with the SEC under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Catalyst
clearly states, “No. The Firm has filed a report as an exempt reporting advisor on Form ADV.
Such report is attached as Exhibit 5.” In response to the very next question, Catalyst states, “The
Partnership itself is not subject to registration under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
Catalyst will rely on the exemption from registration under the Investment Advisers Act
currently available for private fund advisors and has filed as an exempt reporting advisor with
the SEC.” Likewise, the Fund V LPA states clearly on page 55 that “Catalyst is registered as a
portfolio manager with the Ontario Securities Commission and is an exempt reporting adviser in
the United States.”
In light of the fulsome and accurate disclosures made by Catalyst in the same due
diligence questionnaire and the LPA, Catalyst fails to understand how this one-time use of a
layman term in an ancillary document describing how SEC rules and examination requirements
apply to Catalyst in any way harms investors. Catalyst notes that on many occasions during the
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course of this examination, SEC staff members themselves have referred to Catalyst as a
“registrant.”
Catalyst commits to the following action plan to remedy this misstatement:
Action Item
Revise due diligence questionnaire to remove problematic
language.
II.

Completion
Timeline
As needed
for new
funds

Responsible
Party

Rule 21F-17(a) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 – Whistleblower
Regulations
A.

Language Inconsistent with the Commission’s Whistleblower Regulations
1.

The staff found that the confidentiality language in the Adviser’s
Employment Agreement and Employee Handbook appears to be
inconsistent with Rule 21F-17(a).

Catalyst understands the obligations imposed by Rule 21F-17(a) under the Exchange Act
to refrain from taking any action to impede an individual from communicating directly with the
SEC’s staff about a possible securities law violation. To the extent Catalyst enters into any
employment agreement, separation agreement or other agreement with provisions similar to
those identified by the Staff, Catalyst will include a clarifying provision indicating that nothing
in the agreement should be construed as preventing the employee, former employee or other
person from providing information to the SEC relating to possible violations of the U.S. federal
securities laws. In addition, Catalyst will send a written communication to all parties to existing
employment agreements and separation agreements that contain provisions similar to these
identified by the Staff. The written communication will contain language similar to the
clarifying provision described above.
The language identified by the OCIE staff in Catalyst’s Employment Agreement and
Employee Handbook is designed solely to address the illegal disclosure of confidential
information. Other provisions of both documents make clear to employees that whistleblowing
is a permissible activity. Nonetheless, Catalyst agrees with the SEC on the importance of
making clear to employees that whistleblowing is always permitted. To that end, Catalyst will
revise both documents on a go-forward basis, clarify them in an email or internal communication
to existing employees, to make the whistleblower exceptions more prominent and closer in
proximity to the confidentiality provisions and commits to the following action plan.
Action Item

Completion
Timeline

Revise Employment Agreements, Separation Agreements
entered into after Catalyst became an exempt reporting adviser,

3Q 2018
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and Employee Handbook to clarify that whistleblowing is
excepted from the confidentiality provisions.
Send communications to parties to existing Employment
Agreements and Separation Agreements entered into after
Catalyst became an exempt reporting adviser containing similar
clarifications.
*

*

3Q 2018

*

We request that confidential treatment under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”)
be accorded to this letter and the information contained herein, as well as any memoranda, notes,
transcripts or writings of any kind that incorporate, include or relate to any of the matters
contained or referred to herein or in any conference, meeting or telephone conversation between
you and either Catalyst or counsel to Catalyst. Pursuant to 17 C.F.R. § 200.83, Catalyst
designates this letter and the information contained herein as confidential business information
protected from disclosure by, among other exemptions, the exemption contained in 5 U.S.C. §
552(b)(4) (referred to as FOIA “Exemption 4”). This letter has been marked with the legend
“Confidential Treatment Requested by The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.” In the event that a
FOIA request is received pursuant to which this letter or the information contained herein could
be deemed responsive, we request that we be furnished with a copy of all written materials
pertaining to such request and be given a reasonable opportunity to respond prior to any
determination that this letter or the information contained herein will be produced.
Pursuant to the terms of the applicable regulation and as noted below, we are providing
the Office of Freedom of Information and Privacy Act Operations with a copy of this letter so
that it has notice of our client’s request for confidential treatment.
The foregoing request for confidentiality is without prejudice to any other rights,
objections or arguments that Catalyst may have with respect to the confidential nature, and any
production to third parties, of this letter or the information contained herein. By sending this
letter, Catalyst does not intend to waive any applicable privileges.
If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact me at 202-661-7178.
Very truly yours,

Marlon Q. Paz

SK 29684 0002 7895077
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UNITED ST ATES
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Atlanta Regional Office
950 East Paces Ferry Road, N.E. Suite 900
Atlanta, GA 30326-1382

Stephen E. Donahue
Assistant Regional Director
(404) 842-7618
donahucs@scc.gov

DIVISION OF ENFORCEMENT

June 28, 2019
VIA REGULAR MAIL
Marlon Q. Paz, Esq.
Seward & Kissel LLP
901 K Street N.W.
Washington, DC 20001
Re:

In the Matter of Catalyst Capital Group, Inc. (A-03806)

Dear Mr. Paz:
We have concluded the investigation in the above-referenced matter as to your client,
Callidus Capital Corporation ("Callidus"). Based on the information we have as of this date, we
do not intend to recommend an enforcement action by the Commission against Callidus. We are
providing this notice under the guidelines set out in the final paragraph of Securities Act Release
No. 5310, which states in part that the notice "must in no way be construed as indicating that the
party has been exonerated or that no action may ultimately result from the staffs investigation."
(The full text of Release No. 5310 can be found at: http://www.sec.gov/divisions/enforce/wellsrelease.pdf.)
Very truly yours,

Lrrti~~a~__

Stephen E. Donahue
Assistant Regional Director
Division of Enforcement
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Stephen E. Donahue
Assistant Regional Director
(404) 842-7618
donahues@sec.gov

DIVISION OF ENFORCEMENT

June 28, 2019
VIA REGULAR MAIL
Marlon Q. Paz, Esq.
Seward & Kissel LLP
901 K StreetN.W.
Washington, DC 20001
Re:

In the Matter of Catalyst Capital Group, Inc. (A-03806)

Dear Mr. Paz:
We have concluded the investigation in the above-referenced matter as to your client,
Catalyst Capital Group, Inc. ("Catalyst"). Based on the information we have as of this date, we
do not intend to recommend an enforcement action by the Commission against Catalyst. We are
providing this notice under the guidelines set out in the final paragraph of Securities Act Release
No. 5310, which states in part that the notice "must in no way be construed as indicating that the
party has been exonerated or that no action may ultimately result from the staffs investigation."
(The full text of Release No. 5310 can be found at: http://www.sec.gov/divisions/enforce/wellsrelease.pdf.)
Very truly yours,

/.

fl 5&rc._l-5-

,,. Stephen E. Donahue
Assistant Regional Director
Division of Enforcement
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AFFIDAVIT OF VINITA JUNEJA
AFFIRMED ON MAY 29, 2020
(SECTION 137.1(3) COURTS OF JUSTICE ACT)

I, VINITA JUNEJA, of the Town of Greenwich, in the State of Connecticut (U.S.A), MAKE

OATH AND SAY:

1.

I am a Managing Director at NERA Economic Consulting (“NERA”) and the Chair of
NERA’s Global White Collar, Investigations & Enforcement Practice. In my role at NERA,

I chiefly direct matters involving securities, finance, valuation disputes and regulatory
investigations.

2.

I have been retained by Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP on behalf of the plaintiffs, The

Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation, with respect to the anti-

SLAPP motions brought by the SLAPP Defendants1 in two actions, Court File No. CV-

17-587463-00CL and Court File No. CV-18-593156-00CL.

3.

A copy of my Letter of Instructions, my curriculum vitae and my Report are attached as
Exhibit 1.

4.

When writing my report I was aware that I have a duty to provide an opinion that is fair,

objective and non-partisan. I was also aware that I have a duty to provide an opinion that
is related only to the matters that are within my area of expertise, and provide such1

1 The “SLAPP Defendants” include: (i) from Court File No. CV-17-587463-00CL, West Face Capital Inc. and
Gregory Boland; ClaritySpring Inc. and Nathan Anderson; Kevin Baumann; Jeffrey McFarlane; Darryl Levit; Bruce
Livesey; and Rob Copeland; and (ii) from Court File No. CV-18-593156-00CL, Dow Jones & Company, Rob
Copeland and Jacquie McNish.
2

additional assistance as the court may reasonably require to determine a matter in issue.
A signed Form 53 - Acknowledgment of Expert’s Duty is attached to my Report

AFFIRMED BEFORE ME byvideo conference
From the Town of Greenwich, in the State of
Connecticut,

\
I
I

To the City of Toronto, in the Province of
Ontario

I
!

On May 29, 2020.
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I.

Introduction
1. Counsel for the Catalyst Capital Group Inc. (“Catalyst”) and counsel for Callidus

Capital Corporation (“Callidus” or “the company”) (collectively, the “Plaintiffs”)
have asked me to address issues related to the matter of The Catalyst Capital Group

Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation v. West Face Capital Inc., Gregory Boland,
M5VAdvisors Inc. c.o.b. Anson Group Canada, Admiralty Advisors LLC, Frigate

Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, Anson Capital LP, Anson Investments Master

Fund LP, AIMF GP, Anson Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF GP, Moez Kassam, Adam

Spears, Sunny Puri, Clarityspring Inc., Nathan Anderson, Bruce Langstaff, Rob
Copeland, Kevin Baumann, Jeffrey McFarlane, Darryl Levitt, Richard Molyneux,
Gerald Duhamel, George Wesley Voorheis, Bruce Livesey and John Does #4-1 (L, and

the matter of The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation v.

Dow Jones and Company, Rob Copeland, Jacquie McNish and Jeffrey McFarlane.2

2. Specifically, I have been asked to model the performance of Callidus’s share price
but-for an alleged “short and distort” campaign and to offer a preliminary opinion on
the magnitude of damages caused by the campaign, assuming liability on the part of

instigators of the campaign.
3. My work in this matter is ongoing and this report has been prepared for purposes of

responding to the anti-SLAPP motion filings in this case. My preliminary opinions
are subject to revision based on new information that subsequently may be provided

to, or obtained by, me.

1 Complaint, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation v. West Face Capital Inc., Gregory Boland,
MSVAdvisors Inc. c.o.b. Anson Group Canada, Admiralty! Advisors LLC, Frigate Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, Anson
Capital LP, Anson Investments Master Fund LP, AIMF GP, Anson Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF GP, Moez Kassam, Adam
Spears, Sunny Puri, Clarityspring Inc., Nathan Anderson, Bruce Langstaff, Rob Copeland, Kevin Baumann, Jeffrey McFarlane,
Darryl Levitt, Richard Molyneux, Gerald Duhamel, George Wesley Voorheis, Bruce Livesey and John Does #4-10, July 18,
2019 (hereafter, “West Face Complaint”).
1 Complaint, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation v. Dow Jones and Company, Rob Copeland,
Jacquie McNish and Jeffrey McFarlane, November?, 2017 (hereafter, “Dow Jones Complaint”).
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A.

Background

4. Catalyst, based in Toronto, manages private equity funds. Since the firm was founded
in 2002, Catalyst has raised five funds.3 Callidus was a publicly-traded specialty
lender that works with companies looking for financing outside of the banking

system. Callidus was privately held by several of Catalyst’s funds prior to Callidus’s
initial public offering on April 23, 2014, after which the Catalyst funds retained a

60.91% interest in Callidus.4 On August 15, 2019, Braslyn Ltd. announced that they

would acquire all publicly-traded common shares of the company other than those
held by Catalyst for C$0.75 a share pending shareholder approval. Braslyn Ltd.

completed the acquisition on November 5, 2019.5

5. Catalyst and Callidus allege that West Face Capital Inc., Gregory Boland, M5V
Advisors Inc. c.o.b. Anson Group Canada, Admiralty Advisors LLC, Frigate

Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, Anson Capital LP, Anson Investments Master
Fund LP, AIMF GP, Anson Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF GP, Moez Kassam,

Adam Spears, Sunny Puri, Clarityspring Inc., Nathan Anderson, Bruce Langstaff,
Rob Copeland, Kevin Baumann, Jeffrey McFarlane, Darryl Levitt, Richard

Molyneux, Gerald Duhamel, George Wesley Voorheis, Bruce Livesey and John Does
#4-10 (collectively the “Defendants”) engaged in a conspiracy to harm the business
prospects of Callidus and Catalyst. Among other allegations, the Plaintiffs allege that
the Defendants were responsible for the publication of a series of false and

defamatory statements in an online Dow Jones Institutional News Service article that

was first published at 3:29 PM ET on August 9, 2017 and an online Wall Street
Journal website article that was first published at 3:32 PM ET and then a print edition
of the Wall Street Journal published on August 10, 2017 (the “WSJ Articles”).

3 http://catcapital.com/overview/

4 Initial Public Offering Prospectus, page 21, filed April 15, 2014. The Catalyst funds that owned shares in Callidus were Catalyst
Fund II, Catalyst Fund III, and Catalyst Fund IV.
5 Press Release, “Callidus Announces Completion of Plan of Arrangement,” November 5, 2019.
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6. Catalyst and Callidus also allege that Dow Jones and Company, Rob Copeland,
Jacquie McNish and Jeffrey McFarlane defamed Catalyst and Callidus in their

publishing of the WSJ Articles.6

B.

Assignment

7. I have been asked by counsel to assess the impact of the WSJ Articles on the share
price of Callidus. Specifically, I have been asked to respond to the following

questions:
a. What portion of the decline in the share price of Callidus on August 9,
2017 is attributable to the WSJ Articles?

b. What harm was suffered by the Plaintiffs due to the publication of the

WSJ Articles?
8. Counsel also asked me to make the following assumptions:

a. The allegations in the WSJ Articles had a negative impact on Callidus’s
business.

b. The impact of the WSJ Articles on Callidus was such that it originated
fewer loans than it would have otherwise been able to.
9.

C.

See Attachment 1 for my Instructions from Counsel.

Summary of Opinions

10. My conclusions are:
a. Callidus’s share price fell by between C$2.86 and C$3.19, at a minimum,
because of the WSJ Articles.

6 Dow Jones Complaint, 5Jla.
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b. The impact of the WSJ Articles on the value of Callidus has persisted to
the present day.

c. The harm to Callidus was at least approximately C$144 to C$161 million.7

D.

Qualifications

11.1 am a Managing Director at NERA Economic Consulting (“NERA”) and the Chair

of NERA’s Global White Collar, Investigations & Enforcement Practice. From 2006
through 2009,1 was the Chair of NERA’s Global Securities and Finance Practice.

NERA, a firm established over 50 years ago, employs over 500 people in over 20

offices worldwide. NERA employs a research staff of professionals with degrees in
economics, finance, accounting and mathematics. Our clients include: regulators, risk

managers, principals requiring valuation services, and parties involved in disputes

resulting in litigation, mediation and arbitration.

12.1 have a B.A. (Honors) in economics from the University of Western Ontario, now

known as Western University. I also have an M.A. and a Ph.D. in economics from
Harvard University. I have taught courses in economics and business regulation and
have lectured at the graduate and undergraduate level at Western University. My

publications include chapters in books on the topics of financial litigation, arbitration,

and event studies. I have authored papers on the extent and nature of shareholder
claims. I also have served as an arbitrator for the Financial Industry Regulatory

Authority and its predecessor, the National Association of Securities Dealers
(“NASD”). I have testified at trials and at depositions and have submitted expert

affidavits in both state and federal courts in the United States. I have also appeared as
an expert witness in Canadian courts and in arbitrations before the New York Stock

Exchange, NASD, the American Arbitration Association, the ICC International Court
of Arbitration, the London Court of International Arbitration, and the Judicial

7 The calculations in this report focus on the impact of the WSJ Articles on Callidus’s value immediately subsequent to their
publication. At this stage of the litigation, we have not been asked to provide an opinion as to the quantum of any potential
additional harm.
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Arbitration and Mediation Services, among others. I have also presented my findings
to regulators, such as the SEC in the course of enforcement related investigations.

13. My testimony, affidavits, reports, analysis and depositions have covered numerous
economic and statistical issues arising in many valuation, securities, and financial

economics-related lawsuits, regulatory investigations and disputes. Subjects covered

in my testimony, affidavits, reports, analysis and depositions include: issues related to
statistical analyses, financial valuation, costs, damages and issues related to various
kinds of funds and security issuances. My work frequently involves assessing the

impact of misrepresentation on securities prices as well as assessments relevant to the

materiality of information. I have spoken frequently on the topics of damages,

valuation, event studies, shareholder litigation and derivative actions to audiences
including risk managers, regulators, executives from publicly traded corporations,
insurance industry participants and lawyers.

14. My curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix I. Other professionals employed by
NERA assisted me in preparing this declaration. Throughout this process, these
professionals worked under my supervision and review.

E.

Materials Relied Upon

15. The list of materials relied upon in the preparation of this report is attached as
Appendix II.

F.

Remuneration

16. NERA is being compensated for our work based on various hourly rates for each

individual’s time and its out-of-pocket expenses at cost. The hourly rate charged for

my time is currently US$975. The rates charged for other NERA personnel working
at my direction on this matter range from US$95 to US$975 per hour. NERA’s
compensation is not contingent upon the nature or substance of my findings or on the

outcome of this matter.

IL

The WS J Articles
A.

Overview of the WSJ Articles

17. At 3:29 PM ET on August 9, 2017, Dow Jones Institutional News Service published
an article titled “Canadian Private-Equity Giant Accused by Whistleblowers of

Fraud.” At 3:32 PM ET The Wall Street Journal's website published an article titled
“Canadian Private-Equity Giant Catalyst Accused of Fraud by Whistleblowers”

(updated at 9:53 PM ET). On August 10, 2017, The Wall Street Journal published a
print edition of an article titled “Top Buyout Firm Scrutinized on Loans.”

18. The WSJ Articles state that, “[a]t least four individuals have filed whistleblower

complaints with Canadian securities regulators alleging fraud at the multibilliondollar investment firm [Catalyst] and its publicly traded lending arm [Callidus].”8 The

whistleblowers accused Catalyst of “artificially inflating the value of some of its

assets and deceiving borrowers about the terms of loans it made.”9 The WSJ Articles
also state that a “unit of the Toronto Police Service that specializes in financial crimes

has separately begun its own inquiries”. The WSJ Articles further make allegations of

accounting improprieties by Catalyst and Callidus.

19. Specifically, the WSJ Articles include assertions by the former CEO of Xchange
Technology Group (“Xchange”), Jeff McFarlane, one of the whistleblowers, who
“alleges that Catalyst funds overpaid Callidus to acquire the Xchange investment, and
delayed and underreported potential losses.”10 Furthermore, the WSJ Articles report

that “[sjome but not all of the filers of the Catalyst whistleblower complaints have
8 Copeland, Rob and Jacquie McNish, “Canadian Private-Equity Giant Accused by Whistleblowers of Fraud,” Dow Jones
Institutional News Service, August 9, 2017, 3:29 PM ET. The article was also published on The Wall Street Journal’s website at
3:32 PM ET on August 9, 2017 (updated at 9:53 PM ET). The article was published in the print edition of The Wall Street
Journal on August 10, 2017 under the headline, “Top Buyout Firm Scrutinized on Loans.” All versions of the WSJ Articles are
attached as Appendix III.
9 Copeland, Rob and Jacquie McNish, “Canadian Private-Equity Giant Accused by Whistleblowers of Fraud,” Dow Jones
Institutional News Service, August 9, 2017, 3:29 PM ET. Copeland, Rob and Jacquie McNish, “Canadian Private-Equity Giant
Catalyst Accused of Fraud by Whistleblowers,” The Wall Street Journal, August 9, 2017, 3:32 PM ET. Copeland, Rob and
Jacquie McNish, “Canadian Private-Equity Giant Accused of Fraud by Whistleblowers,” The Wall Street Journal, August 9,
2017, 9:53 PM ET. Copeland, Rob and Jacquie McNish, “Top Buyout Firm Scrutinized on Loans,” The Wall Street Journal,
August 10, 2017.
10 Ibid.
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worked at companies that borrowed money from Mr. Glassman’s firms, and later had
their businesses seized, said people familiar with the matter. Some are involved in
litigation with Catalyst, the people said.”11 The WSJ Articles also contain the

following quote from Jeff McFarlane: “I have serious concerns about the integrity of

Callidus’s accounting around XTG”.11
12 No other potentially confounding company
news was released before the market close on August 9, 2017.13

20. Immediately following the online publication of the first of the WSJ Articles,
Callidus’s stock price began to decline precipitously. At 3:28 PM ET, Callidus stock
traded at C$14.92, but starting at 3:29 PM ET, the stock started declining.14 Callidus

stock closed that day at C$12.06, representing a C$2.86 cent drop and a 21.3%
decline from the stock price just prior to the release of the WSJ Articles and a 24.1%

decline from the previous day’s closing price of C$15.34.15

21. On August 9, after market close, Callidus issued a statement claiming the allegations
in the WSJ Articles were completely false and that The Wall Street Journal “chose to

publish [the] allegations after a comprehensive briefing held with them on August 8,

2017.”16 Exhibit 1 displays the intra-day price and volume of Callidus shares.

11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
131 used the news service Factiva to search for all news articles published August 9, 2017 that mention Callidus. Prior to 4pm,
every article is exclusively about the allegations made in the online Dow Jones Institutional News Service article. After the
close of market trading at 4:00 PM ET, Callidus released a press release at 8:55 PM ET responding to the allegations, but that
could not have affected the trading in Callidus stock during market trading hours on August 9, 2017.

14 Intraday pricing from Tick Data, LLC.
15 When I mention percentage changes in stock prices, I use natural logarithmic returns throughout this report unless otherwise
noted. Natural logarithms are very similar to percentage returns. However, they have the advantage over percentage returns in
that one can add up logarithmic returns to calculate a cumulative return over multiple days. “Log-returns have the nice property
that they can be interpreted as continuously compounded returns... [which] are time-additive...The academic finance literature
generally employs the log-return formulation.” Brooks, Chris, Introductory Econometrics for Finance, Third Edition, 2014. A 21.3% natural logarithmic return is equivalent to a -19.2% percentage return, and a -24.1% natural logarithmic return is
equivalent to a -21.4% percentage return.
16 “Callidus Statement Regarding Allegations in The Wall Street Journal,” Business Wire, August 9, 2017.
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Exhibit 1.

Callidus Price and Volume on August 9, 2017
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Data are from Bloomberg L.P. and Tick Data. LLC. Callidus stock traded on the Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX: CBL).

22. On August 10, 2017, the front page of the print edition of The Wall Street Journal in
the What’s News - Business and Finance column had the news item “Canadian

buyout firm Catalyst and its lending arm have been accused of fraud in whistleblower

complaints. Bl.” The Wall Street Journal also published a graphic on the front page
showing the drop in Callidus’s share price with the caption “Stock Swoons” and

“Shares of Canadian lender Callidus fell Wednesday after the Wall Street Journal

reported whistleblowers have accused it and private equity firm Catalyst of fraud.
Bl.” At Bl, another article was published under the headline “Top Buyout Firm

Scrutinized on Loans.”

23. On August 10, Callidus stock declined by 1.9% from the prior day’s closing price to

C$11.83. At 10:45 PM ET on August 10, Callidus reported their Q2 2017 earnings

11

T ra d in g V o lu m e (T h o u sa n d s o f S h a re s )

20

and, at 11:00 AM ET on August 11, Callidus held an earnings call with analysts.17

Callidus shares declined a further 3.1% to C$11.47 from the closing price on August
10 to the closing price on August 11.
Exhibit 2.

Callidus Price and News - From August 9 to August 11, 2017
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B.

Subsequent Events Related to the WSJ Articles

24. On November 7, 2017, Callidus and Catalyst filed two litigations as Plaintiffs.18

25. On March 2, 2018, The Globe and Mail published an article attributing Callidus’s
“weak stock price and silence on potential bidders” to the West Face litigation,

including the counterclaims against Catalyst.19

17 “CBL Callidus Capital loses S25.8 million in Q2 2017,” Canada Stockwatch, August 10, 2017.
18 West Face Complaint, page 33. Dow Jones Complaint, page 2.
19 Jeffrey Jones, “Newton Glassman and the takeover deal that went on,” The Globe and Mail, March 2, 2018.
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26. On March 5, 2018, Canada Stockwatch published an article similar to The Globe and
Mail article from three days prior and it described the legal disputes as the biggest

impediment to Callidus’s privatization deal.20

27. On March 23, 2018, Reuters published a report in which the authors claim to have
reviewed Catalyst’s portfolio, communications to clients, and regulatory filings and to

have interviewed “people familiar with Catalyst’s operations, academics and financial

analysts.”21 Reuters states that Catalyst and Callidus failed at their past attempts to
launch the initial public offerings of their portfolio companies and claims the two

companies failed to fully disclose the extent of related-party transactions between
their portfolio companies and between Catalyst and Callidus themselves. Note,

however, that the Reuters report further mentions that PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
reviewed Catalyst’s valuations and KPMG LLP issued unqualified audit opinions on

Catalyst every year.

28. On March 26, 2018, The Globe and Mail published an article in which the author
reiterates the view in the Reuters report and expresses pessimism about Callidus’s

privatization process, which the author claims to be “further complicated by legal
action brought by Mr. Glassman following a Wall Street Journal story last August.”22

29. On April 11, 2018 and November 27, 2018, Southern Investigative Reporting
Foundation published three articles containing further allegations concerning the

business practices of Catalyst and Callidus.23

20 “CBL Globe says legal battles holding Callidus Capital back,” Canada Stockwatch, March 5, 2018.
21 Delevingne, Lawrence and John Tilak. “Special Report: Private equity star’s picks shine, until cash-out time,” Reuters, March
23,2018.

22 Jeffrey Jones, “For Catalyst funds, a lot is riding on performance of publicly traded Callidus,” The Globe and Mail, March 26,
2018.
23 Livesey, Bruce and Roddy Boyd, “Newton Glassman’s Legacy of Ashes,” Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation, April
11, 2018. Livesey, Bruce and Roddy Boyd, “Mr. Boyer’s War,” Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation, April 11, 2018.
Livesey, Bruce and Roddy Boyd, “Newton Glassman and Other People’s Money,” Southern Investigative Reporting
Foundation, November 27, 2018.
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30. On July 13, 2018, Bloomberg published an article about Callidus’s decision to
eliminate its dividend. The front page depicts a graph of Callidus’s stock price which

highlights the price drop in August 2017 with the label “Whistle-blower report” and
an arrow pointing to the drop.24

31. On December 7, 2018, December 23, 2018, and April 3, 2019, The Globe and Mail

published a series of articles with updates about the privatization of Callidus. In these
articles, the whistle-blower complaint against Callidus is constantly cited as having
clouded investors’ view of Callidus’s business prospects and their ability to execute

potential deals.25 On August 16, 2019, The Globe and Mail reported that Callidus

accepted Braslyn Ltd’s offer to sell the minority shares at a fraction of the price
initially considered by the parties. The author again notes that the long-running legal
battles are one reason why the bid value plunged.26

32. It is plausible that continued publication of news articles referencing whistleblower

complaints and allegations of fraud against Catalyst and Callidus kept the allegations
in the WSJ Articles salient in the minds of Callidus’s potential business partners.

33. The articles mentioned above regarding Catalyst and Callidus are attached as
Appendix IV.

III. Measuring the Impact of the WSJ Articles
34.1 use an event study to isolate and measure the impact of the WSJ Articles on

Callidus’s share price.

24 Kristine Owram, “Callidus Capital Plunges to Record Low After Scrapping Dividend,” Bloomberg, July 13, 2018.
25 Jeffery Jones, “At $2 a share, Callidus offer a fraction of target price,” The Globe and Mail, December 7, 2018. Jeffery' Jones,
“Callidus accused of driving casino game developer Bluberi into insolvency,” The Globe and Mail, December 23, 2018. Jeffery
Jones, “Underperforming acquisitions drive up Callidus losses,” The Globe and Mail, April 3, 2019.
26 Jeffery Jones, “Callidus shareholders urged to accept Braslyn go-private bid or risk losing out on stock,” The Globe and Mail,
August 16, 2019.
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A.

Event Studies

35. An event study is a technique used to examine the impact of a piece of news on the
price of a security, in this case Callidus’s share price. Event studies are commonly

used to quantify the magnitude of a change in the price of a security following the
disclosure of information, relative to changes in the market more generally, which
occur at the same time.27 The idea is to isolate the impact of the news that is company

specific and related to the news in question. An event study also examines the
statistical significance of the impact. If the news is something that is important to a
reasonable investor, it should move the price of the security with a magnitude that is

larger than one would expect, given the normal day-to-day volatility of the security.
The threshold that is an academic standard is to look to see if the movement is at least
as large as what one would expect to occur by chance no more than 5% of the time.28

If the price movement (controlling for market factors) is as large or larger than one

would expect to see by chance only 5% of the time, then it is regarded as statistically
significant. A statistically significant price movement on the day of a news event is

often interpreted as a finding that it is likely that the news caused the price movement

and is supportive of the materiality of the news.29
36. In this matter, the news releases I examine are disclosures/events that might be related
to the publication of the WSJ Articles (I term these news dates as “potential event

dates”). This naturally covers the publication dates of the initial WSJ Articles. I also
searched for news subsequent to the publication of the WSJ Articles that might also
be related to the WSJ Articles, and I found several published months later which are

cited in Section IL B. However, the calculations in this report focus on the impact of
the WSJ Articles on Callidus’s value immediately subsequent to their publication. At

27 For a discussion of the uses of event studies within the litigation context, see David I. Tabak and Frederick C. Dunbar,
“Materiality and Magnitude: Event Studies in the Courtroom,” Litigation Services Handbook: The Role of the Financial Expert,
3rd ed., Weil, Roman L. et al. eds., John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (New York), 2001, Chapter 19.
28 Evaluating statistical calculations at the 95th percent confidence interval is standard in economics. “The 5% level is the most
common in social science,” “Reference Guide on Statistics” in Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence, Third Edition (2011),
p. 251.

29 The Ontario Securities Act defines material fact and material change as a fact or change that would “reasonably be expected to
have a significant effect on the market price or value of the securities”. See Securities Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. S.5.
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this stage of the litigation, we have not been asked to provide an opinion as to the
quantum of any potential additional harm from further and later developments.

37. For each piece of news, I use a statistical model to assess the size of the impact on the
price of shares in Callidus and whether this impact is statistically significant. I

consider the price changes on those dates that are determined to be statistically

significant to be an estimate of the impact that the WSJ Articles had on the price of

Callidus’s shares. I discuss these concepts further below.
38. The online WSJ Articles were published at 3:29 PM ET and 3:32 PM ET on August
9, 2017, which is during market trading hours. Therefore, I examine the movement in
Callidus’s stock price starting with the return from the close on August 8 to the close

on August 9.30

B.

Market Model

39. To examine the movement in Callidus’s stock price following the alleged short and
distort actions, I use a “market model,” a standard technique used for this purpose.
The market model assists in looking at the normal relationship between the security
being examined and factors unrelated to the event or news in questions, such as

market movements. A market model typically involves measuring the statistical
relationship between movements in Callidus’s stock price and those of one or more
indices to account for influences that affected both Callidus and the broader market at
the times of the events or news disclosures at issue. By examining a predicted value

for Callidus, using this model based on the historical relationship of Callidus and
these indices, one can then compare the actual price change to the prediction. The

difference provides a calculation of “market-adjusted” securities price movements on
the trading day(s) affected by the news disclosure events. The difference between the

actual return and the “market-adjusted” return is often referred to as the “abnormal,”
“excess,” or “Company-specific” return.

30 Daily returns are commonly used to study the impact of news on stock prices in both academic and legal settings. See, for
example, MacKinlay, A. Craig. “Event Studies in Economics and Finance,” Journal of Economic Literature, March 1997.
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40. Next, I examine whether each excess return is statistically significant. As discussed
above, statistically significant excess returns are excess returns that are greater in
absolute value than what would be expected to be observed merely by chance—that
is, they are excess returns of a size that would be expected to occur by chance at most

one trading day in 20 (i.e., five percent of the time). Any statistically significant
excess returns following a potential news disclosure event may then form the basis

for an estimate of the effect that the information revealed on that day may have had
on the stock price.

41.1 constructed a peer index to account for the movement of Callidus’ alternative

financing peers, which may collectively deviate from the movement of the aggregate
market index. I reviewed reports that have been published since Callidus’ IPO by

analysts who follow Callidus. Eight analyst firms (AltaCorp Capital, Canaccord
Genuity, CIBC, Cormark Securities Inc., Dundee Capital Markets, GMP Securities

L.P., TD Securities, and National Bank Financial) list companies as Callidus’ peers in
their relative valuation and comparable company tables. Starting with the combined

list of peers from these reports, I filtered the list to exclude companies identified
exclusively as either Mortgage Investment Corporations or as traditional banks and
also exclude companies without adequate trading data.31 The constructed peer index
consists of 23 companies, which I weight equally such that no company has an

outsize impact on the index return and so that there is no bias toward higher-

performing companies becoming more heavily-weighted.32

31 I downloaded price and volume data from both Bloomberg L.P. and FactSet Research Systems, Inc. for each company that
could be included in the peer index. However, several comparable companies were excluded because they went private or had
an IPO during the estimation period, which means that they did not have price data for every trading day over which the market
model is estimated. Others were excluded despite being public throughout the entire estimation period because they did not
report share price every day, likely due to either low or no trading volume on those days.

32 Those 23 companies are AerCap Holdings N.V., Air Lease Corp, Aircastle Ltd, Alaris Royalty Corp, CAI International, CIT
Group Inc, Chesswood Group Ltd, Element Fleet Management Corp, Encore Capital Group Inc, Equitable Group Inc, First
National Financial Corp, GATX, Gladstone Capital Corporation, Goeasy Ltd, Home Capital Group Inc, Horizon Technology
Finance, Marlin Business Services Inc, MCAN Mortgage Corp, PRA Group Inc, Textainer Group Holdings Ltd, Umpqua
Holdings, Willis Lease Financial Corp, and Wintrust Financial Corp. MCAN Mortgage Corp is categorized as a Mortgage
Investment Corporation by Dundee but as an “Alternative Consumer Lender” by Canaccord and as “Diversified Financials” by
National Bank Financial so I include it in the index.
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42. The market model for Callidus common shares is estimated using daily returns

calculated from Callidus closing share prices between August 9, 2016 and August 4,
2017 (one calendar year before the WSJ Articles were published).33 Daily returns are
the percent change in the closing price from the prior day to the current day.34 The
S&P/TSX Composite Index (“TSX Aggregate Index”) and a peer index (an equal

weight index of the daily returns of the 23 companies listed as comparable by equity
research analysts between 2014 and 2018) were chosen to control for market and

industry-wide effects respectively. As illustrated in Exhibit 3, the market model
indicates that the daily Callidus returns have a small negative (statistically

insignificant) daily trend in its own stock price, a coefficient of 0.44 with the TSX

Aggregate Index and a coefficient of 0.28 with the peer industry index. The below
table summarizes the market model.

Market Model

Exhibit 3.
Log Return of Callidus Capital Corp.'s Stock Price

=

-0.0008
-0.7237

Number of Observations

=

239

Adjusted R2

=

0.0595

Standard Error

=

0.0172

+

0.4387

*

1.8846

Log Returns of TSX

Aggregate Index

+

0.2815

2.2325

*

Log Returns of
Peer Index

Notes and Sources:

All data obtained from Bloomberg L.P. and FactSet Research Systems, Inc. Numbers in italics arc t-statistics.

C.

Analysis of Stock Price Reactions

43. After adjusting for market influence, the results of my event study indicate that the
WSJ Articles were accompanied by a statistically significant price reaction at the 5%
significance level as Callidus had an excess return of -23.4%, or -C$3.19 a share, on

August 9, 2017. The excess return from August 9, 2017 to August 10, 2017 was not
statistically significant and so I stop my analysis of the impact of the WSJ Articles on

33 The American and Canadian trading calendars observe different market holidays and therefore have different trading days
during this period. My market model is estimated on days common to both trading calendars that are preceded by days common
to both trading calendars such that every company in my peer index and the TSX Aggregate Index reports prices on both days
needed to calculate a return.

34 Daily returns are calculated using logarthimic returns. See footnote 16 above.
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August 9, 2017.35 Other news was released following the WSJ Articles. This news
included the release of Callidus’s earnings after trading on August 10, which did not
result in a statistically significant price impact on August 11.

Stock Price Reactions to the WSJ Articles

Exhibit 4.

Cumulative

t-statistic

t-statistic for

Stock Price

Closing

Stock Price

TSX Aggregate

Peer Index

Predicted

Excess

for Excess

Cumulative

Cumulative

Reaction to

Date

Stock Price

Return

Return

Return

Return*1

Return

Return1

Excess Return

Excess Return1

Disclosure

(1)

(2)

(3)

(-1)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(5)

(10)

(ID

ln[(2)/prcv(2)J
8/8/2017

CS

(3)-(6)

(7) + prev(9)

15.34
[cj

Tis

8/9/2017

12.06

(0.241)

(0.003)

(0.018)

(0.007)

(0.234)

(0.234)

(13.58) **

8/10/2017

11.83

(0.019)

(0.009)

(0.024)

(0.012)

(0.008)

(0.446)

(0.241)

(9.92) ••

8/11/2017

11.47

(0.031)

(0.003)

(0.011)

(0.005)

(0,026)

(1.496)

(0.267)

(8.96) **

-3.59

8/14/2017

10.48

(0.090)

0.006

0.015

0.006

(0.096)

(5.591) **

(0.363)

(10.56) **

-4.67

8/15/2017

10,67

0.018

(0.001)

(0.007)

(0.004)

0.022

(0.342)

(8.88) **

-4.43

(13.578) **

1.250

I

-3.29

Notes and Sources:
At 3:29PM ET on August 9,2017, Dow Jones Institutional News Service published the first of the WSJ Articles.

Data were obtained from Bloomberg L.P. and FactSet Research Systems, Inc.
' Returns are predicted using daily returns as a function of the daily returns on the TSX Aggregate Index and Peer Index. The regression is estimated over the period from August 9,2016 through
August 4, 2017.

* Significance is based on the excess return's t-statistic, calculated as the daily excess return divided by the standard error of the regression over the sample period. August 9,2016 through August 4,2017. Ttv
stars indicate significance at the 5% level, and one star indicates significance at the 10% level.

3 Cumulative excess return t-statistlcs are calculated as the cumulative excess return divided by the standard error of the regression over the sample period times the square root of the number of days cumulan
Two stars indicate significance at the 5% level, and one star indicates significance at the 10% level.

44. The above analysis uses daily close-to-close stock price returns to analyze the impact
of the WSJ Articles. However, the WSJ Articles were first published at 3:29 PM ET

and so any changes in the Callidus stock price prior to 3:29 PM ET are reflected in
the return from August 8 to August 9. The C$3.19 impact is a reflection of the

market’s response to the news on August 9 and measures where the Callidus stock
price ends up after the market absorbs the news. However, in order to assess the

sensitivity of my results to using the daily return, I also examine the change in

Callidus’s stock price between 3:28 PM ET and 4:00 PM ET.
45. Callidus and its peers do not trade frequently enough on a typical day for me to

compute an intraday market model of Callidus’s share price, which would allow me
to control for both market and industry movements for the 31 minutes of trading on

August 9 prior to the close. So to estimate the impact over the final 31 minutes of

trading, controlling for market movements over that time, I instead use the historical

relationship between Callidus and the market by using a daily market model of

35 The excess return on August 10 was not statistically significant and so I do not include its impact in my calculations. However,
I note that upon the distribution of the WSJ Articles on the 10th in the print edition of The Wall Street Journal, the share price of
Callidus maintained the drop in price that was observed on the 9th. This is consistent with market participants who learned of
the news on the 10lh agreeing with the price impact that was observed on the 9th.
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Callidus’s stock price with TSX Aggregate Index but without the peer index
described above. This model is estimated over the same time period as the one in

Exhibit 3, using daily returns calculated from Callidus closing share prices between
August 9, 2016 and August 8, 2017 (one calendar year before the WSJ Articles were
published).361 then use the return of the TSX Aggregate Index from 3:28 PM ET to

4:00 PM ET multiplied by the coefficient on the TSX Aggregate Index in the model

below to calculate an approximate estimate of the expected change in Callidus’s share
price over the period. This market model is reported below in Exhibit 5.

Exhibit 5.
Log Return of Callidus Capital Corp.'s Stock Price

Callidus / TSXMarket Model
=

-0.0003

-0.2875
Number of Observations
Adjusted R2

=
=

251
0.0416

Standard Error

=

0.0173

+

0.6960

3.4407

*

Log Returnsof

TSX Aggregate Index

Notes and Sources:

All data obtained from Bloomberg L.P. and FactSet Research Systems, Inc. Numbers in italics are t-statistics.

46. The coefficient on the TSX Aggregate Index is approximately 0.7, which implies that

for each 1% increase in the TSX Aggregate Index, we would expect Callidus to
increase by 0.7%. From 3:28 PM ET to 4:00 PM ET, the TSX Aggregate Index

declined by 0.023%, implying that Callidus was expected to decline by 0.016%.37
Thus the excess return for Callidus (i.e. the unexpected portion of Callidus’s return)

was -21.3% (which is a statistically significant excess return) or -C$2.86 per share.
See Exhibit 6.

36 The model in Exhibit 3 is estimated between August 9, 2016 and August 4, 2017 rather than August 8, 2017 because of
differences between the American and Canadian trading calendars. August 7, 2017 was the Civic Holiday in Canada.
37 Note that this calculation does not include the impact of the constant term. Because the constant is statistically insignificant and
the time period in question is only 31 minutes, I feel that it is reasonable to not include the constant term in this calculation.
Including the constant would not meaningfully change the result.
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Exhibit 6.

Intraday Stock Price Reaction to the WSJ Articles
t-statistic

Stock Price

Stock Price

TSX Aggregate

Predicted

Excess

for Excess

Reaction to

Time

Stock Price

Return

Return

Return1

Return

Return2

Disclosure

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

In[(2)/prev(2)]
3:28 PM ET

Closing Price

C$

(3) - (5)

14.92

12.06

(0.213)

(0.0002)

(0.0002)

(0.213)

(12.265) **

[C$

Ts6

: and Sources:
At 3:29 PM ET on August 9, 2017,

Dow Jones Institutional News Service

published the first of the WSJ Articles.

Data were obtained from Bloomberg L.P., FactSet Research Systems, Inc., and Tick Data, LLC.
1 Returns are predicted using daily returns as a function of the daily returns on the TSX Aggregate Index. The regression is estimated over the period from

August 9, 2016 through August 8, 2017. The constant tenu is not included in the calculation of the predicted return.
■ Significance is based on the excess return's t-statistic, calculated as the excess return di vided by the standard error of the regression over the sample

period, August 9,2016 through August 8, 2017. Two stars indicate significance at the 5% level, and one star indicates significance at the 10% level.

IV. C alculation of D am ages
47. Below I estimate the harm to Callidus due to the WSJ Articles. My analysis uses the
excess return to Callidus’s share price on August 9, 2017 as an estimate of this harm
per share. As shown above, the WSJ Articles very likely caused this drop in the share

price and there is no evidence that further developments related to the WSJ Articles
resulted in a recovery of the share price.

48. The WSJ Articles report allegations of fraud and accounting improprieties at Catalyst
and Callidus, as well as allegations regarding Callidus’s deceptive business practices.
According to the WSJ Articles, two whistleblower complaints allege “that Catalyst

funds overpaid Callidus to acquire the Xchange investment, and delayed and
underreported potential losses.” The WSJ Articles do not specify how whistleblowers

allege Catalyst “deceived] borrowers about the terms of loans it made” but instead

simply say, “Callidus’s lending practices are also a subject of the whistleblower

complaints, according to the people and documents.”381 am not aware of any
evidence that Callidus or Catalyst had to restate their financials.

49. Given these facts and assumptions, I conclude that the impact of the WSJ Articles on
the value of Callidus persists through to the present. I quantify damages as the one-

38 Copeland, Rob and Jacquie McNish, “Canadian Private-Equity Giant Accused by Whistleblowers of Fraud,” Dow Jones
Institutional News, August 9, 2017.
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day decline in Callidus stock following the WSJ Articles multiplied by the number of
shares outstanding as of August 9, 2017.

50. As displayed in Exhibit 4 above, Callidus stock had a market and industry-adjusted
decline of 23.4%, which caused each share to decline by C$3.19 more than the

market and industry-wide movements would predict. As displayed in Exhibit 6 above,
Callidus stock had a market-adjusted decline of 21.3% from 3:28 PM ET to the
market close on August 9, which caused each share to decline by C$2.86 more than

the market-wide movements would predict.

51. As of June 30, 2017, Callidus had 50,488,103 common shares outstanding.39 Since

each share had an excess decline of C$3.19, the publication of the WSJ Articles
harmed Callidus by about C$161 million.40 Alternatively, if I were to use the C$2.86

excess decline per share implied by the intraday price reaction, the publication of the

Article harmed Callidus by about C$144 million.41

V.

Conclusion
52. My conclusions are:

a. Callidus’s share price fell by between C$2.86 and C$3.19, at a minimum,
because of the WSJ Articles.

b. The impact of the WSJ Articles on the value of Callidus has persisted to
the present day.

c. The harm to Callidus was at least approximately C$144 to C$161 million.

39 Callidus Capital Corporation, Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Statements (Unaudited) For the Three and Six
Months Ended June 30, 2017 and 2016, filed August 10, 2017, page 14. Callidus had 50,650,355 shares outstanding as of
September 30, 2017, so using the June 30, 2017 share count results in a smaller, more conservative damages number. See
Callidus Capital Corporation, Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Statements (Unaudited) For the Three and Nine
Months Ended September 30, 2017 and 2016, filed November 11, 2017, page 16.

411 50,488,103 shares multiplied by C$3.19 damage per share.
41 50,488,103 shares multiplied by C$2.86 damage per share.
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VL Miscellaneous
53. My opinions are subject to revision based on new information (including new reports
or testimony by Defendants’ proffered experts or new filings by Defendants’

counsel), that subsequently may be provided to, or obtained by, me.

Respectfully submitted,

Vinita
Greenwich, Connecticut

May 29, 2020
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Appendix II
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Number

__________________________________________________ Item_______________________________________________

(1)

(2)

Case-Specific Documents and Other Legal Filings

mil

2

Fresh as Amended Statement of Claim, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation
>•'. West Face Capita! Inc., Gregory Boland, .1/5 F Advisors Inc. c.o.h. Anson Group Canada. Admiralty
Advisors LLC, Frigate Tentures LP, Anson Investments I.P. Anson Capital LP, Anson Investments Master
I-and LP. AIMF GP, Anson Catalyst Master Fund LP. ACF GP. Mocz Kassam, Adam Spears, Sunnv Puri,
Clarilyspritt" Inc.. Nathan Anderson. Bruce Langstaff. Roh Copeland, Revin Baumann. Jeffrey McFarlane.
Darryl Levitt, Richard Molyneux, Gerald Duhamel, George Wesley Voorheis, Bruce Livesey and John
Does #4-10, filed July 18, 2019.
Statement of Claim, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation v. West Face
Capital Inc., Gregory Boland, M5VAdvisors Inc. c.o.b. Anson Group Canada, Admiralty Advisors LLC,
Frigate Ventures LP, Anson Investments LP, Anson Capital LP, Anson Investments Master Fund LP, AIMF
GP, Anson Catalyst Master Fund LP, ACF GP, Moez Kassam, Adam Spears, Sunny Puri, Clarityspring
Inc., Nathan Anderson, Bruce Langstaff, Rob Copeland, Kevin Baumann, Jeffrey McFarlane, Darryl
Levitt, Richard Molyneux, Gerald Duhamel, George Wesley Voorheis, Bruce Livesey and John Does #410, filed November 7, 2017.

Amended Statement of Claim, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation r. Dow
Jones and Company, Rob Copeland. Jaeauie. McNish, and Jefferey McFarlane., tiled November 7. 2017.
4

Ontario Securities Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. S.5.
Public Filings

5

Press Release, "Callidus Announces Completion of Plan of Arrangement", filed November 5, 2019.

6

Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Statements (Unaudited) For the Three and Six Months Ended
June 30. 2017 and 2016, llled August 10. 2017.

7

Condensed Consolidated Interim Financial Statements (Unaudited) For the Three and Nine Months Ended
September 30, 2017 and 2016, filed November 11, 2017.

8

Initial Public Offering Prospectus, filed April 15, 2014.
News Articles

News stories regarding Catalyst Capital Corporation from 2017 through 2019, obtained from Factiva,
including but not limited to:
0

Copeland, Rob and Jacquic McNish, “Canadian Private-Equity Giant Accused by Whistleblowers of Fraud,”
Dow Jones Institutional News Service. August 9. 2017. 3:29 I’M ET.

10

Copeland, Rob and Jacquie McNish, “Canadian Private-Equity Giant Catalyst Accused of Fraud by
Whistleblowers,” The Wall Street Journal, August 9, 2017, 3:32 PM ET (updated at 9:53 PM ET).

11

Copeland, Rob and Jacquie McNish, “Top Buyout Firm Scrutinized on Loans,” The Wall Street Journal,
"C allidus Statement Regarding Allegations in The Wall Street Journal,” Business Wire, August 10, 2017.

"CBL Callidus Capital loses S25.8-miIlion in Q2 2017." Canada Stoc.kwatch. August 10. 2017.
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(1)

(2)
News Articles (Continued)

14

Jeffrey Jones, “Newton Glassman and the takeover deal that went on,” The Globe and Mail, March 2, 2018.

15

“CBL Globe says legal battles holding Callidus Capital back,” Canada Stockwatch, March 5, 2018.

16

Delevingne, Lawrence and John Tilak. “Special Report: Private equity star’s picks shine, until cash-out
time,” Reuters, March 23, 2018, 9:41 AM ET.

17

Jeffrey Jones, “For Catalyst funds, a lot is riding on performance of publicly traded Callidus,” The Globe
and Mail. March 26, 2018.

18

Livesey, Bruce and Roddy Boyd, "Newton Glassman's Legacy of Ashes", Southern Investigative Reporting
Foundation, April 11, 2018.
Livesey, Bruce and Roddy Boyd, "Mr. Boyer's War", Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation, April

19

20

Kristine Owram, “Callidus Capital Plunges to Record Low After Scrapping Dividend,” Bloomberg, July 13,
2018, 11:07 AM ET.

21

Livesey, Bruce and Roddy Boyd, "Newton Glassman and Other People's Money", Southern Investigative
Reporting Foundation, November 27, 2018.

22

Jeffery Jones, “At $2 a share, Callidus offer a fraction of target price,” The Globe and Mail, December 7,
2018.

23

Jeffery Jones, “Callidus accused of driving casino game developer Bluberi into insolvency,” The Globe and
Mail , December 23, 2018.
Jeffery Jones, “Underperforming acquisitions drive up Callidus losses,” The Globe and Mail, April 3, 2019.
Jeffery Jones, “Callidus shareholders urged to accept Braslyn go-private bid or risk losing out on stock,”
The Globe and Mail, August 16, 2019.

24
25

Analyst Reports

26

Canaccord Genuity, "Robust pipeline for growth; Initiating coverage with a BUY rating and C$24.00 target
(full report)," Analyst Report, May 26, 2014.

27
28

National Bank Financial, "Callidus Capital Corp.: Initiating Coverage," Analyst Report, May 26, 2014.
Canaccord Genuity, "Positive loan and pipeline update; maintain BUY; target raised to C$27.50 (from
C$24.00)," Analyst Report. July 15. 2014.
Cormark Securities Inc., "Cormark’s Callidus Capital Corp. Report (07-15-14)," Analyst Report, July 15,
2014.
National Bank Financial, "CBL: Loan Growth Exceeds Forecast," Analyst Report, July 15, 2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Dundee Wake Up Call - July 16," Analyst Report, July 16, 2014.
GMP Securities, "Callidus Capital Corporation — Initiating coverage: Potent growth story combined with
experienced management team; BUY," Analyst Report, July 23, 2014.
Canaccord Genuity, "Q2/14 preview; maintaining BUY rating and C$27.50 price target," Analyst Report,
July 29, 2014.

29

30
31
32
33
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34
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57
58

CIBC Capital .Markets, "CBL: Exec Summary: Capitalizing on Inefficiencies: 'I lie Window OfOpporlunily
Is Now." Analyst Report. August 11, 2014.
CIBC Capital Markets, "CBL: Q2 Results Are Confirmation Of Earnings Capacity And Rapid Loan
Growth," Analyst Report, August 15, 2014.
Canaccord Genuity, "On track for solid growth; maintain BUY rating and $27.50 target price," Analyst
Report, August 17, 2014.
National Bank Financial, "CBL: Portfolio Growth Exceeds Forecast Again," Analyst Report, August 18,
2014.
Canaccord Genuity, "Positive management meetings; maintain BUY rating and increase target price to
C$31.00 (lrom C$27.50)," Analyst Report, August 20, 2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Callidus Provides Attractive Returns from Asset-Based
Lending," Analyst Report, August 27, 2014.
TD Securities, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Initiating Coverage," Analyst Report, October 20,2014.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) Compelling Growth Profile; Initiating Coverage at BUY," Analyst Report, October
20, 2014.
Canaccord Genuity, "Q3/14 preview; loan update; maintain BUY rating and C$31.00 target price," Analyst
Report, October 31, 2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Increasing Target Price Due to Loan Book Growth,"
Analyst Report, October 31, 2014.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) Q3/14 Preview," Analyst Report, November 03, 2014.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) 03/14: Good Ouarter: Update on Funding." Analyst Report. November 07. 2014.
CIBC Capital Markets. "CBL: Loan Growth Continues While Leverage To 1 lead Higher. For A 'l ime ..."
Analyst Report, November 09, 2014.
National Bank Financial, "CBL: More Leverage to Support Growth," Analyst Report, November 09, 2014.
Can accord Genuity,«"Multiple growth avenues; maintain BUY rating and $31.00 target price," Analyst
Report, November 10, 2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corporation - In-Line Q3/14," Analyst Report, November 10,
2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Market Views Growth With Caution," Analyst Report,
December 05, 2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Clarification on Last Portfolio Update," Analyst Report,
December 08, 2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Recent Price Decline Seems Excessive," Analyst Report,
December 12, 2014.
I D Securities. "(CBL-T) Related Party Uncertainly Priced In." Analyst Report. December 22. 2014.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) Update on Related Party Transactions, Funding from Cdn Banks," Analyst Report,
December 24. 2014.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Recent Announcements Ease off Concerns," Analyst
Report, January 07, 2015.
Dundee Capital Markets. "Callidus Capital Corp. - Additional Info on the Credit Quality of CBL’s
Portfolio," Analyst Report, February 18, 2015.
AltaCorp Capital, "AltaCorp - Callidus Capital Corporation (CBL; C$17.45); Bridging the Mid-market
Funding Gap; Rating: Sector Perform; C$20,00 target," Analyst Report, February 25, 2015.
Canaccord Genuity, "Q4/14 Preview; lots of noise heading into the quarter," Analyst Report, March 09,
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59

60
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63

64
65
66

67
68
69
70

71
72
73

75
76
77

78
79
SO

81

Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Highlights From Management Presentation," Analyst
Report, March 10, 2015.
ID Securities, "(CBL-T) Market Concerns over Loans in Court Proceedings: Q4T4 Preview." Analyst
Report, March 17, 2015.
CIBC Capital Markets. "CBI : Improved Disclosure A Positive. Delivering On Credit Performance Will Be
Better," Analyst Report, March 31, 2015.
AltaCorp Capital. "AltaCorp - Callidus Capital Corporation (CBI.; CS 15.86): Q4Ï4 Results- Looking for
a Balance of Risk versus Growth; Rating: Sector Perform; C$19.00 target (from C$20.00)," Analyst Report,

Canaccord Genuity, "Lower gross yields expected to be slightly offset by better credit," Analyst Report,
April 01, 2015.
Cormark Securities Inc., "Cormark’s Callidus Capital Corp. Note (04-01-15)," Analyst Report, April 01,
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corporation - Focus on Execution and More Disclosure,"
Analyst Report, April 01, 2015.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) Q4-14 Results: Lower Yields Owing to Callidus Lite." Analyst Report. April 01.

AltaCorp Capital, "AltaCorp - Diversified Industries; Transferring Coverage of Real Estate & Investment
Companies," Analyst Report. April 15, 2015.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corp. - Revising Estimates After Management Teach-In,"
Analyst Report, April 21, 2015.
Canaccord Genuity, ''Ql/15 Preview; Lowering our estimates slightly due to Catalyst Fund V," Analyst
Report, May 10, 2015.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) QI. 1? Preview: Clarity or. Fund V Investment in Originations." Analyst Report,
CIBC Capital Markets, "CBL: Asset Growth And Credit Performance Look Good," Analyst Report, May
14, 2015.
Canaccord Genuity, "Mixed quarter; pipeline of>$l billion," Analyst Report, May 15, 2015.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) Ql/15 Results: Add’t Clarity on Fund V Rec'd, Lower Yields," Analyst Report.
May 15, 2015.
Dundee Capital Markets. "Callidus Capital Corporation - We Sec Catalysts For Callidus; Buying al. Current
Levels." Analyst Report. July 30. 2015.
Canaccord Genuity, "Q2/15 Preview: Lowering estimates heading into quarter; increasing loans toward
YE," Analyst Report, August 03, 2015.
TD Securities, "(CBL-T) Q2/15E: Stronger Loan Growth Next Quarter," Analyst Report, August 04, 2015.
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corporation - Q2/15 — Good Quarter; We Are Aggressive
Buyers at These Levels," Analyst Report, August 07, 2015.
TD Securities. "(CBL-T) Q2 15: Solid Fundamentals, Dividend Increase Slightly Aggressive." Analyst
Report, August 07, 2015.
Canaccord Genuity, "Initiates large dividend; loan growth visibility strong," Analyst Report, August 10,
2015.
Canaccord Genuity, "Specialty Lenders: Introducing stock selection themes," Analyst Report, September 23,

National Bank Financial, "CBL: Attempting to Rebuild Investor Confidence," Analyst Report, October 14,
2015.
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82
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89
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Canaccord Genuity, "Q3/15 Preview: Looking for an in-line quarter," Analyst Report, November 02, 2015.
"I'D Securities. "(CB1.-T) Q3 15 Preview." Analyst Report. November 03. 2015.
Dundee Capital Marsels. "Callidus Capital Corporation - Q3-15 ■ Dare We Say "Boring". Read Good
Quarter? Yes." Analyst Report. November 06. 2015.
Canaccord Genuity, "Focus on higher-quality growth," Analyst Report, November 08, 2015.
Cormark Securities Inc., "Cormark's Callidus Capital Corp. Note (12-09-15)," Analyst Report, December
Canaccord Genuity, "Q4/15 Preview: Credit cycle turning reflected in valuations," Analyst Report, March
07, 2016.
Canaccord Genuity', "Large loss in quarter, announces premium SIB at $14/share," Analyst Report, March
Dundee Capital Markets, "Callidus Capital Corporation - Rating Change - Q4/15 — SIB provides an
opportune exit point," Analyst Report, April 01.2016.
Canaccord Genuity, "Recommend to tender shares; valuation high relative to peers," Analyst Report,

Canaccord Genuity, "SIB provides floor on stock; privatization process begins," Analyst Report. November
06, 2016.
National Bank Financial, "Mortgage Companies - 2017 Outlook (Thematic Research)," Analyst Report,
February 05, 2017.
Canaccord Genuity, "Privatization process extension provides lower visibility for transaction," Analyst
Report, June 29, 2017.
Canaccord Genuity, "Weak YE results; privatization process ongoing," Analyst Report, April 03, 2018.
Academic Literature

9"

Brooks, Chris, Introductory Econometrics for Finance, Third Edition, 2014.
David I. Tabak and Frederick C. Dunbar, “Materiality and Magnitude: Event Studies in the Courtroom,”
Litigation Services Handbook: The Role of the Financial Expert, 3rd ed., Weil, Roman L. et al. eds., John
Wiley & Sons, Inc. (New York), 2001, Chapter 19.
MacKinlay, A. Craig. ‘‘Event Studies in Economics and Finance." Journal of Economic Literature (March.

98

“Reference Guide on Statistics” in Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence, Third Edition (2011).

95
96

Data
99

Intraday price, index and volume data from Tick Data, LLC.

100

Price, index, volume, and dividend history data from Bloomberg L.P.

101

Price, index, volume, and dividend history data from FactSet Research Systems, Inc.

In preparing this report, my research included Callidus's public filings, media reports, press releases, and other publicly

available information regarding Callidus and Catalyst.
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LP TORONTO -- At least four individuals have filed whistleblower complaints with Canadian securities regulators alleging
fraud at a multibillion-dollar investment firm and its publicly traded lending arm, according to people familiar with the
matter and documents reviewed by The Wall Street Journal.
Catalyst Capital Group Inc., one of Canada's largest private-equity firms, is accused in the complaints of artificially
inflating the value of some of its assets and deceiving borrowers about the terms of loans it made. The complaints
have prompted officials at the Ontario Securities Commission, the country's leading securities regulator, to make
inquiries and question people familiar with Catalyst, according to the people and documents.

TD A unit of the Toronto Police Service that specializes in financial crimes has separately begun its own inquiries, a
department spokeswoman said.

The inquiries don't necessarily lead to an investigation.

Catalyst is led by Newton "Newt" Glassman, 53 years old, who has described his businesses as the " Goldman Sachs
of Canada."
His private-equity firm, which oversees 6 billion Canadian dollars ($4.8 billion) for international clients, is one of the
country's more aggressive investors, industry executives say. Catalyst mostly invests in high-interest loans to
financially distressed firms such as casino game makers or biopharmaceutical companies, and sometimes takes
control of the businesses if the loans aren't paid.
Company officials wouldn't comment for this article.

Under a program begun last year, Ontario regulators accept whistleblower submissions from any individual with original
information about an alleged violation of securities law. Regulators dismiss many complaints without any inquiries,
according to people familiar with the process. Those reports that merit a review are sent to the program's inquiries
team, which conducts interviews and other research before deciding whether to open a formal investigation, the people
said.
Some but not all of the filers of the Catalyst whistleblower complaints have worked at companies that borrowed money
from Mr. Glassman's firms, and later had their businesses seized, said people familiar with the matter. Some are
involved in litigation with Catalyst, the people said. Some of the complaints involve a series of loans to a small
technology distributor, while others focus on other investments and the firm's accounting.
Each of the complainants may receive up to C$5 million under the OSC whistleblower program if their allegations
prove true.
Neither Mr. Glassman nor his companies have been accused by authorities of any wrongdoing.

Mr. Glassman is also chief executive of Callidus Capital Corp., a so-called alternative lender listed on the Toronto Stock
Exchange. Callidus’s lending practices are also a subject of the whistleblower complaints, according to the people and
documents.

Catalyst funds own a majority of Callidus’s public shares and some senior executives work concurrently at both firms.

Catalyst is ranked among the top fundraisers for investments in distressed debt over the past decade, with more than
$4 billion of new money collected, according to researcher Preqin. Catalyst is considering raising another such fund as
soon as this fall, said people familiar with the matter.

Existing investors include the endowments of Harvard University, McGill University and wealthy clients of Morgan
Stanley, according to people familiar with the matter.
A trained lawyer, Mr. Glassman founded Catalyst in 2002 after working at private-equity giant Cerberus Capital. He
earned a reputation for lending when others wouldn't, such as to companies on the brink of bankruptcy, a strategy that
consistently led to double-digit annual returns.

Catalyst this spring was awarded "Global Private Equity Turnaround Firm Of The Year" from the Global M&A Network,
a trade group, for recent investments in companies like troubled film studio Relativity Media LLC.
Well-known in Canadian business circles, Mr. Glassman is protective of his own privacy. He has at times forbidden
friends and journalists from taking his photograph.
His companies sometimes file multiple lawsuits against borrowers believed to have violated the terms of their loans.

One of those borrowers is Jeff McFarlane.

Mr. McFarlane is the former chief executive of computer distributor Xchange Technology Group, known as XTG. He
said his company began borrowing from Callidus in late 2012 after the lender purchased its $11.6 million loan from a
U.S. bank.
Within a year, Xchange was in insolvency proceedings. Callidus purchased the company for about $34 million,
according to court documents.

When Callidus went public in 2014, Catalyst, its majority shareholder, agreed to cover future losses on loans including
Xchange.

In September 2015, Callidus recorded the Xchange Investment as an asset for sale at C$66.9 million in a quarterly
earnings report.
Then in March 2016, Catalyst transferred C$101 million to Callidus for Xchange, "an amount equal to the total
outstanding principal plus accrued and unpaid interest," filings show.

In December 2016, Catalyst told its investors that the Xchange stake was only worth a fraction of what it had paid that
March, triggering losses on two of its funds, according to one of the whistleblower complaints and documents reviewed
by the Journal.
Mr. McFarlane confirmed he filed one of the whistleblower complaints. His complaint, and one other, alleges that
Catalyst funds overpaid Callidus to acquire the Xchange investment, and delayed and underreported potential losses.
"I have serious concerns about the integrity of Callidus’s accounting around XTG," Mr. McFarlane said.
Last month, the Court of Appeal for Ontario found Mr. McFarlane responsible for a personal guarantee on Xchange's
debts that was far less than Callidus was seeking in a civil suit.

Mr. Glassman's companies have also sued or counter sued government agencies and former employees for damages
in relation to alleged business breaches and misconduct.
Callidus in February sued a former employee and alleged he was responsible for "artificially inflating" the financial
performance of some of its investments, including Xchange. The employee responded in a court filing denying that,
and said Callidus made the claim to deflect attention from "multiple complaints and regulatory investigations.” Litigation
is ongoing.

As part of its quarterly earnings, Callidus in May disclosed that its accounting practices were under review from the
OSC. Mr. Glassman told analysts at that time that the review was "nothing extraordinary." He added, "If there was a
significant issue with the Commission, I'm fairly certain the Commission would force us to disclose it."
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Canadian Private-Equity Giant
Catalyst Accused of Fraud by
Whistleblowers
Authorities looking into complaints that Catalyst inflated value of assets, deceived
borrowers

A unit of the Toronto Police Service has begun Its own inquiries into Catalyst. PHOTO: ZUMAPRESS.COM

By Rob Copeland and Jacquie McNish

Aug. 9, 2017 3:32 p.m. ET

TORONTO—At least four individuals have filed whistleblower complaints with
Canadian securities regulators alleging fraud at a multibillion-dollar investment firm
and its publicly traded lending arm, according to people familiar with the matter and

documents reviewed by The Wall Street Journal.

Catalyst Capital Group Inc., one of Canada’s largest private-equity firms, is accused in
the complaints of artificially inflating the value of some of its assets and deceiving

borrowers about the terms of loans it made. The complaints have prompted officials at
the Ontario Securities Commission, the country’s leading securities regulator, to make
inquiries and question people familiar with Catalyst, according to the people and

documents.

A unit of the Toronto Police Service that specializes in financial crimes has separately

begun its own inquiries, a department spokeswoman said.

The inquiries don’t necessarily lead to an investigation.

Catalyst is led by Newton “Newt” Glassman, 53 years old, who has described his

businesses as the “ Goldman Sachs of Canada.”
His private-equity firm, which oversees 6 billion Canadian dollars ($4.8 billion) for
international clients, is one of the country’s more aggressive investors, industry
executives say. Catalyst mostly invests in high-interest loans to financially distressed
firms such as casino game makers or biopharmaceutical companies, and sometimes
takes control of the businesses if the loans aren’t paid.

Company officials wouldn’t comment for this article.
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accept whistleblower

Canadian private-equity firm Catalyst Capital has been one of the
most frequent fundraisers globally over the past decade.
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information about an alleged
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Regulators dismiss many
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inquiries, according to people

familiar with the process.

Those reports that merit a
review are sent to the program’s inquiries team, which conducts interviews and other
research before deciding whether to open a formal investigation, the people said.

Some but not all of the filers of the Catalyst whistleblower complaints have worked at

companies that borrowed money from Mr. Glassman’s firms, and later had their

businesses seized, said people familiar with the matter. Some are involved in litigation
with Catalyst, the people said. Some of the complaints involve a series of loans to a small

technology distributor, while others focus on other investments and the firm’s
accounting.
Each of the complainants may receive up to C$5 million under the OSC whistleblower

program if their allegations prove true.

Neither Mr. Glassman nor his companies have been accused by authorities of any
wrongdoing.
Mr. Glassman is also chief executive of Callidus Capital Corp., a so-called alternative

lender listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Callidus’s lending practices are also a

subject of the whistleblower complaints, according to the people and documents.
Catalyst funds own a majority of Callidus’s public shares and some senior executives
work concurrently at both firms.

Catalyst is ranked among the top fundraisers for investments in distressed debt over the
past decade, with more than $4 billion of new money collected, according to researcher
Preqin. Catalyst is considering raising another such fund as soon as this fall, said people
familiar with the matter.

Existing investors include the endowments of Harvard University, McGill University

and wealthy clients of Morgan Stanley, according to people familiar with the matter.
A trained lawyer, Mr. Glassman founded Catalyst in 2002 after working at private-equity

giant Cerberus Capital. He earned a reputation for lending when others wouldn’t, such
as to companies on the brink of bankruptcy, a strategy that consistently led to double
digit annual returns.

Catalyst this spring was awarded “Global Private Equity Turnaround Firm Of The Year”
from the Global M&A Network, a trade group, for recent investments in companies like
troubled film studio Relativity Media LLC.

Well-known in Canadian business circles, Mr. Glassman is protective of his own privacy.

He has at times forbidden friends and journalists from taking his photograph.

His companies sometimes file multiple lawsuits against borrowers believed to have

violated the terms of their loans.
One of those borrowers is Jeff McFarlane.
Mr. McFarlane is the former chief executive of computer distributor Xchange
Technology Group, known as XTG. He said his company began borrowing from Callidus
in late 2012 after the lender purchased its $11.6 million loan from a U.S. bank.

Within a year, Xchange was in insolvency proceedings. Callidus purchased the company

for about $34 million, according to court documents.

When Callidus went public in 2014, Catalyst, its majority shareholder, agreed to cover
future losses on loans including Xchange.
In September 2015, Callidus recorded the Xchange investment as an asset for sale at
C$66.9 million in a quarterly earnings report.
Then in March 2016, Catalyst transferred C$101 million to Callidus for Xchange, “an

amount equal to the total outstanding principal plus accrued and unpaid interest,”

filings show.
In December 2016, Catalyst told its investors that the Xchange stake was only worth a
fraction of what it had paid that March, triggering losses on two of its funds, according

to one of the whistleblower complaints and documents reviewed by the Journal.
Mr. McFarlane confirmed he filed one of the whistleblower complaints. His complaint,

and one other, alleges that Catalyst funds overpaid Callidus to acquire the Xchange

investment, and delayed and underreported potential losses. “I have serious concerns
about the integrity of Callidus’s accounting around XTG,” Mr. McFarlane said.
Last month, the Court of Appeal for Ontario found Mr. McFarlane responsible for a

personal guarantee on Xchange’s debts that was far less than Callidus was seeking in a

civil suit.
Mr. Glassman’s companies have also sued or counter sued government agencies and

former employees for damages in relation to alleged business breaches and misconduct.
Callidus in February sued a former employee and alleged he was responsible for

"artificially inflating” the financial performance of some of its investments, including

Xchange. The employee responded in a court filing denying that, and said Callidus made
the claim to deflect attention from “multiple complaints and regulatory investigations.”

Litigation is ongoing.
As part of its quarterly earnings, Callidus in May disclosed that its accounting practices

were under review from the OSC. Mr. Glassman told analysts at that time that the review

was "nothing extraordinary.” He added, "If there was a significant issue with the

Commission, I’m fairly certain the Commission would force us to disclose it.”
Callidus shares are down 19% this year.
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MARKETS

Canadian Private-Equity Giant Catalyst
Accused of Fraud by Whistleblowers
Authorities looking into complaints that Catalyst inflated value of assets, deceived borrowers

A unit of the Toronto Police Service has begun its own inquiries into Catalyst.
PHOTO: ZUMAPRESS.COM

By Rob Copeland and Jacquie McNish
Updated Aug. 9,2017 9-'53 pm ET

TORONTO—At least four individuals have filed whistleblower complaints with Canadian
securities regulators alleging fraud at a multibillion-dollar investment firm and its publicly
traded lending arm, according to people familiar with the matter and documents reviewed by

The Wall Street Journal.
Catalyst Capital Group Inc., one of Canada’s largest private-equity firms, is accused in the
complaints of artificially inflating the value of some of its assets and deceiving borrowers about

the terms of loans it made. The complaints have prompted officials at the Ontario Securities
Commission, the country’s leading securities regulator, to make inquiries and question people
familiar with Catalyst, according to the people and documents.
A unit of the Toronto Police Service that specializes in financial crimes has separately begun its

own inquiries, a department spokeswoman said.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/canadian-private-equity-giant-accused-by-whistleblowers-of-fraud-1502307145
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The inquiries don’t necessarily lead to an investigation.

Catalyst is led by Newton “Newt” Glassman, 53 years old, who has described his businesses as
the “Goldman Sachs of Canada.”

His private-equity firm, which oversees 6 billion Canadian dollars ($4.8 billion) for

international clients, is one of the country’s more aggressive investors, industry executives say.
Catalyst mostly invests in high-interest loans to financially distressed firms such as casino
game makers or biopharmaceutical companies, and sometimes takes control of the businesses
if the loans aren’t paid.
Company officials declined to comment before publication for this article.

In a statement following digital publication, company officials said they know of no legitimate

basis for any whistleblower complaint. The companies said they believe the whistleblowers are
filing “deliberately misleading” reports with the OSC.
"Callidus believes that it is the actions of those individuals that warrants investigation,” the

statement said. Callidus Capital Corp, is the lending arm of Catalyst.

Fund Raise
Canadian private-equity firm Catalyst Capital has been one of the
most frequent fundraisers globally over the past decade.

Amount raised

Fund

Year

Catalyst I

2002

$186 million

Catalyst II

2008

$635 million

Catalyst III

2011

$1 billion

Catalyst IV

2013

$1 billion

Catalyst V

2015

$1.5 billion

Sources: filings, investor documents

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

Under a program begun last year, Ontario regulators accept whistleblower submissions from

any individual with original information about an alleged violation of securities law. Regulators
dismiss many complaints without any inquiries, according to people familiar with the process.

Those reports that merit a review are sent to the program’s inquiries team, which conducts
interviews and other research before deciding whether to open a formal investigation, the
people said.
Some but not all of the filers of the Catalyst whistleblower complaints have worked at

companies that borrowed money from Mr. Glassman’s firms, and later had their businesses
seized, said people familiar with the matter. Some are involved in litigation with Catalyst, the

https://www.wsj.com/articles/canadian-private-equity-giant-accused-by-whistleblowers-of-fraud-1502307145
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people said. Some of the complaints involve a series of loans to a small technology distributor,
while others focus on other investments and the firm’s accounting.

Each of the complainants may receive up to C$5 million under the OSC whistleblower program
if their allegations prove true.

Neither Mr. Glassman nor his companies have been accused by authorities of any wrongdoing.
Mr. Glassman is also chief executive of Callidus, the alternative lender listed on the Toronto

Stock Exchange. Callidus’s lending practices are also a subject of the whistleblower complaints,

according to the people and documents.
Catalyst funds own a majority of Callidus’s public shares and some senior executives work
concurrently at both firms.

Callidus shares dropped 19% Wednesday afternoon to C$12.06 after the Journal reported on the
whistleblower inquiries. The stock fell 21% on the day overall and is down 35% this year.
Catalyst is ranked among the top fundraisers for investments in distressed debt over the past

decade, with more than $4 billion of new money collected, according to researcher Preqin.
Catalyst is considering raising another such fund as soon as this fall, said people familiar with

the matter.

Existing investors include the endowments of Harvard University, McGill University and
wealthy clients of Morgan Stanley, according to people familiar with the matter.

A trained lawyer, Mr. Glassman founded Catalyst in 2002 after working at private-equity giant
Cerberus Capital. He earned a reputation for lending when others wouldn’t, such as to

companies on the brink of bankruptcy, a strategy that consistently led to double-digit annual
returns.
Catalyst this spring was awarded “Global Private Equity Turnaround Firm Of The Year” from

the Global M&A Network, a trade group, for recent investments in companies like troubled film

studio Relativity Media LLC.
Well-known in Canadian business circles, Mr. Glassman is protective of his own privacy. He has

at times forbidden friends and journalists from taking his photograph.

His companies sometimes file multiple lawsuits against borrowers believed to have violated the
terms of their loans.
One of those borrowers is Jeff McFarlane. Mr. McFarlane is the former chief executive of
computer distributor Xchange Technology Group, known as XTG. He said his company began
https://www.wsj.com/artiGles/canadian-private-equity-giant-accused-by-whistleblowers-of-fraud-1502307145
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borrowing from Callidus in late 2012 after the lender purchased its $11.6 million loan from a U.S.
bank.
Within a year, Xchange was in insolvency proceedings. Callidus purchased the company for

about $34 million, according to court documents.
When Callidus went public in 2014, Catalyst, its majority shareholder, agreed to cover future

losses on loans including Xchange.

In September 2015, Callidus recorded the Xchange investment as an asset for sale at C$66.9
million in a quarterly earnings report.

Then in March 2016, Catalyst transferred C$101 million to Callidus for Xchange, “an amount
equal to the total outstanding principal plus accrued and unpaid interest,” filings show.

In December 2016, Catalyst told its investors that the Xchange stake was only worth a fraction
of what it had paid that March, triggering losses on two of its funds, according to one of the

whistleblower complaints and documents reviewed by the Journal.

Mr. McFarlane confirmed he filed one of the whistleblower complaints. His complaint, and one

other, alleges that Catalyst funds overpaid Callidus to acquire the Xchange investment, and
delayed and underreported potential losses. “I have serious concerns about the integrity of

Callidus’s accounting around XTG,” Mr. McFarlane said.
Last month, the Court of Appeal for Ontario found Mr. McFarlane responsible for a personal
guarantee on Xchange’s debts that was far less than Callidus was seeking in a civil suit.

Regarding Xchange, Catalyst said in Wednesday’s statement that “the accounting treatment

and disclosure were entirely appropriate and there is no basis for allegations to the contrary.”

Mr. Glassman’s companies have also sued or counter sued government agencies and former
employees for damages in relation to alleged business breaches and misconduct.

Callidus in February sued a former employee and alleged he was responsible for “artificially

inflating” the financial performance of some of its investments, including Xchange. The
employee responded in a court filing denying that, and said Callidus made the claim to deflect
attention from “multiple complaints and regulatory investigations.” Litigation is ongoing.
https://www.wsj.com/articles/canadian-private-equity-giant-accused-by-whistleblowers-of-fraud-1502307145
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As part of its quarterly earnings, Callidus in May disclosed that its accounting practices were

under review from the OSC. Mr. Glassman told analysts at that time that the review was
“nothing extraordinary.” He added, “If there was a significant issue with the Commission, I’m
fairly certain the Commission would force us to disclose it.”

Write to Rob Copeland at rob.copeland@wsj.com and Jacquie McNish at

Jacquie.McNish@wsj.com
Appeared in the August 10,2017, print edition as 'Top Buyout Firm Scrutinized on Loans. '

Copyright © 2020 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved

This copy is for your personal, non-commercial use only. To order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or customers visit
https://www.djreprints.com.
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Top Buyout Firm Scrutinized on Loans
Canada looks into
complaints Catalyst
inflated values and
deceived borrowers
By Roa Cwelmo
Ann JacaskMcNini
TORONTO—At least four tadMdusfs have filed vctjint*btawre complaints with Gran
dira securities regulators
alleging fraud at a mllibUlion-dollar Investment firm
and itspubBfly trad «I terating
arm, «rotdins tn people familter with the matter and
docuiBMits reviewed by The

Wall Street JournaL
partment spokeswoman sail
Catrfyrt&pUrfCroHplnt.
The inquiries dorftitemone of Canada^ tarant pri aarUjrleadw an Investigation.
vate-equity Anns, B accused in
Catalyst 1* led by Newton
the ccmphtats of MtiJMiily "Newt” Classman, S3 years
inflating the value of some cf old, who has described his
its assets end decclvtn» bor- bujlnetses as the "Goldrara
rmwr? about flic terms cf Sachs of Canada.*
loans It matte. The complalw
ffis private-equity firm,
fave prompted officials at the whichoversees ë bsÆîon Cana
Ontario Securities Cbmmfsricm. dian dollMi {$4A WIHonHw
the counnys leadins secundes tararatlonal clitnts, 1» one of
regulator, to make inquhiraf d» ronntryft more aggrewfre
rad question people famita investors, Industry executives
with Cataiyst, aaurding ic the ssy. Catalyst mostly Invests Irr
people and ttacnmeaU.
Wgh-lntwest loans to finan
A trail of toe TonmtoMiro cially dUcesM'd firms such as
terries that HwdaWxM In fi- o-siiw game maten or blniwtidai crimes has separately phatnawmical companies,
began.Its own inquiries, a de and sometimes takes control

Fund Raise
CsnaisM? ptwate-ewty fam CrijdystCapitaîhflS bemaracfthe
mtf frwwt tarsJrMSBS ptatetyimrttHPMidecafa

fan» «ntis» SxunsMJ

of the businesses if the loans
aren’t paid.
Company officials declia «1
to eammrar before publication
to thia initie.

mw’iAswmwmtu
in a Maternent following
digital publication. company
officials said they know of no
Mfinate totals for any whtatteMower complaint T1» rnm-

raiSOML TECHNOLOGY I By Geoffrey A. Fowler

To Get Tech Savvy, Don't Ask Your Children
Asking your
offspring to

Their rerpensej, often accompanied
by an eye «41; "Why 1» «Mt
so Hartl?" off ,’Iready
showed youi"
Older adults are wising up
to how iPads, smxrtphaitcs
and fitness tracters can Im
prove their lives. But n key io
conquering fears rad thriv
ing with new technology Is
knenring where to get htrip
that wem't run tot of pa
tience. Anything with drntits
tends to amplify teen brattlnets. sdtoMriMy about ag
ing and senior rawmitfes
dwtWItftlNMMlltn
ail possible, get nn outsider
involved.
Thafis what brought
Cheryl do la Mere, 71. whh
her W silver laptop rad a
mped-on list of password*,
to a San Francisco Public Li
brary branch last ««tend.
Site wa* there to assistance
ftw a image rotante»
named Justin. Asking-faW
tombera «brings«ittoo
many emottou," Mt. do la.
Mare said. "Justin h«e ft not
going to insult tne?
Seniors' biggest obstacle
is the tabs sense that tech b
just for young people. Much
of tiie Warn» belongs on tech
rompant». Seniors are a
growing market yet treated
a» Bn aflCTthotJsht by devel
opers, very few of whom are
seniors themselves.
IMS «Miette. Engi
neer wcflM be hard pressai
to find a better target popabtion. Senlnra fan tremen
dous challenges with isola
tion, financial Independence

INSIDE

Mylan
Cuts View
On Drug
Delays
HT1MAMMMS8

and health-which video
dtei, sasiogs apps ami
wearables ran help.
In fact» tech epmpaniM
Wjttt ra ernrioy retirees m
product testera, seniors are
the canaries in. the roil edns
to had. techr.otcgy design."says Thomas tomber. m en
tire director of OWn Adults
TechBoim tervices. * New
Yortuonprofit
The shift from keyboards
tn toueh screws made com
puting more accessible. But
software still hides ftinc&m

behind hieroglyphic irons
and imtwtfbk-ta-guess fin
ger swipes.The reality is, to
day’s tech is hard to break.
TCs also a good way to find
fulfillment ofier retirement.
•Smart deriras have so
much to offer along with a
better quality of fife, I am
siwiirised more ptrepta are
not in a learning mode." wys
Kent Hayward, 77, of Aurora,
BL He got up to speed by
taldng etasses st an Apple
stae and now tr«Iws
classes nt his public library.

What doesn't work
•The problem with family
members, especially if
they're to their 20s or 30s,
they don’t really have airy
patience," says Vende-Mar
ita, fib. a teteni retlm in
New York. "They uur show
you very quWtiÿ, and, once
they show you, then they er
ps« yto to get ft- raid rhey
ttaa’t want to repeat It
again.*
Tatting to V.’all Street
Journal readers anti petitesslun.it traînas, I spotted

other aTOld«bte tech mis
takes to seniors and people
who love them.
Don’t stick seniors with
castaway gadgets. I’ve writ
ten about many good «s«
for tmi-nf-dale gear. If you
no longer want that Jittery
old iPad, why wtold you ex
pert your mom to have h
quftUty experience with It?
Be skeptlral oT so-called
senior tech. So much is eb
cherJunk, or mars oawMely
ifesctibtà ai acressfbflhy
ZWtoswRNLERpoge

The Week When Crisis Went Global
BrCoiraBAim

tamed.’ as Ben Bernanke, then
Federal Reserve rhw.rmra, had
predtetadjustmoirtlw earlier.
Y« few people Appreciated the
scope of the disaster tlut
wctM ontod fftrr the cert IS

By now, it ft widely under*«*.«*“

stood toil theglobM financial ties that were actually ex
hidustry was ovrrfeyeragcA tremely risky.
that flw US. mortgage market
Tun years later, it ft clear
was rift with loans- thal tout those errors set in motion
wtmida’t be rrpihL that inves a crisis that in WB shook toe
tors and financial insttniiicT>s world, bringing down Bear
everywhere were paying fifth Stearns Ctw. rad Lehman
prim to WgJily rated serari- Brotoara HoidtosA to. rad
forcing the $182 biUJen. rut cue
of American intertutiuBal
Croup toe
Bur at the time, tow toraw
nreratag wasn't «vid rat. evra
to financtal-lndtistry eteroAtAW/riMW
ilves and toe central bankers
chargedwith overscring rtwm.
The wnwmy was growing at n
nearer W clip rad arais were
hitting new highs. Many still
FfftBf s« CNISSpegtSS

Impact of Mortgage Crisis Spreads
DAIRIES HOPE
TO REINVENT
MILK
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Tesla Tests Its Story in the Bond Market
BtMMTWffiZ
AwiSMtGoinmaa
Tesla toe. has raised to

TRADERS BET
ON BIG SWINGS
FDR RETAILERS
omoHian

panics said they believe the
wtti «lebtowcrs am filing "delilxraKly misleading" repwis
with the OSC.
“Callidm believes that 1th
the actions: of those. Individu
als that warrants Inmtigutlcm.’ ths ATAtmfittaflid. Callidus Capital Corp. ft tits
lestling arm or Catalyst.
Under a program begun
last year, Ontario regulators
atri-pt whistleblower subfnisritaw from any individual with
original information stout an
alleged ■riolstton. of leoirities
taw. Regulators titania many
ccmpMnts wffiwHtt any Inqulries, according to people faMuse seeLOANSpage R2

ll Isn't yet cfear how effec

tive the approach win be. The
Afthough the elronte-car
deal Is being proposed, at a maker» .’tmk could produce
/.Aid ofsssfi, Jmv censoring togh rentras if Testa succeeds
toe company^ Junk rattag. ta competing with œuvesThat reflects investees’ will- tional auto makers, bondhold
mgness ra accept modest ers wia only collca iutwret on
yields to a nuutet «tarred for iMHnmrnients and could he
new deals, but same are cou- Wed out K the rompray
cerued about toe company's flops.
losses «nd aggressive financial
That rapped return means
projection».
potential bond buyers are fo

cused mostly on the risk toe
corftpray won’t repay them.
-TNs ft basically an equity
stury,"snld Michael Cmyoiat,
Ahfthytald analyst BtXDP As
set Management. "The tond
matter Is more nf a profes
sional mwtet and we're Jtokingat ft from «redit meirics"
Debt, investors Who have
BtMM fee TSSLA pageRIO.

Mylan NV cut Ils rarnmgs
farerast frwtoe next year and
a IM as tite wrepmy taras in
creased competition from ge
neric drugs rad delays ta, toe
taanch ofteydrugs amid ragulstnry questtans.
The company said It
couldn't Count on launching
thia year toe planned generic
vetmon» of Teva Pharmaceu
tical Industrie* IMft Copax
one rad GlaxoSmithKline
PLCs Atoralr, after ti« Food
rad Drug Adtnlniftration
asked for moreinfonnation.
On a call with fnyrstore. toe
romjw blamed toe delays on
restmturtog nt the EDA and
said that ft didn't expect toe
agency to require any more
clinical or devto-raigtrf studlea. •Vte honestly see toe admtahtmfive na the barrier and
not toe science." said Chief Ex
ecutive Heather Brrarit.
Mylrà would ha toa flr«
rompray to bring a generic
verricw. of Advair to the mar
ket and one vf toe first to
bring a genrric vmiofl of Cop.txone.
The FfiA h» vowed to ap
prove more generic drug ap
plication! to encourage com
petition and. lower trices, and
'■ tuts said it is rricrltiting toe
approval of the first generic
version of a dreg. But Mylan
President paftv Maids tnld toveston Wednesday tost toe
FDA seems mure focused on
quickly apprnvlag subsequent
versions of generics.
An FPA spokeswoman «rid
toe agency is already imple
menting, a plan to stiaamlirte
toe generic drug review pro
cess and experts to approve a
record number of generics by
toe end of ths year, Stra raid
toe agency is trwuinulns to ex
pedite toereview at potential
first generics.
Cted Landmon. an attorney
ttitohefes geieric drugmakm
goto PDA approval, said it has
: been a challenge for toe FDA
to prave generic verrions of
both Copaxone and Advair
mpetion tos same as branded
versions
Mt Landmtnv who doesn’t
work with Mylan, said to» Lt
repedally true with Adrafc beeante it h admlalsrered
through an inhaler,
Mylan ereoitivts arid
Wednesday that the esmpany
pteiml m submit a rrspoMg w
ü» FDA's concerns repttonj
Adwir in il» next few weeks.
Mylan also said it excels
competition to erode prices
for it* generic drags hy * rate
in the mitoslogle diglu glob
ally and high-stasle togfts bi
North America.
Contpctfrion fiwn generie
drugs aftu has hurt MrianV
btand-fljurw products.
The «.mpsny said North
American salss tor la Eptoea
ActcHnJectcr fell more than ex
pected te toemwt ment quar
ter as dwaper generic tenfans
tawted.
♦ Heard on tho Street A «Bm
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from the OSC.
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Newton Glassman and the takeover deal that went on (and on, and on)
Just over a year ago, Newton Glassman hinted to the rest of Bay Street that
the lineup of potential bidders for his Callidus Capital Corp, was a lo...
Jeffrey Jones
Just over a year ago, Newton Glassman hinted to the rest of Bay Street that the lineup of potential bidders for his Callidus
Capital Corp, was a long one. But the sale appears to have gone cold
Just over a year ago, Newton Glassman hinted to the rest of Bay Street that the lineup of potential bidders for his Callidus
Capital Corp, was a long one.

The Toronto-based firm, a lender to distressed companies, had announced in September 2016 that it was hiring advisers and
putting itself up for sale. The firm set a bar at between $ 18 and $22 a share, based on valuation done by National Bank Financial.
Callidus didn't scrimp on financial advice, hiring Goldman Sachs & Co. to aid it through the process. And on Valentine's Day,

2017, Mr. Glassman followed up with a hopeful note to shareholders: 17 parties had come forward to talk about a deal.

Twelve months and no shortage of intrigue later, the trail looks to have gone cold. At the very least, it has gone quiet. Meanwhile,
the market has settled on a stock price that's less than half of what was touted. Callidus shares closed at $8.75 on Thursday.
What gives?
A whole lot of complications, many of them playing out in court. It's hard not to tie the weak stock price and silence on potential
bidders to a legal whirlwind whipped up by lawsuits brought by Mr. Glassman, involving Callidus and its parent firm Catalyst
Capital Group Inc. - and counterclaims against him and his firms.

Most relevant to the Callidus sales process is one that targets several defendants, including Mr. Glassman's archrival, Greg
Boland of West Face Capital, a Wall Street Journal reporter and several other people. The Callidus boss contends they cooked
up a conspiracy to drive down the stock price to benefit short sellers. Mr. Boland struck back with a countersuit, stating that he
and West Face were not party to any conspiracy, and that he closed out his short position in Callidus in 2015.
That's but one part of a dust storm of litigation that began with West Face's hiring of a former Catalyst analyst in 2014, and
its subsequent $300-million acquisition of Wind Mobile. It flipped the cellphone company a year and a half later to Shaw
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Communications Inc. for $1,6-billion. Catalyst had previously been in talks to acquire Wind, but didn't get it and missed out on
the big payday. (Catalyst sued West Face, lost, appealed, and had its appeal rejected by an Ontario court on Feb. 21.)

But back to Callidus. It is not clear whether the specific charges being lobbed back and forth - including an alleged "short
attack" on Callidus - or the general litigiousness of the whole thing have so far kept a privatization deal out of reach.
Indeed, even before the Journal reported in August that whistleblowers had complained to the Ontario Securities Commission,
accusing Catalyst and Callidus of fraud, Mr. Glassman began to discuss the possibility of a Plan B for privatization of the public
company. That is, the absorption of Callidus by a private debt fund.
With each passing quarter, the odds of a transaction at that previously touted valuation look more remote. To get to the target
value, a bidder would have to provide a premium of double the current price, which, by one analyst's calculation, may be almost
triple the 2018 book value. Not helping matters has been a dearth of new lending announcements in recent months.

In the latest quarterly results in November, Mr. Glassman, whose Catalyst Capital owns the majority of Callidus shares, would
only say that there was nothing to report about the sales effort. It also disclosed a $17.6-million quarterly loss, which took the
book value down to $7.04 per share.
The path to $18 looks arduous.

"My gut sense is that it's increasingly difficult," Scott Chan, an analyst at Canaccord Genuity, said in an interview.
The idea behind the business, which went public in 2014, is relatively simple. Callidus makes loans to businesses that are in
serious financial difficulty and cannot secure financing from traditional lenders, and generates cash flow through high interest
payments. If a company can't make its payments, Callidus acquires the operation, with a view to restructuring it and selling it off.

Later this month, Callidus is slated to deliver its fourth-quarter results and, presumably, provide an update on the sales process.
Following the last quarterly report in November, Mr. Chan estimated the company's book value per share will be $7.05 at the
end of the year.

In his report, he set out a laundry list of tasks the company will likely need to complete to achieve his own expectation for a
sale price, which is a more modest $16.

According to the analyst, to get to that level, the company must expand its loan portfolio, improve the overall credit quality of
the loans, boost the value of its acquired companies and diversify its lending. Loans have been heavily concentrated on two
companies, Oklahoma-based Horizontal Well Drillers and C&C Wood Products of Quesnel, B.C. Meanwhile, the litigation
makes it all tougher.

For its part, Callidus says it is still working toward the goal of taking itself off the stock exchange and getting itself out of the
public eye. A sale is meant to be the final step in a shareholder-value process that also included a big stock buyback and the
establishment of a 10-cent-per-share monthly dividend.
"The privatization process for Callidus is ongoing," said Dan Gagnier, a spokesman for the company. "Since the beginning
of the short attack against Callidus, the company has taken significant steps to protect its minority shareholders, give them
optionality regarding share repurchases and seek ways to further enhance value. We will continue to do so."

Meanwhile, the company is said to be trying to convince authorities that it is a victim of market manipulation and an abuse

of the whistleblower process.
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Despite Callidus's financial engineering, the share price shows investors and would-be buyers remain wary of its prospects.
The unceasing legal battles may well be the biggest impediment to a deal.

Follow this link to view this story on globeandmail.com: Newton Glassman and the takeover deal that went on (and on, and
on) The viewing of this article is only available to Globe Unlimited subscribers.
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CBL Globe says legal battles holding Callidus Capital back
Callidus Capital Corp (TSX:CBL)
Shares Issued 51,853,406
Last Close 3/5/2018 $8.56
Monday March 05 2018 - In the News
The Globe and Mail reports in its Saturday edition that about a year ago, Newton Glassman hinted that the lineup of potential
bidders for his Callidus Capital ($8.88) was a long one. The Globe's Jeffrey Jones writes that on February 14 Mr. Glassman
followed up with a hopeful note to shareholders: 17 parties had come forward to talk about a deal. Twelve months and no
shortage of intrigue later, the trail looks to have gone cold. It is hard not to tie the weak stock price and silence on potential
bidders to a legal whirlwind whipped up by lawsuits brought by Mr. Glassman, involving Callidus and its parent firm Catalyst
Capital Group — and counterclaims against him and his firms. Most relevant to the Callidus sales process is one that targets
several defendants, including Mr. Glassman's archrival, Greg Boland of West Face Capital, a Wall Street Journal reporter and
several other people. Mr. Glassman contends they cooked up a conspiracy to drive down the stock price to benefit short sellers.
Callidus is said to be trying to convince authorities that it is a victim of market manipulation and an abuse of the whistle-blower
process. The unceasing legal battles may well be the biggest impediment to a deal.
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Special Report: Private equity star’s picks shine, until cash

out time
Lawrence Delevingne, John Tilak

21 MIN READ

NEW YORK/TORONTO (Reuters) - Canadian financier Newton Glassman has long told his
private equity firm’s clients that his big bet on casinos would yield a financial jackpot.

https://www.reuters.com/...ada-catalyst-special-report/special-report-private-equity-stars-picks-shine-until-cash-out-time-idUSKBNlGZlYA[10/24/2019 5:47:16 PM]
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A sign shows the entrance to the offices of the Catalyst Capital Group Inc. in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada July 6, 2017. Picture taken July 6, 2017. REUTERS/Chris Helgren

Others haven’t been so sure.

At the end of 2011, a year after Glassman’s Catalyst Capital Group Inc took control of Gateway
Casinos & Entertainment Ltd, Catalyst told investors in a report seen by Reuters that it already
had more than doubled their money and that its majority stake was worth US$475 million — for
an implied equity value of the gaming company as a whole of US$699 million.

But Catalyst was forced to abandon a planned initial public offering of Gateway in 2012 after
investors balked at the firm’s valuation, according to two people familiar with the effort.

In the ensuing years, Catalyst’s implied valuation of Gateway continued to climb, to more than

US$1 billion as of Sept. 30, 2017, according to investor communications, all while Glassman
repeatedly told clients to expect a sale that never happened.
Now, under increasing pressure to liquidate a past-due private equity fund, Glassman is again

attempting a Gateway IPO at a valuation of as high as US$1.95 billion, according to a Feb. 28

Bloomberg report.
Under Catalyst’s direction, British Columbia-based Gateway has expanded its operations and just

restructured its debt. Even so, Catalyst’s assessment of the impact of those moves on the company

are more optimistic than those of ratings agencies Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s, both of which

still rate Gateway debt as “junk.”
Michael Lewitt, chief investment officer at hedge fund firm Third Friday Management in Boca

Raton, Florida, reviewed Catalyst’s valuation of Gateway and called it “extremely aggressive.”

High valuations and delayed sales apply to more than just Gateway, Reuters has found, with
potentially worrying implications for Catalyst’s four currently active funds and their big-money

https://www.reuters.com/...ada-catalyst-special-report/special-report-private-equity-stars-picks-shine-until-cash-out-time-idUSKBN 1GZ1 YA[10/24/2019 5:47:16 PM]
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investors.

Catalyst follows a “loan-to-own” strategy, acquiring the discounted debt of troubled companies,
mostly in Canada and the United States, taking over the business in the case of a default or by

other means, and then selling at a profit after improving operations.

Early success using that strategy with Catalyst’s first fond established Glassman’s reputation as a
savvy investor. It also has helped Catalyst attract enough investors to make it Canada’s third-

largest private equity firm, with about C$6 billion (US$4.6 billion) in assets under management,

according to data tracker Preqin.
Since Catalyst launched its second fond in 2006, however, the firm’s record of double-digit

annual returns has been based largely on its own assessments of improvements to its stable of

distressed companies. When put to the test, at least four of Catalyst’s major assets have been
unable to find buyers at the firm’s valuations, based on a Reuters review of Catalyst’s portfolio,

multiple communications from Catalyst to its clients and regulatory filings, as well as interviews
with people familiar with Catalyst’s operations, academics and financial analysts.

Those major assets, plus expected payouts from pending litigation, made up US$3.3 billion - or
more than two-thirds - of the overall US$4.7 billion of unrealized value across all Catalyst fonds

at the end of 2016, according to an April 5, 2017, report for clients. The assets include Gateway
and Callidus Capital Corp (CBL.TO), Catalyst’s publicly listed subsidiary that specializes in high-

interest loans to distressed companies and that is itself a major holding of Catalyst fonds.
Failure to cash out can put additional pressure on Catalyst as funds approach the end of their

lifespan, typically eight or 10 years, by which time all money - principal and profits - is expected

to be returned to investors. Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership II, for example, was supposed to
mature in April 2014 after starting to invest in 2006. But Catalyst has extended the deadline at

least three times.

The contrast between the picture Catalyst paints of its fond assets in communications with clients
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and how those assets perform when a sale is attempted shows that investors may not be able to

count on the returns they expect. For now, though, any harm to Catalyst’s big investors is

potential, rather than actual. Glassman could still repeat his early success with his current funds

by managing to sell a handful of major assets at big gains.

Glassman did not respond to repeated requests for comment.

Catalyst and Callidus did not respond directly to requests for comment. In a letter to Reuters,
David Moore, a lawyer for the two companies, disputed that Catalyst overvalues assets or has had

trouble selling them. Reuters’ reporting, he said, is “based upon false and unreliable allegations.”
In keeping with the industry norm, Moore said, Catalyst’s proposed valuations were reviewed by

outside accountants PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. They were then separately reviewed by

KPMG LLP, Catalyst’s independent auditor, which had issued unqualified audit opinions on
Catalyst every year, Moore noted.
KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers declined to comment.
Moore stressed that Catalyst management’s pay is derived from proceeds from asset sales and that

“valuations do not in any way affect Catalyst’s compensation.” He also pointed out that Catalyst
had sold 23 assets in its history, 13 of them “in accord with applicable valuations.”

He did not provide specifics on those sales. However, of the 17 completed sales showcased on
Catalyst’s website, most were “substantially realized” in 2010 or earlier, often for US$50 million
or less, according to a Reuters review of information Catalyst sent to clients. Nine of the sales

were for the firm’s small first fond, which was largely wound down several years ago.
Catalyst investors - generally locked in for the duration of a fond’s lifespan - include

endowments for the University of Michigan, McGill University and the University of Toronto,
public-employee pension fonds in Montana and New Jersey, and major philanthropies such as the

Rockefeller Foundation. They did not respond to requests for comment or declined to comment
on the record, citing confidentiality agreements.
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Some said on condition of anonymity that they feared getting on the wrong side of Glassman,

who has launched dozens of lawsuits in his career, most with Catalyst or Callidus as plaintiff.
While in college, he successfully sued his father to force child support payments, according to

Ontario court records.

Gateway and some other major Catalyst fund holdings examined for this article are among the
assets alleged to have been overvalued in two whistleblower complaints submitted in the past 18

months to the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC), according to documents seen by Reuters
and people familiar with the submissions.

CARS AND PHARMACEUTICALS
Private equity holdings can be difficult to value because they often lack ready markets to test their
worth. Even when reviewed by third parties, a fund manager’s valuations are nonetheless open to

interpretation.

Private equity experts said that, in general, a pattern of delayed sales can indicate valuations that
are too high. Lewitt, the hedge fund manager, said of Gateway and other assets examined in this

article: “I wouldn’t invest a penny with any manager that employs these types of valuations.”
Advantage Rent A Car is a case in point.

Catalyst started investing in the Orlando, Florida, company with a US$22.2 million bet in 2013,
and its total investment stood at US$310.5 million as of Sept. 30, 2017, according to client

reports.
As Catalyst’s exposure to Advantage through Funds III and IV has risen, so has its valuation of
the company - even as larger rental car businesses have come under pressure from increased
competition and the rise of ride-sharing outfits like Uber.
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Catalyst has long promised dramatic improvements at Advantage that would lead to a successful
sale. In a 2014 letter to investors, it projected that within two or three years, earnings would top

US$100 million. But for 2015, Advantage had a loss of US$31 million, according to an April
2017 presentation to Catalyst clients. A more recent investor letter put projected 2018 earnings at

about US$20 million.

Advantage has less than 1 percent of the U.S. market and was expected to generate revenue of
US$327.7 million in 2017, according to market research firm IBISWorld. That puts Catalyst’s

valuation of US$542.9 million as of Sept. 30, contained in a recent letter to investors, at a

whopping 1.7 times revenue. Hertz Global Holdings Inc and Avis Budget Group Inc, the two
biggest publicly traded car-rental operators in the United States, trade at less than half their 2017

revenue of US$8.8 billion each.
Advantage did not respond to requests for comment.

Another major Catalyst asset is Therapure Biopharma Inc. Glassman’s firm started investing in
the Mississauga, Ontario, biotechnology company in 2006, and the commitment totaled US$82
million by the end of 2011. That year, Catalyst valued Therapure at US$202 million.

In early 2016, it tried to take Therapure public at a valuation of C$867 million, according to a

Reuters analysis of the offering documents. The same documents show that Therapure had

operating losses in 2012, 2013 and 2014.

The effort failed in part because Catalyst’s valuation was too high for most investors and in part
because of difficult market conditions, according to two people with direct knowledge of the IPO

process.
In September 2017, Catalyst announced it had agreed to sell Therapure’s contract manufacturing

business for US$290 million, which would result in a proportional payout for Fund II investors.
That sale price - the deal has yet to close - is less than half the US$662 million at which Catalyst
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valued Therapure at year-end 2016, according to a Catalyst document provided to clients in April

2017. Therapure’s remaining business - plasma-based drug development and protein therapeutics
products - probably isn’t worth more than US$100 million, according to two sources with direct

knowledge of the company. The unsold business is not generating profits, one of the sources said.
Therapure did not respond to requests for comment.

Since Gateway Casinos’ IPO flopped in 2012, Catalyst has continually raised the valuation of its

controlling stake — to levels that yield an imputed value for the gaming company as a whole of as
much as US$1.95 billion, according to the Feb. 28 Bloomberg article. That article, attributed to
anonymous sources, appeared as Reuters was seeking comment from Catalyst on the firm’s
valuations of Gateway and other assets. Reuters could not independently verify that an IPO was

imminent or determine the calculus underlying the US$1.95 billion valuation.

Gateway operates about two dozen casinos, concentrated in western Canada and, more recently,

Ontario, the country’s most populous province. It plans to invest more than C$300 million by
2020 to improve existing properties and build new ones, according to a February 2018 Gateway

investor presentation.
In mid-March, Gateway completed a sale-leaseback of some properties, yielding net proceeds to

Catalyst of C$483 million. Catalyst said the transaction and a parallel debt refinancing would
reduce Gateway’s debt from C$953 million to C$702 million - or 4.5 times earnings, according to

a recent investor presentation. That’s in line with the typical debt-to-eamings ratio of between 4
and 5 for middle-market companies, based on Thomson Reuters LPC institutional loan data.

However, it’s more optimistic than Moody’s assessment. The ratings agency estimated in early
March that under the new financial plan, Gateway’s debt-to-eamings ratio wouldn’t drop below 5

for 12 to 18 months. And Standard & Poor’s said the number would climb to as high as 7.5

through 2018. Both ratings agencies still judge Gateway bonds to be non-investment grade
“junk.”

By comparison, rival Great Canadian Gaming Corp had a debt-to-eamings ratio of 2 as of Dec.
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31, according to a financial filing.

Moody’s also projects lower profits than Catalyst for Gateway. It did not elaborate on the full

assumptions behind its numbers. A spokeswoman said the ratings agency’s calculations “reflect
our conservative view of the earnings potential of the company’s assets.”

Standard & Poor’s and Gateway did not respond to requests for comment.

Moore, the Catalyst lawyer, said in a letter to Reuters that the firm’s work to improve Gateway
had been “highly successful.”

EARLY SUCCESS
Now in his mid-50s, Glassman established Catalyst in 2002, after sharpening his skills at
Cerberus Capital Management LP, the New York-based distressed-investment powerhouse.
Catalyst’s first fund started investing in 2003. Within several years, it had scored big wins

through private sales of its positions in companies like Cable Satisfaction International Inc;
AT&T Canada Inc, later known as Allstream; and Royal Group Technologies Ltd.

The US$185 million fund, tiny by private equity standards, ended up producing an average annual
return of 32 percent over its lifespan, according to client reports. That’s far better than a
benchmark return of about 17 percent for funds of the same 2003 vintage tracked by investment
consultants Cambridge Associates.
Catalyst’s early triumph helped drive billions of dollars to the firm over four additional funds
raised between 2006 and 2015. Glassman has yet to successfully wind up any of those newer

funds and return all money to investors, though the most recent one, Fund V, has returned
hundreds of millions of dollars since 2015.
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It is not unusual for private equity firms to hold investments until near the end of a fund’s

lifespan. However, data from Cambridge and Preqin show that three of Catalyst’s four active
funds lag behind similarly aged funds in paying proceeds from asset sales to investors.

With Fund II already past due, Funds III and IV are to mature in December 2019 and June 2022,
respectively. Most of the value of these funds - about US$1.42 billion for Fund III and US$1.36
billion for Fund IV - is unrealized, according to an April 2017 client report. That’s more than 60

percent of the total value of each.

Some of that unrealized value would come from payouts from litigation whose outcome remains

uncertain.

Catalyst filed two lawsuits against longtime rival and frequent adversary West Face Capital Inc
and others after it lost a bidding process to buy Canadian wireless carrier Wind Mobile from

VimpelCom Ltd in 2014. Catalyst claimed that it had an exclusive agreement with VimpelCom to
buy Wind Mobile and that West Face and others engaged in improper conduct to win the deal and
ultimately sell at a big profit.

Judge Frank Newbould, originally hearing both cases in Ontario Superior Court, dismissed one of

them, concluding that West Face and others, contrary to Catalyst’s allegations, had not used
confidential information from a former Catalyst employee to make its winning bid. In his August
2016 ruling, Newbould wrote that he had “difficulty accepting as reliable much of the evidence”

submitted by Glassman. He described the financier as “aggressive,” “argumentative” and more of
a “salesman than an objective witness.”

Catalyst appealed Newbould’s dismissal. That appeal was dismissed Feb. 21.

The second Wind-related lawsuit, seeking C$1.3 billion in damages, was on hold, pending the

outcome of Catalyst’s appeal of Newbould’s dismissal of the other case. In a report to clients,
Catalyst told investors that its remaining Wind-related claim was worth US$446.9 million at the

end of 2016 and that the firm has “a reasonable likelihood of success at trial.”
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Newbould, who has retired from the bench and now works as an arbitrator, was targeted by an

undercover agent last autumn in a sting orchestrated by Israeli investigative firm Black Cube on
behalf of Catalyst, according to West Face court submissions in separate litigation. The sting,

West Face alleges, was designed to discredit Newbould and his dismissal of one of the Wind-

related lawsuits.

Newbould declined to comment.

Black Cube gained attention last year for its work on

behalf of Harvey Weinstein to undermine women
and journalists in their efforts to go public with

allegations of sexual harassment and assault against
the Hollywood mogul.

A spokesman for Black Cube declined to comment

on questions related to Catalyst and Callidus. He said
Black Cube always operates ethically and legally.

In an April 2017 presentation to investors, Catalyst told clients of Fund III that without the
expected litigation payouts, net annual returns as of end-2016 would fall to 8.9 percent from 11.7

percent.
Ludovic Phalippou, a private equity expert at the University of Oxford in England, said Catalyst’s

expected return on the Wind litigation was “extraordinarily” high, given that one of the cases was

dismissed and that money that would have been used to buy the Wind assets were presumably
deployed elsewhere.

RELATED PARTIES
One company Catalyst succeeded in selling on the stock market is Callidus, a distressed-lending
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business Glassman invested in, took over, and made a core holding.

Glassman’s team took Callidus public in April 2014, raising C$252 million while still keeping big

positions in the company for its four current funds.

Catalyst funds provide guarantees for some of Callidus’s risky loans to distressed businesses. But
those guarantees mean that investors in Catalyst funds can end up saddled with Callidus
investments gone bad, such as Xchange Technology Group, an information-technology company

that went bankrupt.
The relationship between Catalyst and Callidus doesn’t end there.

In May 2017, Callidus said in its first-quarter earnings report that a recent acquisition, struggling
Canadian slot-machine maker Bluberi Gaming Technologies Inc, was worth about C$110 million.
In footnotes, it said that figure was based largely on an agreement for Bluberi to supply 7,000 slot

machines to a “commonly controlled enterprise.”
Callidus did not identify that enterprise. But it appears to be Gateway Casinos, which fits the

description in a recent Callidus earnings report of a “large diversified gaming company in Canada
that is controlled in common with ... Catalyst.” Catalyst did not respond to requests for comment.
Such an order is large for Bluberi, a small company that recently emerged from bankruptcy.

Bluberi has about 1,000 machines in use today, according to a third-quarter 2017 ranking by
industry consultants Eilers & Krejcik Gaming LLC. The top three companies have nearly 40,000

each. Gateway operates 9,500 slot machines, according to its website.
Stephen Casey, a lawyer and accountant in New York with private equity experience, reviewed
Callidus’s Bluberi holding for Reuters and called it “a very aggressive valuation based on a
related-party order and some pretty speculative assumptions.”

The risks, Casey said, include whether Bluberi’s casino clients can get the required regulatory
approvals for expansion, and whether Bluberi is able to produce all the machines required.
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Callidus acknowledged both of those risks in earnings reports last year.

Bluberi did not respond to requests for comment.

Callidus’s Bluberi valuation, now at C$113 million, is based on a potential sale using an

accounting method the company calls “yield enhancement,” which is not recognized under
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).
In a May shareholder report, Callidus said it would give greater prominence to calculations based

on IFRS in its public disclosures in response to an Ontario Securities Commission review of its
financial reporting. The OSC declined to comment.

Catalyst has said it would like to find a buyer to take Callidus private again, suggesting in a press

release last year a price of C$18 to C$22 a share. The stock now trades around C$7, down more
than 60 percent over the past 12 months.

Callidus said in October 2016 that it had hired Goldman, Sachs & Co to handle a sale process that
would be completed by June 2017.

Goldman declined to comment.

No buyer has yet emerged.

(For graphic on Catalyst and its peers, click tmsnrt.rs/2BEFznj)
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Jeffrey Jones
Callidus is expected to report results for the fourth-quarter of 2017 later in the week and, more importantly, to provide an update
on a sale process for the company that has dragged on a year and a half.
It was already shaping up to be a busy week for Newton Glassman. Now, he has more explaining to do.

Bay Street's attention has been fixed on Callidus Capital Corp. , the publicly traded lending arm of Mr. Glassman's private
equity fmn, Catalyst Capital Group Inc. Callidus is expected to report results for the fourth-quarter of 2017 later in the week
and, more importantly, to provide an update on a sale process for the company that has dragged on a year and a half.

The market's view of Callidus's prospects is getting ugly. Callidus shares have dropped sharply of late, sinking another 6 per
cent to an all-time low of $6.65 on Friday. That makes a previous target of $18 to $22 in a takeover look increasingly out of
reach. Investors will be focused on the value the company places on its assets - mostly debt and equity of financially distressed
or restructuring companies.

There is also speculation that Catalyst-owned Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Ltd. could file for an initial public offering
soon, following a recent debt restructuring that included a sale and leaseback of Vancouver-area real estate properties that
generated proceeds of $483-million. Catalyst declined to comment on the IPO possibility.
These would be enough agenda items for most chief executives for one week. But, for the famously pugnacious Mr. Glassman,
who is frequently at the centre of financial and legal fights, this activity comes amid increasing questions about the value of
some of Catalyst's investments.

A lengthy Reuters news report on Friday quoted a hedge fund manager and others questioning the valuation of Catalyst's
holdings, its ability to cash out of some investments at advertised prices and its extensions to the lives of its funds, which allow
it to hold on to investor capital for longer.
The report said some of those holdings include litigation claims - money that Catalyst believes it will gain in the future from
lawsuits, but which are far from certain.
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Financial documents for some Catalyst funds, obtained by The Globe and Mail, show that the firm put a value on nearly US
$450-million (as of Dec. 31, 2016) on litigation related to the firm's unsuccessful attempt in 2014 to take over wireless carrier
Wind Mobile.
A fund known as Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership III placed a value of US$148.9-million on Wind litigation as of that date,
according to the documents. Another fund, Catalyst Fund Limited Partnership IV & IV-PP, valued Wind litigation at US$297.9million. (The financial review presents numbers both with and without the litigation winnings.)

Legal actions are part and parcel of Mr. Glassman's operation and there are a number stemming from Catalyst's failure to acquire
Wind Mobile following talks with its previous owners. A rival investment firm, West Face Capital Inc., acquired the cellphone
company for $300-million and sold it to Shaw Communications Inc. about a year and a half later for $ 1,6-billion.
In one high-profile case, Catalyst accused one of its former analysts who was subsequently hired by West Face Capital of
passing on proprietary and confidential information. The suit was unsuccessful, with the trial judge ruling that Mr. Glassman's
testimony was difficult to rely on. "He was aggressive, argumentative, refused to make concessions that should have been made
and contradicted his own statements made contemporaneously in e-mails," the judge stated in his decision. In February, Catalyst
lost an appeal of the decision.
In a second lawsuit filed in May, 2016, Mr. Glassman sued former Wind Mobile owners VimpelCom Ltd. and Globalive Capital
Inc., as well as UBS Securities Canada, West Face and a bunch of others, alleging breach of contract. The case has yet to be
heard. It is this case that apparently gives rise to the US$450-million in hoped-for litigation awards for Catalyst.

The Reuters report quoted an Oxford University private-equity expert as saying the estimated return on the litigation was
"extraordinarily" high.

Catalyst spokesman Dan Gagnier declined to say if the same Wind Mobile-related litigation figures would also be included in
2017 materials to investors, or if they had changed to reflect any new view of the firm's chances in court.
But in a statement late on Friday casting aspersions on the Reuters article, Catalyst said it was "incomprehensible" that the news
agency would portray informational disclosure to investors as being part of audited financial statements. (The story said the
figures were from "a presentation to investors.")
Catalyst said it considers any notion that it overvalues assets or is unable to achieve targeted returns by stated deadlines to be
pure effrontery. "Our funds are structured to be long-lived to maximize value for our investors. Our process for valuing current
investments is rigid, conservative and has been proven out repeatedly," the statement said.

The documents obtained by The Globe also show that Catalyst funds have a lot riding on the performance of publicly traded
Callidus. The documents for Fund III say that the fund had invested US$404.6-million in shares and debt of Callidus or related
entities, as of the end of 2016. Fund IV & IV-PP had invested US$530.1-million.

It is not known how much those figures changed in 2017. But Catalyst's ownership of Callidus equity, at least, has been growing.
Catalyst and funds managed by it owned about 70 per cent of Callidus as of Sept. 30, up from 66.7 per cent at the end of 2016.
That suggests Callidus is a drag on the performance of Mr. Glassman's Catalyst funds. Prior to Friday's selloff, Callidus
stock had fallen 60 per cent in a year. Analysts had tied the drop to a dearth of new lending announcements and fears about
concentration of investments in two companies - Oklahoma-based Horizontal Well Drillers and C&C Wood Products of
Quesnel, B.C.
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Recall that Mr. Glassman had previously helped raise investor expectations that Callidus could be worth $ 18 to $22 a share
in a privatization, based on a 2016 National Bank Financial valuation. More than a year ago he suggested that as many as 17
potential bidders were considering offers in that neighbourhood.
But the process appears to have bogged down. A few months later, Callidus floated the possibility of an alternative to a sale
- that is, the absorption of Callidus by a private debt fund.
It was all further complicated by legal action brought by Mr. Glassman following a Wall Street Journal story last August about
whistle-blower complaints to the Ontario Securities Commission, accusing Catalyst and Callidus of fraud. The suit names
several defendants, including Mr. Glassman's nemesis, Greg Boland of West Face, as well as a Journal reporter and several
others.

Mr. Glassman contends that Callidus was the target in a "wolf-pack conspiracy" of short-sellers to drive down the stock price.
Mr. Boland countersued, stating that he and West Face were not involved in any conspiracy, and that he closed out his short
position in Callidus a couple years earlier.
Amid this week's flurry, investors will look to Callidus's financial and deal progress to see how that's all playing out.

Follow this link to view this story on globeandmail.com: For Catalyst funds, a lot is riding on performance of publicly traded
Callidus The viewing of this article is only available to Globe Unlimited subscribers.
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Mr. Boyer’s War
By Bruce Livesey and Roddy Boyd April 11, 2018

For eight years, Craig Boyer was a senior executive at Callidus Capital, and
by the time he quit in 2016 he was its chief underwriter and vice president.
But last year Boyer sued Callidus for CA$ 100,000 in damages, claiming
the company had denied him health and other benefits and seeking the
return of his stock options.

It’s safe to say that when Boyer left Callidus, he was clearly an unhappy
man. In his claim, he said he had been subjected to “abusive management
conduct” in the form of “abusive email and verbal treatment” from
Callidus CEO Newton Glassman, including “on occasion, physical abuse.”
Boyer even mentioned how in 2016 he was “participating in a meeting
where a senior officer of the defendant’s parent [company] physically
attacked the plaintiffs immediate superior.”
Boyer’s portrait of Callidus as a “poisoned” workplace, whose
management style focuses on the “berating and belittling” of employees, is
not an isolated one: Two former employees of Callidus’ parent company,
Catalyst, have alleged in court filings that they had witnessed numerous
instances of Glassman being emotionally or verbally abusive to his
colleagues.
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Yet Callidus, in a statement of defense and counterclaim, has denied
Boyer’s allegations of a poisoned work environment, saying he never
raised such issues while working at the company. The statement also said,
“all of Callidus’ employees are treated fairly and with dignity.” In fact,
Callidus claimed that Boyer had developed a reputation of being difficult
with employees who reported to him.

Moreover, Callidus struck back with a CA$15O million counterclaim,
accusing Boyer of being incompetent in “failing to properly monitor loans
in his portfolio.” Specifically, the counterclaim alleged that Boyer had
failed to conduct proper due diligence on Gray Aqua, a fish farming
company in eastern Canada, by ignoring the fact its fish stock could not be
used as collateral.

Plus, Callidus accused Boyer of encouraging another borrower, Xchange
Technology Group, to “artificially inflate the results shown on their ...
financial statements.” And Boyer did not inform Callidus’ credit
committee that Xchange’s financial statements were “based on an
artificially inflated before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization,
or EBIDTA,” according to Callidus.
When these and other problems were brought to his attention, Callidus
alleged, Boyer abruptly quit.

In a reply and defense to the counterclaim, Boyer’s lawyers hit right back,
saying he had no authority over others within the company. The lawyers
asserted that Boyer had properly monitored the loans in his portfolio and
it was his (unnamed) colleagues, after assuming oversight of his loan
book, who had made mistakes, especially in Gray Aqua’s case. Boyer’s
lawyers denied that he had pressured Xchange to artificially inflate the
EBITDA figures.
“The complaints respecting the work environment were open and
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notorious and well known to those who perpetrated them” Boyer’s lawyers
wrote, adding that Callidus’ counterclaim was “raised for ulterior
purposes.” They asserted, “Callidus is subject to multiple complaints and
regulatory investigations with respect to its material non-disclosure to
fund members and the public as to the status, and transfer, of its various
investments” and the counterclaim was therefore designed to “deflect
these complaints and investigations.”

READ NEXT
The Pity of Wirecard, Part Two: Bezzle Never Sleeps

If questions about the integrity of Wirecard AG’s accounting in its crucial Asian

operations are ever to be resolved, Singapore regulators will need to step back
and take a long, hard look at James Henry O’Sullivan’s relationship to the

Aschheim, Germany-based company. Prosecutors at Singapore’s Consumer Affairs Department have been
investigating Wirecard’s fast-growing Asian division, claiming in a March 8 filing that employees in its

Singapore office orchestrated a complex, multiyear scheme to inflate the company’s revenue.

The Pity of Wirecard, Part One: Oliver’s Army
Singapore — Few companies can explain their meteoric growth as alluringly as Wirecard AG. In one
preferred narrative, Wirecard presents as Europe’s leading financial technology innovator, a globe
spanning developer of white label code and applications that remove the friction from electronic payments

for both merchants and consumers.

Wirecard AG: Something is Terribly Wrong Here
After the Financial Times published a pair of whistleblower-driven exposes that suggested some of

Wirecard’s parabolic growth in the Asia-Pacific region was the result of a purported multi-year revenue
inflation scheme, anyone wanting to understand the kettle the German payments company finds itself
boiling in would do well to observe the timeless journalistic maxim: “Follow the money.” But where to
start?

Corcept Therapeutics: The Company That Perfectly Explains the
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Newton Glassman’s Legacy of Ashes
By Bruce Livesey and Roddy Boyd April 11,2018

It was corporate skulduggery at its most audacious. Last September Frank
Newbould dined at Scaramouche, a swanky downtown Toronto
restaurant, with a businessman who said he would like to hire Newbould
as an arbitrator. In reality, this was a ruse to engineer an attempted sting
on Newbould, a retired Ontario judge, as the National Post reported.
Newbould’s would-be client worked for Black Cube, a Tel Aviv-based
business intelligence firm, staffed with former Israeli intelligence agents,
that has attracted notoriety for its work for disgraced Hollywood producer
Harvey Weinstein, among others.

As Newbould and the man conversed, another Black Cube operative was
secretly photographing them. Newbould’s dinner companion also
surreptitiously taped the conversation. During the dinner, and at a prior
meeting as well, the private eye seemed to try to elicit a reaction from the
former judge by making rather loaded references to the “Jewish lobby”
and “the Jewish way of doing things ... all the time trying to take more
than they should and more than agreed.” The Black Cube operative’s
apparent goal? To provoke the former judge into saying something antiSemitic, as the National Post reporter who was offered information about
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this meeting later reported.

But after reporter Christie Blatchford was approached by Black Cube with
the recording of the meeting, she found that the 74-year-old retired judge
hadn’t agreed with the statements and didn’t say anything offensive about
Jewish people. She ended up reporting that Black Cube had tried to entrap
Newbould on behalf of Catalyst Capital Group Inc., a $4.3 billion private
equity firm in Toronto that was founded by Newton Glassman, who is
Jewish. Catalyst has since denied that it hired Black Cube to do a sting on
Newbould.
In August 2016 when Newbould was still on the bench, he had ruled
against Catalyst in a lawsuit it had brought against Toronto-based hedge
fund West Face Capital, claiming that it had used insider information
when it purchased Wind Mobile Corp. In that ruling, the judge had
disparaged Glassman, saying, “I viewed him more as a salesman than an
objective witness.”
Catalyst, which runs five primary investment funds and whose clients
include some of the largest institutional investors in the United States and
Canada, appealed that decision. Had Black Cube caught Newbould making
an anti-Semitic remark, an appellate court might have considered
reversing the judge’s decision, reasoning that it had been motivated by
prejudice against Glassman.

In February the appeal was dismissed. While Judge Newbould had
initially ordered Catalyst to reimburse West Face CA$1.23 million for its
legal expenses, that sum will likely increase since Catalyst’s appeal was
denied.
Newbould’s ruling is likely to influence another judge’s opinion in another
Catalyst suit, charging West Face with misuse of confidential information,
conspiracy and breach of contract. Glassman informed some of Catalyst’s
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limited partners last year that he saw a “reasonable likelihood” of
garnering a huge payout from this suit: In an investor presentation,
Glassman said the litigation was “extremely material” and he listed its
expected outcome as an unrealized gain of more than $448 million. But by
losing the appeal in the first case, Catalyst’s chances of a big payout are
slim.

Yet Catalyst has brought two other lawsuits against West Face that are still
playing out in court. In the most recent suit brought last November,
Catalyst made its most outrageous claims against West Face as well as
others — with CA$455 million in damages sought. The suit has argued
that the defendants were part of a “Wolfpack” that had conspired to
orchestrate a “short and distort” campaign against Catalyst’s publicly
traded subsidiary, Callidus Capital Corp. This “Wolfpack” is said to
include a wide array of participants: a Wall Street Journal reporter,
former Callidus borrowers, hedge funds and stock research and
investment firms. The suggestion is that by working together and
coordinating their efforts, these individuals and entities were acting like a
“wolf pack” in trying to undermine Catalyst.
And Catalyst’s potential retention of Black Cube’s services has again been
raised in filings for this suit. West Face alleged last year in a court filing
that Catalyst had employed Black Cube to orchestrate an elaborate
deception — and that Black Cube had flown several current and former
West Face employees to London for “interviews” with fictional companies,
apparently with the aim of extracting information. (Other Callidus
borrowers involved in litigation against Glassman have claimed that they
have also been approached by private eyes.)

Black Cube allegedly had some interesting help: In West Face’s statement
of defense and counterclaim, it accused Catalyst of hiring PSY Group Inc.,
a Cyprus-based, Israeli-directed intelligence services company. West Face,
which currently has an estimated CA$2 billion under management, has
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claimed in a legal filing that PSY Group is little more than an internet
based trolling operation that has planted and spread fake news and video
stories about Greg Boland, West Face’s CEO. West Face has also claimed
that PSY Group directed the creation of a webpage that alleged the
existence of a “Wolfpack corruption” conspiracy targeting Catalyst.

Why has Newton Glassman been spending so much time and money on
these scorched-earth tactics?
In a December court filing, West Face left little to the imagination about
its view of Glassman’s motives: It claimed he was trying to “distract
attention from the deteriorating financial performance, overvalued assets,
material non-disclosures and misrepresentations to investors of Catalyst,
Callidus and their principals” and attempting to “intimidate West Face,
Boland, other capital market participants, regulators and members of the
media, in an effort to dissuade or discourage them from scrutinizing,
discussing or commenting publicly on the deteriorating financial
performance” of Catalyst and Callidus.
How did the conflict start? Callidus is an asset-based lender, also run by
Glassman, that specializes in making loans to companies that the banks
won’t touch. After Callidus’ share price mounted steadily in the wake of its
2014 IPO, West Face’s managers began examining Callidus’ financial
prospects. They found that roughly 20 percent of Callidus’ loan portfolio
might have to be written down because the commercial borrowers
involved were in bankruptcy, restructuring or otherwise impaired. West
Face elaborated in a court brief how in November 2014 its portfolio
managers shorted Callidus stock when it was trading higher than CA$20.

Another rationale for West Face’s skepticism was its view, as shown in
a court filing, that in late 2014 Callidus’ disclosures to investors were often
highly misleading, particularly upon revealing its balance sheet. Yet
Callidus’ analysts said when the company sought bids for the collateral
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that was taken from borrowers who were unable to repay their loans,
Callidus could rarely find buyers willing to pay close to the loan’s value.
Rather than acknowledge deteriorating loans and writing them off, West
Face said Callidus simply recategorized such debts as equity and called
them “assets acquired from loans” on its balance sheet and gave few
updates.

West Face’s legal filings say it exited its Callidus short in April 2015, and
the fund’s analysis was prescient. For 2017 Callidus racked up a net loss of
CA$171.59 million as a series of its loans took a turn for the worse, and its
book value dropped to $3.44 a share. (Callidus’ current tangible book
value — a measurement of its physical assets that subtracts intangible, or
nonphysical, assets in calculating book value — is negative CA$55 million.
Thus, in a potential liquidation scenario, the company’s shareholders
wouldn’t see a dime.)
Catalyst even advanced CA$3i million to Callidus this past February and
March, shortly before the release of Callidus’ annual report. Though no
reason was given, the most likely explanation is the cash helped Callidus
avoid violating its debt covenants.

Court documents as well as interviews conducted over the past year and a
half suggest that Glassman and Catalyst have regularly engaged in
business practices that, at best, are well outside Wall Street’s norms.
The avalanche of expensive litigation that Glassman has brought to bear
against his critics is less a tactic than a tool, one that helps keep at bay
many skeptical investors and reporters, who are wary of lawsuits and the
likes of Black Cube and PSY Group. (Catalyst and Callidus also filed a
defamation suit against two Wall Street Journal reporters; Dow Jones, the
paper’s parent company; and a Callidus borrower.) In turn, the litigation
allows Callidus and Catalyst to operate without the headaches and
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awkward questions that public scrutiny can bring.

Newton Glassman might be spending millions to make his enemies
miserable but even his most implacable foes would say the 53-year-old
Toronto native is fiercely smart and relentless. He’s also very private. On
the rare occasions that he gives an interview to the press, he refuses to
allow photographs or even illustrations of his face to accompany the story.
(A recent photograph captured him in a suit and tie.)
The son of a surgeon, Glassman is an alumnus of the University of
Toronto’s law school and the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
School. He eventually headed to Wall Street, joined the staff of Cerberus
Capital Management LP in 1997 and rose to the rank of a managing
director. He oversaw the fund’s telecommunications portfolio and its
Canadian investments.

While working for Cerberus, Glassman developed a distinctive attitude
about lending to companies in fiscal dire straits: “If you want to be in a
blood sport — and distressed [lending] is a blood sport — you got to be
able to take a punch,” he told Bloomberg in 2016. He also learned to land
a punch or two. A 2011 profile of Glassman in Canada’s Financial Post
Magazine noted, “He earned a reputation for being a tenacious, heavyhanded financier who doesn’t suffer fools lightly.”
In 2002 Glassman left Cerberus and returned to Toronto, where he set up
Catalyst. He partnered with a banker, Gabriel de Alba, and later a Toronto
lawyer, James Riley.
Over the past 16 years Catalyst, under Glassman’s leadership, has raised in
its five primary funds a sum that is now $4.3 billion, generating a healthy
stream of management fees. Catalyst has also provided a stage for
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Glassman to deploy the distressed-debt investing chops he developed at
Cerberus; he has played a role in management shake-ups at wireless
provider Mobilicity, Advantage Rent-A-Car and many other firms. One of
the Catalyst’s highest-profile investments has been in Gateway Casinos &
Entertainment Ltd., a casino company that is now the second largest
gaming operator in Canada. In 2015 The Wall Street Journal noted,
“Catalyst boasts the second-most consistent performance record among
distressed-debt funds globally, according to data provider Preqin Ltd.,
after Cerberus.”

Most fund managers would give their front teeth for results like that, but
Glassman appears to want more — much more — and that’s where
Callidus Capital Corp, has come in.

Toronto businessman Sam Fleiser founded Callidus in 2004 and
Glassman directed Catalyst to buy a controlling interest in the company
three years later. Catalyst provides the capital for Callidus’ loans.
Considering the risk involved in making such loans, Fleiser ran the
company conservatively. During the five years prior to 2011, just CA$4
million in losses were written down on three loans, out of an estimated
CA$6oo million in lending — even though Callidus charged interest rates
as high as 18 percent.

But in 2011 Fleiser departed from Callidus. Upon taking the helm of
Callidus, Glassman had two very specific goals: to take Callidus public and
grow its loan book considerably. While this might have seemed like a good
idea given the success of Callidus under its previous management team,
things turned out very differently.

Growing Callidus’ loan book has meant lending more money to troubled
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companies, and the universe of financially stressed companies that are
able to repay significant sums at high interest rates is limited. But in order
for Catalyst’s heavyweight investors to be protected, Callidus’
borrowers must have sufficient collateral to cover their loans in case they
run into financial difficulty — or the losses will flow right to the lender’s
bottom line. (About 71 percent of Callidus’ shares is held in three Catalyst
funds and with the stock trading at about CA$5.15, the value of this stake
has dropped to just less than CA$i8s million. Callidus has also borrowed
CA$315.3 million from Catalyst via a short-term line of credit.)

Sam Fleiser was discerning in selecting borrowers; Newton Glassman
appears to have been anything but. Nonetheless, Callidus’ growth was
truly extraordinary in the initial years of Glassman’s leadership: In 2012
the company had CA$132 million in gross loan receivables. Two years
later this metric had mushroomed to CA$823 million, with the size of
loans climbing as well.
And by the end of 2015, Callidus had 39 loans for an amount totaling
CA$1.2 billion on its books. But were all the new loans sound?

Underwriters tasked with marketing Callidus to investors were likely
asking that very question in April 2014 as they examined its IPO. To allay
these concerns, Catalyst promised it would guarantee all the loans
Callidus made before the IPO.

Callidus was relentless in selling investors on the idea that its
management team was expert at handling loan risk. Since 2014 Callidus’
filings have been peppered with point-blank assurances that it has made
almost no dud loans and its borrowers’ collateral has been more than
sufficient to cover any risks. In the IPO prospectus, Callidus claimed to
have “no realized losses on principal on Callidus-originated loans after
consideration of liquidated collateral costs to settle from 2011 until 2013.”
During a November 2014 conference call with brokerage analysts,
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Glassman boasted, “we don’t have a single loan in the portfolio that’s not
performing” and “performing means [paying] current interest and all
obligations.” A year later Glassman, on another call, repeated this claim.

These assurances have proved very hollow.
Callidus’ portfolio, as shown in its 2017 annual report, is a wasteland of
troubled loans.

Start with Callidus’ loan receivables, which tumbled to CA$ 247.3
million (a drop of 76 percent from CA$i.O2 billion at the end of 2016), as
well as its set loan loss provision of CA$217.4 million, which rose 39
percent from CA$134.3 million.

Then consider the loan portfolio’s leverage: More than 68 percent of
Callidus’ net loans receivable are to just two very troubled companies.

C&C Wood Products Ltd., a British Columbia-based timber products
company, owes the fund CA$1O4 million. And because of C&C Wood’s
inability to repay its loans, Callidus assumed control of the company in
November 2017. In a press release, Glassman was glowing in describing
C&C Wood’s turnaround. But its financial results — a loss of CA$1.2
million on CA$16.3 million in sales — point to a different reality.
The other company is Horizontal Well Drillers, an Oklahoma-based oil
drilling outfit that has received $216.9 million in loans from Callidus. If
Horizontal’s name rings a bell, this is probably because of the attention it
received in September 2016 when Venezuela’s state-owned oil company,
Petrôleos de Venezuela SA, announced that Horizontal (in conjunction
with Halliburton) had been awarded a contract worth $3.2 billion to drill
480 wells.

The announcement immediately raised investor eyebrows given Horizon’s
small size and the fact that, per a CNBC report, Venezuela isn’t paying its
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immense debts to even the largest of the oil services companies. This
situation has forced the likes of Baker Hughes, Schlumberger and
Halliburton to set aside hundreds of millions of dollars to cover
prospective losses from their uncollectible debts.

Callidus has taken a dim view of Horizontal’s prospects and now values its
loan at CA$69.i million, a write down of CA$131.9 million.
And the financial pain for Callidus and its investors from this loan
probably isn’t over yet: Buried at the foot of a lengthy disclosure in the
2017 management discussion and analysis statement is the
acknowledgement that if the Venezuelan contract doesn’t materialize, as
much as $64 million more could be written down.

As if the Callidus-Horizontal relationship wasn’t already strange enough,
matters became surreal when Callidus’ former chief underwriter Craig
Boyer sued Callidus, alleging it had failed to grant him his stock options
and health and other benefits. In a counterclaim, Callidus accused Boyer
of allowing Horizontal to draft a letter with a forged Callidus letterhead to
assure Venezuelan officials that Horizontal had adequate financing in
place. Boyer has denied this allegation. (See “Mr. Boyer’s War” for more
on this saga.)

So what happened to Glassman’s assurances to investors about
performing loans and a robust cushion of collateral? Under his leadership,
Callidus’ lending practices have seemingly defied logic at times. Many
borrowers, in interviews and legal filings, have complained that Callidus
changes its loan terms just as negotiations are ending, then seeks personal
guarantees from the borrower’s management.

Moreover, some of the borrowers have claimed that once a loan is signed,
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Callidus then fails to provide them sufficient financing. As a result, at least
six commercial borrowers (and likely more) have seen their operations
nearly collapse, only for the companies to then be rescued by Callidus.
Aiken Basin Drilling Ltd.’s history offers an example of this scenario. In
2013 Kevin Baumann bought the Canadian water-well drilling firm in
Bentley, Alberta. A year later, when he needed credit after his business
fortunes sharply declined, Baumann turned to Callidus, which agreed to
lend him as much as CA$28.5 million. Baumann is now being sued by
Callidus for refusing to deliver his personal guarantee to cover the losses
accrued.

Baumann said Callidus initially told him he didn’t have to put up a
personal guarantee, as the company charged interest rates of 18 percent to
20 percent. But then at the “eleventh hour,” according to a counterclaim
he filed, Callidus changed its mind, forcing Baumann and other Aiken
shareholders to provide personal guarantees. In Baumann’s case, the
guarantee was to be his Aiken shares and a farm he owned, with the total
value of both at CA$6 million. (In an interview with the Southern
Investigative Reporting Foundation, Baumann accused Callidus of
embracing a “loaning to own” strategy.)
And Baumann has also claimed that Callidus reneged on giving him the
money that Aiken needed to keep functioning. Instead, Callidus “drip fed”
funds to the business, according to his counterclaim. When Aiken made
multiple funding requests to draw on its credit, most were rejected,
Baumann said. “You might ask for $5 million,” he said, “but they say,
‘Take $100,000 or how about $200,000.’... So they drip you until they
kill ya and then they take the business over.” (Callidus, however, has
denied it withheld funds.)

In March 2015 Callidus demanded repayment of its loan, even though
Aiken was not in breach of its loan agreement, Baumann said. Baumann
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tried to file for creditor protection for Aiken. The following month, he
said, he was pressured to resign and Callidus then inserted its own
management team. The new president, Scott Sinclair, is an interesting
choice to replace Baumann, given the 2009 sanction he received from the
Ontario Securities Commission, which included a CA$15,ooo fine and a
10-year ban on serving as a director of publicly traded company.

Aiken was put into receivership in March 2016; Callidus claimed Aiken
owed it CA$27.4 million. But its assets were worth only CA$io.6 million,
according to an April 2016 report from the receiver. Soon after this,
another Callidus-owned company, Altair Water and Drilling Services, took
over Aiken’s remaining assets through a credit bid of CA$24.2 million that
added up to an estimated CA$17 million loss on the loan. Whatever drove
Altair’s bid, it wasn’t value.
Yet, according to Baumann’s March 2017 legal brief, just before the
receivership went into effect, Altair and Aiken received two
memorandums of agreement for a well-drilling contract in Egypt that
Sinclair allegedly described to Callidus as potentially worth CA$200
million. This begs the question: Why place a company in receivership just
as it was gaining such large contracts?
Baumann has an answer for that. He claimed in a court filing that these
Egyptian memorandums were withheld from other potential Aiken suitors
because the contract “would have significantly increased the value of
Aiken’s assets available for sale in the receivership process” and would
have decreased the amount that Callidus demanded from him personally
in the loan guarantee.

Another borrower accused Callidus of lending money under false
pretenses. In 2014 Callidus agreed to lend $34 million to Esco Marine
Inc., a ship recycling company in Brownsville, Texas. Esco’s managers put
up personal guarantees. And Esco’s team has also said Callidus changed
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the terms of the loan at the last minute and then balked at providing the
company sufficient funds to continue its operations. (Callidus denies this
allegation.) In 2015 Esco filed for bankruptcy, with Callidus pursuing
Esco’s management for some of the money promised under the personal
guarantees.

Last year a U.S. district court judge in Texas wrote in an opinion that there
was sufficient evidence to indicate that Callidus had engaged in
“fraudulent inducement” in failing to fulfill all of the loan’s original terms.
Andrew Levy, Esco’s CEO, settled his suit against Callidus in return for
cooperating with its litigation against the “Wolfpack.” In a brief interview
with the Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation, Levy said that
while “we dislike Newton Glassman,” the agreement with Callidus
prevented him from discussing the terms of the settlement.
“[I] had to make a very hard business decision about [Esco Marine’s]
interests,” Levy said, “despite having strong feelings about our case.”

In another case, Callidus agreed in 2012 to lend Morrisville, North
Carolina-based information technology provider Xchange Technology
Group $36.9 million but wound up pushing out its CEO in June 2013.
Soon afterward Callidus put the company into receivership. (In 2013 the
receiver disclosed that Xchange had lost $27.5 million over the previous
two years. But Callidus’ 2014 IPO filing made no mention of the fact that
Xchange was insolvent, had suffered such losses or was being kept afloat
only with Callidus financing.)

Unable to find a buyer as Xchange bled cash and customers, Callidus
turned Xchange into a subsidiary and brought it out of bankruptcy in
2015, but not before listing its value in Callidus’ 2014 annual report at
$60.18 million (a steep increase from the $35 million it paid through a
credit bid in 2013). Through a loan guarantee with Callidus in March
2016, Catalyst spent $101.3 million to purchase the Xchange loan from
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Callidus’ books, thereby presenting one of its most troubled positions as a
windfall and forestalling a share price decline that could weigh heavily on
Catalyst’s performance. (Previous payments to Callidus under the
guarantee had covered only the loan’s principal, as investors
had learned in February 2015; this payment included accrued and unpaid
interest.)

But that’s not the half of it: At the annual meeting for the limited partners
of Catalyst Fund III and Catalyst Fund IV held in April 2017, Catalyst
reported having paid $54.82 million for Xchange, with no discussion of
the $46.48 million discrepancy. Just as potentially troubling for investors,
however, is the fact that in the same presentation Xchange’s total value
was listed as $9.39 million, a $91.9 million loss in value in just over a year.
Callidus’ investment in Bluberi Group, a Drummondville, Quebec-based
developer of games for slot machines, has been even more problematic. In
November 2012 Callidus provided Bluberi a CA$24 million loan on the
basis of a business plan that projected selling 3,300 slot machines and
generating by the end of 2013 CA$25-5 million in earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization, or EBITDA. The projections proved
to be more like daydreams, however, as Bluberi installed just 324 slot
machines and burned through CA$2.6 million in cash.
Despite the missed projections, Callidus continued to extend credit to
Bluberi. By November 2015 Bluberi owed Callidus CA$84.i million. Early
in that month, employees of Cole Kepro International, which makes the
slot machines that house Bluberi’s software, entered a Bluberi storage
facility and repossessed all the gaming units Cole Kepro had recently sold
Bluberi. This brought Bluberi’s business to a virtual halt. Bluberi’s CEO
then dismissed most of the staff of the company and filed for creditor
protection. A report by Ernst & Young, the court-appointed bankruptcy
monitor, portrayed Bluberi as being in financial and operational chaos,
with a negative equity of CA$52.8 million after incurring losses of CA$14.i
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million in 2013 and CA$22.8 million in 2014.

By the middle of November 2015, according to the receiver, Bluberi had
just CA$54,ooo left in its bank account.

In March 2017 when Callidus released its results for fiscal 2016, it
disclosed that it had taken over Bluberi and appraised the company
at CA$iio.7 million, a value with little discernible economic basis
whatsoever. Callidus’ reasoning? A “large, diversified gaming company”
had signed “an agreement to deploy 7,000 slot machines” that Bluberi
would be building.
That assertion was problematic.
The “large, diversified gaming company” said to be buying all those
machines was Gateway Casinos & Entertainment Ltd., a company
controlled by Catalyst that’s not in any shape financially to pay for an
order that large. In 2012, Gateway disclosed in a prospectus that all its
gaming equipment was purchased and owned by the British Columbia
Lottery Corporation; Gateway didn’t have the authority to purchase a
single machine.

In March of this year Gateway won a concession in another part of
Canada: The Ontario Lottery and Gaming Commission awarded Gateway
the right to operate as many as 11 casinos in central Ontario.
Nonetheless Bluberi can’t capitalize on a relationship with Gateway
because Bluberi doesn’t have the requisite Class III license to manufacture
and market traditional slot machines. It develops and markets Class II
games, which are a variation of bingo installed in slot machines in Native
American casinos throughout the United States. It’s unclear if Bluberi is
seeking a Class III license.

Since March 2017 Callidus’ filings have subtly changed the language used
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to discuss the agreement for the 7,000 slot machines. A June 30, 2017,
filing refers to it numerous times: There’s a reference to a “mutual
understanding” between Catalyst, Bluberi and Gateway that 7,000 slot
machines would be sold to Gateway, along with a letter from Gateway’s
CEO confirming the company’s “potential to purchase up to 7,000 slot
machines from Bluberi” over a three-year period.
But in the filing for the quarter that ended Sept. 30, 2017, however, the
discussion of Bluberi’s Gateway contract is limited to Callidus’ being
“hopeful that [Bluberi] will be able to firm up an order for 7,000
machines.”
And Callidus’ management discussion and analysis for 2017 contained no
reference to a Bluberi order from Gateway.

Still more Bluberi headaches may arrive for Catalyst, however. In a littlenoticed court decision on March 16 of this year, Montreal Justice JeanFrançois Michaud approved a petition by Gérald Duhamel, Bluberi’s
founder and former CEO, for obtaining litigation funding so as pursue a
claim against Callidus.

Glassman’s promises to Callidus’ investors about the strength of the
collateral that backs its loans are also problematic.

Callidus’ investor filings regularly feature a discussion of the amount and
quality of the collateral behind its loans, nearly every time noting that its
borrowers’ collateral is equal to or greater than the value of their loan.

The implied message conveyed to investors is simple, along lines such as
this: “No matter what happens, these loans are protected and so is your
investment.” Notwithstanding Callidus’ and Catalyst’s ample disclosures
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about the loans’ risks to investor capital, the Southern Investigative
Reporting Foundation has uncovered instances when a Callidus
borrower’s collateral was nowhere close to the loan’s value. Moreover,
Callidus’ filings have repeatedly failed to disclose borrowers’ sharply
deteriorating finances.

Consider Harvey Industries LLC, a Livonia, Michigan-based auto parts
company that in 2012 borrowed $41.5 million from Callidus; Harvey’s
collateral was its plant, land and a personal guarantee from the founder.
Things went badly, with Harvey closing a plant and laying off staff. By
early 2015 the company owed Callidus $39 million. At that point, Harvey
filed for bankruptcy protection.
Those reading Callidus’ March 2015 quarterly management discussion
and analysis would likely conclude the loan portfolio’s collateral was more
than adequate. The document stated, “the estimated collateral value
coverage on net loans receivable was approximately 161 percent with a
range between 100 percent and 250 percent on an individual loan basis.”

A few months later investors would learn how much Harvey had
collapsed. A July 2015 court filing valued Harvey’s assets at just $4.5
million to $9.1 million — more than 75 percent less than the figure
Callidus had given investors the previous March.

The collateral’s loss in value didn’t represent the only threat that the
Harvey loan posed to Catalyst’s limited partners: In June 2015 Callidus
took control of Harvey through a $25 million credit bid. Per the
bankruptcy receiver’s reports from March through October 2015, Harvey
was awash in a sea of red ink, losing an average of $1 million a month.
Business hasn’t improved, though, since Callidus acquired the company,
with Harvey reporting a gross margin loss of $3.2 million, according to
Callidus’ 2017 annual report.
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Going broke takes a lot of money: Harvey’s monthly debt service,
paid primarily to Callidus, was $758,200 over the eight months of
bankruptcy, and “professional fees,” primarily paid to lawyers and
accountants, were $98,445. It’s not all grim news for Callidus investors,
though. From a few brief lines in the Sept. 30, 2017, quarterly filing, they
learned that Catalyst bailed out Callidus’ loan to Harvey, which is now
called Wabash Castings Inc.

Then there is the case when the collateral for one of Callidus’ borrowers
went belly-up. In 2013 Callidus acquired millions of dollars of debt owed
to HSBC by Gray Aqua Group, a fish-farming business located on
Canada’s Atlantic Coast. At the same time, Gray Aqua entered into a
CA$43-5 million credit agreement with Callidus. The terms of the loan
called for its repayment in the fall of 2014, but the deadline was later
extended to early 2016.

In the summer of 2015 sea lice infested some of Gray Aqua’s fish farms,
wiping out most of its harvest. A few months later, 380,000 smolt in a
hatchery facility had to be destroyed due to disease.
As a result, Gray Aqua did not repay the loan by the 2016 deadline. Soon
after, the company filed for bankruptcy protection and still owed Callidus
CA$55 million. Although the bankruptcy receiver stated Callidus knew
about the sea lice infestation in August 2015, it did not disclose this loss in
its third-quarter earnings report, as many analysts might have expected.
Callidus later reported in its 2015 annual report a pretax loan loss
provision of CA$22.7 million.

The loss provision was inadequate, and in Callidus’ second-quarter 2016
filing it set aside CA$12 million more for loan losses related to Gray Aqua,
bringing the amount reserved to CA$34«7 million. The company was sold
that year for a mere CA$15 million.
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Similar to what happened in Harvey’s case, the losses from Gray Aqua’s
and other troubled loans have rarely seemed to meaningfully affect
Callidus’ disclosures. In its 2015 annual management discussion and
analysis, Callidus reported that its loans in aggregate were backed by
collateral representing 172 percent of the loans’ value — and the loans on
its internal watch list had collateral representing on average 104 percent
of the loans’ value.

Catalyst’s holding large portions of Callidus’ stock and serving as the
guarantor for many of its troubled loans are not the only looming
headaches for Catalyst’s limited partners.
Start with Catalyst’s estimated CA$900 million investment in Gateway
Casinos & Entertainment; in 2016 stakes in Gateway represented more
than 38 percent of the Catalyst Fund II and 29 percent of the Catalyst
Fund III. How Catalyst could arrive at its valuation of this huge position is
baffling.
While the Catalyst Fund III marked up its Gateway positions by almost 50
percent from 2011 to 2016, another private equity firm with a stake in the
company, Los Angeles-based Tennenbaum Capital Partners, however,
marked down its position 16.4 percent.

Though Gateway is clearly in better financial shape than the likes of
Xchange and Bluberi, Gateway has a debt load of CA$69O million and, per
Moody’s Investor Services, a subprime B2 credit rating. The rating
agency’s most recent note expected Gateway to have negative CA$no
million in free cash flow given its schedule of improvements and
renovations. To free up cash, Gateway has completed a series of sale
leaseback transactions, with its most recently announced transaction in
late February netting CA$483 million.
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A deal like this to sell and then lease back property is a standard corporate
finance tool, typically offering a company a mixed bag of pros and cons: It
is a quick way to raise capital, especially for an entity like Gateway that’s
used a lot of debt to grow rapidly. Yet, given the sale of its core real estate
assets, Gateway’s future borrowing will likely carry a higher interest rate
since the company will have fewer assets to pledge as collateral. Unless a
sale-leaseback deal helps a corporation acquire a trophy asset or is used to
retire a block of debt, many investors look at this as the financial
equivalent of chopping up the deck to keep the fireplace going — a clear
signal that financing options are becoming limited.

Gateway’s debt holders recently sent a message to Catalyst’s management
that their patience is wearing thin. After Gateway negotiated new lines of
credit with its lenders, Catalyst sought to use $250 million of the proceeds
to pay a dividend (or return capital) to its limited partners — a standard
practice for private equity funds of all stripes. But in recent weeks, several
investors who own a large chunk of Gateway’s 8.25 percent notes
protested, arguing that Gateway’s operations needed the cash more than
Catalyst and its limited partners. After some tense negotiations with the
noteholders, Catalyst was allowed to take $100 million as a dividend, with
a mighty big catch: The bondholders made the fund pay them a consent
fee of 2 points (one-half a percentage point more than what was initially
agreed upon) or $5.1 million, to receive the money.
By cutting its prospective dividend in half and then making Catalyst pay
what is effectively a 10 percent fee to obtain the money, investors were
sending a clear message about what Catalyst’s priorities should be.
Therapure Biopharma Inc., a Canadian pharmaceutical contract
manufacturer, is another company that Catalyst has invested in; Catalyst
has long touted its prospects only to find the marketplace offering a
decisively different value. According to the prospectus for Therapure’s
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aborted 2016 IPO, it lost CA$io.8 million on just CA$29-5 million in
revenue for the nine months that ended on Sept. 30, 2015; during 2012 to
2014, it lost CA$37.16 million on CA$69.87 million in revenue.
In January 2016 before the erstwhile IPO, Therapure’s management had
made some rosy assertions that the company had a roster of drugs and
treatments in development. But it’s unclear what the status of these
products is today. (The IPO had sought to raise CA$13O million and
valued Therapure at more than CA$9OO million.)

Therapure also carried CA$32.4 million in debt prior to its September sale
for $290 million to a partnership between a Hong Kong-based biotech
company and a private equity fund advised by China Citic Bank
International. As part of that deal, Catalyst retains the right to Therapure’s
plasma product line. Currently this line seems to be centered on one
product that’s undergoing a Food and Drug Administration Phase 3 trial.
For this product, the protein in plasma is purified. The good news for
Therapure is that there’s a real demand for the product; the bad news is
that large, established competitors dominate the crowded and mature
marketplace.

Newton Glassman’s carefully constructed world is starting to give way.
Although the bevy of lawsuits initiated by Glassman is evidence that he’s
not quietly accepting his professional setbacks or public criticism,
investment managers and journalists should not be his biggest concern. In
August The Wall Street Journal reported that at least four individuals had
filed whistleblower complaints with Canadian securities regulators,
including the Ontario Securities Commission, alleging fraud at Catalyst
and Callidus. One of the whistleblowers told the Southern Investigative
Reporting Foundation of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
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interview on these matters.

While those who criticize Catalyst may do so at their own financial peril,
signs of changing times for Catalyst and Callidus are all around. Last fall
Lax O’Sullivan Lisus Gottlieb, Catalyst’s longtime law firm, stopped
representing Catalyst and Callidus, perhaps in response to their
involvement with Black Cube. Meanwhile, West Face is seeking $550
million in damages against Catalyst through a Dec. 29 counterclaim,
alleging that Catalyst “utilized unlawful means in carrying out their agreed
upon campaign of vilification, defamation and harassment.”
Callidus’ stock price flirts daily with all-time lows despite the company’s
having spent an estimated CA$no million for a series of share
repurchases. And a pair of no-frills websites, Litigating With Catalyst
Capital and Callidus Capital Litigation (owned and maintained by West
Face and Kevin Baumann, respectively), offer an unflattering picture of
Newton Glassman’s future: constant litigation, massive expenses and
increasingly bruising defeats.
The Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation submitted
detailed questions via email to Callidus and Catalyst spokesman Daniel
Gagnier, but he didn’t reply.
David Moore, a lawyer representing Callidus and Catalyst, responded with
a letter saying many of the questions dealt with ongoing litigation and
thus the companies would decline comment. Nonetheless, he claimed the
questions were “riddled with inaccuracies, misunderstandings and
purposeful fabrications.”

Editor’s note: In its CA$455 million “Wolfpack” conspiracy lawsuit,
Catalyst claimed journalist Bruce Livesey was a member of a short selling
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conspiracy against Callidus. It specifically claimed that West Face had
“retained” Livesey to write a negative story about Callidus.
The allegations are entirely false: Livesey is an investigative reporter with
30 years of experience; he has never worked for West Face in any capacity.
And West Face has completely denied Catalyst’s claim in court filings.
The claim about Livesey first surfaced in 2017 when Callidus lawyers
deposed Esco Marine co-founder Andrew Levy. In a recent interview with
the Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation, however, Levy strongly
denied ever having said that West Face had employed Livesey. Levy
refused to discuss his deposition but noted the following: “All I said was
that a reporter named Bruce from Canada called me and told me he was
reporting on Callidus for a publication up there. I asked him who else he’d
spoken to and he told me, ‘Greg Boland’ and some other people. It’s just
false to connect him to any hedge fund.”

Catalyst attorney David Moore’s letter to the Southern Investigative
Reporting Foundation also repeated the lawsuit claim that Livesey was
part of a “Wolfpack” conspiracy. Moore sharply criticized Livesey,
decrying “his use of expletives” and “an animus and agenda” against
Glassman.

READ NEXT
4 thoughts on “Newton Glassman’s Legacy of Ashes”
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Things are not going well for Newton Glassman.

Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation readers will recall Glassman
was the subject of a lengthy exposé in April, detailing the many ways his
direction of Catalyst Capital Group Inc., a Toronto-based private equity
fund with $4.3 billion in capital commitments, and its sister company,
Callidus Capital Corp., should alarm both investors and regulators.
Specifically, the reporting illuminated the risk Catalyst’s limited partners
face because of the fund’s continually growing exposure to Callidus — a
lender to distressed companies the fund bought in 2007 and took public in
2014 — whose performance has been disastrous. If that wasn’t bad
enough, Glassman directed the fund’s plunge into a series of costly and
reputation-threatening lawsuits against a host of purported enemies.

On both fronts, incredibly, things have gotten worse.

Callidus is kept alive only because Glassman has repeatedly violated one
of the cardinal tenets of investing: don’t throw good money after bad.
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But the bigger questions for the limited partners who invested in
Catalyst’s funds is how are they going to get all of their money back?
Especially if Catalyst can’t sell its holdings?

Catalyst’s specialty is what’s known as distressed investing. In a nutshell
this is how it’s supposed to work: Glassman raises money from pension
funds or endowments and then seeks to buy either the stock or debt of a
company that’s hit some kind of rough patch and thus available cheaply,
on the view that with some capital, better strategy or new leadership, the
business turns around. (The “turn around” part is key because private
equity funds, unlike hedge funds, don’t offer regular redemptions to their
limited partners, and so are set up with an eight to io-year lifespan.)

So when an opportunity presents itself, the fund looks to monetize their
investment and sell it via an initial public offering — or to another
company — for a windfall with most of the profits flowing to its LPs. But of
the billions of dollars Glassman has raised in Catalyst’s five funds, only the
first has since cashed out, back in 2013. The second fund was supposed to
have cashed out more than four years ago in the spring of 2014. But
Catalyst has repeatedly extended the deadline, and it’s now due to
conclude in the fall of next year, just before its third fund is slated to cash
out.
So why is Glassman not paying back LPs, some of whom are among the
most prominent institutional investors in the US and Canada?
The answer appears simple: He doesn’t have the money because — at least
in the case of Funds II and III — it’s been sunk into a series of investments
whose performance has often been nothing short of brutal.
The mess starts with Catalyst’s 72.2 percent ownership stake in Callidus, a
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block amounting to almost 41.25 million shares, primarily concentrated in
Funds III and IV, with 24.8 and 10.8 million shares, respectively; Fund II
has 4.7 million.

Callidus’ loan book is geared towards mid-sized companies and at the end
of September was valued at CA$i.i billion. But as our investigation last
April revealed, many of these loans have turned sour.

Indeed, through the first three quarters of the year Callidus has racked up
CA$68.2 million in losses, while its stock tumbled to new lows, to CA$i-36
from CA$io.3O at the beginning of the year. Marked to market, this one
position has cost Catalyst just under CA$369 million on paper, or about
8.6 percent.
And it’s a safe bet that Callidus’ losses will continue, helped along mightily
by the mysterious CA$20i million loan extended to Horizontal Well
Drillers, an Oklahoma based oil drilling contractor that made news in
September 2016 when Venezuela’s state oil company announced
Horizontal was awarded a license to drill up to 191 wells - a contract
purportedly worth nearly $1.3 billion. Inexplicably, this loan was made
despite Horizontal’s lack of experience in working on projects of that size
and scope.

Moreover, as noted in April, Venezuela’s ongoing economic collapse and
political collapse has forced even the largest multinational oil exploration
companies to cease operations there.
Against this backdrop, it’s unclear what, if anything, the loan was used for
— it appears Horizontal hasn’t begun drilling any wells nor, given its new
high-profile, has the company obtained any other big contracts. More
simply, it’s an open question why, if the Venezuela project isn’t currently
feasible, any unused funds haven’t been returned.
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(Oddly, the news tab on Horizontal’s website lists only two items: a three
year-old announcement about a new “Information Management” system
and a press release from four years ago about the new website. There is no
mention of Venezuela.)
Accordingly, Callidus wrote down the loan’s value to CA$78.6 million in
the fourth quarter of last year. A call to Horizontal’s headquarters was not
returned.

While loans like Horizontal Well Drillers stand apart, the sheer density of
bad loans on Callidus’ books — the company has been forced to assume
control of at least 13 borrowers — often requires Catalyst to ride to the
rescue.

Through September 30 CA$112 million of Catalyst LP cash had been
either loaned or guaranteed in the hopes of stabilizing Callidus and,
according to a trio of disclosures posted April 30, a lot more of their
money will be headed that way.
For example, this filing suggests Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada
(Callidus’ senior lender since 2014) was unhappy about Callidus’ request
to again defer the repayment of a CA$so million loan. In return for
perhaps not calling its loan - thereby triggering a “going concern”
warning from Callidus’ auditors - Catalyst guaranteed the loan while also
agreeing to pay $i5.5-million of it by early next year. As of September 30,
just under CA$8.5 million had been paid.

Additionally, the filings note how Catalyst is funding up to $150 million to
cover a Callidus loan, which is likely the Horizontal Drill loan. Catalyst
also agreed to extend up to $30 million to pay Callidus’ operating
expenses.
Afterwards, look at Callidus’ third quarter interim financial report, where
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the mounting loan losses have left its shareholders with no tangible book
value — or what’s left after the physical and marketable assets are sold and
the liabilities paid off — the most common measurement of a company’s
worth. As of September 30, Callidus has a CA$40.9 million deficit.
Why’s this paper deficit matter? In a bankruptcy, if a company’s current
liabilities exceed its tangible assets, the subordinated lenders have to
make up the difference by taking a so-called haircut, or accepting less than
the amount they are owed.
Since Catalyst’s cash is Callidus’ sole lifeline, it’s a valid risk for the limited
partners of Catalyst Fund’s III and IV, whose capital is behind the
CA$377.2 million subordinated bridge lending facility. Moreover, the
situation is bafflingly circular: Catalyst’s “advances” are how Callidus is
paying the principal and interest on the subordinated loans owed to the
fund. In the most recent interim management discussion and analysis
Callidus reported that Catalyst has pledged to extend the maturity date of
the loan for as long as necessary.

Meanwhile, language in that interim filing suggests that the Ontario
Securities Commission is beginning to put a foot (lightly) down over the
quality of Callidus’ financial reporting, and has placed the company on its
refilings and errors list for the next three years. This list warns the public
of companies that have either failed to disclose all material information or
whose filings contained an inaccuracy. Additionally, the OSC made
Callidus discontinue its references to yield enhancements, a term dreamed
up to make impaired loan write downs more palatable by claiming that
they would be offset by the increases in borrower principal and interest
payments.

All this bad news about Callidus couldn’t come at a worse time for
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Catalyst’s limited partners in Funds II and III, who are justifiably anxious
about getting their money back. Catalyst Fund II, as shown in this New
Jersey Division of Investment disclosure, has returned 45.1 percent of its
initial CA$635 million of paid-in capital.
In a typical private-equity fund, the diversity of investments would likely
provide enough cushion to help absorb the losses from a bet gone wrong
like Callidus.

Catalyst is not a typical private-equity fund manager, however, and it’s fair
to say that the hot hand Glassman and his colleagues wielded in prior
years, when its CA$i8s million in assets initial fund returned an average
of 32 percent and he could note to the Wall Street Journal that he was the
“[Number one] distressed-debt manager in the world” are long gone.
Catalyst Fund II is a case in point: Of its five remaining investments - in
Therapure BioPharma, Callidus, Gateway Casinos & Entertainment, Sonar
Entertainment and Natural Markets Food Group - two are deeply
troubled (Callidus and, as Glassman noted in this August Globe and Mail
article, Natural Markets), leaving only Therapure and Gateway with the
potential to be sold in the near-term.
Except the fund’s limited partners are learning that there’s a big difference
between “potential” and “likely” when it comes to selling an investment,
and an even bigger gulf between selling an investment and doing it
profitably.

Consider Therapure BioPharma Inc., a core Fund II holding since 2006,
and well on its way to being sold earlier this year to a joint-venture
between 3SBio Inc., a China-based pharmaceutical company, and CPE
Funds, a Chinese private equity fund, for $290 million.

But on May 1 the deal collapsed for unspecified reasons, and despite
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Catalyst’s assertions that its pursuing an IPO of Evolve Biologies,
Therapure’s drug development arm, it’s anyone’s guess if the sale even
occurs, let alone brings in the $100 million Glassman said he’s shooting
for, according to the Globe and Mail article referenced above.
(It was the second time in three years that an attempt to sell Therapure
failed — a February 2016 IPO was shelved after investors, wary of a thenchoppy market and the income statement’s sea of red ink, apparently
balked at the roughly CA$9OO million valuation placed on the company.)
Gateway, held in Catalyst Funds II and III, is equally as speculative as
Therapure and has a recent history that includes numerous failed efforts
to sell it both publicly — in this case in 2012 — and to other casino
companies. On November 20, Catalyst filed the initial prospectus for its
IPO.

All any diligent investor can conclude about Catalyst’s stewardship of the
company since taking control in 2011 is that it’s a larger company, yet
remains just as hamstrung from both its leverage and its longstanding
inability to turn a profit — a problem its larger rival, Great Canadian
Gaming, appears to have solved. Similarly, it’s unlikely they will be fooled
by the CA$is6 million profit Gateway has reported through September
30, the result of a CA$192.3 million paper (non-cash) profit booked from a
one time sale-leaseback transaction. Without it, Gateway would be well on
its way to a loss of over CA$4O million this year.
Obtaining the right to operate casinos and slot machines in three Ontario
region gaming “bundles” won’t be a magic bullet for Gateway either: a pro
forma income statement incorporating the properties into its 2017 results
shows an CA$18.7 million loss. To develop and improve them, according
to the prospectus, will require Gateway to spend between CA$49O million
and CA$53O million in capital expenditures over the next three years. This
won’t be a light task for a balance sheet with a CA$9o8 million debt
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burden.

One thing to note is the humdinger of a related party transaction between
Catalyst and Gateway involving the company’s purchase of CA$217 million
in net operating losses from a bankrupt unit of Natural Markets
Restaurant Corp., permitting Gateway to avoid the avoid making a cash
tax payment this year on its paper profits.
Catalyst Fund III, scheduled to wind up next December, also has a
portfolio that tries a limited partner’s soul. In addition to the
aforementioned 24.8 million Callidus shares, and its half of the
subordinated bridge facility (currently worth CA$188.6,) it owns at least
three other struggling companies - Natural Markets Restaurant Corp.,
Advantage Rent-A-Car and Mobilicity.

The Advantage Rent-A-Car investment looks particularly painful. With
roughly $310.5 million pumped into the company after buying it out of
bankruptcy in April 2014, Catalyst’s sizable investment hasn’t helped
Advantage strengthen its competitive position: Ranked by 2017 fleet size
and revenues, the company is a distant fourth place behind Enterprise,
Hertz and Avis, according to trade publication Auto Rental News.
A Reuters investigation published in March detailed how Catalyst’s
Advantage valuation is extravagantly out of line with its publicly traded
peers Avis and Hertz, whose market capitalizations are less than half of
their revenues.

Assuming this yardstick remains valid, and using Auto Rental News’
estimate of 2017 revenues of $330 million, would imply an initial market
value of less than $200 million for Advantage, making it another
investment Catalyst won’t easily sell.
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One of the most damaging revelations about Glassman’s activities didn’t
actually involve investments, but rather the August 15th Ontario Superior
Court filing in which Black Cube — the notorious Israeli corporate
intelligence outfit whose assignments have included working for film
producer Harvey Weinstein to discredit women who alleged he had
sexually assaulted them — admitted they were retained to work on
Catalyst’s behalf on September 11, 2017.

(Black Cube was used by Catalyst to help improve its odds in its ongoing
war with a Toronto hedge fund, West Face Capital, a fight that has
launched four lawsuits and enriched lawyers on both sides of the border.)

Shortly after being retained, Black Cube launched a star-crossed sting
operation against Justice Frank Newbould, a then-recently retired Ontario
Superior Court judge who’d ruled against Catalyst in an important
decision regarding the sale of WIND, a wireless carrier Glassman coveted
but that West Face eventually landed. The sting was designed to tar him as
biased and anti-Semitic prior to filing an appeal.
Ultimately, this backfired in a big way in November, 2017 when a National
Post reporter — herself the target of a Black Cube-controlled operation —
exposed the whole affair.

But who hired Black Cube? The answer is a bit complicated.
Catalyst, in its reply to West Face’s Counterclaim, stated that in August
2017 its counsel hired Tamara Global Holdings Ltd., to provide personal
and professional security to the fund’s employees, as well as litigation
support. Tamara, in turn, hired Black Cube the following month (referred
to in the counterclaim by its formal name: B.C. Strategy UK Ltd.) And
who’s behind Tamara? Yosef “Yossi” Tanuri, a former Israeli special forces
soldier better known in the Toronto area as the Director General, Israel of
the Jewish Federations of Canada. An email to Tanuri was not returned.
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All of which suggests a version of the late Senator Howard Baker’s famous
question during the Watergate hearings: “What did Glassman know and
when did he know it?”
Catalyst attempts to thread a rather slim needle with its answer to that
question.

The reply to West Face’s Counterclaim said Catalyst’s principals had
nothing to do with what West Face described as allegedly unlawful activity
in its counterclaim. To further distance themselves from Black Cube’s
widely condemned tactics, Catalyst argued that Black Cube was directed to
use “[its] best professional judgement” in executing its litigation support
duties. (Catalyst doesn’t describe what these duties were.)
What Catalyst’s filing doesn’t say is that Glassman and colleagues had no
idea of Black Cube’s plans, both with respect to the attempted Newbould
sting as well as the parallel effort to mislead the National Post’s Blatchford
prior to the filing of its “Wolfpack” suit in November 8, 2017.

A strange footnote to the Black Cube drama is the collapse of PSY Group, a
Cyprus-based, Israeli-directed intelligence services company that West
Face’s court filings have claimed started defaming both the fund and Greg
Boland through social media and blog posts last September, a charge that
Catalyst has flatly denied.

West Face lawyers have requested that an Israeli court order that PSY
Group’s hard drives be preserved, a motion Ontario Superior Court
Justice Glenn Hainey endorsed. Both INVOP, the corporate shell that
owned PSY Group, and Emmanuel Rosen, a controversial former Israeli
TV journalist who West Face has alleged worked with PSY Group, have
not responded to any claims and have had motions of default filed against
them. On the other hand, Virginia Jamieson, a Brooklyn, N.Y.-based
former public relations executive who West Face alleged sought to get the
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National Post to write critically about Judge Newbould, has denied having
anything to do with PSY Group or the purported Internet defamation
campaign. She was unable to be reached by phone and her lawyer didn’t
return a call seeking comment.

The animating spirit of Glassman’s furor towards West Face Capital is his
2014 defeat at the hands of West Face and a consortium of investors in a
bid to buy WIND — a loss he alleges was brought about at least in part
because Brandon Moyse, a former Catalyst junior analyst who worked
briefly for West Face after his departure, provided proprietary
information.
Unfortunately for Glassman, Judge Newbould bluntly rejected these
claims in 2016. Earlier this year an appellate court took the unusual move
of dismissing Catalyst’s appeal without even hearing from West Face’s
lawyers. Since then, Catalyst has applied for leave to have the Supreme
Court of Canada consider their appeal. If the Supreme Court declines or if
it loses, Catalyst will forfeit a CA$1.3 million letter of credit, and maybe
assigned other costs.
A second Catalyst lawsuit against West Face and others, known as the
Vimpelcom case after the Dutch telecommunications company that sold
WIND to West Face, sought a whopping CA$1.5 billion in damages.

Like the Moyse litigation, it proved unsuccessful, with a judge dismissing
it on April 18 after concluding Catalyst brought the case for a “second bite
at the cherry,” meaning the fund was merely re-litigating the already
unsuccessful Wind claim above. In fact, the judge said that at least as far
as Catalyst’s lawsuit pertained to West Face, it was an “abuse of process.”
Catalyst has filed an appeal.

This aggressive litigation strategy, while bringing no end to headaches for
Glassman’s opponents, is poised to make a considerable dent to Catalyst’s
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bank account. In the Canadian legal tradition, the losing party in a civil
trial is liable to bear at least some of the victor’s legal costs. On November
19, Justice Hainey ordered Catalyst to pay CA$1.6 million in costs to the
defendants, describing its efforts as “an abusive attempt to re-litigate the
same allegations.” (Catalyst sought to pay about CA$9o6,ooo according to
this cost submission; their payment is suspended pending a February 19
appeal hearing.)

The most high-profile contest is the CA$455-million lawsuit Catalyst
brought last year against West Face and a bevy of other critics, including
hedge funds, former Callidus borrowers, analysts and two journalists from
the Wall Street Journal that alleged a complex “Wolfpack” conspiracy
designed to benefit short-sellers by driving down Callidus’ stock price.
On October 29, an Ontario court heard pleadings from many of the
defendants, seeking the suit’s dismissal on several grounds: That
Catalyst’s defamation and conspiracy claims lacked sufficient detail and
made it difficult to respond to the claim, and that the Fund had missed
multiple deadlines to provide those details.
For its part, Catalyst filed a motion to strike on October 25 that reiterated
its claim of conspiracy and said they had provided sufficient details for the
defendants to respond to.
Arguably the biggest risk to Glassman’s wealth from this legal combat
might be the CA$5OO-million counterclaim West Face launched in 2017
against Catalyst, Callidus, Glassman and colleagues James Riley and
Gabriel de Alba, as well as Black Cube and their alleged sub-contractors.
Catalyst tried to have the counterclaim thrown out this year but on June
15 Ontario Superior Court Justice Sean Dunphy, in a handwritten
endorsement, denied the fund’s bid. This case is moving towards the
discovery process.
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One of the more overlooked claims against Catalyst is from Bruce
Langstaff, a former managing director of equity sales desk for Canaccord
Genuity Corp., a Toronto-based broker-dealer.
A 24-year equity sales veteran, Langstaff claims Glassman and Gabriel de
Alba threatened Cannacord with withholding investment banking
assignments unless he was fired. He is seeking CA$3.35 million from
Catalyst and Callidus for breach of contract and interference with
economic relations. (He is also suing Cannacord.)

Langstaff, in his Statement of Defense and Counterclaim, acknowledged
that he provided trading strategies to West Face and the Anson Fund
(another Toronto-based asset management company that Glassman sued)
but denied advising them to short Callidus’ shares at any point around
August 9, 2017 - a day the stock price dropped to as low as CA$io.57 after
opening at CA$ 15.36, according to Yahoo! Finance. His filing also asserted
that neither he nor his clients were involved with Cannacord’s trading in
the stock in the time between August 9 and August 14.

A more likely — albeit much less dramatic — explanation for the abrupt
decline in Callidus’ stock price: August 9th was the day a Wall Street
Journal article appeared that said Callidus was the subject of four
different whistleblower complaints with the OSC that alleged fraud, and
that the Toronto police had opened an inquiry into the firm. Moreover, the
stock continued to fall because earnings, released the following day,
showed net losses.
According to Langstaffs filing, throughout that August and early
September Cannacord’s management had repeated discussions with
Glassman and other Catalyst executives about how his role at the firm
hurt its ability to get investment-banking business from the fund. On
September 26th, he was fired. The claim says both Langstaffs immediate
supervisor — the bank’s institutional equity chief — and an internal
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investigation cleared him of any wrongdoing, but says senior managers at
Canaccord told him he was being terminated to insulate the company
from possible litigation from Glassman.

More specifically, the filing asserts that Langstaff — who earned up to
CA$75O,ooo annually at Canaccord — was let go after Glassman
telephoned Dan Daviau, the bank’s CEO, and told him Langstaff had
engaged in improper conduct in relation to Callidus. It also says
Canaccord was told by Catalyst if they were not careful, “it would get
caught in the crossfire.”
Catalyst has not replied to Langstaff’s motions, prompting his lawyers to
file a Notice of Default on September 18.
In a Statement of Defence and Counterclaim, Canaccord denied that
Langstaff was dismissed due to pressure from Catalyst, but was let go
because of an unspecified misconduct, as well as an internal restructuring.
Reached by phone, Langstaff declined to discuss the lawsuit. A
representative for Canaccord did not respond to three phone messages
seeking comment on the Langstaff lawsuit.

One transaction that may merit extra scrutiny is a deal Catalyst had
absolutely nothing to do with — which is the problem.
For once Glassman is in the background; at the center of this drama is
Gabriel de Alba, Glassman’s longtime deputy and a Catalyst partner since
2002.
As a core member of Catalyst’s portfolio team, de Alba has a legal
obligation to devote his professional efforts solely to Catalyst and little
else, according to the Corporate Opportunity Doctrine. It’s not a
complicated principle: Corporate directors and officers are not allowed to
make side deals for themselves at the expense of their employer.
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Additionally it states company officers have a duty of loyalty, stipulating
they must try and act to the benefit of the company and investors.

Catalyst’s marketing documents embrace these concepts, emphasizing
that Catalyst team members will devote 100% of their professional time to
the fund’s investment activities, and, “No Catalyst professional may sit on
a non-portfolio “for-profit” board of directors.”

But in 2011, de Alba had a role in a restructuring of Satélites Mexicanos
(Satmex), a struggling Mexican satellite communications company that
his family had a significant ownership interest in, and where he and his
sister sat on the board.
There’s nothing surprising about de Alba getting involved with a
struggling telecom company; he’s acknowledged by many to be an expert
in the field. Moreover, in Catalyst’s early years, de Alba’s role in a series of
telecom investments was a key source of the fund’s profits.
Without a doubt, de Alba’s efforts paid off in a very big way when Eutelsat
Communications, a French satellite operator, acquired Satmex in 2014 for
a total price of over $1.4 billion (including the assumption of $311 million
of debt.) It’s unclear how much de Alba, his family and other equity
holders earned from the sale, but it might have been in excess of $200
million.

Yet this deal did not benefit Catalyst’s investors. Half a dozen other
investment funds, including Centerbridge Partners LP and Monarch
Partners LP, provided loans for the 2011 transaction. Catalyst is not
recorded as one of them.
A Catalyst’s spokesman declined to respond to questions on de Alba’s role
in the transaction.
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The Southern Investigative Reporting Foundation posed questions via
email to Catalyst spokesman Dan Gagnier.
His reply in full: “Catalyst declines to comment. Please be aware that
virtually all of your questions and statements are factually inaccurate or
fanciful creations that are readily reconciled by actually doing some
research of the public record and/or court filings. Instead of parroting a
pack of lies fed to you to advance the agenda of others, it would behoove
you and SIRF to adhere to even the most basic of journalistic principles,
integrity and decency. Failure to do so exposes you and SIRF to legal
liability.”

READ NEXT
The Pity of Wirecard, Part Two: Bezzle Never Sleeps

If questions about the integri ty of Wirecard AG’s accounting in its crucial Asian
operations are ever to be resolved, Singapore regulators will need to step back
and taire a long, hard look at James Henry O’Sullivan’s relationship to the

Aschheim, Germany-based company. Prosecutors at Singapore’s Consumer Affairs Department have been
investigating Wirecard’s fast-growing Asian division, claiming in a March 8 filing that employees in its
Singapore office orchestrated a complex, multiyear scheme to inflate the company’s revenue.

The Pity of Wirecard, Part One: Oliver’s Army
Singapore — Few companies can explain their meteoric growth as alluringly as Wirecard AG. In one
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Callidus Capital Plunges to Record Low After Scrapping
Dividend
By Kristine Owram
July 13,2018,11:07 AM EDT

► Shares fall as much as 43%, have lost more than 80% since 2017
► New C$125 million loan prompts suspension of dividend

Callidus Capital Corp, plunged as much as 43 percent to a record low Friday after the embattled lender
eliminated its dividend, citing new funding requirements.
Shares fell as low as C$3.01 before rebounding to C$3.61 at 10:35 a.m. in Toronto. The distressed debt lender’s
stock has lost more than 80 percent since January 2017.

Callidus said
it has closed a new loan for approximately C$125 million ($95 million), bringing its total loan
book to C$1.1 billion. The company is scrapping its 10 cents a share monthly dividend “in light of the resumption
of growth in the loan portfolio and anticipated funding requirements to support this growth.”
The company, a subsidiary of Catalyst Capital Group Inc., Canada’s second-largest private equity firm, also said it
continues to pursue a privatization transaction.
Callidus has been targeted by short-sellers for much of the time it has been public, with a Reuters report in March
questioning the quality of its loan book. A Wall Street Journal report
last year that said at least four people

filed whistle-blower complaints alleging fraud at Catalyst Capital. Its short interest currently stands at 7.5 percent
of its free float, up from 3.5 percent in April, according to Markit data.
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At $2 a share, Callidus offer a fraction of target price
Investment company, owned by Tavistock Group head Joe Lewis,
has proposed to take over Callidus' publicly traded minority shares
Jeffrey Jones
An investment company controlled by a British billionaire has offered to take Callidus Capital Corp, private for $2 a share, a
fraction of the target price that Callidus's chairman had set for such a deal.

Braslyn Ltd., owned by Tavistock Group founder Joe Lewis, has made a non-binding proposal to buy Callidus's minority public
float in a cash deal that would peg the value of Callidus at about $114-million, excluding debt of $567-million. Bahamas-based
Braslyn has a 14.5-per-cent interest in the firm, which lends money to distressed companies.

Although it is a premium to the recent market price, the offer would be a tough pill to swallow for any minority shareholders
who have hung on hoping for some recovery. If accepted, Callidus would be sold at 14 per cent of the value at which it went
public in 2014.
Callidus is 72-per-cent owned by Catalyst Capital Group Inc., the private capital firm led by Toronto financier Newton

Glassman. Mr. Glassman launched a process to take Callidus private in late 2016, although he has said little about the prospects

of a transaction in the past year as financial results weakened and its stock price tumbled.

Braslyn made the non-binding proposal to a special committee of Callidus's board on Nov. 28, according to a statement,
although it only publicly disclosed it on Thursday. The offer isn't conditional on raising any financing, it said.
In 2017, Mr. Glassman said there had been strong interest in a deal among would-be suitors - 17 had come forward to talk - and

that the company could be worth $18-to-$22 a share based on a valuation from National Bank Financial. Before being halted
on Thursday, the shares sold for $1.71 on the Toronto Stock Exchange.

"Braslyn has been in favor of the board's efforts to improve shareholder value," it said. "However, during the last two years,
the board has not been successful in completing the privatization process and the company's operations and stock price have

deteriorated."

Braslyn officials were not immediately available for further comment.
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Mr. Lewis is best known as owner of British soccer's Tottenham Hotspur as well as one of the world's most valuable private

art collections, including works by Picasso, Matisse, Degas and Modigliani. His superyacht, the 98-metre Aviva, is frequently
photographed on various international waterways, including the River Thames in London and the Hudson River in New York.
A Callidus director said he could not comment yet on whether the company believes the offer is fair. "We have hired independent

counsel and advisers, and will report back to investors," said Toronto-based accountant Tibor Donath, who has been on the
Callidus board for 12 years. Mr. Donath, Bradley Ashley and David Sutin make up the special committee of the board in charge

of the evaluation.
For the offer to be successful, it would require approval by holders of at least two-thirds of Callidus minority shares, Callidus

said in a statement issued late on Thursday. Catalyst and Braslyn would be excluded from the vote.
For its part, Catalyst said it does not intend to tender any of its shareholdings to the offer and plans to keep its stake at the current

level. Mr. Glassman and Catalyst director James Riley have recused themselves from the board's privatization deliberations.
Mr. Donath said he has been told that Catalyst Capital does not plan to sell any of its Callidus shares to Braslyn. Catalyst
spokesman Dan Gagnier said the firm had no immediate comment.
Callidus, which has a $1-billion loan portfolio, has struggled with large loan losses and its shares took a beating earlier this

year when it scrapped its dividend.
Mr. Glassman, meanwhile, stepped back from day-to-day operations at Callidus this summer prior to undergoing spinal surgery,

which the company has described in detail in its disclosures. Patrick Dalton was named interim CEO in late October. There

have been other executive changes as well.
Last month, Callidus reported a fourth-quarter net loss of $20.4-million, deeper than the $17.6-million loss in the same period
a year ago and its eighth consecutive quarterly loss. The red ink reflected a $24.7-million provision for bad loans, it said.

But on Monday, it announced it had struck a deal to sell the commodity forestry and lumber business of one of its portfolio

companies, C&C Resources Inc., for $100-million in a deal expected to close in early 2019.
Clouding the picture, Callidus has been embroiled in a lengthy legal dispute with a group of investors as well as Wall Street

Journal reporters. Mr. Glassman alleges they conspired to drive down the share price to benefit short-sellers by publicizing
whistle-blower complaints to the Ontario Securities Commission. The defendants, including Greg Boland, founder of West

Face Capital and a rival in numerous court disputes with Mr. Glassman, have denied the charges. Mr. Boland has countersued.
"Callidus' public shareholders have a choice on this offer and Catalyst intends to respect the outcome of their decision," Mr.

DiPucchio said.
With a file from Andrew Willis
Follow this link to view this story on globeandmail.com: At $2 a share, Callidus offer a fraction of target price The viewing

of this article is only available to Globe Unlimited subscribers.
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Callidus accused of driving casino game developer Bluberi into insolvency
The former chief executive of Bluberi says in the suit that once he became
a borrower, Callidus orchestrated a plan to block payments, interfere wi...

Jeffrey Jones
The former chief executive of Bluberi says in the suit that once he became a borrower, Callidus orchestrated a plan to block

payments, interfere with operations and force Bluberi to miss loan payments so that debt levels grew and became unmanageable
The former head of a Quebec-based casino game developer is suing Callidus Capital Inc. and its executives for $228-million,

alleging the lender employed predatory practices that led to its insolvency and allowed Callidus to scoop up the assets.
Gerald Duhamel, who was chief executive of Bluberi Gaming Technologies Inc. until 2015, says in the suit that once he became
a borrower, Callidus orchestrated a plan to block payments to suppliers, interfere with operations and force Bluberi to miss

loan payments so that debt levels grew and became unmanageable.

Mr. Duhamel filed the action in Quebec court after a judge approved his agreement for litigation funding. Callidus has appealed
that approval and a decision is pending. It is the latest in a flurry of legal action surrounding Callidus, a lender to distressed
companies, and its CEO Newton Glassman, who is also the head of Toronto-based private equity firm Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
Callidus's actions as lender left "Bluberi unable to make debt repayments when due, which Callidus used as a pretext to

impose increasingly onerous financial terms and conditions; this vicious circle caused a $40-million loan to balloon to over

$130 million, thereby in effect rendering Bluberi beholden to Callidus," Mr. Duhamel said in his pleading. His allegations have
not been proven in court.
Besides Callidus, the action names Catalyst, Mr. Glassman and Callidus executives David Reese and James Riley as defendants.
Callidus called the allegations "entirely spurious and without merit." The company also raised questions about Mr. Duhamel's

ability to advance the claim without approval from the Bluberi's creditors at the time.
The case has similarities to another action against Callidus filed in Alberta by Kevin Baumann, in the name of his former

company, Aiken Basin Drilling Ltd., which took out a $28.5-million credit facility from the lender in 2014. Callidus asserts
Mr. Baumann has no rights to the Aiken name, which it acquired along with the company out of receivership in 2016, and
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moved to withdraw the action. The two sides have battled each other in previous actions regarding the loan and acquisition
of Aiken's assets.

In 2012, Mr. Duhamel made the decision to transform Bluberi, based in Drummondville, Que., from a provider of gaming

software to other manufacturers into one that made and sold complete machines for casinos. The move required financing, and

through a broker, Bluberi began talks with Callidus.
According to the claim, the two sides discussed a loan of $24-million, although terms and planned dispersal amounts changed
three times before the agreement was signed at the end of August, 2012, for an initial advance of $18.5-million.

It took several months for Bluberi's machines to perform in U.S. casinos with acceptable returns, and the company decided to

focus on three native-run facilities to work on improving their money-making abilities, Mr. Duhamel said.
As it did so, Callidus subjected Bluberi to a series of delays when it asked for more credit, he alleges. In addition, borrowing
terms became more onerous, with increased interest rates and other fees paid to Callidus, including an additional facility fee
known as a "kicker," according to the claim.

"In hindsight, it became evident that Callidus was not interested in permitting Bluberi to repay its loan; Callidus preferred to
keep Bluberi on life support, racking up interest at exorbitant rates until all hope of repayment was impossible, at which point
Callidus could acquire the company, and exploit an otherwise valuable business for itself," Mr. Duhamel said in the claim.

By late 2015, Mr. Duhamel had been forced out of the company, which was then pushed into receivership. Callidus took

ownership of Bluberi's operating assets during a Companies' Creditors Arrangement Act process the following year.
In his claim, Mr. Duhamel is seeking $198.6-million, plus another $30-million in various punitive damages.
Callidus said: "If the claim receives authorization to proceed on the part of former Bluberi's creditors and/or the court, Callidus

intends to defend the claim vigorously and to seek its early dismissal."

Publicly traded Callidus is 72-per-cent owned by Catalyst, and Mr. Glassman is chairman of both. Callidus's second-largest
shareholder, Braslyn Ltd., has offered to buy out the minority shareholders for $2 a share. That is a fraction of the $18 to $22
target that Callidus set more than two years ago, after a valuation from National Bank Financial. Bahamas-based Braslyn has
a 14.5-per-cent interest in the firm.

Clouding the picture, Callidus has been embroiled in a lengthy legal dispute with a group of investors as well as Wall Street

Journal reporters. Mr. Glassman alleges the group conspired to drive down the share price to benefit short-sellers by publicizing
whistleblower complaints to the Ontario Securities Commission. The defendants, including Greg Boland, founder of West Face

Capital and a rival in numerous court disputes with Mr. Glassman, have denied the charges. Mr. Boland has countersued.

Follow this link to view this story on globeandmail.com: Callidus accused of driving casino game developer Bluberi into

insolvency The viewing of this article is only available to Globe Unlimited subscribers.
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Section: Business
Underperforming acquisitions drive up Callidus losses
Newton Glassman's TSX-listed lending firm lost $H5.4-million in the final
quarter of 2018, taking a financial hit on bad loans and writedowns at b...

Jeffrey Jones
Newton Glassman's TSX-listed lending firm lost $ 115.4-million in the final quarter of 2018, taking a financial hit on bad loans

and writedowns at businesses it has acquired
Callidus Capital Corp, shares skidded to a low after the lending firm reported another deep quarterly loss and said its net worth
had fallen below zero, blaming poor performance at companies it has acquired.

Toronto-based Callidus, majority owned by financier Newton Glassman's Catalyst Capital Group Inc., fell 21 per cent to $1.09
on the Toronto Stock Exchange. That represents a drop of 83 per cent in the past year.

For Mr. Glassman, who built a name on Bay Street with an aggressive, and often litigious, approach to restructuring situations,

a string of losses has damaged a company that once seemed a cornerstone investment for Catalyst, one of Bay Street's most
prominent private-equity concerns. Callidus has lost more than $400-million over the past two years.
Callidus said four of its businesses are showing signs of impairment, forcing it to write off $56.3-million in goodwill, which

hurt the fourth-quarter results. The company suffered $53.3-million in loan losses in the last three months of 2018.

Its acquired companies, including Otto Industries North America Inc., Altair Water and Drilling Sendees Inc., Midwest Asphalt

Corporation and Bluberi Gaming Technologies Inc., are all struggling with "declines in forecasted performance due to market
conditions and lower than expected financial performance," Callidus said. In the quarter, Callidus lost $115.4-million, or $2.02
a share, compared with a year-earlier loss of $171.6-million, or $3.37 a share. Revenue rose to $76-million from $53-million
in the fourth quarter of 2017.
Shareholder equity in Callidus, an important measure of the financial health of a financial-services company that measures

assets against liabilities, tumbled to minus $5.4-million at the end of December, from $177-million a year earlier.

Mr. Glassman has been on medical leave from his position as Callidus chief executive officer since last summer. Other
executives were not available for comment on Callidus's prospects on Tuesday, and the company said it no longer holds
conference calls to discuss its results because no research analysts cover it any more.
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Mr. Glassman gave the investment community a glimpse into his empire's inner workings when he took Callidus public in a

$290-million initial public offering in 2014. Priced at $14 a share, the decision to list on the TSX was aimed at securing new
capital and a higher profile for a division that extends loans to companies that are in financial distress or restructuring.
The IPO was designed to allow Catalyst to maintain a controlling interest, while providing Callidus with the money to expand

its loan products, acquire new portfolios and even buy loan assets from Catalyst itself. Mr. Glassman ran both firms.
Callidus shares rose as high as $23.25 in August of that year, shortly after the IPO, giving it a market capitalization of nearly

$ 1,2-billion. In a letter to shareholders in early 2015, Mr. Glassman sounded an optimistic note, predicting rapid growth for the
newly public company. "We have an outstanding and agile team with ample access to capital through our financing partners
and our majority owner, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.," he wrote.

But soon after, things began to go sideways, and the 2018 results show the trend continuing. Provisions for bad loans totalled
$114.3-million on the year, though that was down from $217.4-million the year before. It said $67-million of the most recent
provision was from one loan in the energy sector.
It is a rough and tumble business, lending to companies whose unstable finances prevent them from securing debt financing

from banks and other financial institutions. Callidus tends to structure its loans using a company's cash receivables and assets

as collateral. And some borrowers found it difficult to repay their high-interest debt as Callidus insisted on keeping a firm grip
on the cash flow, especially if the business was suffering.
In a number of cases, when the borrowers' businesses then failed, Callidus took control through insolvency processes and

pushed out management. But acquiring direct control of the businesses also put Callidus on the hook for turning them around.

Even with its own managers in charge, the road to recovery for some of the acquired companies has been arduous.
Over the past two years, Callidus has lost $402-million, blaming several factors including problems facing both its borrowing
clients and its acquired companies. For example, Oklahoma-based Horizontal Well Drillers, an energy-service company whose
operations in Venezuela have been halted by political turmoil and civil unrest there, and Bluberi, a Quebec-based developer of

casino games whose output has lagged early expectations.

Late Friday, Callidus announced what amounted to rescue financing for the company from funds managed by Catalyst. Callidus
said "certain investment funds" run by Catalyst granted an extension to a USS250-million bridge loan and that the funds would

advance an additional $35-million under the bridge loan if it is determined that the company's solvency is in question.

Bridge loans are often short-term in nature, but this one appears to buy extra time for Callidus. In another signal that it is girding
for more financial stress, Callidus said that if it determines that its shareholders' equity would drop to less than S20-million,

it can choose not to repay the bridge loan in cash. Instead, it can repay by issuing nonvoting preferred shares that pay 9.5 per

cent, to restore shareholders' equity above the $20-million level.
Shareholders' equity, also known as "book value," reflects the company's net worth, or the difference between the value of its
assets and its liabilities. At the end of 2014, in its first annual report as a public company, Callidus reported a loan portfolio of

more than $800-million and shareholders' equity of $467-million. Now, that equity has melted away.
The impact extends beyond Callidus's minority public shareholders, who have watched value of their investment tumble 90

per cent in the past five years. Importantly, Callidus's equity and debt also make up sizable parts of the portfolio in a number of
Catalyst Capital's private funds. Those funds are sold to both wealthy individual investors and institutions such as the University
of Toronto, McGill University and the Arizona State Retirement System.
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As Callidus struggles, at least one of those Catalyst funds may find itself even more financially entwined with Callidus.

According to the statement on Friday, Catalyst's Fund V limited partnership "will be responsible for funding all additional
advances to borrowers" for four loans in which that fund already has an interest.

Meanwhile, Mr. Glassman's pledge to find a way for Callidus's early shareholders to get out with a profit seems like a distant
memory. In 2016, Mr. Glassman said he was looking at privatizing the company again and tapped National Bank Financial to
provide a valuation of Callidus; the bank came up with a range of $18 to $22 a share.

Late that year, the company formally began a process to find a buyer or other investor, raising hopes for a premium-priced bid.
"Given the four or five areas of improvement since the time of the National Bank valuation, I personally, and I'm not speaking on
behalf of anybody else at this point, I personally would have difficulty unless there's a massive change in market, understanding

or supporting anything below basically the high end of National Bank's valuation," he told analysts in November, 2016.
But since then, Callidus has struggled with underperforming loans and losses. Its prospects have also been clouded by longrunning legal battles, the highest-profile one being Mr. Glassman's lawsuit against West Face Capital founder Greg Boland

and several other defendants after a Wall Street Journal story in August, 2017, about whistle-blower complaints to the Ontario
Securities Commission, accusing Catalyst and Callidus of fraud. The suit names former Callidus borrowers M5V Advisors

Inc., Clarityspring Inc. and Journal reporters, among others.
Mr. Glassman contends that Callidus was the target in a "wolf-pack conspiracy" of short-sellers to drive down the stock price.

Mr. Boland countersued, stating that he and West Face were not involved in any conspiracy, and he closed out his short position
in Callidus a couple years earlier.

In the summer of 2018, Mr. Glassman stepped aside from his CEO role at Callidus, citing coming spinal operations and
expectations for a lengthy recuperation. The company named U.S. alternative credit veteran Patrick Dalton as interim CEO in

October, and in December, the company's minority shareholders finally received a potential takeover bid - at a price far below
Mr. Glassman's target.
Bahamas-based Braslyn Ltd., Callidus's second-largest shareholder, proposed to buy out the minority shares for $2 each.

Braslyn, owned by the Tavistock Group, the holding company controlled by British billionaire Joe Lewis, has yet to file a formal

offer. Jason Callender, an official with Tavistock who is based in Bahamas, did not respond to queries on Monday about whether
Braslyn still may make an offer. In its release, Callidus said it remains in talks with Braslyn but has nothing material to report.

Things were further complicated in March, 2019, when, in a rare move for a temporary leader, Mr. Dalton resigned the position.
Follow this link to view this story on globeandmail.com: Underperforming acquisitions drive up Callidus losses The viewing

of this article is only available to Globe Unlimited subscribers.
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Section: Business
Callidus shareholders urged to accept Braslyn go-private bid or risk losing out on stock
Braslyn Ltd.'s cash offer to take struggling lender private falls below price proposed less than a year ago

Jeffrey Jones
Callidus Capital Corp.'s second-largest shareholder has agreed to take the struggling alternative lender private at a fraction of

what the shares were worth when financier Newton Glassman took it public five years ago.

In a statement, Callidus's special committee of directors examining the deal said Braslyn Ltd.'s offer for the minority shares,
worth about $5.3-million, could be the only option left to stave off insolvency by next year. It urged minority investors to accept

the deal, warning that they could be left holding shares with no value due to Callidus's high debt obligations and worsening
financial position if they do not.
Under the deal, Bahamas-based Braslyn will offer 75 cents for each share not owned by Mr. Glassman's Catalyst Capital Group

Inc., majority owner of Callidus. The shares closed at 41 cents on Thursday on the Toronto Stock Exchange. Late last year,

Braslyn, owned by Tavistock Group founder Joe Lewis, proposed to buy out the minority for $2 a share, but did not make a

formal bid.
Related: Callidus Capital says Braslyn agrees to buy minority shareholding to go private

Since then, Toronto-based Callidus has reported losses owing to under-performing loans and weak financial results at companies
it acquired when their owners defaulted on their debt. This week, it reported a second-quarter net loss of $79.7-million, compared

with a year-earlier loss of $40.8-million.
The outcome will be a bitter pill for investors who had hoped for a privatization deal that Mr. Glassman, Callidus's executive
chairman, had previously said could be worth at $18-S22 a share, based on a 2017 valuation by National Bank Financial.
Callidus began a search for suitors in September, 2016, but no other would-be buyers emerged.

Since then, the company became embroiled in an epic legal battle against short sellers, former borrowers and reporters from
The Wall Street Journal, who Mr. Glassman has accused of conspiring to make and publicize false whistle-blower claims to the
Ontario Securities Commission regarding the company's accounting. The legal battle, which has involved some of Bay Street's

most prominent personalities, has only served to cloud investors' view of Callidus's performance.
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The defendants, including Greg Boland, founder of West Face Capital Inc. and a rival in numerous other court disputes with
Mr. Glassman, have denied the charges. Mr. Boland has countersued.

At Braslyn's offer price, Callidus shares will have fallen nearly 95 per cent from the company's initial public offering in 20.

Braslyn, whose founder is the owner of British soccer's Tottenham Hotspur as well as one of the world's most valuable private
art collections, has a 14.5-per-cent stake in Callidus. Catalyst has a 73-per-cent interest. Jason Callender, a representative for

Mr. Lewis, declined to comment when reached by phone.
Officials with Callidus and Catalyst had no comment on Friday, spokesman Dan Gagnier said.

Catalyst's funds have provided debt financing and guarantees. This year, Catalyst extended a US$250-million bridge loan to
Callidus, among other assistance. That lifeline appears to be growing short.

The board committee noted in the statement that Callidus owes Catalyst $421-million, and it cannot repay the debt. Catalyst
informed the directors that it will not grant any extensions beyond September, 2020, if the Braslyn deal falls through, the
committee said.
"Inevitably, that would lead to the insolvency and/or liquidation of the company," it said. "In such circumstances, the special

committee considers it unlikely that the Callidus shareholders (including Braslyn) would receive any value for their common
shares."

As part of the deal, Braslyn would be entitled to 15 per cent of the proceeds of asset sales Callidus makes in the year after the
transaction is completed. Braslyn's bid requires the approval of a majority of the minority shareholders at a meeting, as well as

court approval. It would get a break fee of $2-million in certain circumstances if the deal does not close.
Callidus shares rose 75 per cent to 72 cents on Friday.

Your time is valuable. Have the Top Business Headlines newsletter conveniently delivered to your inbox in the morning or

evening.Sign up today.

Follow this link to view this story on globeandmail.com: Callidus shareholders urged to accept Braslyn go-private bid or risk
losing out on stock The viewing of this article is only available to Globe Unlimited subscribers.
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LITIGATION PRIVILEGE

Vinita Juneja
NERA Economic Consulting
1166 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Dear Ms. Juneja:
Re: The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. et al v. West Face Capital Inc. et al (CV-17-587463-00CL)
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc, et al v. Dow Jones and Company, et al (CV-18-593156-OOCL)
We confirm that you have agreed to be retained by the Plaintiffs in The Catalyst Capital Group Inc. and
Callidus Capital Corporation v West Face Capital Inc. et al (CV-17-587463-00CL) and The Catalyst
Capital Group Inc. and Callidus Capital Corporation v Dow Jones and Company et al (CV-17-586094)
in relation to anti-SLAPP motions brought by Dow Jones and Company and other parties alleged to be
conspirators to a short and distort campaign against Callidus Capital Corporation (“Callidus”).
We have asked you to provide a preliminary opinion, at a general or “ballpark” level, about the nature
and quantum of damages suffered or likely to be suffered by the Plaintiffs as a result of the alleged short
and distort campaign against Callidus that took place in August 2017, assuming liability on the part of
the conspirators to the campaign.

At this stage of the proceeding, you are not required to provide a fully-developed damages brief. Instead,
a basis upon which a motion judge hearing the anti-SLAPP motions can make some assessment of the
harm done or likely to be done to the Plaintiffs by the short and distort campaign is required.
In this regard, we have asked that you assess the impact of online articles published by The Wall Street
Journal on August 9, 2017 at 3:29 PM ET (the Dow Jones Institutional News Service) and 3:32 PM ET
on The Wall Street Journal’s website (www.wsj.com), as well as the article published in the print edition
of The Wall Street Journal article on August 10, 2017 (the “WSJ Articles"). More specifically:
(a)

what portion of the decline in the share price of Callidus on August 9, 2017 is attributable
to the WSJ Articles?

(b)

what harm was suffered by the Plaintiffs due to the publication of the WSJ Articles?

Your opinion can make the following assumptions:

(c)

the allegations in the WSJ Articles had a negative impact on Callidus' business;

(d)

the impact of the WSJ Articles was such that Callidus originated fewer loans than it would
have otherwise been able to generate.

Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP
Suite 1600, 1 First Canadian Place
100 King Street West
Toronto ON M5X1G5 Canada

T +1 416 862 7525
F +1 416 862 7661
gowlingwlg.com

Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP is a member of Gowling WLG, an international law firm
which consists of independent and autonomous entities providing services around
the world. Our structure is explained in more detail at qowlinQw1q.com/leqal.

GOWLING WLG
In accordance with Rule 53.03 of the Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure, an expert report must contain
the following information:

(e)

The expert’s name, address and area of expertise.

(f)

The expert’s qualifications and employment and educational experiences in his or her
area of expertise.

(g)

The instructions provided to the expert in relation to the proceeding.

(h)

The nature of the opinion being sought and each issue in the proceeding to which the
opinion relates.

(i)

The expert’s opinion respecting each issue and, where there is a range of opinions given,
a summary of the range and the reasons for the expert’s own opinion within that range.

(j)

The expert’s reasons for his or her opinion, including,

(k)

(i)

a description of the factual assumptions on which the opinion is based,

(ii)

a description of any research conducted by the expert that led him or her to form
the opinion, and

(iii)

a list of every document, if any, relied on by the expert in forming the opinion.

An acknowledgement of expert’s duty signed by the expert.

Rule 4.1 of the Ontario Rules of Civil Procedure requires you to sign an acknowledgment of expert’s
duty, which is attached and which must be appended to your expert report.

Yours truly,
Gowling WLG (Canada) LLP

Benjamin Na
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF EXPERT’S DUTY

1.
My name is Vinita Juneja. I live in the Town of Greenwich, in the state of Connecticut,
in the United States of America.
2.
I have been engaged by or on behalf of the Plaintiffs, The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
and Callidus Capital Corporation, to provide evidence in relation to the above-noted court
proceedings.
3.
I acknowledge that it is my duty to provide evidence in relation to these proceedings as
follows:
(a)

to provide opinion evidence that is fair, objective and non-partisan;

(b)

to provide opinion evidence that is related only to matters that are within my area
of expertise; and

(c)

to provide such additional assistance as the Court may reasonably require, to
determine a matter in issue.

4.
I acknowledge that the duty referred to above prevails over any obligation which I may
owe to any party by whom or on whose behalf I am engaged.
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)
)
)

WEDNESDAY, THE 7th
DAY OF APRIL, 2021

B E T W E E N:
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ONTARIO
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COMMERCIAL LIST
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THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL CORPORATION
Plaintiffs
and
WEST FACE CAPITAL INC., GREGORY BOLAND, M5V ADVISORS INC. C.O.B. ANSON
GROUP CANADA, ADMIRALTY ADVISORS LLC., FRIGATE VENTURES LP, ANSON
INVESTMENTS LP, ANSON CAPITAL LP, ANSON INVESTMENTS MASTER FUND LP,
AIMF GP, ANSON CATALYST MAST FUND LP, ACF GP, MOEZ KASSAM, ADAM
SPEARS, SUNNY PURI, CLARITYSPRING INC., NATHAN ANDERSON, BRUCE
LANGSTAFF, ROB COPELAND, KEVIN BAUMANN, JEFFREY MCFARLANE, DARRYL
LEVITT, RICHARD MOLYNEUX, GERALD DUHAMEL, GEORGE WESLEY VOORHEIS,
BRUCE LIVESEY and JOHN DOES #4-10
Defendants
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Court File No. CV-18-593156-00CL
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
COMMERCIAL LIST
B E T W E E N:
THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC. and CALLIDUS CAPITAL
CORPORATION

Plaintiffs

- and DOW JONES AND COMPANY, ROB COPELAND, JACQUIE MCNISH and JEFFREY
MCFARLANE
Defendants

AMENDED ORDER
THIS MOTION, made by the Plaintiffs in both the above-styled actions, for an order that
the Defendants, Rob Copeland, Jacquie McNish, and Dow Jones and Company (the “Dow Jones
Defendants”) produce without redaction the documents included in Volume VII of the Plaintiffs’
Supplementary Motion Record (the “Confidential Source Documents in Issue”), was heard by the
Court in public hearings on December 15 and 16, 2020. The hearing of the motion was then
continued in camera pursuant to my Order and Endorsement dated December 23, 2020.
UPON READING the Motion Record, Supplementary Motion Record and Responding
Record, the Facta, Books of Authorities, Compendia and other materials filed in public by the
Plaintiffs and the Dow Jones Defendants, and hearing public submissions of counsel for the
Plaintiffs and the Dow Jones Defendants on December 15 and 16, and upon the Court reading a
Confidential Motion Record containing unredacted copies of the Confidential Source Documents
in Issue filed under seal by counsel for the Dow Jones Defendants, and hearing written and oral
submissions in camera from counsel for the Dow Jones Defendants and from the amicus curiae
appointed in accordance with my Order and Endorsement dated December 23, 2020.
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AND UPON BEING ADVISED by counsel for the Dow Jones Defendants, pursuant to
paragraph 59(c) of my Endorsement on this motion dated March 15, 2021. that they will not
exercise any right of appeal from this Order.
1. THIS COURT ORDERS that the Dow Jones Defendants shall make disclosure of the
Confidential Source Documents in Issue with the redactions for the names and genuine
identifiers of the sources of the information contained therein that are set out in the copies
attached hereto as Appendix “A” to this Order (the “Amended Disclosure”).
2. THIS COURT ORDERS that those pages of the Confidential Source Documents in Issue
that the Dow Jones Defendants have identified as not relevant to these actions need not be,
and have not been, reproduced in the Amended Disclosure at Appendix “A”.
3. THIS COURT ORDERS that the time period under the Rules for any appeal by the
Plaintiffs from this Order shall run from the date their counsel receives this Order and the
Amended Disclosure.
4. THIS COURT ORDERS that the portions of the record on this motion that were filed in
confidence during the confidential hearings before me, consisting of:
a. the Confidential Motion Record containing unredacted copies of the Confidential
Source Documents in Issue filed by counsel for the Dow Jones Defendants;
b. the List of Sources and Motion Record References filed by counsel for the Dow
Jones Defendants;
c. the List of Confidential Sources Referenced in the Decision filed by counsel for the
Dow Jones Defendants; and
d. the Outline of Amicus Submissions filed by the Amicus;
shall be filed together by the Dow Jones Defendants in hard copy in a sealed envelope,
and sealed pursuant to this Order, and the said documents shall not form part of the public
record on this motion, subject to further order of this Court, and all other copies of the
said documents filed with the court in any form shall be destroyed.
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5. THIS COURT ORDERS that the costs of this motion, including the costs of the amicus
curiae, are reserved to me, as the motion judge designated to hear the motions brought by
certain of the parties to these actions under s. 137.1 of the Courts of Justice Act, to be dealt
with by me following the disposition of those motions, or at such earlier time as may be
set in accordance with paragraph 60 of my Endorsement on this motion dated March 15,
2021.

Appendix A

TAB 1

1
From:
Jacquie McNish <jacquie.mcnish@wsj com>
Fri, 4 Aug 2017 14 23 27 -0400
Sent:
Subject: Re: WB
Confidential source privilege
To:

11osc.gov

on ca>

Left vm.
On Aug 4, 2017, at I 13 PM,
wrote:

Confidential source privilege

OSC F01 011 Cr

Haven't seen your piece yet. Did I miss it
In an event the WB program has now
generated more than 70 tips. Hope that helps. Confidential
source privilege

Confidential source privilege
• t ro ecurities ommission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto ON WEI 3S8
Confidential
source privilege
Confidential source
privilege

OSC gO\ 011 Ca

On Jul 31, 2017, at 1 16 PM, McNish, Jacquie <laccpue

ok, thank.

cnish ruwsj. coni>

rote

Confide
ntial

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 41.6-306-2031
c: 647-22 4-7554
Confidential source privilege
Confidential source privilege
[05G.
con ca> Wrote.

On Mon, Jul 31 2017 at 1.16 PM

Hi Jacquie l'Is go with "over 3r. I have cc'd Confide
ntial who is back in the
office this week.

Confidential source privilege
Ontario Securities Commission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto, ON M5H 3S8
Confidential
source privilege

DOW000575-0001; DOW000575-0001; DOW000575-0001

2
Confidential source

gpsc .c)\ .on ca

On Jul 28, 2017 at 4.48 PM

Confidential source privilege

Confidential source privilege

0, C uoc. on. Cg> wrote.

Hi Jacquie. The Office of the Whistleblower launched July
14, 2016.
The program offers compensation of up to $5 million to
whistleblowers who come forward with tips that lead to
enforcement action.
The range for awards is 5%-15% of the total monetary
sanctions ORDERED and/or voluntary payments MADE.
The award percentage is determined based on a number of
factors, including the amount of total money collected by
the OSC.
In terms of number of tips, I will get back to you. Our last
public announcement was in March 2016 when that number
was over 30.

Confidential source privilege
Ontario Securities Commission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto, ON M5H 3S8
Confidential
source privilege
Confidential source

)sc ucn on Ca

OSC Disclai me
usage is intended
usc of the addressee and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. It you
are nut the intended recipient or have received this communication in error, you are hereby notified that any
aim
Heed use or disclosure is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sunder immediately and delete the
original without making a copy or disclosing its contents.
Le fresco

c

sindeesse exclusivement n sun destinatane et pent contenie des renseignements i loges
onfidentiels.
vous rates pas Ic destina to ire de cc document ou si vous l'avez recu par crreur. vous Cites par la presence
vie€ gull est strictemeat interdit de Ic divulguer ou de liutiliser !sins autorisation 'fondles en fivertir
liexpediteur immedintement et &Amire Ic message original suns Ic copier ou en reveler Ic content_

Ontario Securities Commission

rOSC Disclaimer
his message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are not

DOW000575-0001; DOW000575-0001; DOW000575-0001

3
is, notified that-any unauthorized use
the intended reahlent nr have received this aimmt,nicatiun in ermpyou
disclosure is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and delete the original withoutinaking a copy or
disclosing its contents.
Le pi

at message dadresse exclusivement a son deatinataire et pout contend' des renseignements privilegies et 'ontidentiels. Si eons
rates pas Ic dcstinatairc dc cc documcnt ou nous raved recu par erreur, mum Ores par la prescnte anise
et strictemcnt
interdit tic la diyulauar ou tic r utiliser ais aurorisation.
un aycrtir rexpediteur immediatemunt et denterc le message
original sans lc copier on en reveler le content,. .

Ontario Securities Commission

DOW000575-0001; DOW000575-0001; DOW000575-0001

TAB 2

4
From:
Jacquie McNish <jacquie.mcnish©wst coma
Fri, 4 Aug 2017 13 17 45 -0400
Sent:
Subject: Re: WB
Cord-dermal source privilege
To:

osc.gov on ca>

Thanks. Ok to give you a call in 15 mins?

Confidential source privilege

On Aug 4, 2017, at 1 13 PM,
wrote:

OSC nOS 011 Cie

Haven't seen your piece yet. Did I miss it
Intra
an event, the WB program has now
generated more than 70 tips. Hope that helps.

Confidential source privilege

I

• taro ecurities ommission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
• 3 :

IL

Confidential source
privilege
Confidential source
nvite e

OSC gO\

Ca

On Jul 31, 2017, at 1 16 PM, MeNish, Jacquie <Jeanne

cnish ruwsj. con

rote

A, thank Confidenti

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-22 4-7554
Confidential source privilege
On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 1:16 PM
Cord-dermal source privilege
i( se
rote:
Hi Jacquie PIs go with "over 3r. I have cc'd
office this week.

Confide

who is back in the

Confidential source privilege
• ntario ecurities ommission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto ON M5H 3S8
Confidential source
privilege

DOW000576-0001; DOW000576-0001; DOW000576-0001

5
Confidential source
rivile•e

,psc

.c)\ .on ca

Confidential source privilege
On Jul 28, 2017 at 4.48 PM
confidential source privilege
oscuoc. on ca> wrote.

Hi Jacquie. The Office of the Whistleblower launched July
14, 2016.
The program offers compensation of up to $5 million to
whistleblowers who come forward with tips that lead to
enforcement action.
The range for awards is 5%-15% of the total monetary
sanctions ORDERED and/or voluntary payments MADE.
The award percentage is determined based on a number of
factors, including the amount of total money collected by
the OSC.
In terms of number of tips, I will get back to you. Our last
public announcement was in March 2016 when that number
was over 30.

Confidential source privilege
• ario ecunt [es ommission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto, ON M5H 3S8
Confidential source
privilege
Confidential source
privilege

OSC. UON .011 Ca

OSC Disclai me
usage is intended
use id the addressee and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. It you
ate nut the intended recipient or have received this communication in error, you are hereby notified that any
toantharfzud use or disclosure is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sunder immediately and delete the
original without making a copy or disclosing its contents.
Le fresco

c

siadressc exclusivenicnt sun destinataire ct pcut contcnir des
urtspr loges et ontidentiels.
vous nvetcs pas Ic destina to ire de cc document ou si vous l'avez tofu par erreur. vous Cites par la presence
vie€ mill est strictemeat interdit de Ic divulguer oil de rutiliser sans autorisation. Veuillez en fivertir
rexpediteur immediatement et &Amire Ic message original suns Ic copier ou en reveler Ic content_

Ontario Securities Commission

rOSC Disclaimer
his message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are not

DOW000576-0001; DOW000576-0001; DOW000576-0001

6
is, notified that-any unauthorized use
the intended reahlent nr have received this aimmt,nicatiun in ermpyou
disclosure is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and delete the original withoutinaking a copy or
disclosing its contents.
Le pi

at message dadresse exclusivement a son deatinataire et pout contend' des renseignements privilegies et 'ontidentiels. Si eons
rates pas Ic dcstinatairc dc cc documcnt ou nous raved recu par erreur, mum Ores par la prescnte anise
et strictemcnt
interdit tic la diyulauar ou tic r utiliser ais aurorisation.
un aycrtir rexpediteur immediatemunt et denterc le message
original sans lc copier on en reveler le content,. .

Ontario Securities Commission

DOW000576-0001; DOW000576-0001; DOW000576-0001

TAB 3
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Confidential source privilege
"McNish, Jacquie" iacquie.mcnish@wsj com>
To:
Subject: Re WB
Sent:
Fri, 4 Aug 2017 17:13:40 +0000

©OSC.90v on ca>

Haven't seen your piece /t Did I miss it?? In any event, the WB program has now generated more than
70 tips. Hope that helps"'

Confidential source privilege
S n ano ecurl ies ommission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto, ON M5I-I 3S8
Confidential
source privilege
Confidential source
nvile e

,(Lpsc uON on. ca

On Jul 31, 2017, at 1.16 PM, McNish, Jacquie <j?cquie nicnish(AANsj corn> wrote
ok, thanks Conf d
ntial
Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Mon Jul 31 2017 at 1 .16 PM
Confidential source privilege

Confidential source privilege
SC.
Cd> wrote:

Hi Jacquie. Pls go with "over 30
week.

have cc'd Confide

ho is back in the office this

Confidential source privilege
Ontario Securities Commission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto, ON M5H 3S8
Confidential
source privilege
Confidential source (tose w,oN on. Ca
Confidential source privilege
On Jul 28, 2017, at 4.48 PM
Confidential source privilege
'osc :toy on ga> wrote:

DOW000577-0001; DOW000577-0001; DOW000577-0001

8
Hi Jacquie. The Office of the Whistleblower launched July 14, 2016
The program offers compensation of up to $5 million to whistleblowers
who come forward with tips that lead to enforcement action.
The range for awards is 5%1 5% of the total monetary sanctions
ORDERED andlor voluntary payments MADE.
The award percentage is determined based on a number of factors,
including the amount of total money collected by the OSC.
In terms of number of tips, I will get back to you. Our last public
s in March 2016 when that number was over 30
announcement

Confidential source privilege
• ntarto

ecurities o mission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto, ON M5H 3S8
Confidential source
privilege
Confidential source
privilege

use uov on.ca

OSC Disclaimer
This message is intended only for rite use of the addressee and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. ',you are not
the intended recipient or have received this conuminkation in error, you are hereby rilkilied that any unautlinwized use ur
disclosure is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and delete the original without making a copy or
disclosing its contents.
Le present message d'adresse exclusivement a son destinataire ct pout contenir des renseignements privileges ct confidentiels. Si votes
n'etes pas le destinataire de ce doe menu usi wins avez roil, par err cur, vous etcs par la pros cute avise hull est strictement
interdit de Ic divulgucr ou del' utiliser sans a utorisation. Vcuillez en weak l'expediteur immediatement et detruire Is. message
original sans le copier ou en reveler In contenti.
Ontario Securities Commission

OSC Disclaimer
his message is intended only !bi- the use of the add reskee and may contain information that k privileged and confidential. Ithio u arc
mended recipient or have received this communication in error, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or disclogure
prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and delete the original without making a copy or disclosing its contents.

y

Le present message s'adresic exclusivement a son destinataire et pout contenir des renscignements privilegies et contidendels. Si vous 'dotes pas le
destinataire de cc document nu s1 vous raven recu par crreur. Your gter par la prgsente wise gull cst strictement interdit de Ic divulgucr ou de
rutiliser sans antiwisatiim. Veuillez en avertir I exiiediteur immediaternent et detruire le message original sans le copier on en reveler le cone n. .
Ontario Securities Commission

DOW000577-0001; DOW000577-0001; DOW000577-0001

TAB 4

9
Sent:
Fri, 21 Jul 2017 14.24.53 -0400
Subject: Re: esco decision
From:
"McNish Ja • e" <
uie.mcnish • ws' com>
Confidential source privilege
great.

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0: 416-306-2031
c:647-224-7554
On Fri, Jul 21, 2017 at 2:24 PM, Confidential source privilege

wrote:

Waiting to hear from clients
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 21, 2017, at 2.22 PM, McNish, Jacquie <jacqu e.menish:/h)wsi.com> wrote.

thanks Con

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0:416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Fri, Jul 21, 2017 at 1:52 PM, Confidential source privilege

wrote'

Imps LIAN
goo 2.1e Ca oirsa- 4&.ratj&q=c*oorc=sksource=w eb&cd=10&cad=rja&uac
t- 8&ved
KI:wilhin 1.95rVAIAKdD41<l logiCIIIQFghSMAk&tal- Ictgs'odk)021:
° o2Fwebsites 2odadcly com°02Fblob°b2Feb9a0d9d-50b9-49111 a7db5421b9goa273g4Fdoaa nloads' 02F I I rohol0 802b41 ,pc111' F0663clee 24us2 AFQjCN
1 1,81 4S1 134j2IGs 517g1;01'01<qz(MQ

Regards,

Confidential
source
privilege
DOW000582-0001; DOW000582-0001; DOW000582-0001

10

Confidential
source
privilege

DOW000582-0001; DOW000582-0001; DOW000582-0001

TAB 5

11
From:
To:
Subject:
Sent:

Confidential source privilege
"McNish, Jacquie" iacquiamcnish©wsi com
Re esco decision
Fri 21 Jul 2017 18 24 31 +0000

Waiting to hear from clients
Sent from my iPhone
On Jul 21, 2017, at 222 PM, McNish, Jacquie <1ecquie. enish.7mwsj coni> wrote.

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-22 4- 7554
On Fri, Jul 21, 2017 at 1 :52 PM, Confidential source privilege

wrote:

helps lk \'‘ NA. goaule ca,ut I
tKi ct I&q tKiesic sK source U. eb&cil I O&cad ijaXmact
8&.‘ecl OadiL KI lk1111.1)\ 195rVA1sAKdIl4Kllcu lC l._IQI'ehSV1Ak&qr1 Imps° /33 A'021.°0
2E‘ebsitcs gociadch com"02Fhlob°02Feb9a0d9c1-501)9-49 fla7db42c1b99ca273° 021-dm nloals'021- bui 011010 89964 I pd 0319b63d ce I Kw
\FQ1C\
H8I 4SE-1-141210‘ 'il7Q36Y0kgiC \ IQ

Regards,

Confidential
source
privilege
DOW000583-0001; DOW000583-0001; DOW000583-0001

12

Confidential
source privilege

DOW000583-0001; DOW000583-0001; DOW000583-0001

TAB 6

13
Sent:
Fri, 21 Jul 2017 14.15.47 -0400
Subject: Re: esco decision
Fran:
"McNish Ja • e" <
'e mcnish • ws• corn>
To:
Confidential source privilege
I hank Confide

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Fri, Jul 21, 2017 at 1 :52 PM, Confidential source privilege

wrote:

Xq)s://‘
Isam.gle.
?sa=t&ret=j&q=& esre=s&sourec=wvb& c.d.= 0& cad rja& uact=8& ved=Oall
11S.Ewillmv T0,5 r
Ak& uil nupscttliM4Fit.b;Ttyebs4es.gocladdy.cpin
Fe.h,)aQd90-50b974.91 12-a 7d1)7
542db99ca273%2 Fdownload b2F 1 bgroholO__89964 1 . pcif%3 F9b63 dee I 8: su.=AFQWN H8 L4 SE517g3.6YOltigzCNIQ

Regards,

Confidential
source
privilege
DOW000584-0001; DOW000584-0001; DOW000584-0001

14

Confidential source privilege

DOW000584-0001; DOW000584-0001; DOW000584-0001

TAB 7

15
From:
To:
Subject:
Sent:

Confidential source privilege
"Jacqule mcnish©wei.com" <Ja ule.mcnish©wsj.com>
esco decision
Fri, 21 Jul 2017 17 52 16 +0000

https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=10&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwilhp
vT95rVAhXKdD4KHculCEIQFghSMAk&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwebsites.godaddy.com%2Fblob%2Feb9a0d9d50b9-491f-a7db-542db99ca273%2Fdownloads%2Flbgrohol0_899641.pdf%3F9b63deel8zusg=AFOjCNH8L4SEB4j2IGv517g36YOKqzCMQ
Regards,

Confidential
source privilege

DOW000585-0001; DOW000585-0001; DOW000585-0001

TAB 8

16
Sent:
Thu, 20 Jul 2017 15:15:24 -0400
Subject: Re: FW: Wall Street Journal called
"McNish Ja le" c ac. uie.mcresh
Fran:
To:

s• corn>

Confidential source privilege

I hank gnu for helping, W hat tcc need to know:
-how many times Confidenti have been approached he regulators'
-when was last approach?
-what was the specific nature of the questions?
-specific cnibrcement agencies that approached?
-le possible the names of the regulatory agents/ Police I so we can eunlimv they existi
-any notion of how long investigation may last'?
let nie know when the statement of claim we discussed u available and 1 will pick up.

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c:647-224-7554
On Thu, Jul 20, 2017 at 2:33 PM, Confidential source privilege
You can call me at

wrote.

Confidential
source privilege

From: Confidential source
Sent: Thursday, July 20, 2017 12:16 PM
Confidential source privilege
To:
Subject: Wall Street Journal called

Re: Catalyst and Callidus

Jacquie McNish
Looking to verify a piece of information. It doesn't have to be on the record just on background.

J acch:

.4 corn

Regards,
Confidential source

DOW000586-0001; DOW000586-0001; DOW000586-0001

17

Confidential
source
privilege

DOW000586-0001; DOW000586-0001; DOW000586-0001

TAB 9

18
From:
Sent:
Subject:
To:

Jacquie McNish <jacquie.mcnish©wsj.com>
Thu, 20 Jul 2017 14:55:28 -0400
Re: Wall Street Journal called
Confidential source privilege

Thanks. Is 10 minutes okay?
On Jul 20, 2017, at 2.33 PM, Confidential source privilege

You can call me at

wrote

Confidential

From: Confidential
Sent: Thursday, July 20, 2017 12:16 PM
To:
Confidential source privilege
Subject: Wall Street Journal called
Re: Catalyst and Callidus
Jacquie McNish
Looking to verify a piece of information. It doesn't have to be on the record just on background.
lacquie mcnish@wsj cam

Confidential
source
privilege

DOW000587-0001; DOW000587-0001; DOW000587-0001

TAB 10

19
From:
To:
Subject:
Sent:

Confidential source privilege
"Jacquie mcnish©wsj.com" <Jacquie mcnish©wsj com>
FW: Wall Street Journal called
Thu, 20 Jul 2017 18:33.09 +0000

You can call me at

Confidential source privilege

From: Confidential
Sent: Thursday, July 20, 2017 12:16 PM
To:
Confidential source privilege
Subject: Wall Street Journal called
Re: Catalyst and Callidus
Jacquie McNish
Looking to verify a piece of nformation. It doesn't have to be on the record just on background.
lacciule.mcnish@wsi.com
Re a rds

Confidential
source privilege

DOW000588-0001; DOW000588-0001; DOW000588-0001

TAB 11

20
From:
"Copeland, Rob" <rob.copeland@wsj.com>
Sent:
Tue, 18 Jul 2017 11:06:27 -0400
Subject: Re: Here are some of the names we discussed
To:
"McNish, Jacquie" <jacquie.mcnish©wsj.com>
Back at my desk now!
On Tue, Jul 18, 2017 at 10:32 AM, McNish, Jacquie <i a cqu

icnisMdusj.com> wrote:

let inc, knov. ‘‘hen voti can h&c a call

x:416- 306-2031
647-22-1-73b4
On Mon, Jul 17, 2017 at 11:29 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob copelanditiNtsj.com> wrote:
Gail Regan, organized crime enforcement/financial crimes unit/corporate crime section. Toronto
police service.
Diane Kelly, Toronto police
R. Cameron B Watson (goes by Cam). OSC, enforcement branch, joint serious offences team
Michael Hutchinson, manager, joint securities intelligence unit, OSC.
I'm working on the RCMP end

Rob Copeland

01 a.•, +1 212-416-2752
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036

Rob Copeland
HEPOR r+r:

t

+1212-4162752

1211 Avenue of the Americas, Now York, NY 10036

DOW000592-0001; DOW000592-0001; DOW000592-0001

TAB 12
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Sent:
Subject:
Fran:
To:

Tue, 18 Jul 2017 10:32:57 -0400
Re: Here are some of the names we discussed
"McNish, Jacquie" <tacquie.morush@wsj com>
"Copeland, Rob" <rob copeland©wst com>

lei me know when Nutt can take a call

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Mon, Jul 17, 2017 at 1 1 :29 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob copelanclamsj.com> wrote
Gail Regan, organized crime enforcement/financial crimes unit/corporate crime section Toronto
police service.
Diane Kelly, Toronto police
R. Cameron B. Watson (goes by Cam). OSC, enforcement branch, joint serious offences team
Michael Hutchinson, manager, joint securities intelligence unit, OSC.
Pm working on the RCMP end
Rob Copeland
REFOR 1 ,

.4"-+” +1 212-416-2752
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036

DOW000593-0001; DOW000593-0001; DOW000593-0001

TAB 13

22
Sent:
Tue, 18 Jul 2017 11:16:24 -0400
Subject: Re: Here are some of the names we discussed
Fran:
"MoNI:sh, Jacquie" <jacquie.mcmsh@wsj com>
To:
"Copeland, Rob" erob copeland@wst com>
Callidus may 3.2017.pdf
I'll call in 5 minutes. See attached \that I tare highlighted in yellow

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-22 4-7554
On Tue, Jul 18, 2017 at 11 06 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob copeland(a

Sj corn> wrote.

Back at my desk nowt
On Tue, Jul IS, 2017 at 10 32 AM, McNish, Jacquie <i a cow

IcnishMt)s) com> wrote:

let me know when you can take a call

416-306-2031
647-224-7554
On Mon, Jul 17, 2017 at 11:29 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob copelanfflielwsj cum> wrote:
Gail Regan, organized crime enforcement/financial crimes unit/corporate crime section. Toronto
police service.
Diane Kelly, Toronto police
R. Cameron B. Watson (goes by Cam). OSC, enforcement branch, joint serious offences team
Michael Hutchinson, manager, joint securities intelligence unit. OSC.
I'm working on the RCMP end
Rob Copeland
REFu=,TER

1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036
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From:
Jacquie McNish <jacquie.mcnish©wst com>
Sent:
Mon, 17 Jul 2017 14:37:32 -0400
Subject: Re: Here are some of the names we discussed
To:
"Copeland, Rob" <rob copeland©wsf com>
Got this. Thanks.
On Jul 17, 2017, at 11 : 29 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob.copeland'it si.com> wrote:

Gail Regan, organized crime enforcement/financial crimes unit/corporate crime section.
Toronto police service.
Diane Kelly, Toronto police
R. Cameron B. Watson (goes by Cam). OSC, enforcement branch, joint serious offences team
Michael Hutchinson, manager, joint securities intelligence unit. OSC.
I'm working on the RCMP end

Rob Copeland

Of le

+1212-419-2752

1211 Avenue of the Americas, NPV., York, NY 10036
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From:
Sent:
Subject:
To:

"Copeland, Rob" <rob copeland@wsj com>
Mon, 17 Jul 2017 11:29:32 -0400
Here are some of the names we discussed
Jacquie Mchlish 4.1acquie McNish©wst.com>

Gail Regan, organized crime enforcement/financial crimes unit/corporate crime section. Toronto police
service.
Diane Kelly, Toronto police
R Cameron B Watson (goes by Cam) OSC, enforcement branch, joint serious offences team
Michael Hutchinson, manager, joint securities intelligence unit, OSC.
I'm working on the RCMP end

Rob Copeland
RE7oR 72 7

C I (. 41 212-416-2752
1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, NY 10036
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Sent:

Fri, 28 Jul 2017 16. 50. 53 -0400

Subject:

Re: WB
"McNish Ja

Fran:

we" < ac uie.mcmsh

ws• com>
osc.gov on ca>

To:
I hanks. When can ‘‘e talk on other question?

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Fri, Jul 28, 2017 at 4:48 PM, Confidential source privilege
Confidential source privilege
'use go\ on ca> wrote:
Hi Jacquie. The Office of the Whistleblower launched July 14, 2016
The program offers compensation of up to $5 million to whistleblowers who come forward with
tips that lead to enforcement action.
The range for awards is 5%-15% of the total monetary sanctions ORDERED and/or voluntary
payments MADE.
The award percentage is determined based on a number of factors, including the amount of total
money collected by the OSC.
In terms of number of tips, I will get back to you. Our last public announcement was in March
2016 when that number was over 30.

Confidential source privilege
• ntano ecunues ommission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto, ON M5H 3S8
Confidential source
privilege
Confidential source

psC go

On .Ca

OSC Disclaimer
This message is intended only t-or the use of the addressee and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you arc not the
intended recipient or have received this commUllication in error, you are hereby notified that any unauthorised use or iii aimure i stricay
prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and delete the original without making a copy or dist-liming its contents.
Le present message srodmisse exclusivenamt son destinotairc et pout coati:air dos sonscignements privileges et contidendels. Si onus n'etcs pas lc
dm:Maguire do Cc dE)elliTlulll tsi veils raves reek, par MITLI V, YEWS eles par la maser leavisg tiled ert SlriaCITICIll ill turd[ dc le divolguer cu de
til iser sans uutioisstion Vcuillez en avcrtir rexped itcur immCd lament et detru ire Ic message original sans Ic copier nu en reveler Ic contenu.

Ontario Securities Commission

DOW000635-0001; DOW000635-0001; DOW000635-0001
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Confidential source privilege
From:
To:
Jacquie McNish clacquie mcnish@wsj.com>
Subject: WB
Sent:
Fri, 28 Jul 2017 20 48 48 +0000

osc.gov on ca>

Hi Jacquie. The Office of the Whistleblower launched July 14, 2016.
The program offers compensation of up to $5 million to whistleblowers who come forward with
tips that lead to enforcement action.
The range for awards is 5%-15% of the total monetary sanctions ORDERED and/or voluntary
payments MADE.
The award percentage is determined based on a number of factors, including the amount of total
money collected by the OSC.
In terms of number of tips, I will get back to you. Our last public announcement was in March
2016 when that number was over 30

Confidential source privilege
Ontario Securities Commission
Ste 2200 - 20 Queen St. West
Toronto. ON M5H 3S8
Confidential source
privilege

confidential source

11)0tie. '40V.On . Ca

OSC Disclaimer
This message k intended only kr the use of the addressee and may contain information that k privileged and confidential. Ilyou are not the
intended recipient or have received this communication in error, you are kerthy 'Emitted that any unauthorized use or disclosure is strictly
prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and delete the original without making a copy or disclosing its contents.
pr-cn[mcsdgc''adrec exclugivement a sun dcsti natairc et pout con reni r des rcnscignments privilegks et con fidentielg. Si vEnis netco pug lc
dc.stlnardlre de cc document ou si vousl'avez No par erreur, VEUS<teS par la pr6sente :wise qu'il est strictemcnt interdit de Ic divulguer ou do
umacer afire autorisatitm. %families en avertir 1 expediteur immgdiatement et dim-nice le message original sans le copier on en ritvgler le content. .
Ontario Securities Commission
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Sent:
Subject:
From:
To:

Fri, 28 Jul 2017 1157:14 -0400
Re: questions
"McNish, Jacquie" sjacquie.mcnish©wsi com>
"Copeland, Rob" <rob.copeland@wst Qom>

Yes, this passage is of great interest:
Counsel for McFarlane submits that Callidus is the author of its own misfortune l le argues that in essence Callidus could have
structured its loan I() assn 001112.t1y in /I 01/101101) that reflected a purchase price of $30 minim which ,could lune left mon 10 0200 CI)
$7 million. which necessarily includes $3 million more than the amount of the I.:wilily and Ibrhearance Ices, That would haw left
McFarlane liable for the lull $3 million on the guarantee. l lc argues that, being a public company, Callidus retrained from doing so
so that it would not have to show a loss to its investors. Moreover, the 'huffily and forbearance fees would appear as profit. Indeed,
counsel argues that Callidus made a windfall on the acquisition of the Company as m Went from the 566.902 million salve
set forth in the Commmy's September 30, 2015 financial statements. [431 While it is the case that Callidus might haw.
structured the transaction by negotiating or stipulating a purchase price less than 534.25 million, the fact is that it neglected
to do so. There is no need to draw any conclusion on its moth glom Nor is such a determination necessary for the purposes
of identifying McFarlane's obligations under the guarantee

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224- 7554
On Fri, Jul 28, 2017 at 11 53 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob ecmelandfii wsi eom> wrote.
Seems from the judgment he is still responsible for $250K
On Fri, Jul 28, 2017 at 11 44 AM, MeNish, Jacquie <jaCcitue nieriislirtO‘sj coin> wrote:
i 11 call Cenfiden this all

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0:416-306-.2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Fri, Jul 28, 2017 at 1 1 .44 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob copela

corn> wrote.

Will have to figure out what that means--if he gets a new trial or what
On Fri, Jul 28, 2017 at 1 1 . 43 AM, MeNish, Jacquie <j tecluie rncnislYA wsj coop wrote:

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224- 7554
On Fri, Jul 28, 2017 at 11.42 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob.copelandfifwsi.com> wrote.

DOW000640-0001; DOW000640-0001; DOW000640-0001;
DOW000983-0001; DOW000984-0001
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From:
Sent:
Subject:
To:

"Copeland, Rob" <rob copeland@wsr com>
Fri, 11 Aug 2017 10 59 23 -0400
Fwd: FW: CBL-TSX I Q2/17 First look: loss deepens with higher provisions
Jacquie McNish <Jacquie McNish©wst.com>

Forwarded message
Confidential source privilege
From
Date: Fri, Aug I I, 2017 at 10:53 AM
Subject: FW: CBL-TSX I Q2/17 First look: loss deepens with higher provisions
To: "mb Cppelancli±wsj Com." <rot). copeliwdAv,sj cone

HI Rob,
11=1",

happy to chat after their cc call

Confidential source privilege

Callidus Capital Corporation
Specialist Lenders I Flash Update

Q2/17 First look: loss deepens with higher provisions

CBL-TSX
HOLD
PRICE TARGET C$13.50

DOW000649-0001; DOW000649-0001; DOW000649-0001
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CBL reported Q2/17 EPS of -$0.51, which was mainly impacted by lower interest income (from lower gross
yield), higher provisions and G&A.
Key highlights
•
There was no material update regarding CBL's privatization process. Management cited the complexity and
diversity of the proposed structure have resulted in delays beyond its original timeline. Consistent with the Jun/17
update, management indicated the potential pursuit of a private debt fund as an alternative. The company is
committed to completing a transaction on terms in-line with previously published valuation range of $18-22/sh. We
will await further commentary on CBL's conference call.
•
CBL reported EPS of -$0.51/sh. Net provisions came in at $28.2M (PCL rate of 15%) with the majority
(-80%) related to the present value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully
realized over time. Interest revenue of $21.1M was down 35% Qoa on lower gross yield of 11.2% (vs. 20.2% last
quarter). The latter was mainly due to lower interest rates charged on certain loans and lower additional fees.
•
GLRs of $1.0B (+1% QoQ) were mostly unchanged from the prior quarter, with one loan of $30M. We have
yet to see a resumption in loan growth.
•
As of Jun/17, management estimates total liquidity would support 6$300M of new loans. Post quarter (Jul/17),
CBL's revolving credit facility was terminated due to a zero balance at the end of the revolving period and
beginning of the amortization period. CBL is actively looking for a potential warehouse facility as a replacement.
Over the next three months, both the company's subordinated bridge facility and senior debt facility will mature.
CBL believes these facilities will either be extended or replaced.
Conference call details
•
Management will host a conference call on Friday at 11:00AM ET. The dial-in numbers are 1-888-231-8191,
or 647-427-7450 (passcode: 40047945).
Valuation
•
Our target price is based on a 25%/75% mixed valuation approach: (1) on a potential transaction assuming a
price of $18 00/sh.; and (2) 1.3x P/B target multiple based on our 2018 BVPS estimate.

Confidential
source privilege
DOW000649-0001; DOW000649-0001; DOW000649-0001
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Confidential source
privilege
Rob Copeland
REPORTER

01,e

r^ 212-416 2752

1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, NY 10036
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From:
Jacquie McNish <jacquie.mcnish©wst com>
Sent:
Mon, 17 Jul 2017 14:37:32 -0400
Subject: Re: Here are some of the names we discussed
To:
"Copeland, Rob" <rob copeland©wsf com>
Got this. Thanks.
On Jul 17, 2017, at 11 : 29 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob.copeland'it si.com> wrote:

Gail Regan, organized crime enforcement/financial crimes unit/corporate crime section.
Toronto police service.
Diane Kelly, Toronto police
R. Cameron B. Watson (goes by Cam). OSC, enforcement branch, joint serious offences team
Michael Hutchinson, manager, joint securities intelligence unit. OSC.
I'm working on the RCMP end

Rob Copeland

Of le

+1212-419-2752

1211 Avenue of the Americas, NPV., York, NY 10036

DOW000712-0001; DOW000712-0001; DOW000712-0001
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Sent:
Subject:
Fran:
To:

Mon, 17 Jul 2017 11.29.32 -0400
Here are some of the names we discussed
"Copeland, Rob" <rob.copeland@wsf.com>
Jacquie McNish <Jacquie McNish©wst.com>

Gail Regan, organized crime enforcement/financial crimes unit/corporate crime section. Toronto police
service.
Diane Kelly, Toronto police
R Cameron B Watson (goes by Cam) OSC, enforcement branch, joint serious offences team
Michael Hutchinson, manager, joint securities intelligence unit, OSC.
I'm working on the RCMP end

Rob Copeland
RE7oR 72 7

C I (. 41 212-416-2752
1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York, NY 10036
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Confidential source privilege
From:
To:
"Copeland, Rob" <rob.copeland©we+com>
Subject: Re. Following up - AIP
Sent:
Mon, 31 Jul 2017 22 16:28 +0000
Ok, I do think it would be inaccu
s
Confidential source privilege
Confidential
source
privilege
or at the very least
My concern is t is appearing as
Confidential source privilege
though this is investment on behalf of clients from

Confident

The majority of stories in WSJ clarify that the reference is to confide when talking about one of our
investment teams, so I am a bit surprised to hear that this is reference labels us generally asjj

From: "Copeland, Rob" Mob copelandifiMvsj.com>
Date: Monday, July 31, 2017 at 5:50:21 PM
To
Confidential source privilege
Subject: Re: Following up - AIP
Not

lite sure the exact phrasing but usually we say something like invested for clients by
or some such.

Confiden

Confide

Rob
On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 5:44 PM,

Confidential source privilege

wrote:

Thanks for clarif in" Nothin4 to correct but I did want to confirm the reference will list Confident
Confidential source privilege
Let me know.

From: "Copeland, Rob" <1 ob copcIandi v,si coin>
Date: Monda , Jul 3 I , 2017 at 5:24:19 PM
To:
Confidential source privilege
Subject: Re: Following up - AIP
Hi, it's the PE firm. Canadian Apologies for the confusion.
Rob
On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 5:05 PM,

Confidential source privilege

wrote:

Rob - just following up on this. On background, I checked with our AIP hedge fund team and they
do not have investments with a Catalyst Capital. I am checking with the Private Markets team now
to see if it's something they own although I don't think they would typically have a hedge fund
holding

DOW000790-0001; DOW000790-0001
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That said, a quick google search shows that there is a Catalyst Capital multi-strategy investment firm as
well as a Catalyst Capital private equity firm. Which one are you reporting on? Just want to be sure
that I'm fact checking the right one here.

Let me know.
Thanks,
Confider,

From: "Copeland, Rob" <lob copelanc140 si com>
Date: Monde , Jul 31, 2017 at 3:03:03 PM
To
Confidential source privilege
Subject: Re: Following up - AIP
Sorry don't seem to have your number can you shoot

o me?

Confidential source privilege

On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 1 .47 PM,

wrote:

Hi Rob Confidential source privilege
I got a message that you called about
I tried you back but got
your voicemail, thought it may be easier to connect over email. Let me know how we can help.
Thanks,
Confide

Confidential source privilege
Rob Copeland
RE., OR TER

f,

41 212-416-2752

1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036

DOW000790-0001; DOW000790-0001
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Confidential source privilege
Rob Copeland

7.7ii 7 +1 212-416-2952
1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York. NY 10036

Confidential source privilege
Rob Copeland
REFOFTER

I ry +1212-4162752
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036

Confidential source privilege
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Confidential source privilege
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From:
To:
Subject:
Sent:

Confidential source privilege
"Tob.copeland@wsj.com- crob.copelandawsj.com>
FW: CBL-TSX 02/17 First look: loss deepens with higher provisions
Fri, 11 Aug 2017 14:53:33 +0000

HI Rob
Confidential

happy to chat after their cc call

Confidential source privilege

Callidus Capital Corporation
Spcciaiist Lenders

Hash Update

Q2/17 First look: loss deepens with higher provisions

CBL-TSX PH» Li 0-AL

- $11.83 I.A8rket C

CS597. 3M

HOLD
PRICE TARGET C$13.50

CBL reported Q2/17 EPS of -$a51, which was mainly impacted by lower interest income (from lower gross
yield), higher provisions and G&A.
Key highlights
•
There was no material update regarding CBL's privatization process. Management cited the complexity and
diversity of the proposed structure have resulted in delays beyond its original timeline. Consistent with the Jun/17
update, management indicated the potential pursuit of a private debt fund as an alternative. The company is
committed to completing a transaction on terms in-line with previously published valuation range of $18-22/sh. We
will await further commentary on CBL's conference call
•
CBL reported EPS of -$0 51/sh Net provisions came in at $28.2M (PCL rate of 15%) with the majority (-80%)
related to the present value impact associated with the disposition of collateral that is expected to be fully realized
over time. Interest revenue of $21.1M was down 35% QoQ on lower gross yield of 11.2% (vs. 20.2% last quarter).

DOW000817-0001; DOW000817-0001
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The latter was mainly due to lower interest rates charged on certain loans and lower additional fees.
GLRs of $1.0B (+1% QoQ) were mostly unchanged from the prior quarter, with one loan of $30M. We have yet to
see a resumption in loan growth.
•
As of Jun/17, management estimates total liquidity would support —$300M of new loans. Post quarter (Jul/17),
CBL's revolving credit facility was terminated due to a zero balance at the end of the revolving period and
beginning of the amortization period. CBL is actively looking for a potential warehouse facility as a replacement.
Over the next three months, both the company's subordinated bridge facility and senior debt facility will mature.
CBL believes these facilities will either be extended or replaced.
Conference call details
•
Management will host a conference call on Friday at 11 00AM ET. The dial-in numbers are 1-888-231-8191, or
647-427-7450 (passcode. 40047945).
Valuation
•
Our target price is based on a 25%/75% mixed valuation approach (1) on a potential ansacfion assuming a price
of $18 00/sh , and (2) 1.3x P/B target multiple based on our 2018 BVPS estimate.
•
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Confidential source privilege
JACQUIE MCNISH: Hi, Conan
Confidential source privilege

Jacquie McNish at the Wall Street Journal, how are you?

I'm fine, how are you?

JACQUIE MCNISH: Have I got you at a time that's convenient?
Confidential source
privilege

Absolutely. How can I he -- how can I he helpful?

JACQUIE MCNISII: Well, you probably know that I've been working on Catalyst and Callidus, and
I'm working with -Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: -- a colleague of mine in New York. And we have accumulated a lot of
information, but the one thing that were trying to be is scrupulous about as possible is talking to people
with direct knowledge of what we believe to investigations by the OSC
100:00:321
-- the Toronto Corporate Crimes Division, and possibly the RCMP as well. And I've talked to people of
mutual acquaintance, which I assume is how you got my number.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: And I just -- if it's okay, I'd just like to ask you to help explain to me on terms of
the basis that we're talking, do you want to talk on background, not for attribution at this point?
Confidential source privilege

Yes, absolutely.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Absolutely.

JACQUIE MCNISH: All right.
Confidential source privilege

have to do that as a part of my agreement with my employer.

100:01:011
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And I understand you were
confidential source
Confidential source privilege

Confidential source privilege

Well, I wasn't -- I'm in our institutional equity business

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

Not in our investment banking business.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

But I was here when that happened.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. So you didn't have any role per say in the -- Confidential source privilege
in terms of institutional equity, is it more research or is it sales9
Confidential source privilege

No, Pm in sales and trading.

100:01:321
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, all right. Okay. All right So I guess just tell me sort of what led you to
the point where you decided to contact the regulators?
Confidential source privilege

Okay, and that is their normal course of [PI-100 01 55] sure bid.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Sorry, I lost part of the sentence. Are you just -Confidential source privilege

Sorry

JACQUIE MCNISH: -- you disappeared and then came back saying the end of the sentence
1 00: 02: 021
Confidential source privilege

Okay. Yeah, sorry. So I've only spoken to the regulators about one thing.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Okay? And that is their normal course [PH00.02.08] of sure bid.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay

2
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Confidential source privilege

Okay. They put an automatic share purchase plan, okay, and the reason that
you do -- the reason that you do an automatic share purchase plan is so that you're always buying stock
regardless of whether you're in black out, right'
100:02:301
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Because let's say that, you know, like you're the CEO and you want to buy
back stock, but, oops, were within a month of quarter end, we've got to stop buying back stock. And
then you can report -- and then you can buy back stock until you report, and that's probably a month after
quarter end. So there's really only a month out of three that you can actually be in the market buying
back stock if you want to buy back stock.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Right9 Now there is rules about putting in an automatic share purchase plan,
and one of those rules is that you have to walk in with clean hands.
100:03:071
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. You can't be in possession of material non-public information when you

initiate the plan.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Does that make sense to your'

JACQUIE MCNISII: Yeah, can't possess material non-public information.
Confidential source privilege

Ycah. [INDISCERNIBLE00.03.27]

JACQUIE MCNISH: And so we're talking about automatic buyback of stock as part of a normal
course issuer bid program.
100: 03: 311
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

3
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JACQUIE MCNISH: And you can do that so -- and so you can do this automatically so long as you
don't have material, non-public information/
Confidential source privilege

Yes. But when they establish their normal course issuer bid, okay, and enter it
into this automatic share purchase plan with GMP who's the broker that's doing the buyback for them -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

-- they were in the middle of this process where they were trying to sell the

company.
1 00: 04:01 1
JACQUIE MCNISH: So what period of time are we talking about?
Confidential source privilege

This is like -- this is four months ago.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Ago. Okay And this -- when we say sell the company, we're talking about
Callidus back to Catalyst/
That -- no. Well, what -- at the time they were still trying to get people to
believe that this was a -- that they were going to sell it to an independent third party.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Right/ Now-

JACQUIE MCNISH: And had they retained bankers at that point/
Confidential source privilege

Oh, yes.

1 00: 04:311
JACQUIE MCNISH: And that was -Confidential source privilege

Yeah, they had hired -- Goldman Sachs had --

JACQUIE MCNISH: That's right.
Confidential source privilege

-- been hired. That was public.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
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They had, you know, given people updates about how the process was going,
and so on and so on. Those updates were all lies in my opinion.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

But -- stay with me just one second, Jacquie, please.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Sure.
100: 05: 001
Confidential source privilege

Jacquie, sorry about that.

JACQUIE MCNISH: No worries
Confidential source privilege

So, anyway, the fact is that they entered into this automatic share purchase
plan at a time when it was completely inappropriate for them to do that.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Do you know when that was initiated')
Confidential source privilege

I could find out For you.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

Bear with me just one --

JACQUIE MCNISH: Sure.
Confidential source privilege

I

mean Pm not in front of my -- I'm not in front of my computer right now.

But -JACQUIE MCNISH: Just approximately would be helpful.
100: 05: 311
Confidential source privilege

Oh, it would be early this year like February/March of his year.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. All right.
Confidential source privilege

So that is my one communication with the regulator about Callidus.

S
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JACQUIE MCNISH: So what was the material information that they weren't disclosing)
Confidential source privilege

Well, the fact that they in -- I mean they're in -- I mean if we're in the middle
of a process to sell the public [PH] float, or sell the whole company to a third party -100:06:051
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

-- okay, you are by definition in possession of material non-public information
because you know the identity of prospective purchasers, if any.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

You know what kind of price has been discussed, et cetera, et cetera, et

cetera.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I thought they had disclosed it. Were they not -- did they just not disclose it till
later?
Confidential source privilege

They didn't disclose it until later.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
100:06:311
Confidential source privilege

Right. And anyway, that's -- so that -- issuer bids of this nature are the
responsibility of the Toronto Stock exchange -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege -- okay, and I IROC. And I sent a letter to them saying, listen, you know, like
Confidential source
I've been Confidential source privilege in the market f0
1 00: 09: 00 1
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And like in my view this is behavior that's [INDISCERNIBLE] you
know, like number one, it's illegal, and number two, it's contrary to the public interest, and it should be
investigated.

6
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And when did you send that letter?
Confidential source privilege

Contemporaneously with the announcement. It would [PH] only be a day or

two after.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

So February or March of this year.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. All right. And did anyone get back to you?
Confidential source privilege

Yeah, they got back to me, and they said, well, thank you for your letter.

100:07:311
You know, if we choose -- you know, if we choose to act on this, we're not going to be able to tell you.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, which is typical.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: And has anyone gotten back and asked any questions?
Confidential source privilege

No

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Were assembling a lot of stuff If I promise not to use your name but just
say according to a document read by the Wall Street Journal was a complaint launched here that said this.
Would you be comfortable -Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: -- on that basis?
Confidential source privilege

Yep.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Because we are aware of three other whistleblower reports, one of them
quite voluminous.
100:08:031
And the others we're still sort of tracking down

7
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Okay. So I'm aware of — I am aware of several, okay. Now there's one guy,
you know, I know you can't -- I know you can't tell me who -- I know you can't tell me who you have
talked to.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

But I can tell you who I've talked to.

[00:08:32]
JACQUIE MCNISII: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. So I'm presuming that your colleague in New York has spoken to [PH]
Nathan Anderson, okay. Nathan is very, very up to speed on this.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. There's a former borrower named [PH] Kevin Bowman in Alberta. I
know he's been all over the regulator
100:09:01]
Now the problem is that for the rest of who want to see this scam put to bed, Kevin is crazier than a soup
sandwich, okay"' And he doesn't know when to speak and when to shut up.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay Now I mean but I'll tell you something, I mean there's been some dark
days watching this thing, and you think is this guy going to get away with this forever?
100:09:311
I mean this is just terrible.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Okay. Now what keeps me going is not Kevin Bowman. Okay, Kevin
Bowman's going to be fine Kevin Bowman is what we call a serial entrepreneur.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
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And he got out [INDISCFRNI /F.] on this one business, and it was sort of a
mat v ary pass to see t e could resuscitate it with money from Callidus, and he couldn't, okay. But
what they did was they get this guy [PH] Scott Sinclair to go into the business as a chief restructuring
officer
Confidential source privilege

100:10:061
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege
-- okay, working for them. And by the way, chief restructuring officer, that's
like all the powers of a receiver.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes.
Confidential source privilege

But with no [PH] court supervision.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right. And they can charge their bills to the company.
Confidential source privilege

Right. Sure. But here's the thing --

JACQUIE MCNISH: You know what, I have to take -Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH
right back.
Confidential source privilege

He went around -Confidential source

I have to take this other call. It's an urgent one

call you

ah, sure

JACQUIE MCNISH: Thanks. Jacquie McNish.
100: 10: 30 1

Not relevant
9
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Not
relevant
Confidential source
privilege
I'm so sorry about that. It was someone I've
JACQUIE MCNISH: Hey, Confidential source privilege
been trying to reach for several days. Please give me a call back. I'm at 416-306-2031.
1-1
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100:18:301
And thank you for your patience. Bye-bye
[NO DIALOGUE]
100:23:301
JACQUIE MCNISH: Jacquie McNish?
Confidential source privilege

Hello. Hey, it

Confident
al

JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, so sorry about that. It was someone I've been trying to reach for a while. I
hate doing that to people
confidential source privilege
Don't apologize. Don't apologize. Listen. I, you know, I worked on a trading
S or I years got to go, bye is a perfectly acceptable way to end a conversation
100:24:011
JACQUIE MCNISH: We train our spouses.
Confidential source privilege

Exactly.

JACQUIE MCNISH: And our children.
Confidential source privilege
eah. So I was able during our little intermezzo there, I was able to confirm
the share purchase plan was entered into on April 4th.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Okay? The company reported earning -- the company reporter their first
quarter earnings on May the 5th.
100:24:321
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
confidential source privilege

So, anyways, like the first quarter was in the can when they entered into the
automatic share purchase plan.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
15
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Confidential source privilege

Okay. And when they announced their earnings, the stock sold off by 12%

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

Now that tells you that whether or not they're smart enough to realize that it

was material -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

-- the Street thought it was material, and that counts for something.

I 00: 25:03I
JACQUIE MCNISH: So, sorry, what was it that triggered the stock fall in the -Confidential source privilege

They reported their first quarter earnings.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right. And was there something material -Confidential source privilege

So their first quarter.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
Confidential source privilege

so [II just

I don't want to talk down to you.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

But IT just walk you through it, okay? On March 31st, their first quarter

ended
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay? And on April 4th, they go to [PH] Griffeth's and say here's our
automatic share purchase plan, please go ahead.
100:25:30I
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Right?

16
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JAC:QUIF. MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Well, here's no way that you're not in possession of material non-public

ormation
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

-- when, you know, when your quarter ended four days ago.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

ou know your quarterly earnings and nobody else does.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Right?

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

So it doesn't -- I mean you can ignore everything that I said about -- and
they're trying to sell the company
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Right' They were right in the middle of their reporting season.

100:26:031
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right. They were in the quiet period
hat's right.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And nobody would be able to -- no company who had a normal course
issuer bid in place would be able to buy stock at that time, right?
JACQUIE MCNISH: And the motivation for doing the share buyback would be just to protect -Confidential source privilege

lust to prop up the share price.

JACQUIE MCNISH: -- their share price? Yeah. Right.
17
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Confidential source privilege

l hat's what --

JACQUIE MCNISH: In advance of bad news.
Confidential source
privilege

Well, yes.

100:26:30]
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And what was the bad news?
Confidential source privilege
And then why do they want to -JACQUIE MCNISH: Sorry, what was the -Confidential source privilege

[PH] Well, the bad news is that they missed their earnings badly.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. That's what I needed.
Confidential source privilege

They took a number of -- they took a number of -- they took a number of
charges against certain assets in their portfolio
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

And they announced that they were revising their disclosure protocols as a
result of input from a continuous disclosure review by the OSC.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay All right. That's interesting
100:27:001
That's interesting because of all the things that you could say about them. It's interesting that this would
be the thing that motivated you to say something to them. Okay.
Well, you know, this is -- I mean put it this way. I have tried and tried and
tried to get everything else about Callidus into a memo that somebody could actually read.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

And so far I can't.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Because?

1$
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Confidential source privilege

Right') Because I've got -- like I've got it down to 50 pages.

100:27:321
JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, you're writing a book.
Confidential source privilege

Well, you know, yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. All right, well, its not usual. Its not its interesting that someone who,
Confidential source privilege
you know, is with an organization that
is in this
position. It must have really been something that has quite alarmed you.
Confidential source privilege

Well, there's a lot of things about it that alarm me.

100:28:021
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
But I mean at the -- you know, in the first instance, I mean I'll just give you a
little bit of background. Okay, I've known Newton
Confidential source privilege
Confidential source privilege

.JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And I -- and now --

JACQUIE MCNISH: So did you know him when he was a lawyer')
Confidential source privilege

He was never a lawyer. That's a lie.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. I know he was at McCarthy's, he articled there.
Confidential source privilege

He articled there but he never passed the bar exam.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And I don't know anybody well enough at McCarthy's who's been there

for long enough.
100:28:341
Rut my understanding is that the partners committee at McCarthy's said this guy might pass the bar
somewhere hut it ain't going to he at McCarthy Tetrault.
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, so he didn't complete his articles then.
Confidential source privilege

That's correct.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

He did go to law school, he never passed the bar exam.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Okay. The other lie that he tells, if you go through the transcripts in the [PH]
Moysie matter, somebody says -Confidential source privilege

100:29:06j
He was asked whether he ever worked at Sprott Securities.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes.
He said, no, I didn't work there. I helped them with a regulatory problem.
Well, he did work there and he caused a regulatory problem.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Which was?
Confidential source privilege

They were working on a transaction for a company called Slater Steel.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, yes, I remember them
100:29:301
Confidential source privilege

And in the middle of the evening one night he called one -- he was in the
investment banking division and he called one of their traders and said start buying this stock tomorrow
morning. It was like aren't we restricted on this stock?
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah, don't worry about that.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Right.
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JACQUIE MCNISH: And it was -Confidential source privilege

And the trader went in the next morning and said to Eric Sprott I just got told
to do this, I don't think I should. Should I?
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

And Eric Sprott said, ah, yeah, no you shouldnt

JACQUIE MCNISII: Okay. And did he have material information that would have resulted in the
stock being -- price going up?
1 00:30:051
Confidential source privilege

They were engaged by Slater Steel again.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Again, it wasn't that he had material information and he was trying to profit
from material non-public information. He was trying to manipulate the stock.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. To give it more value, okay.
Confidential source privilege

Exactly

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

You know, because, you know, you have these transactions, Jacquie, where
like what you pay is based on how your stock trades in a certain number of days and stuff like that
100:30:32
JACQUIE MCNISH: How well do you know Callidus itself?
Confidential source privilege

Extremely well.

JACQUIE MCNISH: What happened to David -Confidential source privilege

know -- I think I know --

JACQUIE MCNISH: What happened to David Reese?
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Confidential source privilege

Well, that's a great question. David Reese is as far as the public is concerned

still an employee.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. He -- if you look at the most recent quarterly results --

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
100:31:011
Confidential source privilege

-- which I guess arc the ones that we talked about that were released on May
4th or so. Oh. no, no, excuse me, its the proxy. It's the proxy -JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
confidential source privilege

-- from the annual meeting.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

And they say that they entered into a new employment arrangement with

David Reese.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And that David Reese was, in addition to all his other composition was
paid like an extra $1 million bonus in, you know, in the later part of the second quarter of this year and is
entitled to a further bonus -100: 31: 371
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right
Confidential source privilege

-- of like a $1 million bucks --

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source
-- later this year, okay, which seems to me like -- which seems to me like hush
privilege
money.
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JAC:QUIF. MCNISH: Right. And do you know where he is2 I Ake I'm told he hasn't gone in the office
for a while.
Confidential source privilege

You know, that is my understanding as well.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source
privilege

haven't had -- I mean like

Confidential source privilege

100:32:011
I have not had the opportunity to conduct surveillance on Callidus' offices or anything like that.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

But your understanding is quite consistent with mine.

JAC O UIE MCNISH: Okay. It is -- you know, put it this way, we have an analyst Confidential source
coned
okay? And this doesn't help you that much. I mean you can't print that somebody said that
somebody said.
.JACQUIE MCNISH: Right
Confidential source privilege

area of alternative finance.

But David solicitedlialp
. -

in finding him another position in the

100:32:401
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right. Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Now you're a named executive officer.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay, unless things are pretty bad for you, you don't tell
that you're looking for a job.

Confidential source

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

I

mean Pm pretty fucking stupid, Jacquie, but even I know that.

JACQUIE MCNISH: And I'm told that there's other folks that have left as well, not as -23
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100:33:01
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH:

senior as David. And do you happen to know what their names are'

Confidential source privilege

Yeah. There's one guy, Steven Parker, who was an employee based in Seattle,
Washington. He just left to join an alt lending outfit in Greenwich, Connecticut called Great Rock
Capital.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
t the Catalyst level, I got an e-mail forwarded to me that Newton's personal
Confidential source privilege
assts an was oo mg or a job.
100:33:341
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And --

JACQUIE MCNISH: And what's her name'
Confidential source privilege

Magda Rzesztuzek.

JACQUIE MCNISH: flow do you spell that?
Confidential source privilege

Okay. I believe, okay, it's R-Z-E-S-Z-T-U-Z-E-K.

JACQUIE MCNISII: Okay.
100: 34: 011
All right. So she's left?
Confidential source privilege

Okay. If you go to Linkedln and -- no, well, she's trying to leave.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

And Jim Riley who is the corporate secretary of --
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JACQUIE MCNISH: I know J un, yeah.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah. Like what Jim really needs to do is get out of there, surrender his law

license and retire.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right
100:34:311
And is there any sign that he's leaving?
Confidential source privilege

Yes. He's been aggressively recanting for his replacement.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. All right. What about [PH] Gabriel?
Confidential source privilege

That's an interesting one. Gabriel has hired -- Gabriel hired Navigator --

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah
Confidential source privilege

And like that's, as you know, that's the PR firm that you hire when you've been
found in bed with a dead girl or a live boy
100:35:071
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Right') And he hired them, and they called a friend of mine at another media
outlet and said, hey, you know, Gabriel did the private equity deal of the year, or the -JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, I got one of those calls, too.
Confidential source privilege

-- restructuring. You got that call too, right?

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
Confidential source privilege

And then my friend said, well, wait a minute.

100:35:32
Like I thought that Catalyst was [INDISCERNIBLE] client.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
25
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Confidential source privilege

And they said, oh, no, were representing [PH] Mr. Delada in his personal

capacity.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Right?

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

And then it came out well, the -- and they were careful to say if the allegations
that are made in the [PH] Boyer claim are true, right?
100:36:011
Have you read that9
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yep.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. So if those allegations are true, then there are serious problems at
Catalyst that obviously Mr. Delada wants to distance himself from.
JACQUIE MCNISH: All right.
Confidential source privilege

Right?

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

I don't think he can. I think it's too late for him to distance himself.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

But, you know, he can try.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

I mean I don't -- what's not clear to me is if he's trying to leave.

100:36:331
Or if he's trying to position himself to take over in the event that -- in the event that Newton is
dispatched.
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Right. Okay. All right. All right. Have you talked to anyone else that has
directly talked to the regulators'
Confidential source privilege

Yes

JACQUIE MCNISH: Who? And do you think that I might be able to contact them?
100:37: 021
Confidential source privilege

Yes

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And who would they bc'
Confidential source privilege

Okay, so there's a guy named [PH] Darrell Levit.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And I know that he's been in touch with the regulator.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

I know --

JACQUIE MCNISH: He's a former -- he's a guarantor, one of the guarantors'
Confidential source
privilege

Well, he is a -- he was a principal of one of the borrowers.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
100: 37: 301
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And then -- what was the other guys name? [PH] Jeff McFarland.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
confidential source privilege

Okay. I don't know whether the guys at Blueberry Gaming have talked to the
regulators or not. But I mean -- like I know for a fact that -- I know for a fact that Darrel has, and not
only the regulators, but also the police.
JACQUIE MCNISH: The Toronto police or the OPP"
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100:38:0
Confidential source
privilege

Well, the Toronto police financial crimes unit

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah. Okay.
Confidential source privilege

And they, you know, I think they just kind of hand everything over to the

OSC.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

ow the other person that you should speak to, and I'm happy to arrange this

r you
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Corsi denial source privilege

s there's a guy named -- there's a guy named Randall Yasny.

JACQUIE MCNISH: How do you spell that?
Confidential source privilege

Okay. Y-A-S-N-Y.

100:38:311
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Okay. And I've known Randall forever. I mean he used to -- I mean he's been
aroun or a ong time, and, you know, he and I have sort of-- like he and I sort of compared notes on
this thing one day, and said, like this is a complete scam.
Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Right. Like this is an ongoing fraud that's being perpetrated on a lot of, you
know, a lot of very high profile people.
[00.39.03]
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Right9 And they -- anyway, Randall may have also spoken to the regulators
and/or law enforcement, but I don't know if he has.
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100:39:30
JACQUIE MCNISH: Is he an investor or -Confidential source privilege

Yes

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISII: And is he an investor in one of the funds?
Confidential source privilege

No.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

No. He's just a partner in a small money manager in Toronto

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And had they originally in Callidus, and they were concerned, or -Confidential source privilege

No. I think they were getting the hard sell -- I think they were getting the hard
sell on it either from National or GME
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

And they said, oh, okay, well, like this is the way that all of us -- this is the
way that all of us got around to being critical of it
100:40:061
Its like, well, wait a minute, right? This guy says he lends out money at 20% and he never has any losses.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. Well, let's like, you know, it wasn't so much lees buy the stock. It was
like lees figure out what he's doing and if its replicable let's do it, too.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Right? And then all of a sudden you start doing Google searches and you find
like, you know, you Google like Callidus loan, Callidus CCAA, Callidus receiver ship.
Confidential source privilege
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100:40:391
Like just, you know, stuff like that.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
Confidential source
And all of a sudden you see, well, wait a minute, like he's got like five different
privilege
active restructuring files out of 36 loans.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And like I don't know if you've ever watched one of these things from a
front row scat before, but they take forever and they're a huge time suck.
100:41:051
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
Confidential source privilege

Right? Like hours and hours and hours a week just of mind numbing stuff

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Hi.
Confidential source privilege

Sony, I don't know how I lost you.

100:41:301
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Its all right.
So then we start looking and
usinesses are eep y, eeply, deeply impaired.

5 like well,wait a minute, some of these

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.

Confidential
source privilege

Right? So ifs very improbable that he doesn't have any losses.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Right? And then we go --

100:42:001
JACQUIE MCNISH: I blame Newton.
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Confidential source
privilege

He's got a tap on my phone.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Got his finger on a button somewhere.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah. Well, nobody knows more about the wireless business than him.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah
Confidential source
privilege

So, anyway, I mean that's how we all got on to it.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Right?

JACQUIE MCNISH: So someone suggested to me, this is the typical journalist question that you
might have a photo of him.
Confidential source privilege

I do.

JACQUIE MCNISH: All right. So do you want to me at King and Bay at some point and do an
exchange?
100:42:311
Pm joking.
Confidential source privilege

You know what? No, that's fi ne I'm not the only person who has it.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

p one, o ay

I have -- so here's what I have. I have a photo that was taken with a cell
can epresent to you is that the photo was taken legally.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

.E it was not taken in a court room.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right right
Confidential source privilege

Okay. I am not the owner of the image.
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100: 43: 00I
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

am however, in possession of an assignable license to you [PH] at least.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, I have no idea what you're talking about. Someone else took the photo
and said it's okay, you can have this?
Confidential source privilege

Yes.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, all right. Well, I guess I have two things. if ifs possible. I don't know
what part of the world arc you in today?

Confidential source privilege
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. So I'm at York and King.
100:43:301
Confidential source privilege

Okay.

JACQUIE MCNISH: I'm happy to come over there if ifs -- if I can get a copy of the photo, and take a
look, or get a copy of the complaint you've filed with my word that I don't mention who said it without
your explicit permission.
Confidential source privilege

Well, I'll give it to you with my name and address. I'll give it to you happily
with my name and address redacted.
JACQUIE MCNISH: That's fine. So long as I can just see it in some way in its original form and -Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: -- I can see with my eyes that it was from you.
100:44:021
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: That's all I ask. I just have to be really careful.
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Yeah, no, I understandLike I'll show you the -- I'll show you the e-mail and
I II give you a paper copy of the POE
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. What's easiest for you.' Pm not the most loved person
because of my reporting, so -Confidential source privilege

Confidential source
privilege

Yeah, I know. We--

JACQUIE MCNISH: The mark is on my back.
Confidential source privilege

Well, yeah.

100:44:301
The -- you know, for the record, I don't think that -- I think that the -- I think that [PH] Neil Glenn is the
one who's really reviled. But anyway, you can -JACQUIE MCNISH: Who's Neil Glenn9 I don't even know who that is
Confidential source privilege

Oh, sorry, Neil McGee.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, Neil, yes.
Confidential source privilege

Yes.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privileg

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, all right. Good,

blame everything on him. That's good to know

eah, exactly.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
Confidential source privilege

But, you know, I'll tell you, it's -- I actually went -- as an aside, I went to the
Isle of Mann on a due diligence trip.
100:45:101
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes.
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Confidential source privilege

Okay? And I saw all of the people who actually run that business.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
Confidential source privilege

Okay. And, Jacquie, I've been doing this for

Confidential

years, okay, I've

seen my s are o scams.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes.
100:45: 301
Confidential source privilege

Okay, the one that we're talking about included. Okay. that PokerStars
operation is unlike anything I've ever seen.
JACQUIE MCNISH: In terms of?

Confidential source privilege

Okay In terms of the quality of the people that they have there. Like the guy

who runs -JACQUIE MCNISH: But no one was challenging the quality of the people at PokerStars
=

1, I know.

JACQUIE MCNISH: It was the improbability of [INDISCERNIBLE] on the trading. I mean the
trading is -Confidential source privilege

Oh. And, look --

JACQUIE MCNISH:

of the charts.

Confidential source privilege

- at the end of the day, look, I mean like the facts are what they are.

100: 46: 051
Right? And, you know, these guys are, you know, I mean at the end of the day, it still astounds me that
this guy could just -- like this guy could have his hands on asset like this -JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
Confidential source privilege

nd behave so stupidly.

.JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, yeah.
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Confidential source privilege

Like its just ridiculous. But anyway.

JACQUIE MCNISH: It's been an interesting story. All right, so you tell me what's a good time -Confidential source privilege

That's beside the point.

100:46:301
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- and I'll come over there if you want to meet in the lobby or if you want to
meet in the lobby. We're at 145 King West.
Confidential source privilege

145 King West. Yeah, I can walk over there

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. So you tell me when you would like and I'll be downstairs and happy to
sit down with you.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Do you have -- I only have an electronic copy of this photo.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. So you can -- do you want to e-mail'
Confidential source privilege

Do you have an iPhone"

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, do you want to e-mail it to me'
Confidential source privilege

Well, if you've got an iPhone we can airdrop it.

100:47:011
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Do you want to teach me something new? Okay.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah. And -- or I can text it to you or something like that.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, I think e-mail would be better.
Confidential source privilege

Oh, okay.

JACQUIE MCNISH: If that's okay?
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Confidential source privilege

Yeah, it's fine. I just don't want -- like when you get sued by -- when you get

sued by Newton -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
Confidential source privilege

-- I just don't want -- when your e-mails get discovered, I just don't want my

name on it.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I can give you my personal e-mail address. It's -Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH:

Okay, fine.
Jacquie, J-A-C-Q-U-I-E.

[00:47:30]
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

Not relevant

JACQUIE MCNISH:
Confidential source privilege

Okay, yeah, no problem.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay? That's a good thought though. You're obviously well trained.
Confidential source privilege

Yeah.

JACQUIE MCNISH: All right, well, what time do you want to meet downstairs because you probably
want a copy and -Confidential source privilege

Could you do --

JACQUIE MCNISH: -- [INDISCERNIBLE] stuff?
Confidential source privilege

Yeah, I'll -- what time is it now? It's 2:11.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
Confidential source privilege

I'll walk over there in -- I'll probably be there in

Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Terrific.
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Confidential source privilege

All nighty?

JACQUIE MCNISH: Thank you very much Confidential source privilege
Confidential source privilege

Thank you so much.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, bye-bye.
1 00 :48: 01 1
Confidential source privilege

Bye.

[NO DIALOGUE]
102:29:001
VOICE RECORDING: Sorry, Rob Copeland, is not available. Record your -102:29:30j
102:30:001
102:30:301
JACQUIE MCNISH: Jacquie McNish.
ROB COPELAND: Hey.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Hey. You really are out there, aren't you? What the fuck? I'm like this grand
puppeteer. What is she going to do next? I'll do it before her.
ROB COPELAND: No, I -- we're probably getting it from the same -- well, so also your friend [PH]
Greg is sending stuff to you -JACQUIE MCNISH: Stuff to me.
ROB COPELAND: -- through me.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah Sending stuff to me through you?
102:31:011
ROB COPELAND: Sorry. Yes, to you -37
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, okay.
ROB COPELAND: -- through me.
JACQUIE MCNISH: All right. Because I have -- I know Confidential source privilege
and he's the one that I contacted yesterday and he told me I should read ESCO Marine. Okay.
ROB COPELAND: Well, there you have it. It looks like a black -JACQUIE MCN ISI I: And how did you get the photo of him?
ROB COPELAND: Someone got it for me from the guy that you were going to call -JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: -- from
Confidential source privilege
JACQUIE MCNISH: And I just met him.
ROB COPELAND: Oh, there you go.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah. Yeah, you're freaking me out.
102:31:331
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, okay, that's good. But apparently he doesn't want -- well, first of all that's a
pretty bad photo, I'm not going to lie.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, but it's -- he certainly changed since I last saw him. He's put on a lot of
weight and a beard
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, he doesn't look -JACQUIE MCNISH: It gives you the profile. You know,
push him to see if we can get an original
because he said ifs not the original. He got it from someone else, and he has permission to use it. So
maybe we can get the original.
102: 32: 011
ROB COPELAND: That'd be better
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J AC:Q LI IF. MCNISH: And one of my colleagues here plays baseball
work as Newton's -- one of Newton's two secretaries.

ith

Confidential source

sed to

ROB COPELAND: Oh, great.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah. So he's asked her if there is a photo, and I've asked if I could just confirm
stuff I'm hearing from people about his conduct.
ROB COPELAND: Sure. That'd be great.
JACQUIE MCN ISI I: Yeah. And she left about a year ago.
ROB COPELAND: That's great, that's fresh.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes. it is. Anyway.
102:32:301
So I did meet with (ion{ and he gave me the letter that he submitted to the Toronto Stock Exchange
compliance department complaining about their conduct relating to their share buybacks, and I'm sure it's
the same in the U S., you can't buy back your shares when you're in possession of material non-private
information. And so what's the time line here? In April they launched a buyback program through
Cienuity, and they purchased about 3 million shares.
102:33:071
And within weeks of starting to do the buyback -- sorry, the buyback commenced in January and
completed in April, and a month later they announced a very negative quarter and the stock sank. So it
was an attempt he alleges to prop up the stock And he says -- he called it an illegal insider trade
j02:33:321
This is not the first overstep of regulations by Callidus. They disclosed that they had changed their
disclosure protocols the most recent quarter as a result of the OSC review. I believe that the improper
use of the automatic share buyback program is another part of a pattern of malfeasance on the part of the
issuer. And he said he received a communication from them confirming that they had received it, but
nothing else.
ROB COPELAND: Well-JACQUIE MCNISH: It's something.
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ROB COPELAND: -- the Toronto Stock Exchange doesn't feel so important that we can confirm that,
right?
102:34:031
Like I feel like they're -JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, this automatically goes to IIROC which is the -- regulates the exchange.
But I'll certainly ask. I mean I don't that they will confirm. I have no reason to believe that this guy didn't
do it. But we -- yeah, we have to ask. So you're going to get someone on the record saying they're a
whistleblower?
ROB COPELAND: I think I'm going to get two.
102:34:311
JACQUIE MCNISH: Wow, that's amazing.
ROB COPELAND: So I think -- well, so I put the real hard sell on them.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: Pm the pushy New Yorker, so that's -JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: -- that what I do in this team.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes.
ROB COPELAND: And I told -JACQUIE MCNISH: Canadians arc incapable of being pushy.
ROB COPELAND: That's [INDISCERNIBLE] yeah, you're -- whatever you're doing is extremely
effective so please don't change on my behalf
JACQUIE MCNISH: No.
ROB COPELAND: So I think Darrell -- I told Darrell that I was not willing to put my name out there
for people who were not willing to put their own
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102:35:031
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: And he said that he will almost definitely be willing to say that he's talking to
JSOT, but he is not willing it say that he's talking to the Toronto police. And I said, fi ne
JACQUIE MCNISH: They lose their privilege if they do that though, so -ROB COPELAND: There's a word for it, he told me. It's something privilege.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: I might have it in my notes somewhere. He said according to his lawyer, well, he
can't do it for the police but he can do it for JSOT.
102:35:321
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: And I'm not going to give him contrary legal advice -JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: -- because it's in our favor. But yeah, it's something privilege. He also said if you
got sued, of course, I would be willing to go on record.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Little late for us.
ROB COPELAND: And I said, well, let's just assume -- yeah, I was like why don't we try to not get
sued by -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: -- you doing it in advance. And then this guy Jeff McFarland is willing to say on
the record that he filed an OSC claim.
102:36:031
JACQUIE MCNISH: And what does that mean9
ROB COPELAND: That he tiled an OSC whistleblower.
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JAClQUIF. MCNISH: Okay. An OSC -- yeah, he filed a whistleblower complaint to the OSC under
their whistleblower program?
ROB COPELAND: Correct.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: And he says -- so he says he was the first one to do that.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And that was in November?
ROB COPELAND: That was in November.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: Since then I went through the list

th him.

j02:36:301
It's your friend Con

's Jeff, it's my original guy, it's Darrell, and then it is Kevin Bowman.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Who I'm told is a complete nutter.
ROB COPELAND: Well, takes one to know one. I don't know.
JACQUIE MCNISH: No, it's often they are, right -ROB COPELAND: Yeah.
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- because who in their right mind would do something like this?
ROB COPELAND: So McFarland said he started a new company and Newt sued not just him, he sued
his wife.
102:37:031
JACQUIE MCNISH: Who's -- who Jeff?
ROB COPELAND: He sued his warehouse employee -JACQUIE MCNISH: Jeff?
ROB COPELAND:
COPE
Yeah. Jeff, yeah.
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JACQUIE MCNISH: I heard that a wife had been sued as well. Okay.
ROB COPELAND: He said the warehouse employees were sued.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, my God. That's amazing.
ROB COPELAND: The warehouse employees' families.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: So its impossible to get anyone to work for me -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: -- because you're basically saying -JACQUIE MCNISH: That's unbelievable.
ROB COPELAND: And he said -- yeah, I mean the actual -- the sob story of a lot of these borrowers is
not that interesting to me
102:37:331
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: Ifs like okay -JACQUIE MCNISH: It's the extent to which he will go that's interesting.
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, and then Jeff has this wonderful advantage which is because he knows the
company that was seized from him -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: -- he knows how useless it is.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: How worthless it is.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Which one was his?
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ROB COPELAND: His was the X I think.
JACQUIE MCNISH: XTG-1
ROB COPELAND: [INDISCERNIBLE]
JACQUIE MCNISH: I think Bowman was Xchange which is the computer leasing.
ROB COPELAND: Bowman was Xchange.
102:38:001
Oh, God, I should know this off the top of my head by now, but I'm [INDISCERNIBLE] -JACQUIE MCNISH: I know. I feel like I'm learning about this company on the fly.
ROB COPELAND: Its very on the fly.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: TriathlonCC -- what is this? Yeah, Triathlon Computer.
102:38:311
Oh, that's his new company.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: His new company is Triathlon Computer.
JACQUIE MCNISII: Yeah. I'm pretty sure he was XTG.
ROB COPELAND: He was XTG, okay. He -JACQUIE MCNISH: No, no, no. Xchange, sorry.
ROB COPELAND: Xchange.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: So he as part of his OSC complaint, which he'll send us in which I think we might
be able to quote from -4-1
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay
ROB COPELAND: -- he watches it all go through Callidus because Callidus has the IPO -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: -- like right as they've taken the company so he -- they give a lot to -- a lot
information about it.
102:39:02
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: So he tracks it and he sees how even though he knows that there's nothing left, that
they're holding it for $66 million and they sell it to Catalyst for $101 million. And he's like, you know,
the company has never made money under them.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: This is like -- and he said -- and they haven't sold it to anyone. So this is just their
own -- it's not as if they found someone to buy it for $101 million. \
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right
102:39:321
ROB COPELAND: Then it would be good for you. It's just themselves. So he goes through all of this -JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: -- in his complaint apparently.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, Xchange is X-C-H-A-N-G-E Technology Group. and they're based in
Morrisville, North Carolina. Maybe that's not -- oh, Kevin Bowman is Aiken, A-L-K-E-N. Its an oil
services company in Pekisko, P-E-K-I-S-K-O, Ranch, Limited.
102: 40: 071
Confidentia
And I was told i source hat he was in serious financial condition. Got a distress loan and couldn't save
his business. Rut s just so offended at how Callidus accounted for the business that he's starting to go
on the attack. The one that's interesting is [PH] Gray Aqua, that's the fish.
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102:40:311
ESCO Marine is not the fish. But I just love the, you know, valuing, you know, baby fish at $100 million
or whatever it was.
ROB COPELAND: Yeah.
JACQUIE MCNISH: It just really illustrates the story. Like it's just a no brainer.
ROB COPELAND: So I think we need to do one other thing.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: And I think it can wait for Monday.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: I think you've got to reach out to Newt himself
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAN D: Because standards is going to say have we made any effort to reach himJACQUIE MCNISH: Right
102:41:001
ROB COPELAND: And if he doesn't -- we actually let him not respond for days -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: -- I think what they're going to say.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: So let's just get that out of the way. He must know -- 1 mean I'm sure he knows.
JACQUIE MCNISH: [PH] No. Well, we've reached out to his PR person and his -ROB COPELAND: Yeah, there you go.
JACQUIE MCNISH:

chief corporate counsel. So we've done those -46
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ROB COPELAND: Yeah. That's -JACQUIE MCNISH: -- had two conversations. And it really feels like the rats are fleeing the ship. I'm
told that _.
-- excuse me. Jim Riley, who I know -- I once knew very well, but I've just sort of steered
clear of im because he's become such a loose cannon, and he's got really in trouble in the court case that
I was telling you about earlier today.

Fili

102:41:381
This was cm the West Face lawsuit over Wind Mobile, and they waltzed in to an in-chamber meeting.
You had this top judge in Ontario set aside four days which is unusual here. And the lawyer walks in and
says, well, we've all agreed to an adjournment, why are we here? And the judge said -- and the
[INDISCERNIBLE] -- [PH] I was speaking to Confidential source privilege
, and he said I never
agreed to that.
102:42:011
And the judge said I never agreed to that. You've got 10 minutes. Get your robes on. And he said I
don't have my robes, you know? And so they come back at two, and still doesn't have his robes and Jim
Riley says we had an agreement. You know, I refuse. They violated the agreement. We should be
challenging them. And the judge barhequed him. Said he basically lied.
ROB COPELAND: Sure.
JACQUIE MCNISH: You know, like just -- like the stupidity.
ROB COPELAND: [INDISCERNIBLE]
JACQUIE MCNISH: There are a couple of websites that have a lot of this litigation
102:42:311
Confidential source privilege
And apparently in one cross-examination
he
talked about 20 lawsuits going on at the time, so -- which doesn't sound like a lot but for Canada it is.
ROB COPELAND: No, that sounds like a lot.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: Don't worry.
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J AC1Q ILI IF. MCNISH: So I'm going to go -- I'm going to go try and piece through those things. I'm
going to try and get out of here by -- what time is it? By probably 5:15 so I'm happy to call him on
Monday. What do you think practically we have left to do?
102:43:021
We got to reach out to Newton.
ROB COPELAND: I think -- and we got to say to Newton we are willing to sit down and do an
interview.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: Because we have to let him say that he's thinking about -- like I'm just thinking that -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right
ROB COPELAND: -- they're going to be like -JACQUIE MCNISH: Right
ROB COPELAND: Did you just give him a list of facts, or did you say you're willing to hear him out?
So -JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: And I think that's -- he's reckless enough that, who knows, he might say yes.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: So [INDISCERNIBLE] do that. I'm going to start writing more on the story.
102:43:32
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And I will go through the -- try and be efficient about getting documents,
showing, you know, active litigator. And I have got access now to the affidavit by this guy Moysie who
the judge, [PH] Judge Nubald again, said this guy tried to, you know, Newton. tried to destroy his life,
and found in his favor.
102:44:021
And the affidavit describes the work environment, how hostile it was. And chairs being thrown, and, you
know, get those details.
4$
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ROB COPELAND: What does Catalyst say in response to that? Do they [INDISCERNIBLE]?
JACQUIE MCNISH: I will ask them those questions.
ROB COPELAND: Okay, fair enough.
JACQUIE MCNISH: What they said in the Boyer case who cited an example where one executive
physically attacked another, they never denied that.
102:44:381
What they said is that we work in sort of a high pressure environment and tempers flare. So they didn't
dispute that claim by him. It was in his initial claim. [PH] Included this, you know, said -- outlined
physical violence between two executives. And Callidus didn't deny it, but we'll specifically ask.
102:45:021
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, we'll give them all that. I think that practically speaking, there's so much to
get into a first story that it's like -.JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: -- it's all -- we'll have -- yeah we'll have enough.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: Can we confirm by the way? I just love this detail that Newton won't let his friends
take photographs of him?
JACQUIE MCNISII: What he said to me was, when 1 first interviewed him, I will never let you take a
photograph of me because if my photo is in the paper I will be deluged by women who want my money.
102:45:39i
I mean he said that to me.
ROB COPELAND: Why not, men, Newt. Come on, you're such a looker, I'm sure men too. Take all
corners
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. You know [PH] once told a reporter. you know? And we can -- I don't
think we'd have to say, you know, he refuses to let people take photographs. He's just so -- I don't know
if media shy is the right word.
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102:46:041
But I think we could say media shy. From time to time he does speak, but he's so, you know, sensitive
about his image or whatever that, you know, does not allow media to take a picture he told one reporter,
blah, blah, blah.
ROB COPELAND: Okay, we can probably do that.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, I'm down for that.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: I'm looking for like one -- I also like -- someone told me that he tells people he's a
billionaire.
JACQUIE MCNISH: He tells people that he's the Goldman Sachs of Canada
102:46:301
And they're the most successful hedge fund. I don't know about billionaire. I'll ask people.
ROB COPELAND: Do we have -- I'm going to start being like beyond annoying.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. No, that's not annoying at all.
ROB COPELAND: Who has he told that he is the Goldman Sachs of Canada'
JACQUIE MCNISII: That was a class that I teach.
ROB COPELAND: Right, right, right.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes. And there were lots of people there when he said that. And I can double
check with my co-teacher who is the former chairman of the Ontario Securities Commission.
102:47:041
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, let's get -- so that when someone annoying asks us -JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
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ROB COPEI,AND: -- how we know that, that we [INDISCERNIBLE] I love that.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: That -- it was described -- himself or Catalyst as the Goldman Sachs of Canada?
JACQUIE MCNISH: Catalyst.
ROB COPELAND: Okay.
JACQUIE MCNISII: Just once described.
ROB COPELAND: I'd love to get that in a headline.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
102:47:301
ROB COPELAND: Goldman Sachs -JACQUIE MCNISH: And I'll check with my co-professor to make sure he agrees with my memory. I
mean it was seared into my mind at the time. And what my -- what Ed said when he left the room, which
I don't think we can use, was that basically everything he said don't believe.
ROB COPELAND: The lead that I would love to write at some point is Newton Glassman frequently
tells associates he is a billionaire.
102:48:051
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: Period. lie is not. Period.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAND: And do we know that?
ROB COPELAND: I mean he's not a billionaire
personal ownership of Callidus stock aren't.

f his personal nvestments in Catalyst and his

JACQUIE MCNISH: Right.
ROB COPELAN D: Do you know I'm not a billionaire?
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Well, I just don't know hat other assets he's had as a result of reaping the
harvest of his profitable endeavors.
102:48:331
ROB COPELAND: True. I guess. Well, we can always ask if he's a billionaire.
JAC U I E MCNISH: So the other thin g that I was told, and I will be able to confirm because
He started out a McCarthy Tetrault, which is a big
corporate law firm here. and he never finished his articles, and he never actually was accredited lawyer
even though he calls himself a lawyer.
ROB COPELAND: Oh.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: No?
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yep.
ROB COPELAN D: Why is that not the lead? Newton Glassman calls himself both a billionaire and a
lawyer.
IO2:49:03I
JACQUIE MCNISH: Well, let's see -ROB COPELAND: He is neither.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I have to check on the lawyer thing.
ROB COPELAND: Newton Glassman, lawyer. Does he put it on his -JACQU I E MCNISH: I have a lot of lawyers.
ROB COPELAND: A lawyer by training.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes.
ROB COPELAND: Well -102:49:30I
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All right, so we'll think about it
JACQUIE MCNISH: Is he 62?
ROB COPELAND: This is -JACQUIE MCNISH: He's 62? What? I had no idea he was that old. I thought he was younger than
me.
ROB COPELAND: And let me ask -knows.

ask the research team to pull a background check. Who

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And I will talk to

Confidential source
privilege

ROB COPELAND: Okay.

Confidential source privilege
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- who is
a very trusted source. I said. look, we're hearing this Is it true'? And he goes, God, I hope so

d he's

102:50:001
He said he is so reviled in this town. Okay, now wait
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, that's what we need to [INDISCERNIBLE] at in a really colorful way, in a
really brief way.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: And the first story is how do we communicate really succinctly just how hated he
is?
JACQUIE MCNISH: Well, I think he just inspires fear because of the way he goes after -- the tactics
he will use. And the Moysie example, like this kid was 25, and, you know, they just, you know, as the
judge said, he was trying to destroy this young man's life.
102:50:321
ROB COPELAND: Yikes.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Let me just see. Newton Glassman. Okay, we called it -- the Globe
called it the second largest private equity firm in Canada.
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102:51:031
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, and I got -- I pulled rankings from [PH] Preqin he's one of the most frequent
fundraisers. Wait, what's the biggest private equity firm in Canada?
JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, my God, [PH] this is going to barf. This was written by a guy who's now -it was written by a guy at the Globe who's now in PR and they referred to him as a soft spoken man who
has a touch of a cherub in him. Oh, my God.
ROB COPELAND: Oh, my God.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, my God.
ROB COPELAND: Only if he killed a cherub -102:51:311
JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, my God.
ROB COPELAND: -- and ate him.
JACQUIE MCNISH: For breakfast.
ROB COPELAND: Yeah. Like -JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, my God. I remember reading this thinking, you know, the Globe just [PH]
peaked on it. This is so bad. Okay.
ROB COPELAND: [INDISCERNIBLE] have my promise I will never call him that.
JACQUIE MCNISH: He said after law school at University of Toronto he didn't want to be a lawyer,
and he went on to business school at Wharton. So he said in interviews that he was a lawyer. Education,
law degree from the University of Toronto. Undergraduate degree from Toronto Career.
[02:52:03i
So it says he has a law degree but he didn't complete his articles. So it's -ROB COPELAND: He might technically have the degree though.
JACQUIE MCNISH: He says he was at Clerberus. Does Feinberg know him?
5-1
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ROB COPELAND: They do share some -JACQUIE MCNISH: Deals'
ROB COPELAND: -- similarity -- no, in temperament.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: I can call over there. They're not usually tremendously -JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: -- helpful.
102:52:301
JACQUIE MCNISH: Confid was very chatty. He said that he worked briefly at Sprott which is sort of

ROB COPELAND: Oh, yeah, I know Sprott.
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- an adventurous brokerage firm here, and he was an investment banking and he
was working on company called Slater Steel which had its own issues. And they were in a transaction
and they needed a better stock price. So as an investment banker he phoned the desk and said you're
going to buy Slater Steel stock tomorrow, and the guy said, well, you know, were on the touch list
because we're advising them. He said, I don't care, buy it.
102:53:021
And then he was fired right after that because -- yeah. I just think he -ROB COPELAND: You know, you've given me a good reminder.
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- has no compass.
ROB COPELAND: I know someone who
building in New York with me.

Confidential source privilege

He's actually based in this

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: Their asset management is based here. I'll call him.
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: That's a good idea
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. We need -- yeah, I think that if we can just get the judgments, you know,
quoting the judgement saying, you know, what he says isn't true. And that he says -- he said himself
under cross examination, you know, at one time he said he had 20 different lawsuits going.
102:53: 311
But this, you know, suing the wife, suing the warehouse, suing the employees, that's just says it all. You
just need a couple of those examples.
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, agreed.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB COPELAND: Okay, will do it.
JACQUIE MCNISH: All right. So I'm going to reach out tog
I think I should mention your name
at this point, that I'm working with you on it and that were prepared to sit down and do an interview.
ROB COPELAND: Yep.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay?
ROB COPELAND: Sounds good to me.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. I'll do that on Monday.
ROB COPELAND: But feel free --just between us, you know, [INDISCERNIBLE] if he calls me, I
will literally not pick up the phone.
102:54:011
Confiden
hal
JACQUIE MCNISH:
ROB COPELAND: Yeah. So -JACQUIE MCNISH: And does he know that?
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ROB COPEI,AND: [INDISCERNIBLE]
JACQUIE MCNISH: I won't say it to him. Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: I don't think hell -- this is my attitude, people are entitled to a lawyer in court.
You're not entitled to a lying PR person.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right. No, I -ROB COPELAND: [PH] Sorry, this is the law.
JACQUIE MCNISH: What I say to people you lie to me, I'll go public with the lie.
ROB COPELAND: Yeah, exactly.
JACQUIE MCNISH: You know9 So -ROB COPELAND: There you go.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah.
ROB COPELAND: Okay, sounds good. If I don't talk to you, you have a wonderful weekend.
JACQUIE MCNISH: You too, thanks, Rob.
ROB COPELAND: Talk to you soon.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Bye
[NO DIALOGUE]
103:10:31i
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MALE I: You know what? I don't want to misstate it. I don t recall off the top of my head. I can try
and find out.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, and so, these would be individuals that lost their businesses under the
terms of the loans and the behaviors of Callidus.
MALE I: Yes. I mean, this is all set out in a statement of defense Confidential source privilege
JACQUIE MCNISH: Which one?
MALE I: That would be the OPES, 0-P-E-S.
JACQUIE MCNISH: OPES.
100:00:301
MALE I: This was a coal mine in Kentucky. [he guarantors were here in Toronto
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And it would -- who would be the plaintiff?
MALE I: The plaintiff is Callidus.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Calhdus' Okay. Oh, they launched in order to take possession of -MALE I: No, they took possession of it down in Kentucky. They launched a 525,000,000 action here
on the guarantees.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
MALE I: So that sets out in some significant detail.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Which court would that be -MALE I: Superior Court
100:01:001
JACQUIE MCNISH: Would it possible to get a copy from your office? It's just a nightmare trying to
get stuff from the courts.
MALE I: Yep, sure.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I could go pick it up if hey let me know when it's available because I'm
downtown.
MALE I: I'll see if I can get it emailed to you.
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JACQUIE MCNISH: All right. So what kinds of questions have they been asking? Is it into the
conduct of taking -MALE 1: It's the manner in which the loans were induced. The subsequent conduct in terms of we
promised we're going to give you X numbers of dollars. They don't. They dripped the funds
100:01:301
We have a fair number of documents in evidence that they knew these businesses were failing, and yet
they didn't do it. There's actually a fabulous decision by a judge in Texas.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, this is on the XTG?
MALE 1: No, not XTG. XTG is [PH] McFarland. This one is [PH] Esko Marine.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Esko Marine, that's right. Now is that the fish farm, or is that -100:02:00]
MALE 1: No, that was -- they restore or take a part old battle ships, and they had government
contracts, and the court just land basted them for their conduct.
JACQUIE MCNISH: And was it a lower court, or was it a -MALE 1: Well, I think it was a court of first sentence because they brought an action for summary
judgment
JACQUIE MCNISH: What was the -100:02:30]
MALE 1: I can try and get you the Esko [INDISCERNIBLE].
JACQUIE MCNISH: Thank you very much for that, because we understand the thrust of what they're
most interested in how Callidus values its assets. They have these yield enhancements, and you've read
the whistleblower report and so have I. Have Confidential been approached on that basis by their
regulators? Are they looking -MALE 1: I don't know
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
MALE 1: I can tell you that, for example, in the OPES and LEVITT file, they valued the assets at close
to $150,000,000.
100:03:081
2
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And I think it got sold for nothing, or next to nothing, and they're not even denying it.
JACQUIE MCNISH: And is that a conversation that the regulators would've had with them?
MALE 1: They've got a copy of my statement of defense, and I know the notion of valuations is part of
the whistleblower.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, but I just wondered if Confidential had been questioned on that. We just
have to be very careful here.
100:03:32I
MALE 1: As I said, I'll find out exactly what he did. I know that he personally files one of the
complaints [PH] even though there's no name.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, so did -- so you think confidential source approached by the OSC?
MALE I: I don't know which came first, whether they went to them or it was the other way around. I
suspect, if I had to guess, I think that the OSC did not come to them I don't think Callidus was on their
radar.
100:04:041
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, because what we're trying to figure out is we think that initial complaints
were filed probably in November, and the whistleblower report -MALE I: The whistleblower report was just recently.
JACQUIE MCNISH: In May, we were told.
MALE 1: Yeah.
JACQUIE MCNISH: And I wonder if since then there has been any questions -MALE I: I'll ask [PH] Darryl.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. All right, well this gives me a start So Confidential went and complained
in November about -100:04:311
MALE I: And I know they've had a conversation with the police.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And do you know was it the Toronto or Serious -MALE 1: Toronto.
3
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And do you know when approximately that was?
MALE I: I think they've had more than one conversation.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. If we could narrow that down as to how many times and when, that
would be very helpful just so that we can -MALE I: Why don't you do me a favor, I'm just standing out here on the dock, just send me a quick
email. You've got my email address.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Do you really want to get an email from me, though, on this?
MALE 1: Yeah. Well, just send me an email saying these are the things we need answered and I'll take
care of it right away.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I won't put any corporate names.
[00:05:02]
MALE 1: No, no.
JACQUIE MCNISH: All right, thank you very much.
MALE I: Okay? Just so I remember exactly what it is.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, bye.
MALE 1: Bye.
[00:05:30]
[NO DIALOGUE]
100:19:301
ROB: Hey.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Hey, so I've got good news and bad news. Which one do you want first?
ROB: Surprise me, whatever you'd like.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Well, I'll give you the bad news first because it's sort of the chronological
progression. So, my source says Reuters was asking the exact same questions. They were talking about
JSOT and Toronto Police and the OSC, and he said they don't have primary sources, they're just hearing
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it from the guarantors or the people that are part of these many lawsuits against Callidus for wrongful
possession of their businesses.
100: 20: 101
And he said you've got nothing -- there's nothing there. I'm not aware of it. No one's approached me,
and I think I would know. I'm Confidential source
They're doing a good job, and they're making
money And he wasn't hostile. He did concede that the lawsuit against Boyer made no sense, and to be
suing him for $150,000,000 was ludicrous. And I said doesn't that give you pause for concern about are
they desperate, or what's going on here? And I was very careful. I always am careful, even when I go to
a trusted source and you're in a small board room with a conference call because you just never know
who else is listening.
ROB: Totally.
JACQU I E MCN I SH: Yeah. So, I was just very careful with him and I just let him talk, and I said,
"Well, we're pretty comfortable with our sourcing on this We're not getting this from the guarantors,
and it's not part of a market manipulation like you're alleging."
100:21:081
And I said, "I've heard that a million times in my career. I would encourage you to pay attention to this."
ROB: Sure.
JACQUI E MCNISH: And he said, "Well, I haven't heard anything I have no reason not to believe
him, but he may well -- he encouraged me to talk to [PH] Dan Gonyea. I also know [PH] Jim Riley,
who's the number two person there, but I'm not ready to go there yet.
100:21:32
So the good news is I talked to Confidential I was referred to this morning, who I thought represented
Confidential source privilege
the investors. He doesn't. He represents
Confidential source
of their businesses, and he said that his clients have been approached by the Toronto
Criminal Police, the Serious Crimes Divisions. And he's going to go back to them and ask them
specifically when they were approached and what they were asking.
100:22:021
And I said what we need to know were they asking about how they valued assets. And he said, "Yes, I
believe that was part of it," and he talked about this company called OPES, 0-P-E-S, which is a coal
mine, and he says that -- it's called the OPES-LEVITT file. He says Callidus valued the business at
$150,000,000 and it was sold for nothing, and it had absolutely no value. And he thinks that that's the
sort of thing they were talking about, but I need to hear back from him on that.
100:22:331
-s
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ROB: Was thi

Confidential source

just heard from the police, they didn't hear from the OSC or the --

JACQ U I E MCN IS H: That's his understanding. He has the whistleblower's report as well. He's
familiar with it, and he also been told that the -- he understands from his clients at the OSC, JSOT and the
Toronto Police are involved but he couldn't say specifically how they know. So he also said that Reuters
was talking to him, but they got cold feet and they're not publishing the story.
100:23:031
ROB: Yeah, that jives with that I've heard.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, so they clearly have the emails as well. I never said emails to anyone, but
all I said was -ROB: [PH] That could be.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I don't know. I just assumed that -- I don't know. How else would they know
about JSOT and the OSC?
ROB: Whistleblower could've told them.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, okay. So you feel really good about those emails?
100:23:30
ROB: Yeah. I mean, I don't know if Reuters has been worried, or if Reuters feels the same way that I
do, but they're clearly true emails. There's just no way. I think that's pretty good news.
JACQUIE MCNISII: I think it is, too.
ROB: I don't mind the bad news.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I just wanted to give it to you as it was, and I didn't go out of there thinking,
- Well shit," I just went out disappointed that I couldn't come back with clear information
100:24:00
So I don't know if he's lying to me, or he's in complete denial. I think he's in a place where he just
Confidential source
knows what he needs to know
properly. Like, he really is a highly regarded
Confidential source privilege
ROB: Sure, and it's also possible that he doesn't know.
JACQUIE MCN I S H: Yeah, it is possible, and it's possible that they don't know yet
ROB: I mean, they must have heavy suspicions at this point given the number of -6
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j00:24:311
JACQUIE MCNISH: You know, they put it all down to West Face. And there's an organization up
here called VERITAS Research, which has been -- he's suing them for liable. Their people I've known
for a long time. They're really thorough, deep, independent financial analysts who do the hard stuff, and
this is life threatening for them, that lawsuit. And yes, we both know that Greg Boland and West Face
has got a crusade against Glassman, but so be it
100: 25: 071
I heard a lot about the money that Glassman has donated to charity over the years, but that's fine. I just
said we've got to have the full picture. Tell me what else -ROB: That's just a sleazy -- I can say that because I'm sitting in New York. That's a really sleazy
defense.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah I know. It seemed like that's the best -- I said just tell me about him. Why
does he make people so mad? And when we were going down the elevator in his office tower, there's a
very important decision -- well, it won't be important to you.
100:25:351
But there was a decision that came out in a West Face-Capital fight over telecommunication assets, and
West Face prevailed at every level. And the Superior Court judge basically said they just didn't trust
anything that Glassman said, and this was involving a lawsuit over an employee that Boland had hired
from Catalyst and basically they tried to ruin this kid's life
100:26:041
And he cleaned his hard drive because he had porn on it and he was about to be married and he was really
worried. It was just a mess.
ROB: Oh my goodness. What a world there.
JACQUIE MCNISH: The judge gave damages of something like $300,000 to him saying Glassman
basically set out to ruin this guy's life. And West Face paid for his legal bills, but they didn't indemnify
him, and the judge basically said it's the right thing
100:26:331
Now, Newton is appealing, but it -- when that happened two years ago that was circulated a lot. People
talked about that a lot because Ontario judges just don't talk like that, or use language like that in their
decisions.
ROB: You really taught me --just from this short week, you've taught me so much about Ontario
7
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Just the beginning of your indoctrination.
ROB: I don't know. I'm so naive, I was sitting here, like, well, Canada seems like a place that does
things by the book, and we definitely have our political troubles down here right now and -100:27:031
JACQUIE MCNISH: Well we do, do things by the book -ROB: But now you're, like, in Canada you can get away with murder in the fi rst degree if you -JACQUIE MCN I S H: No, murder they get you. [PH] Security's firm, they're not -- the difference, I
mean, I'm a dual citizen. I've worked in both countries. The difference between Canada and the U S
when it comes to situations like this, if you want to be a securities litigator, where's the number one place
you're going to go work? The Department of Justice, or the SEC, and nobody ever went of the OSC.
100:27:311
I mean, it was just the drags from the law school classes because you would not get a job on Bay Street.
You would not get one And it was just this -- it was a club, and nobody crossed the club. I have seen
that unfold. I know people that couldn't get jobs after they were high profile successful enforcement
directors at the OSC Those days are changing, but still there's a little bit of that don't do there, but
Newton has no -- there's not a lot of good will towards him in this place.
100:28:031
ROB: Let's assume that Reuters already made all these calls, but if you just called the front door of
these various organizations, is there any shot they would just say yeah, we're not going to fight you on
that?
JACQUIE MCN I S H: I don't think so. In the old -- a couple of years ago they would've, because I
know people. I know someone who works for the RSMP that used to work for the -- and he hasn't
gotten back to me and he does fraud stuff for them and he would know about this, but he may be on
holiday.
100: 28: 321
Confidential source privilege
I should call him again because I called him last week, and he used to be
So he's great, but there was a witch hunt as to who -- some of my sources were an a ey a

Con d

ROB: You're too good. This is what happens. That's a compliment
JACQUIE MCNISH: No I don't take it that way. I think it's a sad state of affairs because they make
fun of the OSC here, and then when they OSC actually does something they think they're over zealous.
So. it's just a lose-lose situation --
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100:29:02i
ROB: Right.
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- for the regulator. They can't do anything right. And that's why I was so
hardened when I heard you say all these people were involved. But doesn't it feel to you like its early
IF they got that report in May -- so anyway, I'll report to you as soon as I hear back From Con
as to the when and he's going to try and specific names of who approached them, and I'll cross
reference them with some of the names you gave me.
100: 29: 311
ROB: And the other thing would be if -- let's assume that
hat he may tell Newt or Dan Gonyea, or whatever.

Conf

Confidential source privilege

JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh no, he will.
ROB: So I think if either of them calls you, I don't think we can quite say to them that we won't talk to
them about it. So I would just, if I were you, I would not do an interview or anything, but you can just
tell them that we, of course, before we publish or anything we give people a chance to comment
100: 30: 031
JACQUIE MCNISH: I'll just tell them
still doing my research. At this point, I'm not too sure
where this is going. We have certain information and I would give you every opportunity, but I don't
want to waste anyone's time right now because we're still investigating.
ROB: Perfect, perfect, yeah. I just don't want them to complain over here and to somehow send
somebody saying that we refused to talk to them or something.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Right, and. I mean, I have a natural excuse for not returning Dan Gonyea's call
last week, and Confidenttal said, -You've got to call Dan So, I don't know quite what to do about that.
I think he'll call me.
100:30:331
ROB: I was going to say, you can call him -- you can wait for him to call you.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah, I think that's right.
ROB: He has no -- I mean, he's third-party PR person. He has no -- we don't have to talk to him about
anything.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah. I'll just say, "Look, it's early days And I told Confidential the truth, I
said, "I just found out about this last week." And I told him that was I working
h a colleague in the
States, but I didn't say who it was -9
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ROB: Sure
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- and I also made it that
hope I'm right.

e were very eompostable with our information. I

100:31:031
ROB: I am very comfortable with it. I don't have

it doesn't usually come this clean, honestly.

JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, all right.

Solicitor client privilege
ROB: Sure, sure.
JACQUIE MCNISH: I hope you appreciate -- [PH] Ben, I don't mean that in anyway to be critical of
you, just -100:31:331
ROB: No, no.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, good We're on the same page then.
ROB: Okay.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Thanks.
ROB: Cool, talk soon.
100:32:001
[NO DIALOGUE]
100:45:001
JACQUIE MCNISH: Jacquie McNish.
ROB: Hey, it's [PH] Rob.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Hi.
10
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ROB: Okay, I have an answer to one of our unanswered questions.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay?
ROB: Why did they sue Boyer for a $150,000,000?
JACQUIE MCNISH: To make it look like he committed the fraud?
100:45:311
ROB: Well, yes. Also, apparently Boyer, prior to the lawsuit, filed his own whistleblower complaint.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh my God, okay.
ROB: I don't have that on double sourcing, so I don't know if his lawyer could just cough in the right
order.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. Do you know when?
ROB: Prior to May.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, so that -100:46:021
ROB: And prior to this other whistleblower thing.
JACQUIE MCNISH: So there would be two whistleblowers then?
ROB: Correct, and one internal and one external.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, so -ROB: And that's why he then put the stuff about the investigations in his counter because it was, like, he
didn't put it in the first one. He didn't put it in just the statement of claim.
JACQUIE MCNISH: So tell me -- I mean, I'm immediately drawn, in my salacious, fevered mind to
assaults and aggressiveness. We can use that can't we?
100:46:371
ROB: Oh yeah.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB: Anything that's factual is just

• 's not defaming -- you can't defame someone with the truth.
11
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JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, so, are you satisfied if I go back to my source and say -- how sure are we
about this?
100:47:001
ROB: I mean, I'd like someone who touches him to confirm it to on [PH] background.
JACQUIE MCNISH: No, I know, but you feel you've got a really good source on this?
ROB: Yeah, I mean, he said that's what his understanding is.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And you think that person has the right knowledge?
ROB: Yeah.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB: I mean, look, if the lawyer for Boyer says, "Jacquie, it's not true. I wouldn't do it."
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. If you don't mind, I'm going to wait until tomorrow. I don't want to ROB: That's totally tine.
JACQUIE MCNISH: -- be harassing this guy, and there may be other things that come up.
100:47:321
ROB: Sure
JACQUIE MCN I S I I: So I would probably do something like, look, we have just learned this. It's
important to our research. We trust our source on this. I'm going to tell you what I know and if you
disagree say something
ROB: Perfect
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay?
ROB: Perfect, that's flawless.
JACQUIE MCNISH: All right, that way he doesn't have to say anything.
ROB: Correct.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
12
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ROB: And he, honestly, would want to say something, even if it's not true because it doesn't help Boyer
to have that out there.
100: 48: 011
JACQUIE MCNISH: No. What we don't know was it a written complaint, or did he contact them'
And we don't know what he contacted them about.
ROB: No, but we could -JACQUIE MCNISH: I'm not saying that -ROB: There's a formal whistleblower program.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes there is It's relatively new
ROB: So, we probably wouldn't even say his -- I'm willing to say that we don't even need to say that he
filed a whistleblower. We just say that -JACQUIE MCNISH: We just say he approached the regulators.
ROB: Do we even -- I mean, if we just said -JACQUIE MCNISH: Oh, there were two Okay.
100:48:321
ROB: There were two. and one was from a former employee.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay.
ROB: I'm willing to be reasonable among friends
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. I really trust this guy. I can't say enough about his integrity. I think he's
doing exactly the right thing for Confidenti . He's not a talkative person, but he has helped me very much
on other sensitive issues where his sense of justice was offended. And he's really offended about the way
Newton has behaved here.
100:49:031
ROB: Well, what's happening is if they're trying to raise the fund in September, then I think all these
guys who were maybe satisfied to just let the legal system do its work.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Yeah. He -- I'm sorry, you reminded me of something else that this guy said to
He said that they're not raising the fund right now. They're still in the investment stage
with fund to five, and I don't think this is going to happen until 2018

rpe Confidential
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100:49:341
ROB: It doesn't matter. We can still say, "Has discussed raising as fund as soon as. . ."
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay. And so, this is one of the questions when can ask when we go in the front
door, "Are you still doing that?"
ROB: Yeah, I mean, they couldn't possibly say on the record that they haven't discussed raising [PH] to
fund six.
JACQUIE MCNISH: Okay, all right. Okay, good to know what the nuance is. All right, that's very
interesting.
ROB: I'll leave the Ontario expertise to you. Leave the semantics of the alternative investment industry
to Inc.
100:50:031
JACQUIE MCNISH: I will, okay.
ROB: All right, great Talk to you soon
JACQUIE MCNISH: Take care. Bye.
100: 50: 061
[NO DIALOGUE]
100:51:001

Not
relevant
1-1
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Not
relevant
101:42:321
MALE 3: Got you. So I just got a call from

Confidential source

JACQUIE MCNISH: Yes.
MALE 3: So I wanted to just kind of see -- I can walk you through some stuff absolutely on
background -- off the record, just to help out here, and go through some of the stuff that maybe
wouldn't be as direct on.

Con

101:43:00f
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JACQUIE MCN I S H: Okay. I, by the way, just got involved in this -101:43:051
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I was the first one through the gate...with the OSC I don't think they have any obligation to communicate with
the whistleblower but I would say if you were to read the content of my whistleblower complaint and stack it up
of what the 0Sc continuous disclosure review demanded of callidus
They manufactured earnings and called them yield enhancements..they were fored tor everse earnings
I filed osc claim November 16 and was the first one
He hasn't been talking to JSOT but Darryl is....i produced the charts for him...most of the Canadian borrowers
contributed to the US file
Interest level from law enforcement is v high...
Its clearly an issue
919-279-0443 fwds to mobile...don't worry

Jacqui: Kevi baumann is alken and I was told by Confi hat he was in serious financial condition

Jeff: Xchange started its relationship with the $12M buyout of the pnc note in 2012 .then 22m credit facility
later...went above and beyond that by early 2013

Nate: Boies schiller did not fund anything it was something that had been discussed .. all the borrowers were
thinking about whether they wanted to do a class action but boies schillerdidn't wind up doing it...I believe from
there they wanted to see if they filed something together...but everyones cases is so diff theres no opportunity

Our counsel says they have been...I don't think that our matter is going to be settled in a week....or if you do sit
down in a week the questions are going to be limited be if you look at all their earnings transcripts they really asy
that's just not public information, yes were not prepared to tell you
Blueberrie
As aprt of our settlement negotiations they've asked us to secretly gie us the names of the ppl involved in
leading the charge againt them...ive explained to our counsel id rather go bankrupt...that's their precondition to
a settlement...they asked if we were involved in leading the charge against them by the OSC....this was v recently
over the last couple days...it was based on todays ... our cases that deals with fraud and inducement will be dealt
with in court...I think they want to be able to establish a competent complaint....bc the best defense is an offense
I think a week is them trying to buy time
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Source
Jeff McFarlane (xChange Tech CEO)
Gerald (Bluberi CEO)
55

Notes
Glassman ued everyone even after he had already taken Jeff's company (
Has emails showing that Callidus intended to take his business and that he
A PE due-orligence firm had learned through a reference call with an ex-em

3randon Moyse
Former err ployee that Glassman had sued, accusing him of taking confide
Max Glassman
In college lewton Glassman sued his own Dad for back child support: http
Justice Neubold statements on Glassm"This laws) it was driven by Mr. Glassman. He was not able to accept that h
Justice Neubold statements on Glassrm"Dealing fi st with the evidence of the witness for the Plaintiff, I must say t
_aying on the horn
During a tt multuous time during the relationship between Callidus and a p
$1I3
Glassman )as claimed to be a billionaire (need to confirm source)-JM
'Buttercup"
Glassman. nickname is "buttercup" : http://business.financialpost.com/fi
According o BL, Glassman's wife is divorced from another lawyer in town.
Elorida Chopper
According o BL, Glassman owns a condo in Joe Lewis's exclusive Bahamas
Joe Lewis, Albany Bahamas
Waterski Boat for Cancer Kids
1elicopter

According o BL, Glassman donated a waterski boat to a camp for kids with
Glassman ,as a helicopter of his own that he parks outside his house. Pictu

tit his COO in the back of the head
- raig Boyer

He open h) nd swatted David Reese in the back of head with 30 Institution
Former SV 3 of originations sued Callidus for physical abuse among other t
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Xchange Technology) including suing Jeff's wife and all the employees at Jeff's new company, down to the wareho
"wouldn't be working there for long" despite telling Gerald to his face that they were looking forward to building
ployee that Glassman once threw a stapler at his head
ntial information with him. In the transcripts from the trial: "Do you recall joking....referring to Mr. Glassman as a
Wcaselaw.canada.globe24h.com/0/0/ontario/superior-court-of-justice/1983/05/09/glassman-v-glassman-and-gl
e lost his chance to acquire Wind by being outsmarted by someone else...He was certainly playing hardball attack
hat I had considerable difficulty accepting as reliable much of the evidence of Mr. Newton Glassman. He was aggr
ortfolio company (believe it was Bluberi) Craig Boyer, SVP at Callidus parked outside the office of the company an
nancial-post-magazine/the-fixer
The lawyer wanted to have his kids over Christmas down at his parents place in Fort Myers Florida. Newton soug
resort " Albany". https://albanybahamas.com. Glassman is very open about this when asked.
cancer on Lake Muskoka (camp Oochigeas?). Glassman was at his cottage on the lake and called the camp to ask i
re is available online. He owns 3 aircraft total (believed to be 2 helicopters and 1 plane)
al investors in the room. This was right after their IPO when they were trying to market Callidus to the institutiona
hings. Callidus countersued saying that Boyer committed fraud and forgery
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use line-workers
the business together with him
fatter, shorter Kim Jong II"? http://catalystlitigation.com/wp-content/uploads/Case1-2014-BrandonMoyse-and-W
assman-1983-1141-on-scshtml
ing the reputation and honesty of West Face. However, in spite of the best efforts of Catalyst's very able and skille
essive, argumentative, refused to make concessions that should have been made and contradicted his own statem
d blared his car horn and flashed his high beams at the companies offices for 2 hours

ht a court order seeking to force the ex husband to drive the kids to Ft Lauderdale because he wanted to chopper o
f they could take the boat out with the kids in the afternoon to drive by his cottage and have the kids wave at him
I crowd. David Reese apparently asked a question he didn't like.
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estFaceCapital/triahevidence/Trial-Transcripts/Day%206%20transcript%20-%2013%20.1une%202016.pdf
d lawyers, he utterly failed." httplicatalystlitigation.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Cost-Endorsement-of-lu
ents made contemporaneously in emails." httplicatalystlitigation.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Reasons-fo

ver to the Bahamas and he couldn't fly to Ft Myers without refueling the helicopter
in front of the girlfriend so he could tell her about the donation. They told him that's not really what they do so G
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stice-Newbould-7-October-2016.pdf
r-decision-ofklustice-Newbould pdf

lassman stopped making payments on the boat. Another donor had to step in to make payments on the boat to a
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void it being repossessed.
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Sent:
Mon, 31 Jul 2017 16:12:10 -0400
Subject: Re: Try this
Fran:
"McNish, Jacquie" <jacquie.mcnish@wsj.com>
To:
"Copeland, Rob" <rob.copeland@wsj.com>
haven't heard hack from Con d

et. I low are things othem iseN

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
st. unn wrote.

On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 4:1 I PM, Copeland, Rob <rob copelan
We are good on c°"fide9 and

Confidential

On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 3:30 PM, McNish, Jacquie <jacquie mcnislial:wsj corn> wrote
it is a good process

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-21R1
c: 647-2 le-L.7554
On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 3:28 PM, Copeland, Rob <rob copeland4r, vysj. corm wrote'
we will get through this!
On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 3:26 PM, McNish, Jacquie <Um c me sly

st coin> wrote.

sure, thanks fig doing this

.Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0: 416-306-2031
c: 647- 224- 7N54
On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 3 .24 PM, Copeland, Rob <rob copeltu

cgnv wrote:

lets keep it in our pocket for now someone may ask
On Mon, Jul 31, 2017 at 3:19 PM, McNish, Jacquie <lac:time me

h

sj coin> wrote.

Nice job. have two tweaks in blue. No you still want Ibllow ing
Callidus stock has fallen about 26% horn its peak in Januabv. the slide follow ed a disappointing first moiler during which it
reported a steep rmenue decline, a net income loss and loan losses which more than doubled from the previous year to
CI 19.1 million. !previous year loan losses were $7.8 millionI

DOW000581-0001; DOW000581-0001; DOW000581-0001
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Sent:
Subject:
Fran:
To:

Fri, 28 Jul 2017 14. 51.40 -0400
urgent request
"McNish, Jacquie" <iacquie.mcnIshAwsi com>e
osc.gov.on.ca>

Confide
I gather from yOur voicomail that you arc arruv. So is Con
else about. Where can I go from here?
lacquie

We have a story in final stages that I need to talk to you or someone

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554

DOW000637-0001; DOW000637-0001; DOW000637-0001
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From:
Jacquie McNish <jacguie.mcnish©wsj com>
Sent:
Fri, 11 Aug 2017 11 57 54 -0400
Subject: Re: CBL
To:
"Copeland, Rob" <rob copeland@wsi corn>
I'm guessing they were positive questions
On Aug I I, 2017, at 1 1:27 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob.copela d'r

s cow> wrote:

ONLY TWO ANALYSTS ASKED QUESTIONS.
What is going on up there!
On Fri,Aug 1 I, 2017 at 11:26 AM, Jacquie McNish <jacquie.menislicir. WSJ
Confidential
source

11 > wrote:

ays they blamed WSJ entirely for stock collapse

On Aug I I, 2017, at 10:34 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob copplandX(wsi corn> wrote:

Also there's this, in the MD&A:
"Salaries and wages corporate lending business for the current year-to-date
period increased S2.I million from the same period last year as a result of an
additional amount paid to key management personnel and a number of net
new hires in anticipation of and to accommodate growth in the loan
portfolio"
Except._ the loan portfolio isn't growing, it's shrinking. And they've paid themselves 25%
more ($2. IM) year over year to manage it

On Fri, Aug I I, 2017 at

19 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob copelanEdwsj coin> wrote:

Also there's something odd in "goodwill". They marked up goodwill 5x
since the start of this year.
I'm not so smart to know exactly what that means but I'm asking
On hi, Aug I I, 2017 at 8:58 AM, Jacquie McNish <jacquic.mcnishia wsi.com> wrote:
Yikes. Good take. I saw the credit line but didn't understand sionificance

Confidential source privilege
On Aug I I, 2017, at 8:05 AM, Rob Copeland <rob

pelandluxsj coni> wrote:

Here is a sources take:
It's way worse than that They issued I loan last quarter. ONE. And they have exactly
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

Wes Voorheis <wvoorheis@voorco.com>
Jacquie" lacgtue.mcnishawst com>
Thu, 10 Aug 2017 17:03:38 -0400
RE: Re.

Any time. 416-903-9256
From: McNish, Jacquie [mailto:jacguie.mcnish@wsj.com]
Sent: August 10, 2017 1:27 PM
To: Wes Voorheis
Subject: Re:
are you reachable?

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Wed, Aug 9, 2017 at 6: 14 PM, Wes Voorheis w\oorheisen \ oorco.com> wrote:
Nice. Let the games begin.
Good on you.
Sent from my iPhone

DOW000654-0001; DOW000654-0001; DOW000654-0001
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Sent:

Thu, 10 Aug 2017 11:41:47 -0400

Subject:
From:

Re: XTG
"McNish, Jacquie" iacguie.mcntsh@wsj com>
"Copeland, Rob" <rob copeland@wsi com>

To:
agreed

Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
0: 416-306-2031
c: 647-224-7554
On Thu, Aug 10, 2017 at 1 141 AM, Copeland, Rob ‹r ob.copeland:a sysi com> wrote:
Definitely don't need anything on record if that helps!
Just want to know what they are saying to clients, if anything in writing has been sent out etc
On Thu, Aug 10, 2017 at 1 1 :38 AM, McNish, Jacquie <jacquicincnislOi:wsi.com> wrote:

Confidential source privilege
Jacquie McNish
The Wall Street Journal
o: 416-306: 2031
c: 64.7-2 4-7554
On Thu, Aug 10, 2017 at 11 .37 AM, Copeland, Rob <rob cope!

l\ Si

com> wrote:

Ugh
We really need a current LP source in Catalyst. There must be a ton happening behind the scenes
today. Lemme see who I know
On Thu, Aug 10, 2017 at 10.56 AM, McNish, Jacquie ciacquie mciush:cfss

com> wrote:

someone sent me an excerpt from Callidus Q2 2015 earnings call. They are talking about XICi
Paul Holden: ereat. Okay. One final question for you, is there any update on the asset held for sale in moms ofthat realization
process'?
David Reese: Yeah, thanks, Paul. it's a great question. That company continues to trend very, very well. Its showing an
increased improvement and it's EBITDA getting great traction in the marketplace. We've made some management
changes at that company and they arc doing what we behest. arc all the right things and increasing the value of that
entity in the marketplace. And once we get to a number that we think is appropriate.
We would look at realizing on that company and then selling it out into the marketplace.
--less than year later, Catalyst assumes the loan

u
ce 416-806-2031
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Sent:
Subject:
Fran:
To:

Fri, 11 Aug 2017 10:42:16 -0400
WSJ, Callidus
so- .11 Zoo •' <.
go - .nn.
Confidential source privilege

Con <I

it
in reading.
'1 hank tou Fen.
Rob

IA

II it cou hama beady) tcilh any reports

Ca Ilidus iccei

/I

call. I tandd be mn

en:sled

Rob Copeland
REFORMER

(Y6( , +1 212-416-2752
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York NY 10036
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Sent:
Fri, 11 Aug 2017 10:22:49 -0400
Subject: Callidus, WSJ
"<
Fran:
"
wsj.com>
To:
if you come out (or if you have already) with any reports on Callidus' recent earnings/today's call, I
Mil
would be very interested in reading it.
Thank you very much,
Rob

Rob Copeland
REI OR -11
4/

cY - +1 212-416-2752
1211 Avenue of the Americas. New York

10036

DOW000819-0001; DOW000819-0001
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sal AT&T c'S

71%

6:22 PM

Nate Anderson
•

Still have to do the How He Did It
Yeah this one still has plenty
of room
Any word from poor Lawrence
Callidus Sta...August 9.pdf
101 KB

Nah Lawrence was asking
questions about some things
yesterday but nothing today
He always seems to get
scooped on these somehow
Aug 9, 20V

Pretty weak rebuttal
by Glassman
Unbelievably la
Jacqui expects to be serve
New Message

DOW000927-0001
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.dl AT&T c

6:25 PM

70%

Nate Anderson
I reacted basically
Scaramucci style
Minus the fellatio remarks
They love to offer interviews in
the coming weeks
I had to semi fire out JV lawyer
I roped in a more sr person
2017 7'26 PM

Sounds about right
2017 11'04 AM

The end to all this is reuters may
get sued anyway
They called a bunch of investors
and said catalyst was under
investigation
But we are reporting it's re
quite that yet

40

New Message

DOW000937-0001
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all AT&T '

6:28 PM

69%

t.

Nate Anderson

Fig air. Umbrella Corp for his
helicopters and jet

Yes
He likes a good Fig Newton pun
as much as the next guy
BRILLIANT
What kind of jet
Just added a folder to Dropbox
with the details
Maybe you'll get more info out of
Conndentla' source privitele
than I was able
to get
I specialize in traffickers
She's likely insane but might
have a doc or two. She's insane
enough that she might have
some recorded calls or pictures
of Glassman or who knows what

\./

New Message

DOW000943-0001
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led AT&T

6:29 PM

69%

Nate Anderson

Not the best
But it's something to at least
identify him with
017 1'rib PM

Oh god
Who took it
No idea but Confidential source prosier,
Confidential source privilege
Doesn't want to be credited
obviously
Can't run it without a credit
Any creative ways to do this?
ron litorniks niwo it to orninnct

a

New Message

DOW000946-0001
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6:29 PM

till AT&T

Nate Anderson

69%

t.

The 3 whistleblowers are me,
Darryl, and Jeff Mcfarlane
(former CEO of xchange
technology)
919 RDU
Jul 21. 2017 103.1 AV

From Greg to Jackie: https://
www.advisor.ca/investments/
market-insights/howcompanies-are-pushinwthesi portinq-envelope-236518
I think they might be secretly
in love
Jul 21, 2017

They are equally careful
Perfect for each other

L

Jul 21, 2017 11 34 AM

a

New Message

4
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're

6:29 PM

69%

Nate Anderson
Tao hot., to' 1.0,1,not.

infuriating for LPs I spoke with
How can you compete with "sea
lice infestation" tho
That's a band name if I've ever
heard one
I love how he's trying to blame
the sea lice on ex employee
Craig Boyer. Saying he screwed
up the underwriting
in 18, 2017 ,.;i: 1‘;

Greg Boland asked me to give
you does to then give Jacqui
Jul 18, 2017 5:21 PM

a

The doc he pointed her to does
not say what he says it does
This callidus one about being
under accounting review
Julia 2017 5:50 PM

New Message

DOW000948-0001; DOW001037-0001
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6:29 PM

CiP%

69%

Nate Anderson
Tap bore fofi set4nris

You connect w Confidential source privilege
and Jeff McFarlane as well? I
believe they have more
Jul 17,

2017 3:46 PM

Clearing my deck
Jul 17, 2017 4:11 PM

I think your finest work is that
the catalyst funds own callidus
between them
Easiest thing to explain
He's one of the better
accounting manipulators ive
seen. He uses a bunch of
different techniques. All the
same theme of delaying bad or
shuffling it into another asset
but he's creative about his
implementation
Out of all the things I put down
for the regulators the Satmex
thing was actually the most

i New Message

DOW000949-0001
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6:30 PM

68%

Nate Anderson
single pnone can

Trying to even think who that
could be
Someone must have bragged to
someone that WSJ was going to
blow it up or something
Lemme check w Darryl and see
if he spoke w anyone
Bc he didn't know me he
assumed her.
Jul 17, 2017 "- ' I

Definitely not Darryl. The only
person out of the borrowers who
is idiotically loose lipped is Kevin
Baumann
And

Confidential source privilege

who later
gure• out t ey were making up
their arrnu infirm) really ripcnicpc
Confidential source privilege

a

New Message

DOW000950-0001
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6:30 PM

Nate Anderson

68%

ce

Load Earlier Messages

The whole thing was just weird.
They just lost their shit for some
reason trying to get an official
email from them confirming
details of an ongoing
investigation
I'll just need to warn jacqui
J0116, 2017 5'58 PM

Your boy darryl has been
shopping this for a long time
h.

He spoke to my colleague ben
dummet about it years ago
This has been a fraud for longer
than that
Since 2009 this thing has been
an accounting scam, it's just
gotten progressively worse

Nor

New Message

DOW000951-0001
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6:30 PM

68%

Nate Anderson
Jul 14, 2017 4:02 PM

He's v skilled at dumbing it down
In a good way
He's very precise which
is helpful
Jul 14. 2017 .1

He called me Lawrence once lol
Did he catch it and feel awkward
Nah I let him go on
Jul 14, 2017 5:26 PM

Please tell me reuters didn't call
the people named on these
emails
That would be too ham handed
They 100% did

a

i New Message

DOW000952-0001

THE CATALYST CAPITAL GROUP INC., et al.
Plaintiffs

-and-

DOW JONES AND COMPANY ., et al.
Defendants
Court File No. CV-17-587463-00CL
Court File No. CV-18-593156-00CL
ONTARIO
SUPERIOR COURT OF JUSTICE
(COMMERCIAL LIST)
PROCEEDING COMMENCED AT TORONTO
ORDER

ST. LAWRENCE BARRISTERS LLP
33 Britain Street, 2nd Floor
Toronto ON, M5A 1R7
M. Philip Tunley (LSO# 26402J)
phil.tunley@stlbarristers.ca
Tel:
Fax:

647.245.2121
647.245.8285

Lawyers for the Defendants/Respondents Dow Jones
and Company, Rob Copeland and Jacquie McNish

Greg Boland - mobile phone calls
This chart lists all mobile phone calls between Greg Boland and each of the other
defendants to the Wolfpack Action (plus Ms. McNish), identified from available
mobile phone records for the one and only mobile account used by Mr. Boland,
during the specified coverage period.
*** See endnotes for additional important information
Coverage period: 10‐Oct‐2016
Date
11‐Oct‐2016
12‐Oct‐2016
13‐Oct‐2016
13‐Oct‐2016
14‐Oct‐2016
15‐Oct‐2016
16‐Oct‐2016
18‐Oct‐2016
18‐Oct‐2016
20‐Oct‐2016
21‐Oct‐2016
21‐Oct‐2016
25‐Oct‐2016
25‐Oct‐2016
25‐Oct‐2016
25‐Oct‐2016
25‐Oct‐2016
26‐Oct‐2016
28‐Oct‐2016
28‐Oct‐2016
28‐Oct‐2016
29‐Oct‐2016
29‐Oct‐2016
9‐Nov‐2016
15‐Nov‐2016
15‐Nov‐2016
15‐Nov‐2016
15‐Nov‐2016
29‐Nov‐2016
29‐Nov‐2016
29‐Nov‐2016
29‐Nov‐2016
29‐Nov‐2016
2‐Dec‐2016

Call time
16:58
19:43
9:01
9:03
16:37
13:21
10:48
14:18
12:41
19:00
13:11
15:37
13:09
13:08
12:50
13:07
13:25
20:54
11:00
14:51
19:12
12:34
17:09
14:27
11:39
12:39
11:39
12:40
12:46
16:14
16:18
11:59
12:12
12:48

to

9‐Sep‐2017

Inc/Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

Defendant
Langstaff cell
Livesey work
Livesey work
Livesey work
Livesey work
Livesey work
Livesey work
Levitt 1
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Livesey work
Livesey work
Livesey work
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
McFarlane 1
Canaccord General
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Livesey work
Livesey work
Livesey cell
Livesey cell
Levitt 1
Levitt 1
Levitt 1
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Livesey cell

min:sec
1:00
3:00
1:00
40:00
1:00
20:00
5:00
18:00
3:00
20:00
1:00
5:00
1:00
1:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
10:00
11:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
14:00
1:00
3:00
22:00

12‐Dec‐2016
15‐Dec‐2016
15‐Dec‐2016
16‐Dec‐2016
21‐Dec‐2016
21‐Dec‐2016
22‐Dec‐2016
22‐Dec‐2016
22‐Dec‐2016
4‐Jan‐2017
4‐Jan‐2017
5‐Jan‐2017
5‐Jan‐2017
5‐Jan‐2017
9‐Jan‐2017
9‐Jan‐2017
9‐Jan‐2017
23‐Jan‐2017
25‐Jan‐2017
27‐Jan‐2017
1‐Feb‐2017
1‐Feb‐2017
9‐Feb‐2017
13‐Feb‐2017
21‐Feb‐2017
22‐Feb‐2017
22‐Feb‐2017
22‐Feb‐2017
22‐Feb‐2017
22‐Feb‐2017
22‐Feb‐2017
23‐Feb‐2017
23‐Feb‐2017
24‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
27‐Feb‐2017
28‐Feb‐2017
28‐Feb‐2017
28‐Feb‐2017
28‐Feb‐2017
28‐Feb‐2017

10:43
15:45
15:45
10:15
15:08
18:54
10:36
11:00
11:01
16:18
17:54
11:23
11:24
12:48
12:32
13:07
12:38
12:02
11:00
9:30
10:33
8:45
10:59
16:16
10:04
15:08
15:20
15:22
15:28
15:37
15:37
13:28
14:49
15:40
10:38
10:39
14:00
14:27
14:47
16:47
19:53
15:08
16:44
16:49
17:33
10:47
16:34

Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Livesey work
Anderson
Anderson
Anderson
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Anderson
Langstaff cell
Canaccord General
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Livesey cell
Langstaff work
Andrew Levy 2
Livesey cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Canaccord General
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Andrew Levy 2
Anderson
Anderson
Anderson
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell

1:00
5:00
1:00
9:00
2:00
36:00
1:00
1:00
26:00
23:00
13:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
7:00
2:00
1:00
12:00
5:00
1:00
5:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
12:00
15:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
4:00
2:00
20:00
8:00
1:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

28‐Feb‐2017
28‐Feb‐2017
1‐Mar‐2017
1‐Mar‐2017
1‐Mar‐2017
2‐Mar‐2017
3‐Mar‐2017
3‐Mar‐2017
3‐Mar‐2017
3‐Mar‐2017
14‐Mar‐2017
14‐Mar‐2017
20‐Mar‐2017
21‐Mar‐2017
21‐Mar‐2017
22‐Mar‐2017
22‐Mar‐2017
22‐Mar‐2017
22‐Mar‐2017
23‐Mar‐2017
23‐Mar‐2017
23‐Mar‐2017
23‐Mar‐2017
24‐Mar‐2017
30‐Mar‐2017
30‐Mar‐2017
30‐Mar‐2017
31‐Mar‐2017
31‐Mar‐2017
31‐Mar‐2017
31‐Mar‐2017
31‐Mar‐2017
31‐Mar‐2017
1‐Apr‐2017
3‐Apr‐2017
4‐Apr‐2017
6‐Apr‐2017
6‐Apr‐2017
6‐Apr‐2017
11‐Apr‐2017
11‐Apr‐2017
11‐Apr‐2017
11‐Apr‐2017
12‐Apr‐2017
12‐Apr‐2017
17‐Apr‐2017
17‐Apr‐2017

16:52
16:58
9:31
10:36
11:50
14:14
9:25
9:47
13:11
13:50
12:53
17:45
6:08
8:10
8:14
15:39
15:30
15:41
6:48
15:18
13:41
15:37
13:42
7:12
9:33
16:30
9:32
8:36
8:37
9:48
10:52
11:40
13:06
17:48
19:23
17:56
14:16
19:27
14:16
11:05
11:05
11:06
11:19
16:10
16:18
9:17
9:32

Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Anderson
Anderson
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Anderson
Anderson
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Anderson
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff 3
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Canaccord General
Langstaff work

1:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
1:00
10:00
10:00
7:00
3:00
1:00
3:00
6:00
4:00
4:00
4:00
2:00
1:00
2:00
5:00
7:00
1:00
4:00
1:00
7:00
3:00
11:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
5:00
6:00
4:00
4:00
1:00
1:00
11:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
6:00
4:00
8:00
3:00
2:00
7:00

21‐Apr‐2017
21‐Apr‐2017
21‐Apr‐2017
25‐Apr‐2017
25‐Apr‐2017
25‐Apr‐2017
25‐Apr‐2017
25‐Apr‐2017
25‐Apr‐2017
26‐Apr‐2017
26‐Apr‐2017
26‐Apr‐2017
28‐Apr‐2017
28‐Apr‐2017
29‐Apr‐2017
1‐May‐2017
1‐May‐2017
1‐May‐2017
1‐May‐2017
2‐May‐2017
2‐May‐2017
2‐May‐2017
3‐May‐2017
4‐May‐2017
4‐May‐2017
4‐May‐2017
4‐May‐2017
4‐May‐2017
5‐May‐2017
5‐May‐2017
5‐May‐2017
5‐May‐2017
5‐May‐2017
5‐May‐2017
7‐May‐2017
7‐May‐2017
8‐May‐2017
8‐May‐2017
8‐May‐2017
9‐May‐2017
11‐May‐2017
13‐May‐2017
13‐May‐2017
15‐May‐2017
16‐May‐2017
16‐May‐2017
16‐May‐2017

15:40
10:18
15:34
14:28
14:42
16:34
13:16
14:37
14:39
9:13
9:22
10:41
12:28
12:27
14:26
12:06
16:02
20:05
11:52
10:45
10:44
17:12
22:40
9:01
10:38
12:38
14:45
9:35
16:29
19:19
10:08
15:57
16:00
16:29
9:17
10:21
11:39
12:41
12:42
12:43
14:20
12:01
12:24
8:21
16:54
10:22
11:14

Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

Livesey cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Andrew Levy 1
Andrew Levy 1
Andrew Levy 2
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
McNish work
Levitt 1
Levitt 1
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Andrew Levy 2
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
McNish work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell

25:00
3:00
1:00
9:00
2:00
9:00
25:00
1:00
3:00
4:00
3:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
5:00
1:00
1:00
25:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
4:00
9:00
1:00
1:00
7:00
3:00
4:00
4:00
5:00
6:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
12:00
15:00
1:00
4:00
1:00
10:00
1:00
2:00
4:00
15:00
1:00
1:00

16‐May‐2017
17‐May‐2017
17‐May‐2017
17‐May‐2017
17‐May‐2017
18‐May‐2017
18‐May‐2017
18‐May‐2017
18‐May‐2017
19‐May‐2017
26‐May‐2017
29‐May‐2017
29‐May‐2017
30‐May‐2017
31‐May‐2017
1‐Jun‐2017
7‐Jun‐2017
8‐Jun‐2017
16‐Jun‐2017
19‐Jun‐2017
22‐Jun‐2017
22‐Jun‐2017
22‐Jun‐2017
23‐Jun‐2017
26‐Jun‐2017
26‐Jun‐2017
28‐Jun‐2017
28‐Jun‐2017
28‐Jun‐2017
28‐Jun‐2017
28‐Jun‐2017
29‐Jun‐2017
29‐Jun‐2017
29‐Jun‐2017
29‐Jun‐2017
29‐Jun‐2017
5‐Jul‐2017
7‐Jul‐2017
12‐Jul‐2017
13‐Jul‐2017
13‐Jul‐2017
17‐Jul‐2017
18‐Jul‐2017
18‐Jul‐2017
18‐Jul‐2017
18‐Jul‐2017
20‐Jul‐2017

10:21
16:39
17:02
15:49
16:39
8:13
8:04
12:22
14:56
8:24
18:41
11:27
10:43
13:39
14:49
11:35
16:36
13:11
11:00
10:13
9:40
9:03
9:05
10:53
17:27
20:14
17:01
17:38
19:27
13:55
17:01
13:45
18:25
18:44
18:44
18:25
17:06
18:49
10:22
14:38
14:37
17:05
9:59
11:13
11:49
11:51
12:35

Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Livesey cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Livesey cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff 3
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Duhamel 1
McNish cell
McNish cell
McNish cell
Anderson
Langstaff work

1:00
1:00
2:00
10:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
8:00
5:00
1:00
12:00
6:00
4:00
2:00
3:00
1:00
5:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
5:00
4:00
2:00
8:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
5:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
7:00
1:00
5:00
9:00
32:00
1:00
1:00
10:00
26:00
1:00
2:00
10:00
8:00

21‐Jul‐2017
21‐Jul‐2017
21‐Jul‐2017
22‐Jul‐2017
24‐Jul‐2017
25‐Jul‐2017
28‐Jul‐2017
9‐Aug‐2017
9‐Aug‐2017
9‐Aug‐2017
9‐Aug‐2017
9‐Aug‐2017
10‐Aug‐2017
10‐Aug‐2017
11‐Aug‐2017
16‐Aug‐2017
17‐Aug‐2017
17‐Aug‐2017
17‐Aug‐2017
22‐Aug‐2017
22‐Aug‐2017
22‐Aug‐2017
23‐Aug‐2017
23‐Aug‐2017
23‐Aug‐2017
23‐Aug‐2017
24‐Aug‐2017
26‐Aug‐2017
26‐Aug‐2017
29‐Aug‐2017
30‐Aug‐2017
8‐Sep‐2017
8‐Sep‐2017

10:08
14:23
11:15
11:45
14:59
16:16
11:47
16:15
6:35
15:48
17:31
16:24
10:07
8:57
9:38
9:25
15:28
15:18
15:18
14:14
14:18
14:11
14:15
12:38
12:34
12:35
14:15
18:14
18:14
15:41
10:01
9:10
10:07

Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

McNish cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
McNish work
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
McNish cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
McNish work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff work
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
McNish cell
Anderson
Langstaff cell
McNish cell
Livesey cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
McNish cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff work
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell
Langstaff cell

2:00
2:00
1:00
6:00
5:00
3:00
1:00
9:00
2:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
2:00
3:00
6:00
3:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00
6:00
2:00
1:00
7:00
1:00
2:00
2:00
1:00
3:00
1:00
14:00
1:00
3:00

Endnotes:
1. The "Inc/Out" column identifies whether the call was incoming or outgoing.
Note that the mobile phone records do not provide details on incoming
telephone numbers, so only outgoing calls have been identified.
2. Mr. Boland's mobile phone records did not include any calls with the known
numbers for Anson, Messrs. Kassam, Spears, Puri, Baumann, Voorheis,
Copeland or Molyneux during the relevant time period.
3. Mr. Boland's mobile phone records round call times up to the nearest minute.

Panet - mobile phone calls
This chart lists all mobile phone calls between Philip Panet and each of the other
defendants to the Wolfpack Action (plus Ms. McNish), identified from available
mobile phone records for the one and only mobile account used by Mr. Panet,
during the specified coverage period.
*** See endnotes for additional important information
Coverage period:
Date
28‐Feb‐2017
24‐Apr‐2017
17‐May‐2017
17‐May‐2017
25‐Jul‐2017
25‐Jul‐2017

27‐Oct‐2016

to

27‐Sep‐2017

Call time
20:35
11:33
18:35
19:20
16:55
17:08

Inc/Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out
Out

Defendant
Langstaff cell
Levitt 1
Livesey work
Livesey work
McNish work
McNish work

min:sec
1:00
6:00
1:00
55:00
10:00
2:00

Endnotes:
1. The "Inc/Out" column identifies whether the call was incoming or outgoing.
Note that the mobile phone records do not provide details on incoming
telephone numbers, so only outgoing calls have been identified.
2. Mr. Panet's mobile phone records did not include any calls with the known
numbers for Anson, Messrs. Kassam, Spears, Puri, Baumann, Voorheis,
Copeland, Molyneux, Anderson or Duhamel during the relevant time period.
3. Mr. Panet's mobile phone records round call times up to the nearest minute.
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Executive Summary
• The Company, the Shareholders and the team have all been through a challenging three years. CBL needs to focus on
Stabilizing the platform, Monetizing non-core assets and Simplifying the business model back to a true Asset Based
Lender
• Stabilize the Platform
•

CBL is in CRISIS and is no longer viable as a public company without a significant recapitalization of its balance sheet and a complete
rotation of its portfolio from unprofitable, non-cash generating assets to stable to cash paying asset based loans

•

CBL requires significant annual funding just to maintain it’s own current operations and to fund its Operating Subsidiaries and Watchlist
Loans.

•

-

Virtually all sources of liquidity are fully depleted

-

The Braslyn Privatization process may be the only viable option for CBL to remain a going concern

An immediate Remediation Plan is necessary to return to a profitable business and will require significant changes to CBL’s Governance,
Credit Committee Approval Process, Loan Loss Provision/Valuation Approval Process, and Strategic Planning

• Monetize Non-core Assets
•

CBL has 15 of 17 non-core portfolio companies and should monetize assets as quickly as possible

•

In 2018, CBL funded $82 million to these companies to protect net carrying values

• Simplify the Business Model

3

•

Corrective initiatives will take up to two years to fully implement for CBL to reposition, rotate and rebuild CBL’s portfolio

•

Restart, Rebrand and Relaunch the platform and focus exclusively as an Asset Based Lender

•

Access near term funding to support current operations of CBL and money-losing subsidiaries as CBL transitions back to a lender from
Distressed Private Equity

•

Access Growth capital in order to originate and rebuild build a cash paying Asset Based Loan portfolio that will generate enough positive
income to fund on-going operations

•

Build a stable, diversified portfolio in order to raise less expensive debt capital to provide for a > 10% ROIC net off losses

Agenda
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Current State of the Business
• Callidus has transformed over the past five years from an Asset Based Lender to a Distressed Private
Equity business with 59% of Investments being valued on an Enterprise Value approach rather than
hard asset coverage
• Cash Flow Concerns
• CBL generated over $312 million in net losses over the last three years
• 2018 generated $8.7 million of cash interest from its portfolio, yet had over $118 million in cash outflows to fund
CBL Operations and existing portfolio cash deficits
- $28 million spent to fund CBL operations; $82 million to fund losses at Operating Subsidiaries and watchlist loans; $8 million
in interest payments
• As of February 24, 2019, CBL has only $32 million cash remaining on its Balance Sheet of which approximately $5 million is
restricted cash
-

CBL currently has three signed Term Sheets for new deals but lacks the capital to close any of these deals

• No further access to Fund V participation or further Guarantee Advance or any other funding sources
- CBL borrowed $135 million from Catalyst under the Subordinated Debt Bridge, Catalyst Guarantee Advance and hold backs
to Catalyst Fund V participations

• Projected liquidity for 2019 is estimated at negative $30 million and will end the year with $0 cash on hand

• Valuation Concerns
• Callidus Book Equity has fallen 76% from the IPO and its Market Capitalization has also fallen 91% from its peak in
August 2015.
• As of December 31, 2018, CBL will have a remaining Book Value of only $50 million and that will continue to
decline in 2019 and trend negative quickly as Operating Losses continue and the Subordinated Debt Bridge Loan
continues to accrete an additional $40 million in 2019
• As of Q3 2018, there was only $110 million (~$2/share) of remaining BV. As of December 31, 2018, Book Value is
estimated at approximately $50 million or ~$1 per share
5

Current State of the Business
• Imminent Portfolio Concerns
• Bluberi is a significant asset that is presently unstable
- Licensing remains a significant problem
- 2018 Bonuses and 2019 plan remain unapproved by CBL Credit Committee given the Unanimous Approval
requirement
- If Management leaves the company, value will quickly deteriorate
- CBL performed a wide search for a new CEO in 2018 and was unsuccessful attracting a CEO due to concerns
over a budget that was determined to be too aggressive
• JD Norman is the latest threat to CBL and Catalyst, as it is a $95 million ($US) loan to a company that has
encountered significant challenges which led to the need for additional capital immediately or possibly face
bankruptcy

6

Current State of the Business
• As of Q3 2018, CBL managed $550 million of net exposure (net of Fund V Participations), yet manages two distinctive
pools of assets
•

Pool One: ~$330 million in six owned distressed/stressed subsidiaries requiring a Distressed Private Equity skill set

•

Pool Two: ~$250 million in 10 loans of which six effectively are/will be managed as wholly owned subsidiaries (i.e.,HRP Brownsville, Great
Lakes, Arthon, Horizontal, Leader and JDNorman (new))

Pool One

Pool Two

Conclusion
• CBL does not have the requisite skill set, resources or capital to properly manage owned subsidiary assets
Footnote: All figure net of Fund V Participations
7

CBL Stock/Market Cap Decline Driven by Weakening Loan Portfolio
Performance and a Series of Dilutive Corporate Activities
• CBL currently trades at $1.70 per share or $97 million in market capitalization
• CBL trades at a .89x Book Value and .85x Braslyn’s $2 per share Privatization Offer based on September 30, 2018
balance sheet
• Performance of the stock has led to significant losses to shareholders and little confidence in the company

8
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How did CBL Get Here?

Key Facts
• CBL has lost over 77% of Book Equity Value since the IPO in 2014
• CBL has also lost 91% of Market Capitalization from $1.139 Billion (Aug 25, 2015; 2.87x BV) to $96.45 million (Feb 15, 2019; .88x
BV)
• Loan Loss Provisions accounted for over $494 million as of September 30, 2018
• High Gross Loan Yields produced extremely low Net Yields after Loan Losses
• Operating Company Subsidiaries have been and continue to be a drain on book value and liquidity for CBL

Conclusions

10

•

Aggressive Enterprise Value valuations, “doubling down” on investments, and high Fees and PIK interest coupons drove
unachievable realizations

•

Unsuccessful Corporate Actions including a Dilutive Share Repurchase and Dividend Program cost $272 million of book value and
liquidity

•

We expect further increase in LLPs for Q4 of approximately ~ $66 million

How did CBL Get Here?

11

CBL Debt Summary 2014-2018
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•

Debt liabilities increased significantly in 2018

•

Due to poor performance, access to third party debt funding has virtually vanished for CBL

•

Since CBL has not produced positive cash flow for several years, it has relied on unnatural sources of liquidity from Catalyst

Conclusions
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•

CBL grew too aggressively post-IPO growing Gross Loans Receivable by 176% in 2 ½ years

•

Loan Loss Provisions began to surface in 2015 and have continued through 2018

•

High Unsustainable Gross Loan Yields produced extremely low Net Yields after Loan Losses

•

New deal Origination was virtually halted in 2016 and capital was used to repurchase stock (above book value) and
pay Dividends

•

Catalyst became the only source of capital due to poor performance

CBL’s 2018 ACTUAL Cash Flow Bridge

•

14

For 2018, cash flow from Operations was Negative $118 million
•

$28 million of CBL Operating Costs plus

•

$82 to fund Existing Portfolio to cover losses, working capital and capex - $56 million to Wholly Owned Subs + $26 million to Watchlist Loans while the Net
Carrying Value declined $60 million over the year

•

$8mm of Interest Cost

•

$15 million Tax Refund is non-recurring

•

Only $31 million of New Investments in 2018

•

Received $136 million in funds from Catalyst from $83 million in Guarantee Advances and $53 million in Fund V Participation hold-hold backs

•

Without Fund V Participation hold-backs cash would be $0

….Driven by Weak Performance in CBL’s Lending Business

Project Resolve Repayment

Conclusions
• Beginning in 2016 Loan Loss Provisions began to accelerate and have continued to expand
• Except for $62 million remaining on the CLO, the current portfolio is unfinanceable due to performance issues and lack
of sufficient diversification
• Along with the Catalyst Subordinated Debt Bridge, Over-advances from Guarantees and Participation Interest payables
have been used as a source of funding
• The Subordinated Debt Bridge will accrete another $40 million in 2019

15

Performance at CBL’s Owned Subsidiaries & Watchlist loans continue to
drag on Book Value and Liquidity
Callidus Capital Corporation
Subsidiaries & Material Loans

$MM CAD
Bluberi
Harvey
Wabash
Otto
C&C Value Add
C&C Quesnel
Midwest
Alken/Altair
Horizontal
Leader
Arthon
Great lakes
HRP ESCO (Oldco)
ESCO Opco
HRP Financial Instrument
Delta

FX rate =
1.2545
December 31, 2017
Net
Carrying
GLR
LLP
Value
128.6
75.0
203.6
34.2
(11.2)
23.1
35.6
(8.9)
26.6
80.9
10.2
91.1

FX rate =
1.3637
December 31, 2018
Net
Carrying
GLR
LLP FX
Value
135.4
135.4
39.3
(8.9)
30.3
37.4
(23.9)
13.5
95.0
26.7
121.6

47.4
21.7
29.1

(21.9)
(5.8)
(13.2)

25.5
15.9
15.9

47.4
26.6
28.8

(21.9)
(7.9)
(15.5)

25.5
18.7
13.2

185.2
31.7
64.6
44.9
24.0

(131.9)
(19.8)
(15.5)
(21.6)

53.3
31.7
44.8
29.4
2.5

46.9
774.9

(22.5)
(187.1)

563.3

223.6
42.4
56.4
50.0
26.5
11.7
51.9
872.1
97.3

(165.3)
(38.2)
(27.2)
(34.7)
(26.5)
(25.0)
(368.5)
(181.3)

58.3
4.2
29.1
15.4
11.7
26.8
503.7
(59.6)

-

Avg rate =

1.2961

∆ in GLR
6.8
5.0
1.8
14.1
(0.0)
4.9
(0.3)

∆ in GLR
(due to FX)
3.1
3.5
7.9
2.3
-

38.4
10.7
(8.2)
5.1
2.4
11.7
5.0
97.3

17.2
3.2
4.0
2.1
0.6
4.1
48.0

∆ in GLR (due ∆ in GLR (due to
to net loss) actual funding)
(1.9)
8.7
1.9
(9.2)
7.5
(10.2)
16.4
(0.0)
(5.8)
8.3
(2.0)
1.7
21.1
7.5
(8.2)
1.2
0.3
11.1
0.8
(29.1)
78.4

∆ in Net
Carrying
Value
(68.2)
7.2
(13.1)
30.6
(0.0)
2.8
(2.7)
5.0
(27.5)
(15.6)
(14.0)
(2.5)
11.7
26.8
(59.6)

Of the $97 million change in GLR, $48 million was due
to FX and the remaining $44 million change is due to
$78 million of net funding of which operating losses
reduced values by $29 million.

Conclusions
• Operating performance a CBL Subsidiaries and Watchlist Loans continue to deteriorate resulting in a net write down of
$60 million despite over $80 million in cash funding throughout the year
• It is apparent that in an effort to keep loan loss provisions lower, the 5 year Discounted Cash Flow model was used. As
a result, these companies needed cash to fund losses, capex and working capital, otherwise these companies would be
forced to liquidate which would produce a very significant write down to Net Carrying Values
• These fundings were approved by CBL Credit Committee
16

CBL’s Liquidity Projections for 2019

Conclusions
• Organic Liquidity is very tight and historic sources of additional liquidity are now very limited (i.e., guarantee over advance, Fund V
Interest Participations Deferrals, and Sub Debt Bridge)
• CBL must do a much better job projecting liquidity
• Owned Subsidiaries funding requirements including Capex, W/C and Operating Losses remains significant and challenging to
meet. However, reducing fundings will have a direct and immediate negative impact on Valuations of owned Subsidiaries.
17
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Qualities of a Successful Credit Manager
Callidus’ Grade

19

Strong Leadership & Vision

To Be Discussed

Experienced & Committed People

To Be Discussed

Secure, Positive, Collaborative Corporate Culture

To Be Discussed

Proven Performance Track Record

To Be Discussed

Dynamic Proprietary Originations Platform

To Be Discussed

Repeatable, Scalable, Objective & Responsive Investment Process

To Be Discussed

Consensus Driven Decision Making & Shared Accountability

To Be Discussed

Independent, Objective Valuation/LLP Process with Proven “Back Tested” Results

To Be Discussed

Access to Low Cost Debt Capital

To Be Discussed

Sound Governance, Oversight, Hygiene & Compliance – (e.g., Avoid Conflict of Intertest)

To Be Discussed

Proven Risk Management System and Consistently Applied Protocols

To Be Discussed

High Percentage of Income from Recurring Cash Pay Interest Income

To Be Discussed

Strong External Relationships, Brand & Reputation

To Be Discussed

Effective Financial & Operations Infrastructure and Rigorous Control Environment

To Be Discussed

Alignment of Interests/Compensation to Investor Performance

To Be Discussed

What is Valued by the Market of the Investment Manager
• CBL is an Internally Managed commercial finance company
• Publicly traded credit managers trade on a combination as a multiple of NAV (i.e., Book Value) and ROE or Available
capital left for distribution
• The Global Private Debt Market is among the fastest growing segments of Alternative Asset Investing
• The closest comparable companies to CBL are Business Development Companies in the US that trade on BV and an
expected risk adjusted Dividend or ROE (8-12%)
• “Healthy” Internally Managed BDCs trade at a premium to BV given the market’s positive view of the Management
Team’s track record, profitability, access and cost of capital
• Externally Managed BDC’s are valued in and around BV since the portfolio of loans can be repaid by the borrower

• Less healthy BDCs trade at a significant discount to Book Value because the market has lost confidence in the portfolio
and expect more losses and a lower BV over time
• There have been several recent acquisitions and/or offers made to acquire portfolio and/or the manager
• Manager Values for healthy managers assume a 50% contribution margin on fees earned and apply a 4-5 multiple
• Given lack of profitability at CBL, it is more likely that the CBL Servicer/Manager platform would be valued on an
Replacement Cost Approach of the Infrastructure, the perceived quality of the team and existing relationships versus a
greenfield approach

20
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CBL Preliminary Remediation Plan Recommendation
Action Item

22

STEP 1

Complete Privatization or Balance Sheet Recapitalization ASAP

STEP 2

Revamp Governance Oversight & Credit Committee Approval Process

STEP 3

Monetize Wholly Owned Subs as soon as practicable

STEP 4

Work out of ALL Watchlist Loans ASAP

STEP 5

Secure short term funding to maintain operations

STEP 6

Externalize CBL Management Company and manage legacy and New
Investments separately

STEP 7

Secure growth capital

STEP 8

Rationalize expenses and right size team, G&A, legal, Accounting, rent and other
public company expenses

STEP 9

Restart, Rebrand and Relaunch

STEP 10

Build a of ~20 healthy loans to securitize and reduce cost of capital and generate
a 10-12% ROIC

Potential Callidus Restart Plan
• Assuming Balance Sheet is capitalized to the satisfaction of the Auditors to close out 2018
• CBL needs extensions of all Catalyst support/financing commitments
• CBL needs to maintain a minimum of $20 million to fund existing daily revolver commitments [as already reflected in our
2019 Liquidity projections
• CBL Operations need to be supported until such time as CBL portfolio generates ~$20 million in cash per year from
operations
• Restart Plan:
•

CBL requires ~ $50 million of Growth capital to support new cash pay Asset Based Loans

•

Fund V continues its participation up to an additional $150 million in new loans

•

At ~25% Callidus and ~75% Fund V relationship would provide for a $200 million total loan portfolio (estimated to take two years to build)

•

This diversified performing portfolio can be financed with a senior debt warehouse line up to ~$120 million

•

$120 million would be used to buyback Fund V participation

•

Portion to be used for new loans and a portion would be returned to Fund V

• Braslyn could also replace/partner with Catalyst in this plan
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CBL Debt Refinancing
Callidus Capital Corporation
Liquidity / Financing / Privatization Summary
Firm Contacted

Amount

Outcome

Debt / Warehouse facility
Macquarie
Barclays
Fortress
Natixis
Deutsche Bank
Deutsche Bank
TD
State Bank of India
Sunlife
BAML
JPM
Wells Fargo
BMO
CIBC
NBF

NAV based facility;
Warehouse facility
Up to US$175,000,000
Warehouse facility
Extension of CLO amortization period
Extension of warehouse facility
Extension of warehouse facility
Extension of warehouse facility
Extension
Refinance warehouse facility
Refinance warehouse facility
Refinance warehouse facility
Term facility
Debt capital markets financing
Debt capital markets financing

On hold; requires Catalyst guarantee
Ongoing discussions; on hold; revisit once diversity increases
Pricing undisclosed; "Revaluation Event"; 25-35% Advance Rate; Pending Privatization
Referral to Fortress
Investor (SEI) declined extension request;
Financial institution declined extension request; revisit once diversity increases
Financial institution was part of DB warehouse facility which was terminated Jul-17
Financial institution was part of DB warehouse facility which was terminated Jul-17
Extended to Mar-19
Financial institution passed; pending privatization
Financial institution passed; pending privatization
Financial institution passed
Financial institution passed
Financial institution passed
Financial institution passed

Recapitalization of subsidiaries
Gordon Brothers Finance Co Up to $50MM for HRP, HWD, Otto
RBC
Refinance Callidus loan (C&C)
Scotia
Refinance Callidus loan (C&C)
Fort Capital
Refinance Callidus loan (C&C)
Alvarez Marsal
Refinance Callidus loan (C&C)
Raymond James
Refinance Callidus loan (C&C)
EDC, BDC
Capex facility (C&C)
White Oak
Refinance Callidus loan (Otto)

12% Coupon plus 2.5% fee; 65% NOLV
Financial institution passed
Financial institution passed
Raymond James engaged
Raymond James engaged
Raymond James engaged
Ongoing discussions with company directly
up to $10 million cash flow loan when business is EBITDA positive

• CBL has approached 14 Lenders about refinancing the Catalyst Sub Debt. To date, all have past, required a
Catalyst Guarantee or in the case of Fortress put CBL in significant risk
• Catalyst Subordinated Debt is unfinanceable given current portfolio, lack of cash pay interest income and $165
million in senior obligations (CLO, Guarantee Advances, Fund V Participation hold back, Sun Life Amortization
facility)
• In addition, CBL has approached 9 lenders about senior debt financing at the subsidiaries
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CBL Portfolio Refinancing
As at Dec. 31, 2018
All amounts in CAD
Bluberi
$0

Current 3rd party debt

Midwest
$4,227,519

Otto

Wabash
$0

Altair C&C (Quesnel)
$0
$0

Total Proceeds

$3,027,044
$5,260,878
$8,287,922
$4,900,722

$18,140,594
$13,531,947
$0 $31,672,541
$0 $20,371,419

$3,015,281
$834,814
$3,850,095
$2,678,868

$699,419
$80,640
$780,059
$564,884

$2,013,791
$4,962,388
$6,976,179
$3,991,537

$0

$1,464,986 $12,506,270

$2,922,985

$1,500,000

$5,000,000

$0

$1,025,490

$8,754,389

$2,046,090

$1,050,000

$3,500,000

$16,375,969

$4,000,000

$7,702,500

$4,810,000

$2,730,000

$0

$2,000,000

$3,851,250

$2,405,000

$1,365,000

$0

$0

$9,621,250

$25,000,000
Cash Flow
$0
$25,000,000
($11,220,146)
$13,779,854

$4,876,740

$8,405,000
Term Sheet
$0 ($2,945,000)
$4,876,740 $5,460,000
($3,976,884) ($1,465,951)
$899,856 $3,994,049

$6,089,957

$1,614,884

$7,491,537

$53,478,119

($5,124,000)
$965,957

$0
$1,614,884

($6,969,000)
$522,537

$965,957

$1,614,884

$522,537

($15,038,000)
$38,440,119
($16,662,981)
$21,777,138

($1,883,700)

($391,300)

($6,940,488)

($635,835)

na

na

na

na

na

na

$13,000,000 $40,000,000
38%
21%

$20,000,000
30%

$3,000,000
54%

$10,000,000
75%

Working Capital Assets
AR
INV

75.0%
50.0%

Total W/C Assets
W/C Availability
M&E Assets (FLV)
M&E advance rate
M&E Proceeds

70.0%

Real Estate Assets (appraised value)
RE advance rate
RE Proceeds

50.0%

Total Potential Debt Proceeds
Less Net Funding Requirements
Subtotal
CLO Debt Repayment
Total Net Proceeds

TTM EBITDA
Debt to TTM EBITDA
Quick Sale Estimate
Debt proceeds as a % of Quick Sale

$6,000,000
4.2x
$70,000,000
36%

$32,507,430

$156,000,000
34%

• The CBL teams have assessed the opportunity to raise senior debt financing at the subsidiaries. CBL has already
pledge certain collateral to the CLO and would therefore be required to pay down the CLO
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CBL Privatization Effort

• CBL engaged Goldman Sachs to assist in finding a partner for the Privatization effort. GS reached out to 68 parties.
Only 24 parties signed the NDA and only Tavistock/Braslyn remain interested.
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CBL Privatization Effort

27

CBL Privatization Effort
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CBL Privatization Effort

• In addition, CBL engaged MetricPoint to assist in finding a Privatization partner. All parties declined due to reasons
listed above.
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Preliminary CBL Expense Rationalization Plan
Preliminary Conclusions
• CBL has a bloated infrastructure for an Asset Based
Lending business. However, given that CBL is
managing both Distressed Private Equity and Loans as
a public company under IFRS rules, it had been
necessary to retain most of the staff to date
• There are several areas that can be addressed quickly
as a private company that can reduce operating
expenses immediately
• However, it depends how much access to growth
capital to rebuild the portfolio that will determine the
ultimate headcount and salary
• Compensation systems need to be addressed to more
closely align incentives to performance
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Callidus Capital
Preliminary Expense Rationalization Plan ($000)
CBL Lending Business Operating Expenses

2018E
$25,000

Salaries
G&A
Legal & Professional Fees
Audit
Other (Legal, Audit, Ops, etc.)
Adjustments
Public Company Costs
Director Fees
Legal & Professional Fees
Audit & Accounting Fees
General & Administrative Expense
Insurance

$13,856
$3,533
$4,387
$1,702
$1,522
$25,000

($803)
($2,000)
($1,000)
($889)
($59)
($4,752)

Salaries Reductions
Other G&A Reductions

($3,000)
($500)
($3,500)

Total Adjustments
Pro Forma Operating Costs

($8,252)
$16,748

…Performance at CBL’s Owned Subsidiaries continues to drag on Book
Value and Liquidity
)

Primary Conclusions
• All owned subsidiaries have been both unprofitable and cash flow negative
• In 2018, CBL funded over $55 million into these subsidiaries and yet the enterprise values continued to deteriorate
• In additional, audit costs for CBL have skyrocketed due to consolidation required under IFRS
• All six subsidiaries should be sold in an orderly fashion as soon as is most practical
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CBL Portfolio Monetization Plan - Bluberi
Bluberi
Description

Slot machines development, manufacturing & distribution

Net Carrying Value 12/31/18

$134 million

CLO Funding

$18.7 million

Management Plan

Aggressive

Funding Requirements in 2019

$0

Monetization Plan

Hold until Q3 2019. If management is on track to hit plan, hire Gaming Industry
Investment Bank and launch a sale process in Q4 2019 and close sale in Q1
2020.Expected value - $100-125 million if management achieves 2019 budget. If
management misses plan - ~$75 million

Risks

• Management turnover due to non-payment of 2018 earned bonuses
• Consistently missed previous budgets
• Further Licensing Delays

Bluberi (CAD '000s)
Revenue
EBITDA
Net Income
Capex
Changes in W/C
Total repay / (funding)*
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2018
21,396
4,977
(7,282)
(8,005)
(4,059)
(7,087)

2019
25,829
9,777
(1,208)
(6,193)
(1,076)
2,509

2020
46,102
24,130
8,231
(15,184)
(5,377)
3,569

2021
65,083
39,154
15,676
(19,094)
(5,035)
15,025

2022
2023
Total
86,757 113,125 358,292
57,523
80,421 215,982
30,745
44,666
90,827
(22,020) (24,201) (94,696)
(5,749)
(6,994) (28,289)
29,754
49,226
92,996

CBL Portfolio Monetization Plan - Otto
Otto
Description

Manufacturer of plastic injection molded waste containers

Net Carrying Value 12/31/18

$ million

CLO Funding

$18.75 million

Management Plan

Legacy Business – Moderate
Carts as a Service – Venture Risk

Funding Requirements in 2019

$3 million

Monetization Plan

Market company as soon as possible. Hire investment bank in Q1. Two
strategics interested (IPL and Akon Investment) and are interested in strategically
located manufacturing locations. Expected Range $30-$40 million.

Risks

• Warranty issue with Waste Management – TBD
• Contract renewal with Waste Management
• Otto/Callidus credit profile cause for concern by key suppliers

Otto (USD '000s)
Revenue
EBITDA
Net Income
Capex
Changes in W/C
Total repay / (funding)*
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2018
101,370
(13,833)
(21,946)
(5,163)
(4,673)
(23,669)

2019
2020
2021
2022
104,479 124,041 128,914 128,779
4,442
17,767
19,903
19,827
(6,389)
4,713
6,356
6,479
(10,248) (12,289) (5,474) (5,082)
2,860
(3,003) (1,547)
119
(2,945)
2,475
12,882
14,864

2023

-

Total
587,583
48,106
(10,787)
(38,256)
(6,244)
3,606

Legacy and Caas combined
Forecast is only 4 years out (ie. till FYE 2022)

CBL Portfolio Monetization Plan - Wabash
Wabash
Description

Green sand casting manufacturing

Net Carrying Value 12/31/18

$ 18.1million (US$)

CLO Funding

$0

Management Plan

Requires winning new lager contracts

Funding Requirements in 2019

$5.1 million

Monetization Plan

Hold until Q4 2019. If management on track, hire Investment Bank to determine if
there is demand for the company’s or its plant assets. Would likely only include
strategics interested in Wabash’s capacity versus financial buyers at this point
given negative EBITDA. Expected value of $15-18 million if company on plan or
$8-10 million.

Risks

• Tesla volumes uncertainty
• Requires $5.1 million on new capex in 2019

Wabash (USD '000s)
Revenue
EBITDA
Net Income
Capex
Changes in W/C
Total repay / (funding)*
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2018
6,312
(5,339)
(7,946)
(1,442)
(924)
(7,705)

2019
16,504
(1,913)
(5,391)
(2,000)
(1,211)
(5,124)

2020
30,299
4,566
748
(2,000)
(2,032)
534

2021
40,761
8,967
5,087
(2,500)
(1,399)
5,068

2022
48,587
10,274
6,524
(2,500)
(1,139)
6,634

2023
Total
53,673 196,137
11,513
28,068
7,939
6,962
(3,000) (13,442)
(740) (7,446)
7,772
7,180

CBL Portfolio Monetization Plan - Midwest
Midwest
Description

Regional Asphalt Paving

Net Carrying Value 12/31/18

$ million

CLO Funding

$14.4 million

Management Plan

Fair, but weather dependent

Funding Requirements in 2019

$0

Monetization Plan

If company has a strong spring season and can produce a $3 million of Run Rate
EBITDA, then market the asset in 3Q 2019. Estimated 5x EBITDA or $15 million
in proceeds

Risks

• Still recovering from Bankruptcy
• Small company subject to uncontrollable risks (e.g., weather)

Midwest (USD's)
Revenue
EBITDA
Net Income
Capex
Changes in W/C
Total repay / (funding)*
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2018
25,988
(2,968)
(4,441)
(4,460)
(1,950)
(9,377)

2019
30,202
1,131
(1,028)
(1,023)
307
415

2020
34,782
2,201
(10)
(1,500)
(546)
155

2021
39,082
2,984
728
(1,500)
(513)
971

2022
43,901
4,040
1,706
(1,500)
(574)
1,966

2023
Total
49,237 223,192
4,942
12,330
2,742
(303)
(1,500) (11,483)
(636) (3,912)
2,806
(3,064)

TCF Bank funded approx $3mm of the FY'18 CAPEX

CBL Portfolio Monetization Plan – C&C Value Added Lumber
C&C Value Added Lumber
Description

Manufacturer of Value Added specialty lumber

Net Carrying Value 12/31/18

$25.5 million

CLO Funding

$0

Management Plan

Venture Risk to commercialize manufacturing of New Products

Funding Requirements in 2019

$7-10 million

Monetization Plan

Hold until Q4 2020. If successful in producing and selling new products, seek to
sell in first half 2021.

Risks

• Commercialization of manufacturing delayed
• Significant Capex required

C&C Value Added
Revenue
EBITDA
Net Income
Capex
Changes in W/C
Total repay / (funding)*
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2018

-

2019
40,313
4,961
1,998
(6,745)
(5,186)
(6,969)

2020
50,755
13,492
9,200
(4,575)
239
9,156

2021
50,755
13,492
8,266
(4,365)
5,861
14,988

2022

-

2023

-

Total
141,823
31,944
19,464
(15,685)
915
17,175

Forecasts are only three years out (ie. till FYE 2021)
No 2018 data as value add is a new operation as of Jan 2019

CBL Portfolio Monetization Plan - Altair
Altair/Alken
Description

Oil Well drilling services

Net Carrying Value 12/31/18

$ 13.2 million

CLO Funding

$0

Management Plan

Aggressive

Funding Requirements in 2019

$0

Monetization Plan

Management currently pursuing new customers within Mining and Oil & Gas
industries. If unsuccessful, move to liquidation in Q2 or Q4 (industry auctions).
Proceeds estimated at $2-$4 million

Risks

• Unsuccessful in winning new business in new industries
• Industry Risks
• Negotiation & Execution of liquidations

Altair
Revenue
EBITDA
Net Income
Capex
Changes in W/C
Total repay / (funding)*
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2018
3,283
(1,279)
(3,144)
(0)
(1,279)

2019
12,196
2,156

2020
11,800
3,086

(366)
1,790

(354)
2,732

2021

2022

2023

Total
27,279
3,963
(3,144)
(720)
(0)
3,243

Forecasts are only two years out (ie. till FYE 2020)

Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Patrick Dalton at the request of the Independent Directors of Callidus
Capital Corporation (“Callidus”) in connection with the Consulting Agreement between Callidus and Patrick
Dalton dated October 29, 2018. Nothing contained herein (including Mr. Dalton’s views, opinions, or
recommendations) constitutes investment, legal, tax or other advice nor is it to be relied on in making any
decision. The information in this material is current only as of the date indicated and may be superseded by
subsequent events.
This presentation may contain statements that are not historical facts and constitute projections, forecasts or
forward-looking statements. When Mr. Dalton uses words like “believes,” “needs”, “expects,” “anticipates,”
“intends,” “”plans,” “estimates,” “may,” “”should,” “or similar expressions, or when Mr. Dalton discusses a
recommended strategy or plans or valuations, he is making projections, forecasts or forward-looking
statements. These statements are not guarantees of performance or value. The assumptions involve risks and
uncertainties that could cause results and value to differ materially from those expressed herein. This
presentation has been provided for informational purposes only and is being circulated on a confidential basis.
This presentation must not be distributed, published or reproduced, in whole or in part, nor may its contents be
disclosed by the recipient to any other person. Receipt of this presentation constitutes an express agreement
to be bound by the confidentiality and other terms set out herein.
The information contained in the document is intended for the Board of Directors of Callidus Capital and their
respective Counsel. Circulation or reproduction of this document outside of Callidus Capital Corporation or its
Affiliates is not permitted. The information contained in the this document is proprietary and confidential.
Mr. Dalton assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or omissions in this document. The information
contained in this document is provided on an “as is” basis with no guarantees of completeness, accuracy,
usefulness or timeliness and without warranties of any kind whatsoever, expressed or implied.
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EXHIBITE
the Alberta RCMP complaint

A Commissioner for Oaths
In and for the Province of Alberta

Rick Wm. Pankiw

rr

My appointment expires N:-7b,1u

OUR FILE NO: 19-002

October 3, 2019
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
7575 8 St NE, Calgary, AB T2E 8A2
Federal and Organized Crime South - Intake
Dear Cpl. Wrobel,
On behalf of my client Kevin Baumann of Red Deer Alberta, I have been asked to lay a
formal complaint with the RCMP regarding allegations of Fraud, Theft, and Bankruptcy Act
offences against Callidus Capital of Toronto Ontario, a publicly trading company currently
in proceedings to go private in mid-October.
Mr. Baumann is in several litigation proceedings with Callidus Capital and Callidus has
made some document disclosures as part of one of the lawsuits. I will be taking the utmost
care in what is provided to the RCMP to ensure there are no concerns with R. v. Jarvis.
Upon my review of this case, I believe Mr. Baumann has a legitimate complaint that these
criminal offences have been committed and the losses he incurred specific to Alken Basin
Drilling Ltd. ("Alken") are approximately 21 Million.

Brief summary of Allegations:
Callidus Capital provided a business loan to Alken Basin under such parameters,
restrictions and lack of good faith that Alken Basin was unable to function as a valid entity
and was forced into Receivership over a period of the inception of the loan on March 31,
2014 to the Receivership in April 2016 (MNP Receiver). Callidus Capital subsequently
incorporated Altair Water and Drilling and purchased the Alken assets out of Receivership
and are currently operating this company in Red Deer.
During the period of December 1, 2014 to April 21, 2015 Mr. Scott Sinclair was positioned
into Alken as an independent contractor and accountant (Operating as Range
Advisors w-1Nw.rangead.1Lis.ors.com) who pre-approved all funding requests made by Alken.
During his positions at Alken he worked on behalf of Callidus initially as someone who
would assist Alken in 'right sizing' the business, and secondly replaced Mr. Baumann as
President after he resigned as Director of the company under duress. It is my
understanding that Mr. Sinclair lived in Fernie BC and worked for Alken from his home.
•-•-- ~
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Mr. Sinclair's current company, Sinclair Range has a website located
at: https·//www sinclairrange cam/borne/
Callidus Capital set out in the loan agreement the opportunity for Alken to borrow against
Alken receivables as a percentage of that value 85% to 90% ($5 Million available under
Facility A), the ability to borrow up to $19 Million against the value of the equipment
appraisal at 90% (Facility BJ, and the lesser of$4.5 Million 75% of the realty
appraisal. (Attached final loan agreement).
Mr. Baumann set out as part of the loan agreement, a personal guarantee as collateral for
the loan, land that he owns on the edge of Gasoline Alley in Red Deer that is valued at
between $4.5 Million and $6 Million.
Aiken's business required funding during certain parts of the year to maintain operations
which included paying payroll for up to 50 employees, paying suppliers and maintaining
equipment. The purpose of the loan was to accomplish this as well as pay out a loan to
Service Credit Union that had been called by the Credit Union. The Service Credit Union
loan of $13 Million, had originally been used to purchase Alken and equipment from
another company (Titan Resources) in early 2014.
What was supposed to happen· Part of the loan agreement was that Callidus would take
over and manage the receivables of Alken. A TD Bank account was opened by Callidus
called a "Blocked Account." All Alken receivables would be deposited by Alken into this
account. Callidus would transfer the funds daily out of this account to another Callidus
account. Alken would receive monthly statements of the loan account. Through another
account opened and controlled by Callidus, Callidus would fund Aiken's operations where
Alken would pay for costs of running the business referred to as the disbursement
account. The blocked account was set up so that Callidus could ensure their principal and
interest of loaned funds was covered prior to funding Aiken's business.
What actually happened· Alken Basin would submit a borrowing request through to
Callidus on a regular basis as needed, stating what funds were required and who was
going to be paid with those funds. Callidus would then review this request and would
release funds as they deemed appropriate. If Callidus did not agree with a payment that
was to be made, the funds would not be released. The day after the loan closed Callidus
implemented a hold back of available funding to the tune of 1.25 Million. This significantly
changed the loan agreement and impacted Alken Basin's cash flow. This hold back of
available funding was reduced over time, however Callidus failed to provide the funding
required to maintain operations during the period of the loan where Mr. Baumann was
President.
Through a number of circumstances described by Mr. Baumann in his attached statement,
Callidus egregiously breached their agreement with Alken which turned out to be a
corporation acquisition agreement rather than a loan agreement (Fraud Over). It is
alleged by Mr. Baumann that Callidus though Mr. Sinclair, failed to pay suppliers, created
unnecessary debt, failed to maintain equipment so operations could continue and
knowingly put Alken in a position of Receivership. Callidus also failed to abide by its
funding agreement to provide money based on the value of the company's receivables and
A Commissioner for Oaths
In and for the Province o_f Alberta

Rick wm. Pankiw
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when funding requests were made, either fully denied the funding or provided just a small
percentage of what was requested, at least until Mr. Baumann removed himself as
presidenh.
It is likely that Callidus used the funds acquired from Aiken's revenue that was placed into
the blocked account to pay Alken a portion of loan monies but would retain the difference
between the promised funding and the disbursements to Alken to the benefit of Callidus.
Mr. Baumann had a shareholder's loan in the amount of approximately $1.6 Million that
was on the books and records of Alken (attached March 31, 2014 audited financial
statements) that was written off by Mr. Sinclair, which is alleged by Mr. Baumann as a
criminal transaction of Theft Over. As a result, as a shareholder of Alken, Mr. Baumann
was not on the list of creditors during the receivership process.

locations of evidence:
Unfortunately, when Mr. Baumann resigned from Alken Basin and remained as the
majority shareholder, the company cut off his access to email and corporate
records. Records are held by Callidus Capital and Mr. Scott Sinclair.
Records held by Mr. Sinclair

As a CPA Mr. Sinclair is required to maintain accounting records for 6 years under CRA
guidelines. As a consultant, he did not use an Alken email address, but used his email
of ssiuclair@rangeadvisors corn when he worked at Alken. Mr. Sinclair's company,
according to his website is located at 421 - 7th Avenue SW 30th Floor, Suite 3000, Calgary
AB T2P 4K9. We would not consider Mr. Sinclair a third party in this matter, but rather a
party to the offences as he, as alleged by Mr. Baumann, assisted Callidus with the hostile
acquisition of Alken Basin. Of evidentiary value would be accounting records for Alken as
well as all email communications between Mr. Sinclair and Callidus employee Craig Boyer
and others. It is Mr. Baumann's belief that a review of these emails would reveal relevant
evidence of the fraud and the real purpose behind the loan being the acquisition of his
company, its assets, and his personal property that Mr. Baumann used as a personal
guarantee in the transaction.
Bank Accounts:

The two bank account numbers at the TD Bank in Red Deer are not known at this time.
Should this information be discovered, Mr. Baumann will provide it to the RCMP
immediately.
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circumstances of his removal as President of Company.
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Sea-Can containing Alken records:
There may be relevant Alken records located in a Sea-Can in Red Deer. It is Mr. Baumann's
understanding from Callidus that he can review the contents of this storage container
under the parameters of the civil court proceedings disclosure. Should the RCMP wish to
search the Sea-Can, it is recommended a Search Warrant be obtained. Mr. Baumann has
not been in the Sea-Can.

Records held by Callidus Capital:
Callidus Capital, located in Toronto Ontario will have relevant financial records and emails
with respect to Alken.

Third Report of the Receiver (MNP)
This public record is available for the RCMP to review and contains relevant evidence.

Involved Persons
Complainant:
Kevin Baumann
Email address: p_ekiskukh@gmail.cum
Ph: 403-505-7784
Pekisko Ranch
Box 109, Bluffton, Alberta

roe oMo

SOC:
Callidus Capital

http·//www calliduscapitaJ caf?grlid-CjOKCQjw ahsBRDJ AR!sAQ4 D3uguXjvWujRVIk6d
hy_wHrll9_igfy:ulap2BgYWjhc.1N.GplgiEWc.K__G1aAql1gEAL:w.-w-<::B
Head Office
Callidus Capital Corporation
4620 -181 Bay Street, P.O Box 792
Bay Wellington Tower, Brookfield Place
Toronto, Ontario MS) 2T3
Canada
iovestnr@callidnscapital ca
416-945-3240
SOC:
The Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
181 Bay Street Suite 4700, P.O. Box 792 Bay Wellington Tower Brookfield Place Toronto,
Ontario/ MS) 2T3 Canada. Tel: (416) 945-3000
SOC: Craig Boyer, Previous Chief Underwriter and Vice President Callidus Capital
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SOC: Mark J. Wilk, Vice President
SOC: James Riley, Secretary of Callidus Capital, Managing Director of Catalyst Capital
Group Inc.
SOC: David M. Reese, President and Chief Operating Officer
SOC: Newton Glassman, Managing Partner of Catalyst Capital Group Inc.
0TH: Vincent Choy, Collateral Analyst/Relationship Manager
SOC: Matthew Scott Sinclair, CPA, President of Sinclair Range.
421- 7th Avenue SW
30th Floor, Suite 3000
Calgary, Alberta
T2P4K9
See: h.ttp.s:/,Lwww.hc.s.c.hc.ca,LEnforcement/Dis.ciplin.e.d..Ee.rs.o.nsJ,i.st/S.iru::lair....Matthe.w_S_c.

ntl/.
Potential Witnesses:
WIT: Mike Baumann (Operations Superintendent, Shareholder, Director). Cottonwood RV
Lot15 44280 Luckakuck, Chilliwack BC V2R-4A7. Ph: 403-963-1707.
WIT: David Heighington (Lawyer representing Mr. Baumann during loan
negotiations.) Heighington Law. https·//www b)fca/
730, 1015 - 4th Street SW Calgary, Alberta
T2R 1J4; Phone: 403 237-0018; Email: daJ.drl@blf..ca
WIT: Janice Jensen (Administration Alken Basin).
Ph: 1-587-877-2393
WIT: Ron Baumann (Nephew and employee of Alken Basin).
Ph: 403-358-8365
WIT: Michael Kehler (CFO of Alken Basin)
WIT: Doug Baumann (Interested investor to buy Alken prior to Receivership)
WIT: Rick Bredy (Interested investor to buy Alken prior to Receivership with Doug
Baumann)

It is this writers view that the investigation of this matter is in the public interest in that
Callidus's business model is to acquire companies, strip them of the company assets and
start up new companies with those assets by way of a fraudulent loan agreement and
subsequent oppressive behavior and breach of contract. Callidus has done this to
numerous companies across Canada and the United States. Callidus is listed on the
Toronto Stock Exchange and is only recently being converted back to a private enterprise.
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Please feel free to contact me or Mr. Baumann should you have any questions or require
additional information to adequately assess the complaint for investigation.

Kindest regards,

Conal Archer, Investigator
IRISS Corporation, Integrated Risk Investigation and Security Solutions
Mobile: 587-999-4077
Email: conaJ.archer@irissrisk.com
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INTERVIEW
of
Kevin Baumann

Date oflnterview:
Place oflnterview:
Length of Interview:

August 30, 2019
IRISS Offices
225, 6125 11 Street SE, Calgary, Alberta
2 hours, 34 minutes, 39 seconds

Canal:

So today is Friday, August 30th. It's 11 :00 o'clock in the morning. And I am with Kevin
Baumann. Can you just spell your full name for the record?

Kevin:

Ah B-A-U-M-A-N-N.

Canal:

Great. Thanks Kevin. Um so we're gonna record this conversation. Then we're gonna
get it transcribed after. And what I'd like you to do is just explain your relationship over
the last number of years with um your company Alken Basin, and how it basically
started up, and how you became a shareholder eventually. And then move into what
occurred with Callidus Capital and Catalyst.
And ah specific to your company and what happened with your company, rather than
speaking, ah at this time, with-about um other companies that have experienced the same
thing.
So let's just go through ah from the beginning.

Kevin:

'kay.

Canal:

So I understand in 1980 um Alken Basin was established and you-you know the, the
background with respect to that?

Kevin:

Ah yes. That would be within, 1-1 haven't fa-pulled Corporate Registry recently, but it
would with, be within a year or two of that. Alken was started by Allen Anderson in
Central Alberta. (clears throat) It had a very good name for developing water wells in
the Province of Alberta and ah, and other places.

Canal:

Okay. And when you're talking about water wells, um are they just, do they have
anything to do with the oil industry? The specifics of what your business was, what
Aiken's business was and um what did it do.

Kevin:

Yes. It-it um, Alken did have a domestic division for developing water wells for farmers
and homeowners, ah acreage owners. Although the majority of its business was ah, was
oilfield, ah de-ah the development of wa-ah water wells for oilfield use.
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Conal:

So um, because I'm a layman in-in the oil patch, I don't, I don't understand a lot of those
types of things. So what type of a well would be drilled for oil purposes, um outside of
drilling for oil?

Kevin:

Um (clears throat) wa-water, water is, is needed in most oilfield operations. So they
need it to supply rigs with water. Ah they need water for fracturing wells, ah, ah for
doing large fracks. Um they need water for ah oilsands developments for, for running
the oilsands plants. There's massive volumes of water that's required. So um theretherefore the need for water wells.

Conal:

Okay. So did you also drill, ah that company Alken, did it also drill wells for like um
plants and things like that? Or is mainly for actual drilling and um for oil.

Kevin:

Ah no. Ma-ver-ver-ah no, no oil drilling. All water development wells for,

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

for ah, yeah for plants. Ah even for ah Alberta Environment,

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

for ah, for the Government.

Conal:

Oh okay. So when you, you acquired shares of Alken in 2013, right?

Kevin:

Yes. Ah actually-

Conal:

That's how you kinda got into it?

Kevin:

Actually-we didn't acquire the, we did enquire (sic) the shares. We bought Alken via a
Numbered Company my brother and I started up. And we bought Aiken's assets ah
through the Nu-, ah the Number Company basically bought Aiken's assets. And we
were the owners of the Number Company.
The Number Company was later merged with Alken, at about the time of the Callidus
financing.

Conal:

Okay. What's the Numbered Company? Do you have the number?

Kevin:

I don't have it with me. But I will definitely get that to you. I always refer to it as 177,
first 3, ah first 3 numbers.
A Commissioner for Oaths
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Kevin:

Ah yes Sir.

Conal:

'kay. Your brother's name. You and he were the only shareholders at the time?

Kevin:

Yes. Ma-Mike Baumann. Ah we were going to assign some shares to Kevin Schmit.
Ah he was involved in Alken fir-ah when we ah (clears throat) when we acquired it.
Actually was ah involved for a short time with Allen Anderson prior to, to us acquiring
Aiken's assets. But he never did receive any shares.

Conal:

Allen didn't?

Kevin:

Um ah Kevin Schmit.

Conal:

Oh Kevin Schmit. I'm sorry. And that was back in 2013. So um and that was
approximately between you and your brother, ah you-you invested 6 million dollars into
the company?

Kevin:

Well yes we ah, we um, um ah I backstopped a loan with my, using my personal name
and-and um, and properties. And we f-(clears throat}, first financed the acquisition of
Alken through a company named Talem Capital. We later switched to Service Credit
Union when we did the acquisition a short time after of the assets of Titan Drilling out
of Calgary.

Conal:

Right. So that's essentially you, so you added assets to Alken with Titan Drilling's
assets to s-to s-work this ah, to s-to work this business.

Kevin:

Yes. And there was, ah there was additional ah assets were added into Alken via the,
via the Numbered Company that I had vended in, um into the Numbered Company,
consisting of ah two drilling rigs.

Conal:

Ah okay.

Kevin:

And that's where my ah larger shareholder's loan came from, that ah Callidus, or Sinsorry, Sinclair (clears throat) and Callidus X'd off ah the books of ultimately um, um-

Conal:

So, so when you started, Service Credit Union gave you um some ah loan monies to, to
acquire the 12 million dollars in assets from Titan Drilling?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

Okay. So how much um did Service Credit Union um basically um provide in terms of
a loan, just generally?
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Kevin:

Ah Service financed the whole ah, the whole amount.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Although, although I put up a 6 million dollar um ah chunk of property.

Conal:

Oh okay. So they were the, they-they put up some ah money to purchase the dri-ah triTitan Drilling assets?

Kevin:

Yes.

Canal:

Okay. ( clears throat) So then you mentioned um, what happened after that, with respect
to um the work that you ultimately did with Alken?

Kevin:

I, (clears throat) yes, ah Alken was going along a decent, ah ah the stand alone Alken,
prior to the ah al-um addition of the Titan assets. But ah as soon as we acquired ah Titan
we spent a considerable amount of capital getting ready for a major project in the
oilsands, that ah Alken was awarded, ah a coring project, an upcoming coring project.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

And that project was put on hold ah by a Calgary Court, relating to lack of proper
Indigenous consultation.

Conal:

So did you end up losing that project as a result?

Kevin:

At the time yes. Um the company did give the co-ah Alken some work during it
whenever, but it was nothing compared to what it should-it was ultimately, or originally
planned to be.

Conal:

Alright. And ah so ah what happened with the ah company at that point, with Alken at
that point? You became, you got into some financial trouble at all with respect to it?

Kevin:

Yeah it-it beca-yeah it became a little tight. And um we had, we had a good relationship
with Service. And ah we had, we had great communication. And ah, you know, they're
small. And this was a loan that would really affect them i-had they got offside. So, you
know, they did the appropriate thing and ah give their required notice that they were ah,
they were calling the loan. Um al-although we did have discussions with senior oofficials with Service that we could have entered into a Forbearance Agreement, as they
had done with, with many other central Alberta companies, ah to get through the tight
spots and um, and go forward.

Conal:

So what year was that?
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Kevin:

Ah that was in 2014.

Conal:

Okay. So what's a Forbearance Agreement? What does that mean?

Kevin:

Ah that's an Agreement that can be in any form, or possibly the bank would just um,
maybe just take interest until you rightsize every, ev-ah your business. Um ah or your
work maybe came through that ah you perceive coming. Um ah it's just a means of
working with you.

Conal:

Right. So and um you had to pay that loan back? Obviously.

Kevin:

Well we didn't at that time. We, instead we refinanced with Callidus.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Yeah. We very well, and I, and regrettably we did not ah accept or the, um get into large
negotiations with Service. We didn't want Alken to be, you know, have any possible
word in central Alberta that, you know, we were working with our bank. We thought it
best to just pay out Service.

Conal:

Okay. So it was not a good businesses decision to um allow the public or anybody to
know that um there was, that you had to repay that loan? Is that basically, ah so that's
why you went to Callidus?

Kevin:

Correct.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Yeah. We didn't want any, any more possible word, or potential word out that, you
know, we were under, um under an agreement with our bank to um, to rightsize the ship
so to speak.

Canal:

Right.

Kevin:

We just wanted to clear it up. Um you have to remember Alken had a great reputation.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

And was a very solid business with a great name in Alberta for over 30 years. We didn't
want to jeopardize that.

Canal:

And you didn't want ah any-anybody to know that you, there was eh um, a-a current
financial issue with respect to keeping the company going at the time. That's-that was
the main concern.
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Kevin:

In the present state on that day, yes.

Canal:

On the present state. Okay. So was anything happening in the industry at that time,
2013 to 2014 in the oil industry, that would cause eh um um, ah not enough work to be
out there?

Kevin:

Well-

Canal:

Not, or is that, that happened later.

Kevin:

That happened later. Um (chuckles) ah ironically water development goes on, ah
regardless of how much drilling ah for oil or gas happens in the province.

Canal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

Um, you know, a-a lot of the water well (clears throat) companies in Alberta are even
succeeding today. um and prospering. Ah water development is a necessity.

Canal:

Because you don't necessarily have to work for the oil industry. You have other, other
avenues of income.

Kevin:

Well and, and the oil industry needs water.

Canal:

To keep going?

Kevin:

Yeah to keep going and to run their plants and to do their operations, whether they're
developing oil or-or not.

Canal:

Okay. So with Alken you had an office space in Red Deer I presume?

Kevin:

Ah Bentley.

Canal:

In Bentley?

Kevin:

Yes. Which we later also moved an office to Red Deer, to be more central. And we had
a sales office in Calgary in ah, during 2014.

Canal:

And how many employees did you have?

Kevin:

I believe there was near 50, 35 to 50.

Canal:

And um did, were some of them contractors? Or were all them just employees on the
payroll.
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Kevin:

There was some contractors, mostly employees.

Conal:

Alright. And in t~tal how much eq~ipment did you have, u~ terms of value, at that
time?°

Kevin:

After the Titan acquisition ah was a unique situation. (clears throat) The Titan assets
were bought um and were premium assets. Titan was even carrying the ass-the Titan
assets alone, on their books, ah at 60 million dollars. We, by the time we vended in ah
Titan's assets with Aiken's assets, and the 2 rigs, I ah had vended into the Numbered
Company. I believe we had a value in the 40 million dollar range, 40 some, I think it
was mid 40's.

Conal:

And at that time do you recall, just basically, um what type of ah annual revenue you
had, around that time period? Just trying to get an idea of the, of-of the operation itself,
before we kinda go on to the loan agreement.

Kevin:

Yes it was near um, um Alken always had busy winters, especially when, once we took
over the Al-ah um, ah Titan assets. Should be in the ah million dollars a month range
minimum, on average. 12 million dollars. 6 to 12 million.

Conal:

Between 6 to 12 million a year?

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Projected? I guess it was, ah some of that was projected.

Kevin:

Well projected was even more than that. Ah had, had the big ah coring contract went
forward we, we had enough, we would have netted en-enough money out of, ah out of
a season to pay for the entire Titan acquisition.

Conal:

In one year.

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

And that was 12 million.

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

So when you went, so then you went to um Callidus. Now exactly when did that occur?
When did that start, when you went to Callidus and, approximately, for a loan?

Kevin:

Woulda been in the fall of ah 2013.
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Canal:

Now I understand that Callidus was a private lender, and ah for um Corporations. And
Callidus was based out of Toronto? At the time?

Kevin:

That's correct. They were, they were actu-ironically they were going private right at the
time that we were obtaining a loan from them, when our loan was about to be closed
with them, ah in March of2-of2014.

Canal:

2014? So in March of 2014 is when your loan was closing with them.

Kevin:

It-it finally closed March 31st, 2014. And that was part of my due diligence, um wh-ah
why I recall that is, that was part of my due diligence. I reviewed Callidus's um initial
IPO document on SEDAR, that they had filed with SEDAR.

Canal:

So Callidus was going public at that time?

Kevin:

Yes. Yes. And-and to add, what drew me to that, was ah Craig Boyer with Callidus
give me the assurance that hey we have to be a reputable company. Um we are even
going public on ah, on the Toronto Exchange.

Canal:

So he sold his company to you basically in terms of their, be-be-through the-the-that
they were going public. Like he used that as part of his credibility?

Kevin:

That-that wa-that was one of his, ah one of his um ah sales ah points and-and
enticements.

Canal:

Okay. So um I have not read the um loan agreement yet. So I'll ask you some questions
about the loan agreement. And um so how did you, um I understand that there was a
company called Dynamic Capital. How did Dynamic Capital come into, were they a
sales company? Or were they initially a-a loan company as well?

Kevin:

They were more of um, ah I considered them more of a middle man, um would match a
company seeking financing with, ah with lenders. They were found by a then CFO of,
ah of Aiken's in Calgary.

Canal: ·

So Dynamic Capital was a loan broker.

Kevin:

Correct.

Canal:

And a Canadian company?

Kevin:

Um Alberta and British Columbia.

Canal:

Okay.
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Kevin:

And Dynamic did get eh force commission off of the Alken financing.

Conal:

Are they still around?

Kevin:

As far as I know, yes.

Conal:

So who-who ah was Dynamic Capital, um who did you deal with there? Um I assume
that it would have been somebody high up in that organization or?

Kevin:

Yes. My ah, my CFO and ah I, I spoke with him as well on ah ah numerous occasions,
um ah Dustin.

Conal:

So Dynamic Capital is Dustin.

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. His name is Dustin, um-

Conal:

Dustin.

Kevin:

Unfortunately I try not to remember is his last name.

Conal:

Oh 'kay.

Kevin:

Ah, ah but I well get that to you after. It'll come to me in a minute.

Conal:

Sure. So Alken um, Aiken's CFO, who was that?

Kevin:

Ah Michael Kehler. K-E-H-L-E-R.

Conal:

And he worked out of Calgary.

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

Um so was he involved at all, in terms ofum working with Callidus and yourself to get
this loan?

Kevin:

Well he was initially. And um it's-it's-it's ironic how it worked out. He was, we were
forced to terminate him because Callidus did not want to deal with him. Because um
in-in essence, I believe now, he was standing up for Alken. And he was giving Callidus
pushback on a lot of, lot of the terms of their agreement.

Conal:

Is Michael someone that would be willing to talk to me do you think, at this point?

Kevin:

Ah possibly. I could reach out to him.
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Conal:

Okay. So maybe what I'll do is um I'll get your con-I'll-that'll be one of my um
requests, is for contact information for him.

Kevin:

Actually he may, he may possibly not. Because um, you know, unfortunately um, you
know, we, we um, we terminated him more at Callidus's request also. Ah they basically
said we don't want to deal with him anymore.
·

Conal:

They didn't like ah-

Kevin:

They, Callidus don't like people they can't push around. Ah-

Conal:

Right. Of course, yeah.

Kevin:

Ah Dustin White I remember now. That's his last name.

Conal:

Dustin White?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

So Dustin White was with Dynamic Capital.

Kevin:

Yes, correct.

Canal:

And he's probably still there. You don't, do you know?

Kevin:

Ah I think so, yes.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

He was, ah I believe he was the CFO or C-or sorry, CEO,

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

or-or President.

Canal:

Okay. Great. Alright so now we're gonna, we'll, guess get into the ah loan. So you
needed the loan to pay out um the bank. And you also needed the loan to continue
operations with the company. Is that correct?

Kevin:

Yes. For ah I guess the receivables we believe we would generate.

Conal:

So the loan, what did you mm need, actually need the money, what was the purpose of
the money itself? Was it to buy more equipment? Was it to, to start up the operations,
um to create the, um like to drill the holes, to pay the people, what was it, for the,
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Kevin:

Well-

Conal:

was for the future work that was required?

Kevin:

Yeah. We-we had a want list, an a-an estimate on what we needed. Ah the Callidus finfinancing was slightly over what we ah, what we needed to pay out Service Credit
Union. Ah we um, them funds allowed us to um pay out Service, and provided us a
surplus to go forward, had we been able to draw on Callidus' s funds, relating to the
upline.
And know-knowing now um,

(sound of cell phone notification)
Kevin:

you know, and my opinion is the-the whole deal was ah reverse engineered by Callidus.
They scrubbed the books down, looked at our liabilities and tailored the appraisals to fit
the capital we needed. For example they, they crashed the equipment value down to 17
million dollars, that we were carrying on the books for 40 some million. And they said
if you want 17, um ah forced liquidation value of the equipment is less. So ah we would
need, ah now-now we need a guarantee from you, which we would put on your Red
Deer property, of 4.5 million.

Conal:

Okay. So they brought the value of your assets down on the boo-when you actually put
the loan in they assessed the value and they said no it's not worth 40 million, it's worth
17 million. So they manipulated the numbers there somehow? Or why-

Kevin:

Yes. Yeah they-

Conal:

did they get an appraisal or anything of it?

Kevin:

Yeah they, yeah they-they tailored the appraisals.

Canal:

And did they choose the appraiser? Or did you.

Kevin:

They choose, that's part of their agreement. All a-all appraisals are conducted by
appraisers of Callidus 's choice.

Conal:

So was that appraiser, well did, were you satisfied that it was a good appraisal?

Kevin:

No. No.

Conal:

But you agreed to, you agreed to it.
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Kevin:

At that point we had no choice.

Canal:

And, if you wanted the money.

Kevin:

That's correct.

Canal:

Alright. Alright. So for the most part (clears throat) it's moving along. And um you're
sending them a lot of information about your company. And they had some appraisals
done, which would be a normal practice. I'm-I'm sure that the bank did a similar thing,

Kevin:

Yes. Yeah.

Conal:

when they, they did appraisals with their own people. And then (clears throat) ultimately
you um, you looked at this loan and you decided that you were gonna take. So how
much was the actual ah line of credit? It was essentially a line of credit was it not, that
they were gonna .. to you?

Kevin:

Well ah there was, they, it's ah, Callidus tailored it, ah 3 loans, the equipment loan at 17
million, which I negotiated up to 19.

Canal:

19 million for equipment.

Kevin:

Um of fi-fi-ah fi-, ah 5 million dollars, or sorry, 4.5 million they put on my place, tied
to a guarantee of 6.

Canal:

Okay so part of it was um they a-they al-allowed for 4.5 million dollars, but they needed
a-a guarantee from you personally,

Kevin:

Yes.

Canal:

as a Director of the company?

Kevin:

Yes.

Canal:

Okay. So that was a pers-with-that had a personal gra-guarantee attached to it.

Kevin:

6 million dollars.

Canal:

Of more value.

Kevin:

Yes. And then an operating line of up to a maximum of 5 million dollars, which was
attached solely to Aiken's receivables.
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Canal:

And operating line was receivables only. (clears throat) And the 6 million dollar
guarantee for the 4.5 million dollar, what was that for 4.5 million dollar gonna be used
for?

Kevin:

Well it really wasn't used for anything, other than co-a coverage for Callidus. Because
they further dropped down the equipment and said on a forced liquidation value your
equipment is only worth a maximum of 19, including your land. So they adjust,

Canal:

Oh.

Kevin:

they adjusted it even further. So you can only get an, a maximum of 19,

Canal:

Okay.

Kevin:

all your iron and your personal real estate property.

Canal:

So when you did that loan was that similar, in terms of the way it was set up? Um as
opposed to the ah, the bank loan that you had initially?

Kevin:

Ah similar.

Canal:

So you had a, you had a, you had a kinda guarantee.

Kevin:

Ah similar, similar, ah yeah similar but with Credit, ah Service Credit Union ah we were
allowed to get our money.

Canal:

Right. Like they would feed you the money appropriately. Yeah.

Kevin:

Yeah they-

Canal:

So we'll get into that.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

But in terms of the way they initially set it up (clears throat), so what-interest rate were
you to be paying?

Kevin:

It was 18% for the Callidus loans.

Canal:

At the time was that um a good interest rate?

Kevin:

No.

Canal:

What di-what-what-what were you paying at the time with um Service Credit Union?
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Kevin:

It was prime plus a couple a percent. I don't know, I don't remember exactly, but it
woulda been 3 to 5 I believe. But prime was so low, so it was, it was just, it-it was a
very fair deal.

Canal:

18% is significant. Um (clears throat)

Kevin:

Yes.

Canal:

And was that, how was that calculated? Was it 18% a year? Or a month? Or, do you
remember? I'll have to look at the loan agreement.

Kevin:

Well they com-they-they compounded it ah creatively. So ah with fees ah it was, it was,
it was pretty scary, no matter how you looked at it or calculated it.

Canal:

But you were aware of that.

Kevin:

And it's, and it's iro-ah well no. Ah ah and it's ironic how you, they would even charge
you for your unused upline that they would withhold and you were not allowed to use.

Canal:

So they were charging interest on the money that you didn't obtain?

Kevin:

Yes, that we were not allowed to obtain, interest on unused portions.

Canal:

(clears throat) And do you have proof to that? Do you have some documentation that
would prove that they charged interest on the money that they did not, that-that they did
not supply to you at the time?

Kevin:

We do have some disclosure from Callidus on some of the loan ah documents.
Unfortunately the ma-the majority of that would be subject to deemed undertakings. So
we-we wouldn't be able to release it to um, or pass it on to anyone other than my
professionals, so I believe you should be able to see all that, or my representatives, or
counsel, or an, or Investigator.

Canal:

So they didn't disclose to you umm at the time when-they were, how they came, ah like
basically, ultimately you ended up losing the company to them over a period of time,
and then no ah longer had access. But during the time that you were President, and they
were, I mean we're jumping ahead, but they, did they send you any Statements of the
account?

Kevin:

Yes we received Statements um every month. Um and then we, we were, calculated a
weekly borrowing basis to, and in an attempt to get our funds from Callidus.
Unfortunately when I was ousted though, ah I know we're going, jumping ahead again.
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Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

But um um, you know, my-my email was locked out, ah didn't have any access to paper.
Ah left there with virtually nothing.

Canal:

Okay. So you're physically personally located at that office space right? Um just
outside of Red Deer. You're physically going into that office. You had email that was
for Alken. And then ultimately when you were asked to leave the company, which we'll
get to, they locked you out of the comp-they locked you out-out of the front doors and
they locked you out of your email. (coughs) So you personally did not have access to
any of those Statements anymore, um

Kevin:

Or-or eh, or my email.

Conal:

or any documentation or email.

Kevin:

No. Exactly. But they definitely did.

Conal:

'kay. Ah makes sense. So right now we really can't prove, outside of some things that
they've given to you, that they've charged interest on the money that they did not, that
you did not get, and added it to their- So you don't really have their accounting of what
they were charging, in terms of the whole process.

Kevin:

Ah yeah shou-ah Dave, Dave should be able to provide that to you, ah or-or ah Brianne.
It would be in their disclosure, some of it.

Conal:

Okay. And that-that disclosure came from a-a Court case? Which Court case?

Kevin:

Um it would have been in the foreclosure ah matter.

Conal:

And the foreclosure matter had to do with your personal property?

Kevin:

Correct.

Conal:

With the guarantee?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

Yeah. Okay. Alright. Alright. Okay. So let's go back. So you obtain the loan um in
the end of March, and it was to um, it involved, ah the requirement for the loan was with
respect to capital and maintaining the business. And also with paying out the previous
loan that you had with um, ah with the bank, with Service Credit Union.
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And what transpired after that? So you now had, ah well they set it up in a, in an account.
Um and how did, how did that work? So they had this blocked account.
Kevin:

Yes. Yeah. With Callidus it's very creative. And you-you don't think of the
consequences until you're into a deal with them. So you have 2 accounts. You have
um a blocked account, which all of your receivables from your company goes into.
You' re not allowed access to draw out of that account or write cheques on that account.
That is a blocked account, whereby each day it is swept to Callidus's bank account in
Toronto.

Conal:

And you knew that was gonna take place.

Kevin:

Yes. That was part of their agreement. It's a, ah it's a blocked account agreement.
Which even had it, a blocked account agreement between ah the company, the bank and
Callidus. And the wording of the blocked account agreement is no party is able to get
information relating to that even, ah without Callidus 's consent.

Conal:

So the-

Kevin:

So, so I haven't been able to get any information relating to the bank account that I
guaranteed. Um and that's another item that we'll be bringing through, ah through
Court.

Conal:

Right. So they, they blocked the receivable, like ah the receivable account, which was
part of the deal. And they, and you knew that they were gonna be, so funds would be
going in there from um your receivables for the company. Ah and they were taking that,
those-that money out. And then they had another account.

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

And the second account was for what?

Kevin:

Ah so Callidus referred to that as the disbursement account. I call it the allowance
account, where they would give you your allowance that they set fit, saw ah fit that you
should receive.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

So you would ah do a weekly borrowing base. And Callidus would either fund, not fund
or alter what they believed you should receive.

Conal:

So they would fund, not fund or alter amount.

Kevin:

Yeah. Sometimes they even refused. Mm.
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Conal:

And they would refuse entirely?

Kevin:

Yes. There were a few occasions where they refused.

Conal:

Okay. So because you were locked out of your email account you, on, you didn't, on
your, on your computer you didn't keep those copies of those emails in eh um archive
or anything like that on your computer.

Kevin:

No. No. I'm not a big computer guy. Um I didn't have access it. I didn't even have
ah the ability to access that account from somewhere else. I'm, that's just not me, right?

Conal:

Right. Right.

Kevin:

Ah it was Alken' s computer and it was it. I did have some personal emails on there that
ah I regret, regret that ah Callidus would have had ah access to them.

Conal:

Okay. So um there was, you based your-your working with Callidus based on their
website documents at the time, and ah representations from their, from Craig Boyer and
then another individual um by the name of Mark Wilk, W-1-L-K, and their legal counsel.
And this, and legal counsel with, was with Chaitons?

Kevin:

Chaitons.

Conal:

Chaitons? Which is C-H-A-T-O-N-N, C-H-A-T-O-N-S.

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

And who was the legal counsel? What was his name? I think you have it in here in
your-

Kevin:

Um you know what, we dealt with so many people, I've-

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

I've gotta confirm that and go through my files.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

And, and I will get you, ah get you that. What transpired there is that was some final
negotiations just before the deal was closed. Um Boyer and Wilk came to central
Alberta. We had a meeting. Um they said this is what we can do. And give you a, an
equipment loan of X amount,
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Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

an operating line of X amount. And you have enough coverage. Ah everything will be
fine. Then within days after Boyer went back to Toronto, um and we received the term
sheet, I believe it was January 7th. It had a guarantee within there. And it had changed
to include the Red Deer property.

Conal:

Your personal property.

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

Which was farm land or?

Kevin:

Um farm and potential development land on the edge of Red Deer at Gasoline Alley.

Conal:

Okay. How did he know you had that?

Kevin:

They knew ah we had it, as we used, I used it in the acquisition of ah um, the Titan assets
via the bank.

Conal:

Oh. So they had all those records.

Kevin:

Via, via Se-via Service, yes.

Conal:

So on the initial, ah before this deal was signed off they wanted a personal guarantee for
the value of that, of that land, similar to what the bank wanted? Or ended up getting,
right?

Kevin:

Yes. Yeah.

Conal:

Yeah. Okay. So that's not an, out of the ordinary per se? It's, and you accepted it,
which was because that's just how you, you ran things. You-you-you had to have some
sort of collateral to get a loan, outside of the equipment and the business and the good
will of the business, right?

Kevin:

Yes, providing you receive your funds.

Conal:

Right. (clears throat) Providing that they didn't breach the contract,

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

everything was fine.
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Kevin:

Yeah. I did rely on assurances from Callidus um, you know, first off, um Boyer's um
assure-assure-

Conal:

Verbal, verbal assurances?

Kevin:

ah assurance that, you know, we-we have to um run a reputable business. Look we're
going ah, we're going public on the Toronto Stock Exchange and we'll be subject to
extreme ah regulations.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

So ah that was one check the box.

Conal:

That makes sense.

Kevin:

Um, you know, and another comment from ah, from Boyer was you-you have so much
equity, ah if you need help we're here for you.

Conal:

And those are the words he used?

Kevin:

Yes. And with your guaran-ah with your ah guarantee and um personal property we're
definitely here for you. You have more coverage than you need. That were, well that
was his spec-specific words.

Conal:

More coverage than you need. And when he says coverage what does he mean by that?

Kevin:

Asset value.

Conal:

Okay. So you had a law firm that represented you and reviewed that loan agreement.
Correct?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

And who, who was that at the time?

Kevin:

Ah David Heighington.

Conal:

How do I spell Heighington?

Kevin:
Conal:
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Kevin:

Ah yes. Ah Dave ah calls his company Heighington Law. He's based in Calgary, small
individual shop, a good lawyer.

Conal:

And he's a contract lawyer essentially?

Kevin:

.. , ah yes he has his own, his-his-his own, um

Conal:

He has his own practice.

Kevin:

he has his own practice.

Conal:

He does a few things?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

Okay. Um would he be willing to speak to me do you think?

Kevin:

Oh absolutely.

Conal:

About this matter?

Kevin:

Absolutely.

Conal:

Is he a witness in any of your um, ah lawsuits?

Kevin:

He may potentially be.

Conal:

Okay. But not currently?

Kevin:

Correct.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Dave Joa-knows the loan agreement and how it transpired. And ah there was some
negotiations as it went on. So Dave knows it quite well.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

If you wanta discuss that, we can.

Conal:

Sure. So you'd mentioned in um your outline here that on the first day of closing um
Chaitons assurance is provided incor-ah provided incorrect which, provided to be
incorrect?
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Kevin:

So proved incorrect.

Conal:

Proved in-oh I'm sorry. Yeah proved incorrect. Um which, which you considered
inducement, as you relied on that insurance. So the law firm also provided some
assurances? What did Chaitons say?

Kevin:

'kay what happened there and how this transpired was Dave, um knowing what we know
now, all-ah my Callidus loan agreement, and I believe loan agreements with other
borrowers, had the wording in it that, for example, we'll give you 17 or 19 million for
your equipment. Ah we'll give you an uplane-up-upline of 5 million dollars. Ah
although these funds are at their sole di-discretion.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

Sole discretion is dangerous wording if, if a party does not act honestly or in good faith.
It's subject to or open to a free for all of we'll do whatever we want. Right?

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

So Dave didn't like that wording. Um ah Callidus pushed back and said that's just the
way it is. Also within the agreement they had a holdback on our receivables, ah but
basically availability block, on our receivables of$750,000. I talked to Boyer about that
and I said what is this for? You believe I have ample coverage, ah and in fact excess
coverage, and you're proposing a block. Well we initially thought it was a million, and
I think that's high. Well I tell you what, I want no block because that would basically
um, you know, harm the company by not being able to access our receivables.
So we negotiated that clause out, that number of $750,000 out of the agreement. (clears
throat) And Callidus counsel replaced it with at their sole discretion.

Conal:

And which made it worse.

Kevin:

If they acted on ah underhanded, unreasonably or dishonest, yes. So Dave reached out
to Callidus counsel. We received an email back. Um and his comment was I-1-I did not
believe how or why my ah co-my ah client would act ah ah unreasonable.

Conal:

So Cha-so the-there'll, so there'll be a copy of that email.

Kevin:

Yes. So in truth, you know, from what we know now, in true fashion, um on the first
day of closing Callidus replaced the, what went from 750 to zero to sole discretion, they
placed a 1.25 million dollar immediate block on our receivables.

Conal:

1.5 million?
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1.25 million.

Conal:

1.25 million dollar-

Kevin:

1, 1 and a quarter a million dollars. So what that meant is if you had 2 million dollars
of receivables that were valid and-and good standing and reputable clients, you could
only um draw a-a-a percentage of $750,000.

Conal:

Okay. So if there's a 1.25 million dollar block on receivables what does that mean? It
means ah wha-wha-

Kevin:

So if you own-if the company on that particular day of closing, if we only had 1.25
million dollars in receivables

Canal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

we would be able to draw from Callidus zero. Or if you had 2 million dollars of
receivables you would take 2-your 2 million less 1.25, which they had set aside the, and
said you can't draw on it. We would only be allowed to draw on 750, or actually at a
percentage, like the loan agreement says, you're only allowed to borrow 85 or 90% of
that. We would only be able to eh, like access like 85 or 90% of $750,000, if you, in
fact you had 2 million dollars.

Conal:

So the block,

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

on their side, so the lawyers had this,

Kevin:

Was a, was a harm. Yeah.

Conal:

this block in there. Which means that they, they can say that you take 90% of your
receivable value. And we're not gonna give you any money until it's over 1.25 million
dollars.

Kevin:

Once they put in the, yes correct. Yeah. That's right.

Canal:

So if your receivables have to be over 1.25 million dollars before they give you any
money.

Kevin:

Yeah that's right. And I considered it highly deceptive.

Canal:

But you didn't know they were gonna do that.
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Kevin:

Not until, not until um,

Canal:

Until they did it.

Kevin:

ah not until they did it, and we received the first loan statement in um, and it basically
was in fact on day one, April 1st, 2014. Because they could. Ah I-I referred to it as sole
discretion of as acting dishonestly and unreasonably.

Canal:

Needed to have over 1.5, 25 million dollars in receivables before they even start lending
you money.

Kevin:

Yes. The block was in there. If you wanta ask me later why I believe that was placed.
Um I'd definitely give you my opinion of that.

Conal:

Of course. Okay. And that was on April 1st.

Kevin:

Um April 1st, 1st gate, first day out of the gate with the loan.

Conal:

2014?

Kevin:

14.

Conal:

First day of loan.

Kevin:

So,

Conal:

So-

Kevin:

their proposed agreement went from 750. We took the 750 out. They agreed to the 750
out.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

And they replaced it with a, with a ..

Conal:

And then they replaced it with 1.25 million.

Kevin:

Just about a double, saying here you go.

Canal:

Because they had that sole discretion. And what did Chaitons say about that? I assume
that um your lawyer got ahold of Chaitons and said what's going on?

Kevin:

No ah, um not that I'm aware of. Um I-1-I don't know what Dave did with that. My
comments, ah I reached out to Callidus. And ah the comment from Wilk, or sorry, the
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comment from Boyer was read your agreement, we're allowed to do whatever we want.
It had an explicit I won't add in there ah either.
Conal:

He sweared at you?

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Conal:

What'd he say?

Kevin:

Um read your fucking agreement. Um we're allowed to do whatever we want.

Conal:

So for him to swear like that you must have been angry when you ah called him and
said what's going on? I mean you-there's-

Kevin:

Well no I wasn't angry. I was up front. I was ah put in a, speak to the fire. Like come
on buddy, what's going on? You give me a sale job that um, you know, I have so much
coverage, we' re here for you buddy and you' re squeezing us right out of the gate. Why?
What's, what's gonna go, ah what's gonna happen? And how bad is this relationship
going to get going forward? That were, that was basically in my comments to him.

Conal:

So essentially they agreed to give you a loan.

Kevin:

And then they clawed it back.

Conal:

And then they clawed it back significantly right in that particular moment. So what did
your receivables look like at, at that particular moment,

Kevin:

We-

Canal:

that particular time?

Kevin:

I believe Alken had, we had a real good winter leading up. And that's why ss-um, um
Service was prepared to enter into a forbearance agreement with 'em, with them.
Because we had a-a-a pretty good chunk of receivables to make their payments and/or
at least make interest payments, and carry on to the next big season which was coming
up. Um we had, I believe we had in excess of 3, between 3 and I, I believe it was near
3.7 million dollars of receivables when we closed the Callidus deal, if not over that,
between 3 and 4 million dollars of receivables.
And at that point, starting with Callidus, out of the gate we hadn't, we hadn't drawn on
any of that, right? Because the Callidus funds had paid out Service entirely, the Service
equipment and the upline. So, so to speak, we're starting fresh with what we thought.
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Conal:

So they did go ahead and pay out the Credit Union amount, which was approximately
12 million or so?

Kevin:

Ah actually ah um because of what we'd drawn on the upline I think ah Service was
paid out around 15 or 16 million, if I'm corre-if I, ah if I recall. But I can get you that
exact number.

Conal:

So the good will was shot right then and there, because they immed-immediately put a
block on the account. Um but they didn't actually breach the contract, because they had
that one clause in there that said (coughs) at their sole discretion they could put blocks
on the account.

Kevin:

Yeah. But my, my belief, and from my research on the Garth Moeller (phonetic), I'm a
layman and a business man. But I believe that's where, that's what will get Callidus.
You can't use a fancy saying of at our sole discretion. That's not a conche (sic) blanche
coverage that we're allowed to do whatever we want. I believe parties have to act
honestly. The intent was to use that wording of that one sentence, at our sole discretion,
against me so they could do absolutely whatever they wanted.

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

And that's kinda what the whole relationship was and has been from day one, and up to
even today, were allowed to do. Their lawyer even stated in Court at one of our hearings,
once Baumann signed that agreement Callidus was allowed to do whatever they wanted.
And-

Conal:

Did your brother have to sign that agreement as well?

Kevin:

Yes he signed a guarantee for $250,000. And he signed the loan, loan agreement as
well.

Conal:

Okay. So the guarantee itself, between you ah, ah you and your brother, was that
separate from the loan agreement, in terms of a, ah something separate document? Or
was that part, specifically part of the loan agreement?

Kevin:

Ah it was, it was a separate document.

Canal:

It's a separate document. Um,

Kevin:

Which, which I believe-

Canal:

was it associated to the loan agreement?
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Kevin:

Ah yes it was. They, ah you know, it was mentioned in there that there would be a
guarantee. But I-I believe that's what separates this, this agreement and makes it a-a
distinct business transaction, where Callidus mixed business with-with personal. Um
and um brought a du-fiduciary duty to me, as an individual, being I used my, my own
personal real estate property as collateral. It's not like I used a rig. I did use the rigs I
had. But when you mix a personal with it, it's a little different.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

That's-that's why we see it as they had an obligation of honesty, fair dealing.

Canal:

Cause you put ah forth your own personal aspect to it.

Kevin:

Personal property, yeah. It's ah, i-it's kind of added a personal twist to it. Which will
be interesting to the Courts going forward. It's not um, this wasn't ah an Alken loan
solely. It was a loan of Alken with um its principal's assets, which I, I believe triggers,
automatically triggers a-a duty from Callidus to me personally.

Canal:

Right. It's ah ah interesting. Um okay. So um what happened then? So we're talking
about where April 1st they put this, ah which causes conflict right away, this ah block
on the account. And then what happened with the business?

Kevin:

'kay we chugged along. Um was actually pretty quiet. There was not a lot of conflict
until we needed them. We um, ah we-we built the business, continued, ah continued
running rigs for the, for the next winter drilling season. Ah the 2-1.25 million dollar
block did not immediately affect us because we had a lot ofreceivables that were coming
in.
So we used our, basically we signed an agreement in order to get our own money.
(chuckles)

Canal:

Right.

Kevin:

So we kind of, we had the 3.some million, 3 to 4 million dollars coming in. We lived
on that through the season and throughout the summer. And come November that's
when we needed them. And I kept putting the heat on Callidus to drop that 1.25 million.
Which it did get dropped partially, I think it got dropped down to, as I recall, 750. So
we were able to get a bit of our own money, or sorry, a bit of our own more money, a
bit more of our own money, ha, um ah to get through.

Conal:

And that block was dropped in December of2014?

Kevin:

I-I-I don't recall when it was throughout '14. But I will definitely get the date for you.
And Dave has that, Dave Oswald has that.
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Conal:

Right. That's probably in his report?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. The remaining, but and then it got dropped further again, at some point, I
think when Sinclair was operating. · And ah the, even in the end, up until the Callidus
controlled receivership, there remained a block of about 250 or, or sorry, 250 or
$270,000 ..

Conal:

So in December of 2014 you needed so-you needed the money, and Sinclair wasn't
involved in your company yet.

Kevin:

No. But okay, sorry. Ah, ah,

Conal:

Yeah let's go back.

Kevin:

ah up, up-up till about November we were forced to retain Sinclair um to assist us in so
called rightsizing our own business. I don't know what rightsizing means. Ah um, ah I
do what, know what it means. I-I believe if we woulda been able to get our own money,
and they own, and the funds that they agreed to advance, that we wouldn't a needed no
Sinclair or, or a reason to right side the-the business. Give us the money we have
coming.

Conal:

To right side the business, is what they said.

Kevin:

Yeah. Boyer, during his telephone conversation, told me, and introduced to me on email
to Sinclair. Um it did not say it on his email, but verbally Boyer said um we, I will not
ah approve any further funding to Alken unless you retain Sinclair.

Canal:

Ah, so was there, was there a problem with-with the business at the time? Ah did it get
quiet and no money was coming in? There were some deals went down?

Kevin:

It was a little quiet. Ah we-we ah had, ah we coulda squeaked by just fine had we got
the remaining ah portion of the block that they had, they had in place.

Conal: ·

But their, their perspective was okay we wanta bring somebody, this Sinclair, in to start.
What was his role gonna be? Was he gonna be the new CFO? Or he was gonna-

Kevin:

No he was going to be eh a, yeah a-a C-ah C-his title was, which Callidus uses in all
borrowers, um ah they place a CRO. Um I call it the man to do the, ah do their, do their
bidding. Chief,

Conal:

So the CRO Chief

Kevin:

ah Chief Recovery Officer.
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Conal:

Recovery Officer. Mm, never heard of that one before. Chief Recovery Officer. And
um his role was to right side the business. And that's really all you really knew or, or?

Kevin:

Yes. Plus we were forced. We had no choice but to retain him. Ah, you know, when
you, when you can't get ah your funds from your borrower and in, and in most ·cases
your own funds, which you, you should be entitled to.

Conal:

So how could they do that?

Kevin:

Um-

Conal:

How could they, how could they say we're not gonna give you any more money when
they said they were gonna give you money in the loan agreement?

Kevin:

Well may, that's-that's up to the Judge to decide when all this is all wrapped up and ..
the Courts to decide.

Conal:

So there wa-there was no-

Kevin:

Because your hands are tied. And that's the dangerous thing about a blocked account
system.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

It's not like you can take your own money and say I don't care what you think Callidus.
Ha. You're gonna have to, we're gonna force you to live by your agreement. When
they co-control all the cards, including your bank account, it's very tough.

Canal:

Right.

Kevin:

Cause you won't get your allowance. You're not gonna give the kid the allowance,

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

is, is how I refer to it as.

Canal:

So he threatened you. This was a verbal threat. He said basically you will not get any
more funding until you retain Sinclair. Ah that's what he said? And but there's nothing
in the loan-

Kevin:

Until you retain, no that's right. No ah so we had to sign an engagement letter with
Sinclair and go through all that .. So basically Sinclair was forced upon Alken twice.
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And we'll go over that as-as-as the interview goes on. Ah the second one I have an
email relating to it,
Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

relating to his forced ah-

Canal:

So you signed the engagement letter with Sinclair. And who, who was he? What was
his full name?

Kevin:

Matthew Scott Sinclair is his legal name. He goes by Scott Sinclair. Had I known his
true legal name at the time I would not have retained him.

Conal:

Why is that?

Kevin:

Um he has a sanction with the Ontario Securities Commission, basically for, you know,
I would say you call it a light fraud. He misrepresented to investors, ah took money
from investors, spent it. Um he was given a sanction and a 10 year ban for being an
Officer or Director of a public company.

Canal:

He's ah, um at the time he was a Chartered Accountant I understand?

Kevin:

He still is. I'm not sure if he presently is um still. Ah as I ah put a submission in to the
Chartered Professional Accountants Association, relating to his conduct with Alken.
And they were doing an extensive investigation on him.

Canal:

How can he be Registered as a Chartered Accountant if he had been sanctioned by the
ah Ontario Securities Commission? Or do you know?

Kevin:

I do not know. That's a question. I, ah oh or sorry there, there was another sanction he
received from the CPA because I think he was obtaining his CPA licence at the same
time as he received his Securities ban of 10 years and $10,000 fine. Ah so he was
reprimanded by the CPA for not disclosing that he had in fact eh um Securities ah um,

Canal:

Sanction.

Kevin:

Securities sanction. Yes that's correct, yeah. I could find you that document. Dave has
that as well.

Canal:

So you unknowingly-

Kevin:

Ah but they never, I'm sorry, but they never stripped him of his ah Designation. Ah he
received a reprimand.
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Conal:

Okay. Did you consult with um Counsel at the time, with respect to hiring him? The
question is is that because they, they said you will hire him or we're not gonna give you
any more money, I'm just wondering why Counsel didn't step up to the plate and say
you can't do that, it's not part of the loan agreement, you're in breach of the loan
agreement.

Kevin:

Yeah. Well it was (indiscernible). They're, these guys are pretty slick. They're
professionals at ah, in my opinion, deception. I'm not, I'm trying not to bash 'em and
get a little emotional about this. But ah I-I've been,

Canal:

Yeah. No, I understand. Ah it'sjust-

Kevin:

1-I've been through a lot with it, right?

Conal:

Yeah. But you recall that, that phone call. And ah was anybody witness to that phone
call, outside of yourself?

Kevin:

No.

Conal:

And they'll probably deny it, if they were asked?

Kevin:

Oh absolutely. Yeah. They-they deny most everything.

Canal:

Yeah. So at the time, when you hired him, after being asked to hire him, did you get a
resume or anything like that to review?

Kevin:

Yeah. We ah, we received um um, we received the, ah I-I had a discussion with Boyer
that he is involved in ah another, a couple other borrowers and is doing a fine job. You
know, it was a good sales pitch. Um there al-there was also a contract that Sinclair um,
um forced us to sign, and an engagement letter.
So a short time after that, so and that's November '14.

Canal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Short time after that, I think it was as early as January, or coming into February, we
realized Sinclair was not here to help Alken obtain funds from Callidus, or to help us so
called rightsize the business. He was actually there um on behalf of Callidus to do their
bidding.

Canal:

Or what, what do you mean by that? What did he do?

Kevin:

To do their bidding. Ah ev-
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Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

everything was ah, yeah no we can't, ah let's not pay this guy, let's not pay that guy.
Umm, you know, he-he-he was basically, I considered him a Callidus, a Callidus
representative, not-not an independent arm that was helping Alken.

Conal:

But at the time you didn't know that. Like because, because now you know that, that
he was, in all likelihood, talking more and dealing more with ah Callidus and Boyer than
yourself, and trying to run the company. At the time he was doing some odd things,
right?

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Conal:

Is that correct?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

That were contrary to business, and you'd been in, been in business a long time.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

And this is a CP or a CA at the time,

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Conal:

coming in and telling you you're not to pay certain individuals. And he's looking at the,
the finances, theoretically, of the, of the books and records. So he's playing a bit of a
shell game with your company potentially.

Kevin:

Well yeah. Ah and, and it was just all of his conduct throughout the short period of time
that he was engaged. So, you know, I made the decision. This is not working. Um
you're, you're here for Callidus. You're not here for um, for Alken. Um we still can't
get um our funds when they're, when they're due to us. Um this is ah, you know, and
at that point I, it became apparent to me that this is a game, within the takeover
businesses.

Conal:

So what did Sinclair do wrong while he was running your company? Like he, he was,
so I assume at the, at that time, before you left the company,

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Conal:

he was doing things to cause issues

Kevin:

Mm-hm.
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Conal:

with the company, right? Was not, he was not paying people. Or what way, or whatwhat type of role did he have?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. He had, he had a belief that we could just park all of the old payables and
supplier debt, and then we'll just carry on and create new supplier debt. And-

Conal:

So he wanted, he wanted to park debt.

Kevin:

Yeah. Let's park all the suppliers that we've used. Let's, ah let's abuse them and let's
go create some more debts with other people in Alberta. That didn't sit well with me.
And, you know, that's something I've always believed in. When people, when you use
people that do you a good job and they, you know, nothing was damaged and they did
what they agreed to do, everybody has to be paid. That's what keeps things going
around.

Conal:

So he essentially was creating bad business by screwing over suppliers, by not paying
them and moving to different suppliers so, and then not paying them.

Kevin:

Yeah. And, and also-

Conal:

But the money was available to pay them.

Kevin:

Yeah, not, and not asking for Callidus. Cause he was the one that controlled the ask on
okay what goes in for our borrowing base to Callidus, his own boss, so to speak. Right?
So he just wouldn't ask for the money. If we had money asks to ask, he wouldn't ask
for it. If we needed money to pay a certain amount of bills to get things up to date, so
you can re-maintain your reputation, or the company's reputation, sorry, um he wasn't
doing that.

Conal:

He wasn't asking for money from Callidus to supply ah the business ah operating costs.

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah, and, and the right amount of money. If he was actually there for me he
woulda been saying let's get rid of the entire block that you put in for no reason, other
than at your sole discretion. Let's get rid of that block and pay people:

Conal:

So he had a lot of control then in your office as soon as

Kevin:

Hundred percent.

Conal:

he was put in.

Kevin:

Hundred percent.
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Conal:

So they said he's running the show, not you anymore.

Kevin:

Well in essence, yes.

Conal:

So and basically Callidus was dealing with him. As soon as they put him in they're
dealing with him. They're not dealing with you anymore. They're not talking to you.

Kevin:

Then they never talked to me.

Conal:

They never talked to you.

Kevin:

Never.

Conal:

Even while you were the President.

Kevin:

Yeah. Everything, basically after that point, has been done through lawyers. And
basically Sin ho-Sinclair did pretty well all their bidding from that day on.

Conal:

Sinclair ran the business from that day on.

Kevin:

There was a few discretions ah ah on my ousting with ah the Callidus guys, but not
much.

Conal:

Okay. So you decided you're gonna fire Sinclair?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

Um and that's before anything else happened.

Kevin:

Yes. Yeah. So ah I had Janice prepare ah termination letters to Sinclair. Dave has, has
a copy of that. We sent it to him by email.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Um he replies back to Janice, and I believe myself, received it on I me-my email, which
I don't have access to, ah my Alken email. He replies with a one liner I'll, I'll be back.
(chuckles)

Conal:

Like the movie.

Kevin:

Yeah, ha, ha. Um we never got that, ironically we never received that disclosure from
him or Callidus in the foreclosure ah suit.

Conal:

Who's Janice again?
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Kevin:

Janice was ah my um, my head admin girl with Alken.

Conal:

What's her last name?

Kevin:

Jensen.

Conal:

Is Janice um Jensen available, do you think, to provide a witness statement?

Kevin:

Yeah you could call her. Or I could talk to her. I think, you know, where it's left with
Janice is I think she wants to forget it all, um the entire fiasco. I remember she told me
once, well not a, not a long time ago, that the entire, you know, sswordeal just made her
sick on how people were treated throughout this deal. And she's glad it's behind her.
So, you know, I don't know whether she'd wanta open all them old wounds up or.

Conal:

Before you contact her, maybe um I'll, I'll put in a, in a, I'll put a letter to you basically,

Kevin:

Yeah. Sure.

Conal:

for a bunch of things. But I'll just get contact information from her and I'll contact her

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

myself,

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

rather than you. Do you have a current relationship with Jan at all? Or like still friends
Orw

Kevin:

Yeah I haven't seen her for, I haven't seen her for a few months. But ah she works for
ah ah White Swan, a company that I started up.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

But, you know, these guys are sswah Callidus is so slick. When ah, when Janice left um
ah she um, yeah orwor sorry, when, ah when um Janice left Aiken's employment and
started with Altair, ah they had everybody that carried on in their new scheme, ah sorry,
new Altair, um signw

Conal:

With the same employees?
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Kevin:

sign ah, sign agreements and ah non-disclosure agreements and all that stuff. So she
may not even be able to talk, if she goes by the letter of the law and, and abides by
Callidus's agreement.

Canal:

Okay. So there may be a non-disclosure agreement. Okay. I'll keep that in mind.

Kevin:

Yeah, between an employee and, and that-that

Canal:

ltjust-

Kevin:

did nothing wrong.

Canal:

It depends on how long that agreement's in place and, and um yeah, cause we certainly
don't wanta get her into any lawsuits associated to

Kevin:

.. , yeah, ..

Conal:

disclosing information. But we can always talk to her and see what she has

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

on the go.

Kevin:

Mm-hm. Yeah.

Conal:

Okay. Um so where are we, we're essentially, right now, we are at a point where you
fire Sinclair. And Sinclair says he's gonna be back. And then um you're running the
business yourself. And Callidus is, how-how long was he fired for like?

Kevin:

Oh he was back a very short time later. It was a month or two at the most. Ah Dave
would have them exact dates. Ah cause he came back in, um it would be right on the
ah, within a short time of an e-an email from disclosure that we have. There-there's two
important emails where um Sinclair writes to Boyer saying um, um, you know, I've
been fired or whatever. He wants to fire me again.
Um and then we are attempting to get funding from Callidus. Um Boyer writes, by
email, saying um I will not reproo-ah approve the funding requests, or um forward look
ah statements or estimates, un-until ah Scott Sinclair ah has reviewed them, has reviewed
them, I think is what the email said. He knew full well at that point that Sinclair was
terminated.
So we had no choice but to retain Sinclair yet again.

Canal:

Okay. So how did you go about doing that?
A Commissioner for Oaths
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Kevin:

Just phoned him up and said would you come back. And I know what I wanted to tell
him. But, you know, you had no choice. You got, your got ah your payrolls, you got
your bills you should be paying. The phone was ringing off the hook. Ah suppliers that
the company had used for 30 years were screaming. Um there's a lot of stress going on.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

You knew you were tied into these guys. You had no choice. Um-

Conal:

So once you retained him again, money started to flow again?

Kevin:

Dribs and drabs. Not what it shoulda been. Like one of the final straws, where we had
a good run that winter too. You know, like everybody at Alken, including me, like we
were busting our butts to make this work. And ah Alken had a good run that winter with
rigs. And we had a, again had another good chunk of receivables. Because when um
everything wrapped up with ah Calli-with Sinclair going in and me going out, ah we had
about 3 million, 3.some million of receivables. So, you know, if we burned our
receivables up during the prior summer we'd build them back up again. You know, we
had a pretty good run.

Conal:

And that was in 2015?

Kevin:

2015. Ah yeah 2000-ah 2014 fall/2015 um

Conal:

Spring?

Kevin:

January/February/March, ah winter drilling season.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

So that'd be 14/15 drilling season.
Ah so everything Sinclair did on the second time in, um until I was ousted, I-I seen as
underhanded. Like ah-

Conal:

So what kinda thing-things did he do?

Kevin:

Well um I had no power. So, you know, there were, for example, um a supplier up in
ah northern Alberta wanted to get paid their 50 or $90,000 bill. It was a small mom and,
or husband and wife business that owned a couple ah rig moving trucks. They-they did
a bunch of work for, for Alken on a promise from Sinclair that they'd be paid. Um-

Conal:

Who were they?
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Kevin:

Um sorry, ah if I had the receivers list I would show you. But um they put the heat on
him and he kept putting them off, yeah we'll have a meeting, ah I'll have a meeting, I'll
get back to you, I' 11 get back to you, I' 11 let you know what I can do.
He even sent a letter out to all the suppliers that we're working on eh ah go forward
business plan, and we will be back to you in the near future. Never replied to any one
of'em.

Canal:

Sinclair sent out a-

Kevin:

A letter to suppliers.

Conal:

A letter to suppliers that he owed money to.

Kevin:

Yeah, that-that Alken owed money to, that ah he's working on a plan and they would
hear from him by a certain date. Which never came, never transpired, no reply back to
them again. I'm hoping Dave has that letter. If not, I've probably got it at home.
So there were just so many broken promises. And ah, you know, not, no access to our
own capital. Um it was getting towards the end there. And um, you know, we're, I
think we're into March. I think it was in March some time ah we, on that particular day
we could have drawn a million or so dollars. I put a, a loan request in ff-I think it was
for $900,000. And-

Canal:

This is when Sinclair is still there?

Kevin:

Still there. I put a loan request in.

Canal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Instructed Janice to put a loan request in to Callidus for $900,000. Janice sends a copy
of that loan request, borrowing based request, to Sinclair. And-

Canal:

cc'd it basically to him?

Kevin:

Yeah cc' d it to him. And he says REALLY?, in capital letters. She sent it off to, ah to
Callidus, to the analyst that we had to, had to submit our um requests to. There was
another one prior to that for $500,000. Um both of them, I think the 500 we got a small
amount on, enough to, enough to pay the payroll. And the 900 we got um a small
amount, maybe a hundred or a couple a hundred of it.
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I wanted to get them funds and instruct Janice, as the President, cause I was still the
President, to come on, pay some bills and try and salvage ah, ah the company's value,
good will and reputation, rather than continue to work people over.
Canal:

So Clin-Sinclair just refused to pay the bills, eh?

Kevin:

Yeah. Well he knew what the end game was, right? And in my opinion now, knowing
what I know now, he knew what the end game was going to be.

Conal:

So he refused to pay the bills.
receivables, to get the money.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

Right? So you looked at-

Kevin:

Yeah. Da-Dave ha-Dave has the one, number of times. I-I believe there was more
occasions that ah we were, more occasions that there were um fund requests, that I don't
have. But the ones we do have there was 4 or 5, um and they're spelled out. And I
believe they're spelled out in Dave's report.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

But ah and, and then again, they're using the-the sole discretion clause of we can do
whatever we want. Well I, I challenge that and say one has to act honestly.

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Can't just do whatever you want.

Canal:

So there are 4 or 5 instances where. he made requests, which were valid requests, to pay
the bills for the company. And they gave you small amounts of money here and there,
according to Sinclair's proba-probable discussions with, with ah Callidus. But you're
not sure. Cause you don't have that information really. Um and-

Kevin:

There is some disclosure that Dave would have. Yeah.

Canal:

Yeah? Dave's had some disclosure?

Kevin:

Or ah and my lawyers have.

Conal:

Yeah. Okay. Um so then what happened? You-you got frustrated with all these
outstanding bills, people calling you all the time, ah Sinclair refusing to pay, res-refusing
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to ask for money. And um did Sinclair ever say why he refused to ask for money? Was,
was he saying like there's no sense chasing good money after bad?
Kevin:

Oh no. No.

Canal:

Or did he say anything along that line?

Kevin:

No. There was no communication. He was very, very seldom there. He mo-he worked
remotely.

Canal:

Where was he working from?

Kevin:

Ah I believe he was working from home or-or his office somewhere.

Canal:

And he lives in Red Deer?

Kevin:

Ah no he was from Fernie, BC,just south of Cranbrook, or is, ah I think it's, I think it's
in British Columbia from, is Fernie in BC or Alberta, Fernie.

Conal:

I think Fernie's in BC.

Kevin:

Yeah, right on the border there.

Conal:

Yeah. And he worked remotely.

Kevin:

Pardon me?

Conal:

He worked remotely there.

Kevin:

As far as I know. He may have had an office somewhere. Um I don't know. Um-

Canal:

So he-he-then he never was in your office.

Kevin:

Very seldom. I guarantee you-

Conal:

He just stopped in once in awhile? But-

Kevin:

Um we will be asking him, in future proceedings, ah you know, ah for Aiken's um sign
in sheet. But I would doubt if he was at Alken 20 times.

Canal:

Over a 2 year period?

Kevin:

Yeah. Or near there. You know, it's not like it was, you know, be there every week.
But he sure ah controlled it remotely.
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Conal:

So from, remotely what kind of access did he have? Like could he-he-he-

Kevin:

He would, he would bark out instructions to my office people ah by email.

Conal:

By email?

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Did he know ah the oil business? And the, and the, and the ah,

Kevin:

Um no that's, that's-

Conal:

and the drilling business?

Kevin:

No that's ironic. He wouldn't know a drilling, he wouldn't know a derrick from a
drilling bit. Um and, you know, the-the-the bad thing on this entire situation is the oil
field is about relationships.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

Allen Anderson, you know, I hand it to him. And Mike and I tried the same thing, to,
you know, treat people good, ah be honest, pay your bills. And, you know, try and
maintain a good reputation and build the business. Allen did a great job on that. And,
you know, by entering into the Callidus situation it just took all that 30 years and ripped
it into shreds. And abused a whole bunch more people that got harmed in the, in the
process.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

Which really bothers me.

Conal:

So then what happened is um, ah what happened after that? So you opened your own
Royal Bank account?

Kevin:

I opened account at the Royal Bank. I said I'm gonna take ahold of this thing, as the
President. And I'm going to file for CC double A protection. And I'm going to open a
bank account. And I opened a bank account and took in 1.2 million dollars. So basically
I breached the credit agreement. Cause that's one of the things you're not supposed to
do, is um um obtain funds or ah circumvent the blocked account. Ah Glassmann even
brags about this within his um, within some of his ah transcripts and public reportings,
that if a borrower ever, um ever circumvents that account we take him, so to speak.

Conal:

Really!
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Kevin:

Yeah. But what he, but in essence um ah ah i-it's frustrating when a borrower's given
no choice but, you can't get your own money. And you-you know that they know it,
because they're controlling it.

Conal:

So-

Kevin:

It's ah it-it, 1-1 call it forced default, default by design.

Conal:

So you took the um, some of the cheques that were coming in from ah people were
paying you for your, for work.

Kevin:

Oilfield work, yeah.

Canal:

And you took those cheques. You opened an account. You put that money in your-

Kevin:

Opened a new account in the name of Alken Basin Drilling Limited.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

And sent cheques out.

Conal:

Okay. So how many cheques did you obtain approximately?

Kevin:

Dave, Dave would have it. I think there would probably be about 30 cheques.

Canal:

About 30 cheques.

Kevin:

For the total, I think it was about $800,000 of bills, 800 and some were wrote. And then
at that point I was so stressed that, you know, this is so much garbage. Like ah do you
contact the police. Do you contact, do you contact the ah Attorney General? Who do
you contact when something like this is going on? This is a by design fraud, in my
opinion.

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Ah it, it's just-

Canal:

But you had realized it by then.

Kevin:

I-I-oh, this-

Conal:

Yeah.
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Kevin:

this was hey, you know. And I don't know where it's gonna go in the end or what the
end game end, ah is, other than I guarantee you they're gonna own it.
Um so I notified Callidus. I may even have notified .. , my lawyer, that here's what I
did. I opened an account. I paid bills. So of the 800 and some thousand dollars that
were paid,

Canal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

a hundred thousand of that was paid to my own company, Pekisko Ranch, who had a
bill into Alken, a legitimate bill that was in the books for $264,000. I paid a small, a
portion of that. And I paid, also paid all of the other critical payables to get everything
up to date. Cause my bill was older than, or as old as anybody else's. So was no
favoritisms towards me and I was not stealing anything.
We notified them. Ah we received the letter from Chaitons, Callidus' s law firm, that
Baumann, to my lawyer, that Baumann, a demand. They demand that Baumann be um,
ah resign and appoint Scott Sinclair or someone like him.
At that point I said I don't know anybody that is a fraud, as far as his experience with
the um-

Canal:

So this is well before Sinclair came into play, yeah.

Kevin:

Yeah. The ah after, after, yeah, he come in. This was on the day he came in, ah when
he came to-

Canal:

This is the day he came in? Yeah.

Kevin:

Said I don't know anybody that-

Conal:

So that's how he got in essentially?

Kevin:

I said I don't know anybody. He was forced in, upon, ah was forced in as the President
at that point. I said I don't know anybody like him. And I just complied, and ss-and
threw my hands up in the air, and thought they would never ever do what they did.
Which was, that as soon as Sinclair got in he ran to the bank, cancelled the bank account,
sending all of them cheques back.

Canal:

So Sinclair became the-the President. You gave up. You re-you resigned from being a
President of the company. Sinclair was placed. Okay, so um-

Kevin:

Okay. So, so right then, as soon as he gets the power to be a signing Officer of the
company, the President,
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Yeah.

Kevin:

he runs to the bank, closes the Roy-the Royal Bank account, sweeps the remaining funds.
Was only about 2 or 300,000 of cheques that went back that, ah then. Mine ironically
went back because I bank at the Royal Bank. I banked at the Royal Bank at that time.
My cheque automatically went in. Because I deposited it into my business account
there. It come out of my, cause that come out of the Alken account. It happened there.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

And some of the other ones that were written. The rest were in the process of going
through the banking stages.

Conal:

And he cancelled those.

Kevin:

He cancelled them all.

Conal:

He cancelled those cheques.

Kevin:

And swept all the funds back to Callidus. If he was really there for Alken at that point
he would have said to Callidus, Callidus how bout, what is really wrong with ah the
company drawing on the 800,000 or 900,000 that Baumann took, that the company
actually had availability for.

Conal:

Okay. So going back, essentially, when, when you're initially speaking about um, you
know, Sinclair being um put in, it was all based because of the, your initial breach of the
contract where you were paying some bills. Um and, but the reason why you had to do
that was because Callidus was not giving you enough money to pay the bills, to continue
operating. Right?

Kevin:

Nor was Sinclair properly asking for it.

Conal:

But, but Sinclair wasn't in place then.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Ah, oh, oh yeah. Well-

Conal:

Ah yeah. Until

Kevin:

No. No that's right.
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Conal:

ah .. come back now, right?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. No.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. He was, um he was, see it's a, ha, it's a, it's very complicated. Sinclair
was forced upon Alken 3 times. The first time as a CRO. It was sneakily okay we'll
recommend this guy, he's good. He knows-

Canal:

This was before you did anything with the bank account.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Ah okay he come in the first time. Re-we realized he was a Callidus hand.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

We ousted him.

Conal:

You fired him.

Kevin:

Because we knew we couldn't get our own money.

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

He forced him on agai-on us again, that you're not gonna get availability until Sinclair
reviews and approves the drawings.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

He comes back in. He's in. And that's when, ah come March, that's March/April,
March early April, that's when I opened the bank account, circumvented the bank
account,

Conal:

Oh okay.

Kevin:

paid some bills.

Canal:

Okay. And he was,
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Kevin:

He was there.

Canal:

he was there.

Kevin:

He was there.

Canal:

And then once you circumvented the bank accounts, Chaitons comes in and demands
that Sinclair be appointed as President.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

He's already there as the CRO.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

But now he's gonna-

Kevin:

No. Yeah. Yeah he is there as the CRO. But we never engaged with him legally by
signing another engagement letter.

Canal:

You, oh he just came back.

Kevin:

I was sharper than that. He just kinda came back, just like a, like his email said, I' 11 be
back?

Canal:

Right.

Kevin:

He was back.

Canal:

But no new engagement letter or anything like that.

Kevin:

No new engagement. No.

Canal:

(clears throat) That's interesting. So he wasn't actually really legally there. Cause there
was no new enga-you've already fired him.

Kevin:

Thaf s right. That's right.

Canal:

And then he came back in. And he's in now. He's now working for you again, but with
no contract in place.

Kevin:

That's correct, yeah. And that's, that's going to be interesting as to what the legalities
are on that. There's so many legalities.
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Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

There's so many common sense things about this on what is fair contractual um, ha,

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

conduct. Right?

Conal:

So you withdrew from the company. So you submitted a resignation letter. And Sinclair
became the President. And when was that again?

Kevin:

Um Dave would have that. And so does Da-ah so does ah um, um so does um,

Conal:

For the date? (clears throat)

Kevin:

um so does Dave Heighington. But that woulda been in April.

Conal:

April of 2015?

Kevin:

Yeah, 2015, about mid to the 22nd or 3rd, 23rd range.

Conal:

So um why did you resign as President? Cause like um the, because the lawyers were
threatening to do something about it, or report it to the-the-this, ah theoretical,

Kevin:

You know,

Conal:

transfer of funds. Or what?

Kevin:

you know what? After a year, I consider, I thought about that. And ah, you know, I
regret it. Because I could have been there for, more for the suppliers cau-and the
employees. Cause that's really who I was worried about.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

Um, um but comes with it is all the stress of, you know. Because throughout the loan
in '15 we went to a plan, went to Callidus with a plan to repay them out, get 'em funded
out and paid out by another firm. We weren't allowed to do it. They said you need our
consent and you don't have it.

Conal:

Oh so you wanted to go to a different company to pay Callidus out.

Kevin:

I wanted to get rid of 'em, you know?

Conal:

Yeah.
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Kevin:

Who needs the chaos, right?

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

Life's not supposed to be like that.

Conal:

Right. Yeah.

Kevin:

We weren't even allowed. And-and I, basically why I resigned, I said you know what?
This is affecting my health. I can't sleep at night.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

It's like you can't win for anything. This is, you know, it's just not, it's not right. I
can't do it.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

And I, and at that point I also felt, because ah .. I, with the funds that I drew from the
bank account I also paid a, and had extensive ah, a couple of extensive meetings with
the law firm in Edmonton, ah Miller Thomson. And, and engaged with Tiro Clarke out
of Calgary. We filed a nota-or eh, eh um application for CC double A protection.
I felt this thing needs to go into protection, not against our creditors, actually protection
against our borrower, or sorry, our lender,

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Callidus.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

So I can rightsize the ship, get them paid out and treat people properly, and deal with
everybody that the company incurred bills with. So I filed for that. And at that point I
said to myself you know what? I've done everything I can. It's file for, for um, for CC
double A protection. The lawyer in Edmonton is paid a hundred grand. Tiro Clarke in
Calgary was paid some funds, I don't recall how much. Dave would have, have the
amount. And then it, ah done all I can. It'll take its process and it'll go through the
process.

Conal:

Right.
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Kevin:

So now again, just like I thought the cheques would go through the bank account,
(chuckles) the CC double A protection never continued. I can't find information on who
cancelled it. But it definitely never went forward. I don't know if Sinclair or Callidus
stopped that. I presume they would have.

Conal:

'kay. So now in April of 2015 you're no longer the President, but you're still a
shareholder. And um you had a shareholder loan of approximately 2 million dollars in
the company.

Kevin:

Yes 1.6 or 1.7.

Conal:

That was personal money?

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

Obviously?

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

From you?

Kevin:

It resul-it resulted from ah some rigs that were vended into the Numbered Company
when we started Alken, on the acquisition from Allen Anderson.

Canal:

Okay. 1. 7 million in shareholder loan. And have you ever been paid for that shareholder
loan?

Kevin:

Well no. Ah Alken went into receivership. And there was a negative, because there
was not enough to pay Callidus. But um, you know, it sure woulda been nice to at least
been on the ah creditors list. Um-

Conal:

Why weren't you on the creditors list?

Kevin:

We found out through Callidus disclosure that ah Sinclair made a Journal Entry to, with
the flick of a pen, and ah turfed it. As he turfed my ah receivable that was in Alken, that
ah was 260 some thousand, that I paid a hundred of. That was also turfed. And he made
a bunch of other adjustments, ah dropping down the value of the company's assets,
arbitrarily at his own discretion, without maybe talking to the shareholders. Woulda
been nice to know, and maybe communicate.

Canal:

Um that transaction, does, has anybody said anything to you that that transaction, um
that he did arbitrarily, he had no authority to do and therefore he misappropriated funds?
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Kevin:

No. I haven't, um 1-1 did mention it to um, to my present lawyer. Um and it's just
another thing on the blackboard that um is part of the mess. But um 1-1-1 believe I, ah
what I, what I would like to see happen over it is, we did reach out over the last year
here, amongst all of the other requests to Callidus that have been denied. We did reach
out for consent to release their deemed undertakings, which is their confidential
disclosure to the Superintendent of Bankruptcy.
Because I consider the Alken receivership, the way they controlled the company through
a placement, the way they incurred additional debts while they ran it and, and harmed
them parties. And then ended up controlling the process to buy it. Um and getting rid
of my receiver-or sor-sorry, shareholders loan. I believe they contravened some of the
Bankruptcy Act. I would like to report that.
But in order to release their own deemed undertakings, or confidential information, you
need a Court consent for that.
It's not the first priority today.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

But it's on, it's on the radar. Ha.

Canal:

It's on the radar. Yeah.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

So um if he had, as a, as the President at the time, um of the company, he wrote off that
debt as bad, basically ah bad debt?

Kevin:

I don't know if it'd be bad debt. It'd be bad payables. Ha ha. Yeah, bad debt?

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Um-

Canal:

Cause he, he didn't pay it back.

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. I, I believe,

Canal:

Mm-hm. 'kay.

Kevin:

ah knowing him now, knowing his conduct and his style, I believe he did it just to get
rid of me, ah so I wouldn't be there as a, as a
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Conal:

As a debter?

Kevin:

creditor with my hand up in the air saying there's a little bit to, more to this Your Honor.

Conal:

Okay. Alright. So then um, you're no longer the President. Um while you were the
President and had obtained some money you went and-and filed for CCA (sic) double
A protection. Ah that never went through. Um the exact process of why that didn't go
through is ah kinda um-

Kevin:

Yeah it, it is a mystery. I'm ah-

Conal:

Little bit of a mystery to you?

Kevin:

I-I'm just assuming it like ah, you know, all the other conduct. It would have been
stopped by them. Um, you know, because lawyers are subject to confidentiality.

Conal:

(coughs)

Kevin:

If the new President of Alte-ah Alken,

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

Sinclair

(sound of cell phone notification)
Kevin:

or Callidus would have phoned um um Tiro Clarke ah and give him instructions. I
wouldn't be able to call Tiro. And in fact I did call Tiro to find out what happened. I
cannot find out. He will not tell me.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

He can't. I'm just a shareholder.

Conal:

Um, so Callidus continued operation of Alken, ah Sinclair, as far as you understand? ·
That's how it ah went? They didn't put somebody else in there or anything like that.
Alken continued on for a while?

Kevin:

Yes. I, ha, you know, and that's-that's ah the-the total disheartening thing. I was given
an-an assurance, when all this was going down, by Boyer, that ah they let Scott come
in, we'll do a orderly liquidation and we'll ss-we'll, his words were crystalize the debt,
and um and then get this done for everybody. So I, so I took the bait on another promise.
They didn't do that. They continued to run it.
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Conal:

So this is after you had already withdrawn as President? You were still talking to Boyer
at the time?

Kevin:

No dur-ju-just right bef-right before, right,

Conal:

Right before?

Kevin:

right within the week before.

Conal:

Did Boyer know that you had taken that money out, move and paid some bills at the
time?

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

He did.

Kevin:

I had the same assurance from Sinclair, that ah, you know, this'll be, this'll be wrapped
up soon enough. And I believe Callidus's Counsel had the same believe. Because there
is a letter from Chaitons where um Chaitons is talking about the funds that I, that I'dI'd taken. And he's communicating with Callidus. Um Callidus reps and Sinclair are
saying what's the um, tell me Scott what would you have normally paid of these bills
going forward over the next couple of months? What, in-in essence, what of them
suppliers would we ah used over the next couple of months, in order to wrap up a
receivership? Why would he ask about the next couple of months?
So we had that email. That is within Callidus's disclosure.

Conal:

Okay. Umm so at the time they were planning on taking it into receivership, is what
they told you.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

And they were gonna, ah Sinclair and Boyer were gonna be, were gonna be doing this
without you, without being President anymore, essentially is what was, what was stated,
if you pulled out.

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. And I, you know, well I was, I, at that point I would, I was alright with
that.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

Have a orderly transparent auction, up front, and let it fall where it falls. Right?

Conal:

Right.
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Kevin:

That was my belief that the oilfield equipment ah market is pretty strong yet. I felt pretty
good about it. There was some pretty decent rigs in that company. I thought you know
what, I think it's gonna be alright.

Conal:

Alright. And then it just continued on. As far as you, you know, you had contacts there.
You weren't allowed into the office anymore. But you still had contacts there. There
was some people that were employed there that would, that would speak to you, right?
And let you know what was going on?

Kevin:

Ah sort of. Ah ha ha. The ones that did communicate with me were fired. Um-

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Um I guess we get to that when um-

Conal:

So what happened after, after you, you withdrew. And then um you have your guarantee
that's at stake. And you have ah just under 2 million dollars in sh-in personally, in-in
the company. And you're a shareholder of the company. So you wanta still, um you're
ah, you're on the Board of Directors, right? For the company?

Kevin:

Um well-

Conal:

But you're not the President.

Kevin:

well no I'm-I-I had, I was forced to resign as a President and Director. I ah,

Conal:

Oh.

Kevin:

Sinclair was the sole Director. He tricked my brother Mike into resigning as a Director
as well. Here Mike, sign this. Um so Sinclair was the sole Director and we were the
shareholders. Quite ironic situation where, ha, a fe-cou-I-a fellow is running your
business but he won't talk to you. Actually he avoids you. It's quite unique. It was like
thumbing their nose at us. We had no rights at all. Well we had rights, and we-we'd
had big rights, but they were just ignored.
So they continued to run it. Sorry to cut in. You want me to keep going?

Canal:

Yeah keep going, yeah.

Kevin:

They continued to run it, run, run Alken. I kept reaching out. You know, some of that
was the result of ah suppliers, who I knew, calling me saying Kevin, you know, what's
going on? This-this tur-this guy is running your business? How are we going to ah ah,
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you know, we wanta get paid like. You know, you wouldn't ah, you wouldn't do that
to me. What's going on man?
So I would put Sinclair on the spot, saying come on, when are you going to file this
company for bankruptcy? When are you going to quit abusing new suppliers? I know
the, I know your end game. You guys are going to run up the debts with new people,
new suppliers, and you're gonna file it for receivership. And you're gonna stick every
one of them people, like Callidus has done with other, ah with other companies. Cause
at that point I had done some research and I knew the game, right?
Canal:

Um-

Kevin:

Most of his replies were you are a shareholder, not our Director. You are entitled
information when, when ah that ah information is available, which you will receive.
(chuckles) Like year end report or something like that, right? I received nothing,
absolutely nothing from them.

Canal:

Right.

Kevin:

There was one email I sent to them saying I will not be responsible for any further debts
you incurred.

Canal:

You sent him that email?

Kevin:

Yeah, ah debts you incur, ah all that stuff. Yeah. Everything, mostly, most everything
went in, went ignored. Ah one, I, I mean I was getting to, you know, getting to the point
where this is upsetting me, when this is affecting my reputation.

Canal:

In the community.

Kevin:

Yeah. One supplier called me and she, and they were irate, saying this guy promised
me this. He's not paying us. We did this big job in good faith. And I reached out to
your Sinclair and I said when are you gonna be in Red Deer? I wanta meet with you.
And then he said what for? I said I will be at your shop. Um I said we are gonna have
a sit down. You are going to quit abusing suppliers on my behalf. Cause ah I am still
the shareholder of this company. And you are ignoring me as the President. It's not
cool that you're doing that. Quit doing it. I said I will wait here for you. Which I did.
He called the cops. The cops contacted me and I said this is just a dispute between some
business people where this guy is defrauding people, in my opinion, by incurring debts,
has no plan on paying them. And I'm just trying to make, hold him accountable to do
what is right.

Canal:
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Kevin:

He never showed up. I left. He never showed up. I think the, the response was I ain't,
I ain't your-coming ah-

Conal:

Did the police come?

Kevin:

That was coming, that was coming, pardon me?

Conal:

Did the police show up?

Kevin:

No.

Conal:

No.

Kevin:

I phoned them and said hey, yeah, I'm-I'm not here to cause no disturbance. I'm not
gonna fight with anybody.

Canal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

I wanta have a discussion. No they never, I-I called them back, or they phoned me and
we had a discussion.
Um that was near the point when they're file-when they filed ah for ah receivership, ifwhen he filed on behalf of Callidus.

Conal:

So who was the supplier that, do you remember, who called you upset and this is,

Kevin:

I-

Conal:

ah that prompted it?

Kevin:

Yeah. I think it was K, I think it was KT Consulting, or K-yeah it's got-it's KT
Consulting or something, out of um, out of um ah British Columbia. I'll get you the
contact off the receivership list, ah the creditor list.
And there was an, also another one at that point that called me. Um that was Mukluk
Oilfield Hauling out of um, out of ah Red Deer. They really harmed him. He was a one
time operator with a couple of trucks. He moved Aiken's entire fleet from um Bentley
to the Red Deer premises. I think it was a 70 or $90,000 bill, um to get it all finished
up. And then to be thrown on the receivership list.

Canal:

What did he do?

Kevin:

He moved their entire fleet.
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(sound of cell phone ringing)
Kevin:

They moved premises. Cause Aiken's rigs were stored ah at a, a re-remote site, a remote
yard out by um-

Conal:

On this guy's property?

Kevin:

Um yeah, Allen Anderson's old property. We, we rented from him. And um, um, um
there was some issues with the County. We didn't have a permit for as many rigs as the
company actually had. So ah, so Alken was moving. So Sinclair, rather than have an
auction sale- I woulda called Ritchie Brothers. I wanted them to call Ritchie Brothers.
Have a sale, right there. They do many remote sales. Advertise it. Get it done.
Um instead he moved it to Red Deer. Um I believe it was 100, 90 or 100,000 was the
bill. Um which-

Conal:

So Mukluk Dri-oilfield ha-um

Kevin:

Hauling.

Conal:

has a, approximately a $90,000 bill?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. Um that, and he was put, placed on the receivership list, creditor list.

Conal:

And that, that guy um, that guy was, called you as well and

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah.

Conal:

prompted you to go in there. And then shortly thereafter they went into receivership,
you-

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah. (clears throat) And I-I will, I will review the ah, the creditor list. There
is a bunch more that called me. I just can't remember all of them, because there was so
ma:ny. Um but I can give you,

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

I can give you a list of the who and the why. I'm just sorry the who-

Canal:

And they were dealing with, directly with Sinclair at the time?

Kevin:

Sinclair, yeah.
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Soum,mm,

Kevin:
Canal:

it's-it's your perspective then that throughout this process here um the receivables were,
were good, that if the loans kept on coming everything woulda been fine and you would
have been able to continue on. But because they were not providing the loan money to
keep you ah moving, based on their agreement with you, being 85 to 90% of your
receivables, they weren't giving that money, so there were no bills being paid, because
they had that one clause in there. Ultimately the company went into receivership.
(clears throat)

Kevin:

Well I, I, .. yeah.

Canal:

Like was there a business reason for it to go into receivership?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah it, there, well there's a little different twist there too. Ah I believe, if you
look at the, ah I don't know if you, do you want me to jump to other cases I've done
research on, or my opinion? Or not.

Conal:

No, I don't think so. Yeah.

Kevin:

Okay.

Canal:

Ah we avoid that.

Kevin:

Yeah. They ah, well in the Al-in the Alken case,

Canal:
Kevin:

ah I'll-I'll keep it to Alken.

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Um ah Callidus and Sinclair incurred $800,000 roughly, within 30 or $40,000, of new
payables while they operated the business on my behalf, on mine and Mike's behalf.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

When you're in a small town and you do that it's like a chain reaction, where when
you're doing that and you're incurring debts with people and you're not paying 'em.
The reputation, even though it was 30 years, it soon goes out the window. That affects
the ability to receive new work. Um
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Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

it-it-it just, it's not, it-it throws the good will away or the value. It just, it harms it. And
ah, you know, even maintaining values of equipment, you know. Sinclair was totally
against any inspections. We, well in the, in the rig business, and-and trucking, you
know, that stuff goes down the road. Um you have to do your inspections, or you,
you've got safety issues, or the ability to go get your next job. If you don't have the
proper tickets on this iron,

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

you're not gonna get,

Conal:

You're not gonna get jobs.

Kevin:

you're not gonna get a job. That was a huge factor in this entire thing.

Conal:

And the inspections cost money.

Kevin:

Yeah. But not much. No less than, well far-far less than what his increased salary was,
ha, that he was pulling out of Alken. Right?

Conal:

Okay. So it's just bad business operation.

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah, very, very much so. Ah unfortunately, you know, someone in the finance
end, and sometimes if you're, if you got your hands dirty or you're ah, ah you know, or
in the field, you'd understand how it's really relationship based. The oilfield is entire
relationship based. Sure you have to have a product that's good. But, you know, it-it is
entirely all about relationships and how you treat people and, and the suppliers and
employees you hire. Had,

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

you know, I always used the analogy had, had this been a-a-a book business that I
owned, ha, and Callidus did the, all the same stuff to my book business, they woulda
took the stock, put it in a separate window down the street and sold the stock. And it
woulda been worth about the same. But that's not the case.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

You know.

Conal:

So um you wrote down here that um Callidus recklessly operated Alken for almost a
year after its takeover, and increased Aiken's debt by approximately 8.5 million dollars.
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Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Net of receivables. What do you mean by that?

Kevin:

You-

Conal:

Net of receivables.

Kevin:

'kay. So when, when I left, give or take a hundred or $200,000, our ah research in
Dave's numbers and um ah that of ah Alvarez, ah John Williams, Aiken's net debt, so
net, the debt owed to Callidus, less the receivables the company had, which Callidus
controlled and collected,

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

the net debt was 20 million dollars. I think it was 20.1 million dollars. That was the
debt that in my opinion kinda got crystalized the day I left, or within the week or two of
me leaving.
Fast forward to the receivership.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

The debt was 28.5. Take interest at 18%, or even 24% default rate, on one year it don't
match. So they lost a pile of money.

Conal:

Right.

Kevin:

Well and there was a lot of losses that were more, ah were, that were solely ah aattributed, I believe, to just the way they, they operated the business. Um then they,
they had to pay severance to some employees that were wrongfully dismissed. Urn-

Canal:

So Callidus advanced funds to Alken, at Sinclair's request, in excess of 60 occasions.
So there was 60 transactions in that year that you were not running the business, that
you know of. Um-

Kevin:

Which, that relates to Alvarez's report.

Conal:

And that's Alvarez's report?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah I will, I will get that to you,

Canal:

Mm-hm.
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Kevin:

if you'd like it. John Williams is the gentleman that

Conal:

John Williams.

Kevin:

did that report. We used that report for the ah Summary Judgement attempt in the
foreclosure. And it's just a plain and simple analysis of numbers.
It was, ah ah, it's one of the big disheartening things here. We couldn't get our own
money on a weekly basis. Um, but um as soon as they controlled it and they run it
theirself, was a free for all. They've, they even funded without having receivables,
which breached their own agreement.

Conal:

So they did pay some people. They did pay some

Kevin:

Yeah. Usually the ones they needed.

Conal:

cause they need the employees,

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

and some of the ones that they needed to keep

Keviri:

Yeah.

Conal:

running certain things.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

But previous ones ah they just left alone?

Kevin:

Well it's kinda tricky. They ah, when you look at Dave ah Oswald, Forensic
Restitution's analysis of the payables.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

Within, within his forensic report he's got an analysis of how it all transpired. Um on
receivership, I believe, the payables were about a million 1. When I left they were I
think, I believe under that. But what they did is they turned everybody around. They
left some of the old and they created a whole bunch new.

Conal:

Yeah, then a whole bunch of new vendors.
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Kevin:

So there wasn't a, yeah it wasn't a great big, you know, a great big material change. But
there was a total upside down as to who they were. A total switch out, right?

Conal:

Oh okay.

Kevin:

Right? Yeah. For the most part. Some were old that were left, yeah when I was there.
But they, they operated. Then traded, um Dave's report says I think it's in the 760 range,
or um approximately $800,000 of new receivables, or sorry, new payables that were
incurred while they operated.

Conal:

Right. Okay. So then ah there was, ah you had a-a-a leasing um agreement with ah
Ford, ah Ford Credit Canada?

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

And you had a personal guarantee on that leasing agreement with Ford?

Kevin:

Ah not one single one. Var-ah various ones for various vehicles, yes.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Um and that all related to Alken, not other companies or anything like that.

Kevin:

That's right.

Conal:

Okay. And so these, ah thee-these vehicle loans were permitted encumbrances within
the-the Callidus financing. Whereas Callidus had a-a second lien security,

Kevin:

Yes.

Conal:

associated to that? How did that work? And that-that-that aspect of the trucks, um your
fleet basically.

Kevin:

Yeah. Ah, you know, Alken ah always had a lot of field vehicles for doing maintenance
on customers' wells. And um, um especially when we, Mike and I bought the business
we wanted to, you know, ah modernize and get, you know, get Alken in, you know, a
little bit better in the eyes of the public, and, and not be fixing vehicles on the road, and
there was safety issues with some.
So I went to Ford. I had a great relationship with Ford for over 30 years. Ah I, I literally
could phone and have approval on as many pickups as I wanted, or one pickup, in 10
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minutes. Um so we did a deal for a, for a bunch of vehicles with Ford to um, to replace
the fleet, the majority of the fleet. UmConal:

And this was before um Sinclair.

Kevin:

This was before Callidus, Sinclair.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Yeah. So um ah that was disclosed to Callidus that, you know, there was vehicle loans.
There was a bunch of money put down first for financing the vehicles. A one of them
there was even over half put down. That was this truck that I had of my own, through
Alken. Um and the remainder was financed. And that was disclosed to Callidus. And
which, and what is called a permitted encumbrance under Callidus' s loan, where they
ah-

Conal:

Permitted encumbrance?

Kevin:

Yeah, permitted encumbrance, where they took second security. If in the invent (sic)
um maybe perhaps the deposits we paid got the vehicle values down um, ah where less
was owing than what they were worth, ah there was a gain for Callidus. So I believe
that's why they took it. But they were permitted encumbrances. And Ford was the real
lender and Callidus had second security on it.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Similar to if you had 2 mortgages on your home.

Conal:

Right. What did they do wrong there? What did Callidus do wrong there?

Kevin:

Well it was, it was tight with everybody, ah ha. Ah even when I was there ah I believe
there may have been a couple of payments with Ford on ss-you know, one or two
vehicles that might have been late, because we couldn't get our own funds anyways.
But, you know, as it went on the, that increase, while Sinclair was operating, ah where
Ford just phoned and said, you know, we're gonna pull these vehicles, we're gonna
seize, you know, these certain vehicles. And um, um you're on the hook for 'em because
you're the personal guarantor, because we loaned them to you because of your good
name and the longstanding relationship we've had. So ah what are we gonna do
basically.

Conal:

Right. So then they um, so ff-ah Ford ultimately repossessed these vehicles.

Kevin:

Yeah.
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Conal:

They seized them?

Kevin:

I assisted them in collecting, collecting them and ..

Conal:

Oh you did. You did? 'kay. And this was um, Sinclair was in charge at this time.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

And what did Sinclair wanta do with this?

Kevin:

Oh he didn't care. Um they, I-I believe they were thumbing, thumbing their nose at me,
like oh great we got Baumann in, we got Baumann in hot water.

Conal:

Okay. So what happened? Did you have to pay for it back personally or?

Kevin:

Ah yes actually. Ah there was some of the smaller vehicles ah that kinda fell through
the cracks. I paid um a collection firm some funds, and Ford other funds. But ah as far
as I know everything is resolved with Ford right now.

Conal:

And it was not, yeah, yeah I don't know how this can apply. Just-

Kevin:

Of the um, um, yeah it was a considerable amount. I-I recall being between 15 and
$30,000 that I pai-had to pay out to keep them whole, without ah them going to the
Courts to sue me.

Conal:

Okay. And no indication from ah Alken whatsoever that they would help you with those
costs.

Kevin:

Ah nn-or Callidus, no.

Conal:

Mm, from Alken or Callidus.

Kevin:

No.

Conal:

Alright. Alright. So-

Kevin:

Actually ah the unfortunate thing, all I wanted to do, and I was, in talking with certain
dealers and getting costs of what the vehicles were, sale prices were.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

Some of them didn't have a lot of miles on 'em. My analysis at the time was I could
have obtained the vehicles, cleaned them up, sold 'em to a dealer and paid out the loans
and actually made a bit of money.
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Conal:

Oh.

Kevin:

This is the way I, is what I had figured out. Cause there was one or two of 'em had a-a
pretty good chunk of down payment were put down on.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

The one in fact, I think half of it was paid for.

Conal:

How many of these, how many trucks were involved?

Kevin:

There-there was about 4 or 5 that went back to Ford.

Conal:

So the, when, it wasn't about 30 vehicles. It was just 4 or 5

Kevin:

No.

Conal:

trucks.

Kevin:

Yeah. 4 or 5 that went back to Ford.

Conal:

Okay. I was wondering, if it was only 3,000 bucks.

Kevin:

And then there was above number, maybe ah 3 or 4 that they ke-the company kept, that
they needed, right? For the new g-go forward.

Conal:

Ah ha. Okay.

Kevin:

Yeah, ha ha.

Conal:

Alright. Alright.

Kevin:

Um,

Conal:

So um-

Kevin:

so yeah I, ah I thou-I thought, I-I believed I coulda paid that out. And all they had to do
was, you know, um communicate in that reasonable. Rather than,

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

you know, it was just ignore. And that's what they did. That's kinda what they do at
their orge (phonetic). They just not-
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Canal:

So um Rick Bredy, Breedy? Is it Bredy?

Kevin:

Bredy, yeah.

Conal:

Um so he was eh long time employee of yours?

Kevin:

Of Aiken's, yes.

Conal:

Of Aiken's, for your company. And um he was initially invol-he wanted to buy some
of the assets when, he wanted to buy Alken. And this was in advance of the receivership.
And this was-

Kevin:

This was prior to the receiver, yeah.

Canal:

And this was when um you were not the President. Is that true?

Kevin:

That's correct.

Conal:

Okay. So Rick called you. And what happened?

Kevin:

Well Rick um, I-I-I give ss-ah Rick some um, you know, some guidance on, you know,
what I thought of the industry, what I felt he could do businesswise. Ah he knew a lot
of the customers. He had good rapport with customers. People liked him. He did good
work. A positive person. Ah his job meant a lot to him. Um and I, ah um I just helped
Rick on what I felt the values were worth and stuff.
And um he wanted to, he was talking to investors. He had potential buyers, or funders
to, to help him fund buying the business, or portions of it.
Um so he reached out to ah Sinclair to um, to try and um, to try and buy the business.
And why he did so is, you know, Sinclair was, you know, on one hand they were having
ra ra meetings with, ah with um employees saying, you know, oh by the way don't talk
to Baumann. And um ah we're going to rightsize this business, and we're going to look
at the equipment we don't need. We might even persha-happer-ha-sell the whole thing.
Who knows, right? You know, that was on one hand.
So he reaches out and says I'm interested in buying the business. Um ss-ah reached out
by, by email many times, or ah phone, phone, my ah phone and email. And Sinclair
ignored him. So that's when Rick phoned me. And ah I reached out Sincla-to Sinclair
by email, stating that, you know, hey you've got a internal buyer in your hand. Maybe
perhaps you should act what is in the best interest of all the stakeholders, and-and have
a sit down with them and see where you're, what you can do. And-
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Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

and you can formulate a deal. Ah Sinclair called in Rick, Rick Bredy. And um fro-from
what Rick says he ah, he was fired for communicating with me and his interest in buying
Alken.

Conal:

(sighs) So instead of accepting, or started to look at a sale process with Rick Bredy, he
fired him.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

And fired him for talking to you.

Kevin:

Yeah. And, and for his interest in buying Alken. I don't believe, oh I, I believe, in my
honest belief, that Callidus never had a plan to ever sell Alken, other than to theirselves.

(sound of cell phone notification)
Conal:

And is Rick Bredy um around Red Deer still, or Calgary ah?

Kevin:

Ah yes he is, yeah.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

I-I believe he um, well he did mention to me, 1-1 asked him, you know, awhile back, ah
if ah, you know, if he would testify or provide an affidavit, or be interviewed. And he
said absolutely. He said ah although I' l1 warn you I did sign a, a release form, or a form.
Um but I'd be happy to break that. I don't care. They can sue me. These are bad people.

Conal:

He signed an NDA? Non-disclosure agreement?

Kevin:

Yeah. I, I'm not sure if it is an NDA or-or what it was. But he did sign something.

Conal:

So potentially I'll just have to

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

keep that in mind.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

And that, I guess I'll find out from him, is exactly when that happened, eh? And that
was before the receivership obviously?
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Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

'kay. And then there was a-a severance involved with respect to Rick.

Kevin:

Yes. It was pretty, it was fairly sizeable when he, from what I recall.

Canal:

So did Rick tell you what it was?

Kevin:

Um well he got far more than he should have, ha ha. Um it was wrongful dismissal.

Canal:

Did he, and and he, did he complain?

Kevin:

Yes I think he went to the Labour Board. And the Labour Board got involved. And he
got a pretty good settlement, forced settlement, or a settlement by Callidus, ah or um
Alken.
Forgot about something that may be important that you may have to run down. Um
every time I complained to Sinclair or to, sorry I won't call it complained, attempted to
hold them accountable with an email or something. He would send it to Boyer and cc
Harvey Chaitons, Callidus's lawyer. Not Alken's lawyer. Callidus's lawyer.
Ah in one of the emails he said to ah Crai-ah Craig I've sent this to um um ah to Harvey,
just so,just so he can have a file. You-where were you coming from? Like this guy's
supposed to be there for me, as the President of my company, as-as a major shareholder.
And, you know, ah it's just very frustrating. And I apologize, I try not to be per.. , ha,
extremely personal about,

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

about this. But it, but it's tough, right?

Conal:

Yeah. Oh for sure.

Kevin:

You just, all of this interview kinda brings back all of the junk, right?

Conal:

Yeah. Ah termination of Ron Baumann is the, is the next point.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Ah and, and Ron is a relative of yours?

Kevin:

Ah he's my brother's boy, ah my, a nephew of mine.

Canal:

So Mike's son?
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Kevin:

Ah no. Ah Rick's.

Conal:

Rick's son?

Kevin:

Yes he's-

Conal:

A second brother. Okay. So um what happened ah with Ron?

Kevin:

Um Ron was a good hand. He had a lot of big rig experience. And we hi-hired him
because Alken had some bigger rigs that we needed some, that expertise with, or for.
So Ron was hired um to help with them. Um he was a real good hand. He had a lot of
big rig experience in Alberta. Um it's irrelevant that he was, he's a relative but.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

He um, he worked for Alken. And ah upon me leaving and ah Altair/Sinclair taking
over um he was basically terminated. Ah he told me that ah Sinclair told him you just
have the wrong last name. Um I think they knew they had to pay him out, that they
didn't have a reason to fire him. He ah, he was in a pretty good position salary wise.
Like I-I believe Ron would have drawn, oh someone like that, when you're out in the
field, it's 15 0/180 a year.

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Um they paid him a year's salary. Ron wasn't even with Alken for 2 years.

Conal:

Holy cow. Really!

Kevin:

You know, they coulda sol-they could've terminated him for lack of work, um without
cause even, ah ha mm anything. Um ah he did, Ron, I did ah with mm some more suits
coming up with the Callidus mess, and the wolf pack in Ontario. Ron, I reached out to
Ron here a couple of weeks ago and asked him if he'd be interviewed or if he would
provide an affidavit. Ah he said absolutely. He said even in spite of ah signing a CA, I
don't care if! breach a CA with these guys. They can sue me. They're bad people.
So um person might have to see um mm mm contents of a CA. Or maybe that's up to
him to determine what he breaches. But um ah I think he would absolutely talk to you.

Conal:

See-see if there's anything valid that-that he could provide. Cause as a, yeah, it just
sorta depends on, ah and basically he would have been an insider, to a certain degree.
He woulda heard things,

Kevin:

Yeah.
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Conal:

and people would've told him things.

Kevin:

Yeah. One-one thing I'd like to run down, and I don't know how we'd get it, um way,
we'll see in time. But Ron mentioned that they were doing, becaus_e it's ironic, AlkAlken's chugging away real good. Sinclair's in there. But that last year there was hardly·
any revenue. That year of um that I-

Conal:

In 2015?

Kevin:

Yeah it's 2015, filing for receivershi-actually '15 to '16.

Canal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

Um Ron said I thought we were pretty busy. Maybe they even ran it through another
company. I said look around and see if you've got any ticket books.

Conal:

Any what books?

Kevin:

Ticket books.

Conal:

Ticket books?

Kevin:

Yeah. And he, you know, they may have had revenues that they rifled through ah other
companies. Cause Callidus did sue-do some unique things. Like they even paid some
of Aiken's bills directly from Callidus, circumvented our own system and said ah we'll
take care of that one. Right? Yeah. Pretty messy.
Um Alken even had um um something to interview Janice about. Um, um I, I was
paying the o-the very lawyers that were suing me for Callidus. All of Callidus's legal
bills were being ran through Alken, relating to me and their suits against me, from what
I understand.

Conal:

I' 11 have to think about that.

Kevin:

Yeah. I ass-I assume that was done so they could book it as a receivable for a loan,
receivable from a borrower, rather than an expense from a parent company, or from
Callidus.

Canal:

So the lack of inspections, do you have any documentation associated to that? That
would prove that they failed to do rigging, rig inspections, which ultimately cause
problems. Like the only thing, like either documentation associated to that, or people
that can say we didn't take on Alken because they didn't have up to date inspections.
Like we wouldn't, wouldn't hire them.
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Kevin:

Mm-hm. No I'll have to think about that. I can't recall off the top.

Conal:

I mean I think,

Kevin:

Mm-hm. I know where you're, I know where you're coming from, yeah.

Conal:

I think the Court can take your word for it.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Umm but it's really helpful to have document to say sh-to, ah you know, here's, here's
5 rigs that we, or-or 2 rigs we ran. And this period, this period, they were not inspected.
And as a result we couldn't bid on these jobs.

Kevin:

Right.

Conal:

Bid, you know,

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

on these jobs we wanted to bid on.

Kevin:

Ron may be able to add some flavour to that. Cause he was um, ha, well here's an
example. Ah ah when I was there ah we had a lady, ah that's ah Jackie, that's all she
did. Was ah she managed the rig inspections and the documentation relating to. Um,
you know, she got sent down the road. And that process and department just finished.
There was nothing. Right? And she was squeaky clean on everything. She had a
document for every piece.

Conal:

So the rig inspections then, if there's a witness to speak to it, that's good enough,

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Conal:

as far as I'm concerned.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

What's, her name is Jackie?

Kevin:

Jackie.

Conal:

Do you know her last name?
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Kevin:

Um, ah Jackie or Ron. But ah yeah, gimme, let me just think here, her name.

Canal:

Cause Ron was a Superintendent, right? So

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

he's probably not dealing with the chart ..... .

Kevin:

And he, yeah, ...... and tied right to the inspections too. They would know, um, they
would know what state the inspections were in.
Buy you dinner? Lunch?

Canal:

You wanta go out for lunch soon? Oh geez looks late then.

Kevin:

Ahhaha.

Conal:

No wonder we we're like ready to fall asleep here eh?

Kevin:

Ah ha ha ha ha.

Canal:

We forgot about lunch.

Kevin:

I'll get you a meal. You wanta have a quick, ah we can go down ah to Shark's Club
there, or somewhere down and around that way or ah-

Canal:

Ah sure. Let's do that. But do you wanta finish a few things first or?

Kevin:

Sure. Yeah.

Canal:

Yeah?

Kevin:

Whatever you want.

Canal:

I'm real close to being done. So I,

Kevin:

Yeah. No.

Canal:

I think we should finish ah, and ah then we'll pop out, I think. That'd be great.
Um so Jackie's last name, did you have that? Or you can get that to me.

Kevin:

I'll get it to you.
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Conal:

Okay. No problem. I'll ah, I'll ask for that in an end ofrequests down the road formally.
Um so bids in RFPs. So um in your business did you actually bid for jobs?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah.

Conal:

Ah an-and did you call them, ah so were they, were there RFPs involved?

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Conal:

Or how did that work?

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

Cause-

Kevin:

There was a lot of them.

Canal:

Lots of them.

Kevin:

Yeah.

Canal:

So who did those? When-

Kevin:

Ah Ron did a lot of them with Jackie.

Conal:

'kay. I'm gonna need to speak to both of them for sure. Um because if they saw that
they were unable to bid on jobs, or they were being circumvented in their bids. Or ah,
you know, they weren't pat. Like ah Sinclair wasn't signing off on the um,

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Conal:

on the requests for price right. And those, those, ah if he did anything to disrupt, any of
that kinda stuff, that would be good evidence I would think. So

Kevin:

Yeah. Mm-hm.

Conal:

yeah I'll talk to them about,

Kevin:

Yeah.

Conal:

potentially see if they saw that type of thing. Do you know if they saw that type of
thing?
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Kevin:

Well I-I believe Ro-Ron would have, yeah. They were always robbing parts off one rig
to ah-

Conal:

Did he ever say anything to you about it?

Kevin:

Yeah. Oh yeah. Yeah.

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

The talk of the day.

Conal:

Okay. I'll talk to them for sure. Okay. Um withholding of details related to the major
contract, which would have affected the sales process. Okay, so for the receivership, I
think what I'll do is I'll review what you have here for the receivership. And um I'll
look at the um, ifl, ah I'll look to see, I think you have a copy, or you can get me a copy
of the um, um what ah MNP wrote about the receivership, so the report, report to the
receiver.

Kevin:

Right. Yeah.

Conal:

So I-I assume that they made a report to the Court?

Kevin:

Yeah. Yeah.

Conal:

Yeah. And then ah all that's information you're referring to in here. And then there
was also some stuff in here that um, there was some, some quotes from a transcript from
a Court appearance, which was part of the foreclosure issue?

Kevin:

Mm-hm. Mm-hm.

Conal:

Associated to the-

Kevin:

Where, where the lawyer said ah once Baumann signed i-ah Callidus was allowed to do
whatever they want?

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Is that what you meant? And then another one where the Judge refers to this as a
complex web of litigation? Yeah .....

Conal:

Yeah. So those, those um, those aren't really evidentiary for an investigation associated
to your company.

Kevin:

Right. It's just more opinion. Yeah.
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Conal:

It's just more stuff ah associated to how things are going in the, in the, in the um
processes. So right now um Altair, so Altair is the, is, is still being operated, right? In
ah-

Kevin:

Callidus company, yeah.

Conal:

And what, Altair, does it have, what's its full name?

Kevin:

Altair Water and Drilling Services Inc.

Conal:

Do they have a website?

Kevin:

Ah, ha, yeah they kinda stoled (sic) Aiken's, ha ha.

Conal:

Oh really?

Kevin:

They got the same rig on there, ah a lot of the wording and they just put a different name
on it.

Conal:

Alright. And um just one more thing, I think. Um is there any other employees that
worked for you at Alken, that no longer work for Altair, that could speak to how Sinclair
was operating the business, outside of-of ah Jackie, Jan?

Kevin:

Mike would give you a lot of flavour I think.

Conal:

Your brother?

Kevin:

Yeah. He's away up in BC. But he could, you know, you can catch him remotely, have
a telephone conversation.

Conal:

And he lives in British Columbia?

Kevin:

Well ah yeah, they're over there now. And then he works in Texas too part time so.

Conal:

Okay. And the Yield Enhancement program. Um you've spoken to me about that
before. Which, um in your view, may be the entire purpose behind what they did to
your company, and potentially others. In that they wanted to boost their stock, with
respect to umm media releases in and around the Yield Enhance program,

Kevin:

Mm. Yeah. Yeah.

Conal:

and their books and records to that. Um, however they got circumvented by the Ontario
Securities Commission with respect to that issue.
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Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Canal:

And um but you feel that in all likelihood, as does um others, um and in particular David
Oswald, who,

Kevin:

Mm-hm.

Canal:

who is ah their Forensic Accountant who reviewed the matter.

Kevin:

Ah my, my Forensic Accountant. Yeah.

Canal:

Your Forensic Accountant, yeah.

Kevin:

Not-

Canal:

Um he said, essentially, that there's-there's potential that they used your company as,
as a potential Yield Enhancement, on their books and records, to boost their stock,
essentially. It's, it's ah, but that has not been proven, other than it's just theory, recurrent
theory.

Kevin:

Oh I believe it's more than theory.

Canal:

Okay.

Kevin:

Um I-I, h'um my, mm-my-my opinion is, I'll throw you a few ideas, or some-some high
points on that. Um it was advantageous for Callidus to, to harm their borrowers,
withhold funds, ah impose blocks and holdbacks, because they felt they could. And the
Yield Enhancement, when you look at the situation on Alken, on the quarter that they
announced this 32 million dollar Yield Enhancement. When you go backwards from
their previous releases, and forwards to their future releases, there is no other company
that they had taken over, other than Al-Alken.
So that's why we believe the 32 million dollars relates to Alken. So it's material.
Because if their loan was 20 when I left, and it turned into 28.5. But yet the bump up,
the additional gain they took from the company, was 32. They ma-they made, they ssabout the same amount as what their loan was. It's pretty profitable, if the market was
to believe it.
So that's why I-I-I think it, it was advantageous for Callidus to do that horror show, if
everybody woulda believed it. And the market woulda believed it.

Canal:

Right.
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Kevin:

Ah and, and then this gets back to the supplier issue. This entirely would have worked
if they would have had the right people running in there. If Callidus would have put
people in there that knew how to run each business they took over, it woulda worked.
But when you put someone, say for example, nothing, I'm not beating up Sinclair. He
knew nothing about the drilling business, no relationships, no experience. You can't
jump into something like that and expect to succeed.

Canal:

Yeah. Ha.

Kevin:

And then by treating cu-customers bad, or sorry, suppliers,

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

it's just a chain reaction, and the reputation, and everybody knows. You, you know,

Canal:

Absolutely.

Kevin:

so when they come into these new businesses they can't just change the name and think
they start tomorrow at-at st-at the starting point and it's all gonna be good. It's not good.
It ain't ever gonna be good.

Canal:

Is um Sinclair still running Altair?

Kevin:

No he's out of there. In his questioning he-he said my mandate was complete. Ha ha.
(chuckling)

Canal:

His mandate was complete.

Kevin:

Ha yeah.

Canal:

With?

Kevin:

With Altair, on behalf ofCallidus. Okay if you, ha. See on one hand they claimed that
he was independent and he was there for Baumann. (chuckling)

Canal:

And now he says in-in his-

Kevin:

Ha. His, his mandate with Callidus was complete.

Canal:

He actually said that in Court?

Kevin:

Yeah. He's .. , he- (chuckling) yeah. In-in cross examination.

Canal:

Do you know where he, does he still live down there or?
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Kevin:

Ah he still, he's ah,

Canal:

In BC?

Kevin:

ah Fernie.

Canal:

Still lives in Fernie?

Kevin:

Yeah. Um he does have eh ah, an office in New York, supposedly.

Canal:

Okay. Is there anybody else, in your mind, that I think I should interview, that would
have information specific to Alken and how it, how the entire process went?

Kevin:

Allen Anderson, the previous owner, is pretty bitter. I don't know. Let me, can I think
about it, that, for a day or so?

Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

He's pretty bitter. Like he hates Sinclair. He despises him. Ah, you know, here's a
simple example on how, you know, treating people wrong, it just don't get you
anywhere. (clears throat)
When we bought Al-Al-Alken,

Canal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

you know, there's a lot of iron there, especially after we bought ah ah Titan's stuff.

(sound of cell phone notification)
Canal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

So there's a lot of iron in that big big yard, right? You know, 15 rigs or so, 15/18 rigs.
So we had a lease agreement with Al-Allen. It wasn't on the low end. It wasn't on the
high end. It was reasonable. Um, you know, so while Sinclair is running this, and um
I'm out, or about to go out, you know, a truck rig backs into the wall on one of the shops
and knocks the wall out. Right?

Conal:

Yeah.

Kevin:

Accidents happen. They have a little investigation. See what happens. What can you
do so that it don't happen again. And you go and you fix your landlord's building. You
notify your insurance company and you fix it.
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Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

You know. So Sinclair is being late on the rent to Allen. And he's not fixing the shop.
And Allen is saying like what planet are you from?

Conal:

He's not fixing Allen's shop.

Kevin:

What planet are you from?

(sound of cell phone notification)
Kevin:

Alken has insur-you have insurance. I have a copy of your insurance certificate. Why
are you, why don't you just use the insurance, pay the deductible and be done with this?
What is- But that's who he is. That's the belief system that they can do whatever they
want.

Canal:

Hm.

Kevin:

So he gets somebody in there and fixes it, you know.

Conal:

So Allen is upset about that.

Kevin:

Oh he's upset about everything. Right?

Canal:

Yeah. And was he a creditor as well?

Kevin:

Ye-ah yeah he was on there for rent. Yeah.

Conal:

Oh he owned the building.

Kevin:

Yeah. And the yard. And I know Ron could touch on this too. Ah just ah another little
point on the attitude ah on, and belief system on how you're allowed to treat other
people. There was a lot of stuff. When we bought Titan we hauled, like there was
hundreds of loads that we brought from Strathmore to Bentley.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:.

Had you have hired it out, (clears throat) had we not bought all the extra trucks from
Titan and had our own trucks to haul all that stuff, it woulda been a million dollar move,
right? Truck after truck after truck. And there was parts you might use some day, and
good parts, complete rigs, you name it, right?

Conal:

Yeah.
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Kevin:

So we had a bone yard. Alken had a bone yard, like every other rig outfit does.

Conal:

Mm-hm.

Kevin:

Sinclair said, to all the guys, including Ron, that was packing up and moving to Red
Deer, take the good stuff that we want. And all the rest of that shit, just leave it for
Anderson. Like the guy had a thir-I heard it was a 30 to 50,000 bill to clean up the mess.

Conal:

Holy cow.

Kevin:

Yeah. It's just ah, it's endless and how all this has affected everybody. And ..

Conal:

Okay.

Kevin:

So I'll think about ah Allen. Um, whether he'd be worth contact, or, you know, whether
he'd-

Conal:

Mm-hm.

(sound of cell phone notification)
Conal:

Okay. It's um 13:33. I'll turn off the recorder.

Kevin:

'kay.

(end or recording)
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Collins Barrow Red Deer LLP
300 Collins Barrow Centre
5010 - 43 Street
Red Deer, Alberta
T4N 6H2 Canada
T. 403.342.554 1
F. 403.347.3766
www.collinsbarrow.com

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

To the Shareholders of Alken Basin Drilling Ltd.
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Alken Basin Drilling Ltd., which comprise the
statement of financial position as at March 31, 2014, and the statements of changes in equity, operations
and cash flows for the period from October 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014, and a summary of significant
accounting policies and other explanatory information.
Management's Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, and for such internal control as
management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor's Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards
require that we comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor's judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, we consider internal control relevant to the company's
preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of
the company's internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as
evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our qualified audit opinion.
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INTERNATIONAL

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT, continued

Basis for Qualified Opinion
Alken Basin Drilling Ltd. measures its inventories at the lower of cost and net realizable value, with cost of
inventories based on a first-in-first out principle. Because no, physical inventory count was performed b9'
the company as at March 31, 2014 and September 30, 2013 we were unable to obtain sufficient
appropriate audit evidence about the valuation of these inventories. Consequently we were unable to
determine whether any adjustments to these amounts were necessary and since the valuation of
inventories affect the determination of the financial performance and cash flows, we were unable to
determine whether adjustments to the financial performance and cash flows might be necessary for the
period ending March 31, 2014.
Qualified Opinion
In our opinion, except for the possible effects of the matter described in the Basis for Qualified Opinion
paragraphs, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Alken
Basin Drilling Ltd. as at March 31, 2014, and its financial performance and its cash flows for the period
then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Red Deer, Alberta
July 16, 2014

Chartered Accountants
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Statement of Financial Position
As at March 31, 2014

March 31,

2014

September 30,
2013
(restated notes 5)

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash
Accounts receivable (note 6)
Income taxes receivable
Inventory (note 7)
Prepaid expenses

$

Investments
Due from related parties (note 8)
Property, plant and equipment (note 9)

55,853 $
5,573,711
239,138
2,100,768
401809

1,285,842
239,138
2,053,240
32,925

8,010,279

3,611,145

100,217

86,132

4,626,642

1,708,070

33,759,906

22,765,884

$ 46,497,044 $ 28,171,231
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Statement of Financial Position
As at March 31, 2014

September 30,

March 31,
2014

2013
(restated notes 5)

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Bank indebtedness (note 10)
Accounts payable and accruals (note 11)
Callable debt (note 12)
Due to director (note 13)
Current portion of long-term debt (note 14)

2,430,287
24,300,000
207,312
90,887

418,263
937,395
18,150,000
207,312
72,740

27,028,486

19,785,710

236,384

263,372

Deferred income taxes (note 15)

4,353,800

1,718,400

Preferred shares (note 16)

1!602,688

1,602,688

33,221,358

23,370,170

50

50

Retained earnings

5,389,442

4,801,011

Revaluation surplus

7,886,194

Long-term debt (note 14)

$

$

SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
Common shares (note 17)

-----

13,275,686

4,801,061

$ 46,497,044 $ 28, 171 ,231

Approved by the board:

---------------------

Director
Director
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Statement of Changes in Equity
Period from October 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014

Common
Shares

Issued Shares

Balance, September
30,2012

1

$

50

Retained
Earnings

$ 2,142,877 $

Net and
comprehensive
income (restated note 5)
Balance, September
30, 2013 (restated)

1

50

Net income

Total

$ 2,142,927

2,658,134

2,658,134

4,801,011

4,801,061

588,431

588,431

Other
comprehensive
income
Balance, March 31,
2014

Revaluation
Surplus

7,886,194

1 $

50 $

5,389,442 $

7,886,194

7,886,194 $ 13,275,686
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Statement of Income and Comprehensive Income
Period from October 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014

March 31,
2014

(six months)

September 30,
2013
(twelve months)
(restated notes 5 and 21)

$ 11,925,116 $ 5,794,835

Revenue
Direct costs
Direct labour
Supplies and materials
Subcontracts
Automotive
Travel
Equipment rentals
Repairs and maintenance

2591482

1,899,261
778,383
578,163
582,664
94,982
94,218
160,797

6,884,597

41188,468

Gross margin

5,040,519

1,606,367

Expenses (page 30)

4,009,359

3,779,940

Income (loss) from operations

1,031,160

(2,173,573)

16,455

35,907
4,785,300

4,1691973
628,236
571,347
473,610
426,142
355,807

Other income (expense)
Investment income
Gain on acquisition of Trinidad Drilling Ltd.
Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment

(91,488)
(75,033)

4,821,207

Income before income taxes

956,127

2,647,634

Income tax (recovery) (note 15)

367,696

(10,500)

Net income

588,431

2,658,134

Other comprehensive income
Revaluation surplus (net of deferred taxes of $2,267,704)

7,886,194

$ 8,474,625 $ 2,658,134

Total comprehensive income
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Statement of Cash Flows
Period from October 1, 2013 to March 31 , 2014

March 31, September 30,
2014
2013
(six months) (twelve months)
(restated notes 5 and 21)

CASH PROVIDED BY (USED FOR)
Operating activities

$ 10,229,571 $ 5,535,479

Cash receipts from customers
Cash receipts from interest and dividends
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Interest paid
Income taxes paid

2,370
{7,408,922)
(818,276)

9,844
{7,629,051)
(716,971)
(253,665)

2,004,743

(3,054,364)

(2,217,580)
74,021

{2,760,338)

Investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Acquisition of Trinidad Drilling Ltd.

(12,000,000)

(2, 143,559) (14,760,338}
Financing. activities
Repayment of callable debt
Proceeds of callable debt
Advances to related parties (net)
Repayment of notes payable
Repayment of long-term debt
Proceeds of long-term debt

(18,150,000)
21,690,345
(2,918,572)

Decrease (increase) in deficiency
Cash (deficiency), beginning of period
Cash (deficiency), end of period

$

(40,286)
31,445

18,150,000
{1,708,070)
{2,566,419)
(385,821)
721,933

612,932

14,211,623

474,116

(3,603,079)

(418,263)

3,184,816

55,853 $

(418,263}

During the year the company revalued some of its classes of property, plant and equipment
under the revaluation method (note 9). The revaluation of property, plant and equipment of
$10,153,898 has been excluded from the statement of cash flows as it is a non-cash
transaction.
The company includes interest paid on its debt facilities as operating activities.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

1.

Nature of Operations

Alken Basin Drilling Ltd. ("Alken Basin") was incorporated under the Albe_rta Business
Corporations Act on November 25, 1982. The company's principal activity is drilling
water wells for both residential and commercial properties in Alberta, Canada.
The head office address of Alken Basin is P.O. Box 47, Bentley, Alberta, TOG OJO.
Alken Basin is a wholly-owned subsidiary of 1711760 Alberta Ltd. The financial
statements for the year ending September 30, 2013 comprise only the financial position,
financial performance and cash flows of Alken Basin.
The board of directors has approved these financial statements on July 16, 2014.

2.

Significant Accounting Policies

Basis of accounting
Statement of compliance
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS") as issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board and were prepared using accounting policies consistent with IFRS.
Basis of measurement
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis, which
contemplates the realization of assets and liabilities in the normal course of business as
they become due. Accordingly, these financial statements have been prepared on the
historical cost basis, except for financial assets classified at fair value through profit and
loss and property, plant and equipment valued using the revaluation method.
Functional and presentation currency
These consolidated financial statements are presented in Canadian dollars, which is the
functional currency of the company.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

2.

Significant Accounting Policies, continued

Significant accounting judgments and estimates

The preparation of these financial statements requires management to make judgments
and estimates and form assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and
liabilities at the date of the financial statements and reported amounts of revenues and
expenses during the reporting period. Estimates and underlying assumptions are
reviewed on an ongoing basis. Actual outcomes may differ from these estimates under
different assumptions and conditions.
The most significant estimates relate to the valuation of inventories and provisions for
obsolescence; property, plant and equipment, including revaluations under the
revaluation method, additions to bring assets to use in operations, the estimated useful
lives and residual values used in determination of depreciation and testing of impairment
of assets; and valuation of deferred income tax amounts.
Inventory

Inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realizable value. The cost of
inventories is based on the first-in first-out principle, and includes expenditure incurred in
acquiring the inventories and other costs incurred in bringing them to their existing
location and condition.
Net realizable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business,
less the estimated costs of completion and selling expenses. Net realizable value is
assessed at the end of each fiscal period and write downs are recorded as necessary.
The amount of the write down may be reversed (up to the original amount of the write
down) where there is a change in economic circumstances.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

2.

Significant Accounting Policies, continued

Financial instruments
The company recognizes a financial asset or a financial liability when, and only when, it
becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. Such financial assets
or financial liabilities are initially recognized at fair value and the subsequent
measurement depends on their classification.
Financial assets classified as fair value through profit and loss ("FVTPL") are measured
at fair value with any resultant gain or loss recognized in profit or loss. Financial assets
classified as available-for-sale are measured at fair value with any resulting gain or loss
being recognized directly under other comprehensive income. Financial assets classified
as loans and receivables and held to maturity, are measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest rate method.
Transaction costs associated with FVTPL financial assets are expensed as incurred,
while transaction costs associated with all other financial assets are included in the initial
carrying amount of the asset.
All financial liabilities are recognized initially at fair value plus, in the case of loans and
borrowings, directly attributable transaction costs. Financial liabilities are classified as
other financial liabilities, and are subsequently measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest rate method.
The company's financial assets include cash, accounts receivables, investments and
due from related parties. The company's financial liabilities include bank indebtedness,
accounts payable and accruals, callable and long-term debt, due to director and
preferred shares. Classification of these financial instruments is as follows:
(i)

Cash
Accounts receivable
Investments
(iv) Due from related parties
(v)
Bank indebtedness
(vi) Accounts payable and accruals
(vii) Callable and long-term debt
(viii) Due to director
(ix) Preferred shares

(ii)
(iii)

-8-

FVTPL
Loans and receivables
FVTPL
Loans and receivables
Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities
Other financial liabilities
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31 1 2014

2.

Significant Accounting Policies, continued

Financial assets are derecognized when the company's rights to cash flows from the
respective assets have expired or have been transferred and the company has neither
exposure to the risks inherent in those assets nor entitlement to rewards from them. A
financial liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged or
cancelled or expires. Where an existing financial liability is replaced by another from the
same lender on substantially different terms, or the terms of an existing liability are
substantially modified, such an exchange or modification is treated as a de-recognition
of the original liability and the recognition of a new liability.
The difference in the
respective carrying amounts is recognized in the income statement.
Fair value measurement
The company categorizes its financial assets and liabilities measured at fair value into
one of three different levels depending on the operability of the inputs used in the
measurement.
Level 1: This level includes assets and liabilities measured at fair value based on
unadjusted quoted prices for identical assets and liabilities in active markets that are
accessible at the measurement date and includes the company's investment in Sun Life
Financial.
Level 2: This level includes valuations determined using directly or indirectly observable
inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1. Derivative instruments in this
category are valued using models or other standard valuation techniques derived from
observable market inputs. The company has no financial instruments valued at this
level.
Level 3: This level includes valuations based on inputs which are less observable,
unavailable or where the observable data does not support a significant portion of the
instruments' fair value. The company's remaining financial assets and liabilities belong
at this level.
Offsetting of financial assets and liabilities
Financial assets and liabilities are offset and the net amount presented in the statement
of financial position when, and only when, the company has a legal right to offset the
amounts and intends either to settle on a net basis or to realize the asset and settle the
liability simultaneously.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

2.

Significant Accounting Policies, continued

Impairment of financial assets

Financial assets measured at cost or amortized cost are tested tor impairment, at the
end of each year, and the amount of the write-down is recognized in net income. The
previously recognized impairment loss may be reversed to the extent of the
improvement and the amount of the reversal is recognized in net income. The reversal
may be recorded provided it is no greater than the amount that had been previously
reported as a reduction in the asset and it does not exceed original cost.
Property, plant and equipment

The company uses the revaluation method of accounting for certain classes of property,
plant and equipment. Property, plant and equipment measured using the revaluation
method is initially measured at cost and subsequently carried at its revalued amount,
being the fair value at the date of the revaluation less any subsequent accumulated
depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. Revaluations are performed when
management determines fair values differ materially from their carrying values. Where
the carrying amount of an asset increases as a result of a revaluation, the increase is
recognized in other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity in revaluation
surplus, unless the increase reverses a previously recognized impairment recorded
through net income, in which case that portion of the increase is recognized in net
income. Where the carrying amount of an asset decreases, the decrease is recognized
in other comprehensive income to the extent of any balance existing in revaluation
surplus in respect of the asset, with the remainder of the decrease recognized in net
income. Depreciation of an asset commences when it is available for use. On loss of
control of an asset which utilizes the revaluation method, all accumulated revaluation
surplus is transferred into retained earnings.
Depreciation is provided at rates calculated to write off the cost of property, plant and
equipment less their estimated residual value on the straight-line and declining balance
methods, over the estimated useful lives, as follows:
20 years Straight-line, 40% residual
1O years Straight-line, 40% residual
4% Declining balance, no residual
20% Declining balance, no residual
30% Declining balance, no residual
30% Declining balance, no residual

New drilling rigs.
Used drilling rigs
Buildings
Equipment
Automotive
Computer equipment

Amortization of leasehold improvements is recorded over the remaining term of the
lease plus the first renewal option.
Depreciation of leasehold improvements are recorded over the remaining term of the
lease. One halt depreciation is calculated in the year of acquisition. No depreciation is
calculated in the year of disposition.
A commissioner for Oaths
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

2.

Significant Accounting Policies, continued

Impairment of longMlived assets

Property, plant and equipment is tested for impairment whenever events or changes in
circumstances indicate that their carrying amount may not be recoverable. The
recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and value in use. Fair
value (less costs to sell) is the amount obtainable from the sale of the asset or group of
assets in an arm's length transaction between knowledgeable and willing parties, less
costs to sell. Value in use is equal to the present value of future cash flows expected to
be derived from the use and sale of the asset. For the purpose of impairment testing,
assets that cannot be tested individually are grouped together into the smallest group of
assets that generates cash inflows from continuing use that are largely independent of
the cash inflows of other assets or groups of assets (the "cash-generating unit" or
"CGU").
An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the asset's carrying amount
exceeds it recoverable amount. Impairment losses recognized in respect of CGUs are
allocated first to reduce the carrying amount of any goodwill allocated to the units, and
then to reduce the carrying amounts of the other assets in the unit (company of units) on
a pro rata basis.
Impairment losses may be reversed, except for goodwill, in a subsequent period where
the impairment no longer exists or has decreased. The carrying amount after a reversal
must not exceed the carrying amount (net of depreciation) that would have been
determined had no impairment loss been recognized.
Provisions

A provision is recognized in the balance sheet when the company has a present legal or
constructive obligation as a result of a past event, and it is probable that an outflow of
economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation. If the effect is material,
provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows at a pre-tax
rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and, where
appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

2.

Significant Accounting Policies, continued

Deferred income taxes

Deferred taxation is recognized using the liability method on temporary differences
between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes
and the amounts used for taxation purposes. However, the deferred taxation is not
recognized if it arises from initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction other
than a business combination that at the time of the transaction affects neither
accounting nor taxable profit or loss. Deferred taxation is determined using tax rates
(and laws) that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the reporting date and
are expected to apply when the related deferred taxation asset is realized or the
deferred taxation liability is settled.
A deferred tax asset is recognized to the extent that it is probable that future taxable
profits will be available against which the temporary difference can be utilized. Deferred
tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date and are reduced to the extent that it is no
longer probable that the related tax benefit will be realized.
Revenue recognition

Water well drilling contracts with customers generally provide that billings are to be
made periodically, typically monthly, which are commensurate with the extent of
performance under the contracts. Contract receivables arise principally from the
balance of amounts due on progress billings on jobs in progress. Unbilled amounts at
the end of the period are recorded as work in progress. Estimated losses, if any, on
such contracts are recorded when they become apparent.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

3.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements

Certain pronouncements were issued by the International Accounting Standards Board
("IASB") or the International Financial Reporting Interpretation Committee ("IFRIC") that
are mandatory for adoption by the company in accordance with the transitional
provisions in the standards. Those pronouncements that are not applicable or do not
have a significant impact to the company have been excluded from the list below.
The following standards were adopted by the company during the year:

IFRS 7 - Financial Instruments: Disclosures
IFRS 7 was amended by the IASB in December 2011 to provide additional information
about offsetting of financial assets and financial liabilities. Additional disclosures is
required to enable users of financial statements to evaluate the effect or potential effect
of netting arrangements on the entity's financial position. There were no changes
required to the balances and disclosures in these financial statements as a result of
adoption of this standard.

IFRS 1O- Consolidated Financial Statements
IFRS 10 was issued by the IASB in May 2011. IFRS 10 establishes principles for the
presentation and preparation of consolidated financial statements when an entity
controls one or more other entities. IFRS 1O replaces the consolidation requirements in
SIC-12 Consolidation-Special Purpose Entities and IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate
Financial Statements. There were no changes required to the balances and disclosures
in these financial statements as a result of adoption of this standard.

IFRS 13 - Fair Value Measurement
IFRS 13 was issued by the IASB in May 2011. IFAS 13 provides a consistent and less
complex definition of fair value, establishes a single source of guidance for determining
fair value and introduces consistent requirements for disclosures related to fair value
measurement. The new standard clarifies that fair value is the price that would be
received to sell an asset, or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants, at the measurement date. There were no changes required to the
balances and disclosures in these financial statements as a result of adoption of this
standard.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

3.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements, continued

The following standards have not yet been adopted and are being evaluated to
determine the resultant impact on the company:
IFRS 9 - Financial Instruments

IFRS 9 was issued by the IASB in October 2010 and will replace IAS 39 Financial
Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. IFRS 9 uses a single approach to
determine whether a financial asset is measured at amortized cost or fair value,
replacing the multiple rules in IAS 39. The approach in IFRS 9 is based on how an entity
manages its financial instruments in the context of its business model and the
contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial assets. Most of the requirements in
IAS 39 for classification and measurement of financial liabilities were carried forward
unchanged to IFRS 9. The new standard also requires a single impairment method to be
used, replacing the multiple impairment methods in IAS 39. No effective date has been
set for implementation of IFRS 9.
/AS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation

IAS 32 was amended by the IASB in December 2011. Offsetting Financial Assets and
Financial Liabilities amendment addresses inconsistencies identified in applying some of
the offsetting criteria. The amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or
after January 1, 2014. Earlier application is permitted.
/AS 36 Impairment of Assets

IAS 36 was amended by the IASB in June 2013. Recoverable amount disclosures for
non-financial assets amendment modifies certain disclosure requirements about the
recoverable amount of impaired assets if that amount is based on fair value less costs
of disposal. The amendment is effective for annual periods beginning on or after
January 1, 2014. Earlier application is permitted when the entity has already applied
IFRS 13.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

4.

Accounting Changes

As at October 1, 2013 the company adopted the revaluation method for subsequent
measurement of its property, plant and equipment to better reflect the fair value of its
classes of property, plant and equipment. Under the revaluation method property, plant
and equipment is initially measured at cost and subsequently carried at its revalued
amount, being the fair value at the date of the revaluation less any subsequent
accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. Revaluations are
performed when management determines fair values differ materially from their carrying
values. This policy has been applied retrospectively with no restatement to prior periods.
The company has revalued its property, plant and equipment at March 31, 2014 as
disclosed in note 9.

5.

Prior Year Correction

The comparative figures as at September 30, 2013 have been restated to correct
entries expensing inventories held by the company. Inventory has been increased and
supplies and materials decreased by $515,048. As a result of this transaction, deferred
income taxes have been increased and income tax recovery decreased by $128,800.
Net income as at September 30, 2013 has been increased by $386,248.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

6.

Accounts Receivable

Aging of trade receivables that are past due, but not impaired are as follows:
March 31,
_ ____,;2;;;.;;0...;..14.;...

September 30,
2013

$ 1,726,887 $
966,670
84,686
185,813

0 to 30 days past due
31 to 60 days
61 to 90 days
Over 90 days

773,661
184,492
118,098
..___
81,135

___

$ 2,964,056 $ 1,157,386
Included in accounts receivable at March 31, 2014 is $2,609,655 receivable by the
company upon establishing its new credit facilities, disclosed in note 10. Accounts
receivable at September 30, 2013 included trade receivables of $1,157,386, accrued
work in progress of $120,750 and Goods and Services Tax receivable of $7,706. Trade
receivables are shown net of allowance for doubtful accounts amounting to $16,978
(September 30, 2013 - $16,978) due to uncertain collectability of customer accounts
past due 90 days.
Receivables are pledged as collateral against the company's current credit facility (note
10).

7.

Inventory

Inventory recognized in direct costs during the year amounted to $628,236 (September
30, 2013 - $329,006). No inventories are pledged as collateral against debts of the
company.
Inventories are pledged as collateral against the company's current credit facility (note
10).
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

8.

Due from Related Parties And Related Party Transactions

Related parties of the company _include the parent company, 1711760 Alberta Ltd.,
White Swan Environmental Ltd., a company controlled by a director of the company, as
well as the company's key management personnel and independent directors.
The balance due from the parent company and related parities are unsecured, noninterest bearing with no specific terms of repayment.
March 31,

2014

Due from 1711760 Alberta Ltd.
Due from White Swan Environmental Ltd.

September 30,
2013

$ 4,601,633 $ 1,708,070
25,009

$ 4,626,642 $ 1,708,070
March 31,
2014

Salaries and benefits
Consulting fees paid

September 30,
2013

$

432,442 $
146,534

234,140
294,628

$

578,976 $

528,768

The consulting services were provided on terms equivalent to those if the services had
been provided or received from arm's length third parties.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

9.

Property, Plant and Equipment

As at March 31, 2014 property, plant and equipment consisted of:
Drilling Rigs

Automotive

Equipment and
computers

Buildings and
leaseholds

Total

Cost
Balance,
beginning of
period

$ 19,666,801 $ 4,148,653 $ 1,586,979 $

Additions

1,334,010

17,852

Disposals

(8,000)

(279,583)

315,228 $ 25,717,661
2,217,580

865,718

(287,583)

Accumulated
fair value
changes

6,470,689

Balance, end
of period

27,463,500

3,886,922

2,834,881

315,228

34,500,531

1,268,091

1,336,151

314,799

32,736

2,951,777

382,184

6,852,873

Accumulated
depreciation
Balance,
beginning of
period
Adjustment for
disposals
Depreciation
Accumulated
fair value
changes
Balance, end
of period
Net book
value

(240}
609,774

(1,877,625)

(121,834)

(122,074)

399,552

173,313

(970,448)

(452,952)

643,421

35,160

$ 27,463,500 $ 3,243,501 $ 2,799,721 $

29,308

1,211,947

(3,301,025)

740,625

62,044

253,184 $ 33,759,906
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

9.

Property, Plant and Equipment, continued

As at September 30, 2013 property, plant and equipment consisted of:
Drilling Rigs

Automotive

Equipment and
computers

Buildings and
leaseholds

Total

Cost
Balance,
beginning of
year

$ 2,170,000 $

Acquisition of
Trinidad
Drilling Ltd.

15,951 $

1,839,616 $

407,656 $

14,033,000

1,868,500

752,500

3,463,801

440,537

366,723

299,277

4,570,338

19,666,801

4,148,653

1,526,879

315,228

25,717,661

Balance,
beginning of
year

651,000

625,586

131,654

3,157

1,411,397

Depreciation

617,091

710,565

183,145

29,579

1,540,380

Balance, end
of year

1,268,091

1,336,151

314,799

32,736

2,951,777

Additions
Balance, end
of year

4,493,323

16,654,000

Accumulated
depreciation

Net book
value

$ 18,398,710 $

2,812,502 $

1,212,080 $

282,492 $ 22,765,884

Accumulated fair value changes include revaluation of property, plant and equipment
using the revaluation method which are recorded in revaluation surplus as a component
of equity. Effective March 31, 2014 the company had an independent appraisal on its
drilling rigs, automotive and equipment. As a result of this appraisal, a fair value
adjustment of $10,153,898 has been recorded. Net of deferred taxes of $2,267,704, a
revaluation surplus of $7,886,194 has been recognized in other comprehensive income
and in the revaluation surplus in the statement of changes in equity.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

1o.

Bank Indebtedness

On March 31, 2014 the company executed a new credit facility agreement with the
following facilities and terms:
Facility A:

Demand revolving line of credit to a maximum of $5 million.

Facility B:

Demand equipment loan available to a maximum of $19 million (note 12).

Facility C:

Demand equipment loan to available to a maximum of $4.5 million (note
12).

The facilities bear interest at 18% and required repayment by March 31, 2015. Collateral
on the facilities are provided by a first ranking general security agreement covering all
the assets of the company and assignment of accounts receivable.

11.

Accounts Payable and Accruals

September 30,

March 31,

-----'2=0..;.14.;..

2013

$ 2,096,997 $
333,290

809,413
..___
127,982

$ 2,430,287 $

937,395

___

Trade payables and accruals
Employee benefits payable
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

12.

Callable Debt

March 31,
2014

-----

September 30,
2013

Demand loan available to a maximum of $19 million,
bearing interest at 18% and repayable in monthly principal
instalments of $100,000. The company is also required to
pay any proceeds received upon sale of equipment used
as security against the facility, up to 90% of the appraised
value of the equipment. Required repayment is due by
March 31, 2015. Collateral provided the same as the bank
indebtedness (note 10).
$ 19,000,000 $
Demand loan to available to a maximum of $4.5 million,
bearing interest at 18% and repayable in monthly principal
instalments of $20,000. The company may also be
required to pay tor any fair value decreases in property
used as security against the facility, up to 75% of the
appraised decline in fair value. Required repayment is due
by March 31, 2015. Collateral provided the same as the
bank indebtedness (note 10).

4,500,000

Demand, subordinated convertible debenture bearing
interest at 12% payable semi-annually starting December
31, 2013 and convertible at the option of the holders on or
before maturity date. Collateral is provided by a general
security agreement over all the assets of the company.
(note ii)

800,000

Demand loan repaid. (note i)

14,050,000

Demand loan repaid. (note i)

2,600,000

Demand, subordinated convertible debenture repaid. (note
ii)
'
----

1,500,000

$ 24,300,000 $ 18,150,000
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

12.

Callable Debt, continued

i.

Demand loans payable
The demand loans were part of the company's existing banking facility and became
due in full on March 31, 2014. The company executed a new banking facility
effective March 31, 2014 and repaid these balances with the proceeds received.

ii. Convertible debentures
On September 24, 2013 and December 5, 2013 the company issued a convertible
debentures with face values of $1.5 million and $800,000 and maturity dates of
September 24, 2016 and December 5, 2016 respectively. The values attributable to
equity has been determined to be nominal and therefore no adjustment has been
made to the value of the liability. The holders have the option to receive 0.5% of the
common shares for every $100,000 of principal. Notes that are not converted to
common shares will be redeemed at face value on maturity. On March 31, 2014 the
$1.5 million debenture was repaid as part of the company's new banking facility
executed (note 10).

13.

Due to Director

Advances from director are unsecured, non-interest bearing and have no specified
terms of repayment.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

14.

Long-term Debt

March 31,
2014

September 30,
2013

Automotive loans payable in total monthly instalments of
$4,564 including interest at 6.19 to 9.69%, final
instalments due between March and April 2018. Collateral
provided by automotive and equipment with a net book
value of $165,567.
$

185,849 $

206,197

Automotive and equipment loan payable in monthly
instalments of $4, 129 including interest at 7 .95%, final
instalment due October 2016. Collateral provided by
automotive and equipment with a net book value of
$103,627.

109,977

129,915

Equipment loan payable in monthly instalments of $637
including interest at 7.95%, final instalment due April 2019.
Collateral provided by drilling rig equipment with a net
book value of $29,459.

31,445
327,271
90,887

336,112
72,740

$

236,384 $

263,372

$

90,887
98,036
77,089
53,935
7,324

$

327,271

Current portion

Principal repayments until maturity are as follows:
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

15.

Deferred Income Taxes

The provision for income taxes recorded in the financial statements differs from the
amount which would be obtained by applying the statutory income tax rate of 25% (2013
- 25%) to the income for the years as follows:
March 31,
2014

Anticipated income tax
Non-deductible depreciation expense
Capital cost allowance and cumulative eligible capital
deduction
Loss (gain) per financial statements
Net addback of finance fees
Non-capital losses carried forward (utilized)
Other

$

September 30,
2013
(restated notes 5)

239,032 $
302,987

661,909
385,095

(490,625)
(353,648)
22,872
(1, 196,325)
39,916
83,611
(119,200)
426,100
_ _ _5.....,0_1_8 _ __,(...._6,_,7_42_,)

Current income tax expense
Deferred tax expense (recovery) relating to changes of
temporary differences
Effect of income tax rate changes
Deferred tax asset utilized (carried forward) from noncapital losses
Income tax expense (recovery)

$

248,496

(221,737)
637,337

119,200

(426,100)

367,696$
==='1=0,5=0=0)

For income tax purposes, the company has a loss of $1,227,449 carried forward from a
prior year which can be applied to reduce future years' taxable income. This loss
expires in 2033.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

15.

Deferred Income Taxes, continued

Deferred tax assets and liabilities, and the movement in (tax effected) temporary
differences during the year are as follows:
March 31,
_ _ _2_0_14_

September 30,
2013
(restated)

Deferred tax liability from investments and property, plant
$ (2,144,500) $ (395,400)
and equipment, beginning of year
(1,333,500)
Incurred in acquisition of Trinidad Drilling Ltd.
(2,267,704}
Revaluation of property, plant and equipment (note 9)
(248,496)
(415,600)
Recognized in profit and loss
Deferred tax liability from investments and property, plant
and equipment, end of period
Deferred tax asset from non-capital losses, end of period
Deferred tax liability, end of period

16.

(4,660,700}

(2,144,500}

306,900

426,100

$ (4,353,800) $ (1,718,400)

Preferred Shares

The company has issued 1,602,688 Class C preferred shares, redeemable at the option
of the shareholder, with a total redemption value of $1,602,688.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

17.

Common Shares

Authorized:
Unlimited number of
Unlimited number of
Unlimited number of
preferred shares;
Unlimited number of
Unlimited number of
Unlimited number of

18.

Class A voting common shares;
Class B voting common shares;
Class C non-voting, non-cumulative, redeemable, retractable
Class D non-voting, redeemable common shares;
Class E non-voting common shares; and
Class F non-voting common shares.

Commitments

The company has entered into a lease commitments for its business premises in
Bentley and Calgary, Alberta, which requires total monthly base payments of $15,338
plus a proportionate share of occupancy costs and expires between July 2016 and
January 2018. Minimum base lease payments under the lease agreements are as
follows:
2015
2016
2017
2018

$

184,060
184,060
141,353
100,000

$

609,473
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ALKEN BASIN. DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

19.

Events After the Reporting Period

On April 1, 2014 the qompany and 1711760 Alberta Ltd. amalgamated and will continue
to operate as Alken Basin Drilling Ltd.
·
The amalgamation transaction between related parties will be recorded at carrying
values as reported on each company's respective financial statements as at March 31,
2014. As such, there has been no goodwill recorded on the amalgamation transaction.
The net assets that will be brought into the amalgamated company at April 1, 2014, after
elimination of the intercompany loans are as follows:
March 31,

2014

Assets
Current assets
Investments
Due from related parties
Property, plant and equipment

$ 8,421,953
100,217
25,009
33,759,906
$ 42,307,085

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Long-term debt
Deferred income taxes
Preferred shares

$ 26,835,874
236,384
4,353,800
1,602,688
33,028,746

Shareholders' equity
Common shares
Retained earnings
Revaluation surplus

51
1,392,094
7,886,194
9,278,339

$ 42,307,085
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

20.

Financial Risk Management

Investments are quoted in an active market and therefore are valued based on their
unadjusted quoted prices. The estimated fair values of cash, accounts receivables, bank
indebtedness, accounts payable and accruals approximate their carrying values due to
the relatively short-term nature of the instruments. The estimated fair values of callable
and long-term debt also approximates carrying values due to the fact that effective
interest rates are not significantly different from market rates. The fair value of the due
from related party, due to director and preferred shares are not determinable as the
timing of future cash flows are not available.
Credit risk
The company is exposed to credit risk as it grants credit to its customers in the
normal course of operations. To mitigate this risk the company regularly reviews its
accounts receivable list, and based on knowledge of their customers, will stop
granting credit to customers who have not made regular payments in the past. The
company has a concentration of credit risk within the oilfield industry with
approximately 90% of receivables at year-end coming from these customers.

The company is also exposed to credit risk on its balances due from the parent
company and related parties. Management closely monitors cash flow requirements
of both the company, its parent and related parties to ensure they have sufficient
cash on demand to meet operational and financial obligations.
Market risk
Market risk is the risk that changes in market prices or interest rates will affect the
company's net earnings or the value of financial instruments. These risks are
generally outside the control of the company. The company's market risk consists
of the risk from changes in quoted market prices on investments. The company is
not exposed to significant market rate risk as any fluctuation in the market rate
would not have a material effect.
Interest rate risk
The company is exposed to interest rate cash flow risk as the bank indebtedness
and demand loans payable bearing interest at floating interest rates.

The company is exposed to interest rate price risk as the certain callable debt and
long-term debt bears interest at fixed interest rates.
Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk relates to the risk the company will encounter difficulty in meeting its
obligations associated with financial liabilities. The financial liabilities on its balance
sheet consist of accounts payable and accruals and current portions of long-term
debt, callable debt, due to director and preferred shares. Management closely
monitors cash flow requirements to ensure that it has sufficient cash on demand to
meet operational and financial obligations.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31, 2014

20.

Financial Risk Management, continued

Capital management
The company defines its net debt as the sum of its financial liabilities (i.e. bank
indebtedness, callable debt and long-term debt) which includes the current portion, net
of cash on deposit. The company defines its total equity as shareholders' equity less
due to the parent company, plus postponed balances due to directors and preferred
shares.
The company's objectives when managing capital are to maintain a capital structure that
allows it to finance its growth strategy with cash flows from its operations and its debt
capacity, preserve its ability to meet its financial obligations by funding the capital needs
via various private and institutional sources and meet its debt obligations, as they
become due.

21.

Comparative Amounts

Certain balances in the September 30, 2013 financial statements have been reclassified
to conform to the presentation used in the current year. Direct costs have been
increased by $131,238 and operating expenses decreased by the same amount. The
changes do not affect prior year net income or the statement of financial position.
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ALKEN BASIN DRILLING LTD.
Schedule of Expenses
Period from October 1, 2013 to March 31, 2014

March 31,
2014

(six months)

Depreciation
Administrative wages and benefits
Interest on callable and long-term debt
Professional fees
Insurance
Rent
Subcontract
Telephone and utilities
Travel
Interest and bank charges
Yard maintenance
Office
Advertising and promotion
Bad debts
Repairs and maintenance
Computer expense

September 30,
2013
(twelve months)
(restated notes 5 and 21)

$ 1,211,947 $ 1,540,380
891,922
513,597
763,236
663,480
316,121
220,609
267,173
225,761
150,059
188,552
109,714
80,932
126,377
63,890
51,601
55,040
53,491
27,045
19,691
23,417
49,560
20,955
63,607
17,331
12,493
7,291
32,026
___
3._,2_8_6 ___1_8....
,7_1_5
$

4,009,359 $ 3,779,940
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Place of Interview: IRISS Corp. 225, 6125 11 Street SE, Calgary, Alberta.
Interviewer: Cona I Archer
Summary of Interview of Kevin Baumann Re IRISS File# 19-002

Mr. Kevin Baumann stated that:
•

In 1980, (approximately), Allen Anderson started up Alken Basin ("Alken") in Central Alberta
which developed a very good name for developing water wells in Alberta. Alken had a
domestic division drilling water wells for farmers and acreage owners, however the majority
of business was the oilfield and the creation of water wells for oilfield use. Water is required
in most oilfield operations including fracking and oilsands development. There are massive
amounts of water required.

•

He acquired shares in Alken in 2013. They bought Alken via a numbered company that he
and his brother Mike Baumann started up. Allen Anderson and Kevin Schmit were involved
for a period of time but did not ultimately get any shares.

•

He backstopped a loan for Alken with his personal property assets and name in the amount
of 6 Million dollars. They initially financed the purchase of Alken through Talem Capital and
later switched to Service Credit Union. Alken was going along fine and the opportunity for
a major coring project in the Alberta Oil Sands presented. With the assistance of the Service
Credit Union loan with the amount of 12 Million at an interest rate of between, he believes,
3 to 5%, they bought the assets of Titan Drilling to work the business and have the
equipment required for this new project. Service Credit Union funded the entire purchase
of Titan assets. Additional assets via the numbered company he vended in, consisted of
two drilling rigs.
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•

The Titan assets were premium assets. Titan had their assets on the books for 60 Million.
By the time they vended in the Alken assets from the numbered company being the two
rigs and the Titan assets, Alken had a value in the 40-Million-dollar range.

•

Alken had their head office in Bentley Alberta which was subsequently moved to Red Deer
to be more central. They also had a sales office in Calgary. They had between 35 and 50
employees. Most of them were employees on the payroll with some contractors.

•

Alken had busy winters, especially after they acquired the Titan assets, their monthly
revenue was a million dollars on average, so between 6 and 12 Million annually.

•

They spent a considerable amount of capital getting ready for the oil sands project.
However, the project was put on hold by a Calgary Court relating to a lack of proper
indigenous consultation. As a result of this delay, they lost the project. They did do some
work with Alken, however nothing like what they projected with the oil sands project.
Projected income on that project would have paid for the entire Titan acquisition.

•

In 2014, finances become tight.

They had good communication with the senior bank

officials at the Service Credit Union. The Credit Union could not afford a default on the
Alken loan, so they did the right thing and called the loan providing appropriate notice. They
did have discussions with the Credit Union regarding a Forbearance Agreement, however
they decided to re-finance with Callidus Capital and they thought it best to pay out the
Credit Union. They did not want to tarnish their reputation with the community.

•

Alken had been in business for over 30 years and they did not want to jeopardize that.
Water development is a necessity that is not affected by how much business oil and gas
development there is in the Province. Water wells are required to service existing oil and
gas infrastructure.
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•

Dynamic Capital, out of British Columbia was a loan broker who assisted companies in
finding financing. The then Alken CFO Michael Kehler found Dynamic and they were dealing
with a person by the name of Dustin White. Dynamic Capital referred them to Callidus
Capital. They began negotiating with Callidus for a loan in the fall of 2013. Callidus is a
private commercial lender based out of Toronto that was in the process of going public.
The loan closed on March 31, 2014. He completed some due diligence on this company by
reviewing their IPO on SEDAR. He was dealing with Craig Boyer who gave him the assurance
that they were dealing with a reputable company and part of his sales pitch was that
Callidus was going public on the Toronto Stock Exchange.

•

They had to terminate Michael Kehler because Callidus did not want to deal with him. He
believes in essence that Mr. Kehler was standing up for Alken and giving Callidus some
push back regarding the terms of the agreement.

•

The Callidus financing was slightly over what they needed to pay out the Service Credit
Union. The surplus provided Alken with money to go forward.

•

In his opinion the whole deal was reverse engineered by Callidus. They scrubbed the books
down, looked at their liabilities and tailored the appraisals to fit the capital they needed.
For example, they crashed the equipment value down to 17 million dollars from the 40
some million they had on the books. Callidus said that if you want 17, the forced liquidation
value of the equipment is less. So Callidus said they would need a guarantee from him
personally. That guarantee was their Red Deer property, a value of 4.5 million.

•

All appraisers were chosen by Callidus as part of their agreement. He was not satisfied with
the appraisals but had no choice to accept them as they needed the money.
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•

Callidus tailored three loans for Alken which had an interest rate of 18%. The equipment
loan was 17 Million, which he negotiated up to 19 Million. The second loan as 4.5 Million
tied to his property guarantee of 6 Million. The third loan was an operating line of credit
up to a maximum of 5 Million and solely attached to Alken receivables.

•

Callidus as part of the agreement could charge them interest on money, they did not loan
to Alken, however at the time he was not aware of it. As part of the current lawsuit on the
foreclosure of his property, Callidus has made some disclosures that indicate this was the
case.

•

Mr. Boyer and Mr. Wilk came out and had a meeting with them to discuss the final
negotiations before the deal closed. Mr. Boyer told him that they would have more than
enough coverage in terms of asset value to cover the loan. Subsequent to that meeting, on
January 7, 2014 they had added the personal guarantee requirement was written in. His
brother had to personally guarantee $250,000 as well. Callidus was aware of the land he
owned as Service Credit Union provided documentation regarding their loan with Alken,
where he had also provided a personal guarantee. He agreed to provide the guarantee
based on believing that Callidus would provide the funds as promised in the loan
agreement.

•

Callidus set up two bank accounts. One of the accounts is a "blocked account." All of
Aiken's receivables were to be deposited into that account which was swept each night. By
swept he means the money was removed and transferred to Callidus's account in Toronto.
They could not write cheques or draw on that account. It was called a 'Blocked Account
Agreement.' No party can get information on this account without Callidus's consent. The
second account was a disbursement account where they would give them an allowance of
funds.
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•

The second account they could borrow from on a weekly basis. Upon request from Alken,
Callidus would fund, not fund or alter the amount based on what they believed Alken should
receive. There were some occasions when Callidus refused to provide the requested funds.

•

The law firm of David Heighington represented him with respect to the Callidus loan
agreement. Mr. Heighington is well versed with the loan agreement and how it transpired.

•

The loan agreement had wording in it that they will value 17 or 19 Million for the equipment
and provide Alken with an upline of 5 Million dollars, however these funds are at Callidus's
'sole discretion.' If the party does not act in good faith, such wording is dangerous. Mr.
Heighington did not like that wording. Additionally, Callidus put in a hold back on their
receivables, basically an availability block of $750,000. He asked what the holdback was all
about and demanded that not being able to access the receivables may harm the company.
They negotiated the clause out of the agreement and Callidus's counsel replaced it with the
phrase 'at their sole discretion.'

•

The day after closing, Callidus placed a 1.25 Million Dollar immediate block on their
receivables. What that meant was that if you had 2 Million in receivables you could only
draw a percentage of $750,000, 2 Million less the 1.25 Million. He considered this highly
deceptive. He was not aware of this occurring until they received the first loan statement
and it showed the block was applied on April 1, 2014, one day after the loan agreement was
in place. He reached out to Callidus and spoke to Mr. Boyer and he said, "Read your fucking
agreement, we are allowed to do whatever we want."

•

At that time, Alken had a good winter and had a good chunk of receivables to make interest
payments and carry on to the next big season. He believes the receivables at that time
were 3.7 Million. Out of the gate they did not draw any money from Callidus funds as the
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funds paid out Service Credit Union. He cannot recall exactly but he thinks the Credit Union
was paid 15 or 16 Million.

•

The 1.25-Million-dollar block did not immediately affect them due to the value of their
receivables. At that time the reality was that they had signed an agreement to get their
own money.

•

In November of 2014 they needed the money from Callidus, and he put the heat on them
until they dropped the block from 1.25 Million down to $750,000, so they were able to get
some money through.

•

In November of 2014 business was slow, and Callidus forced them to retain Matthew Scott
Sinclair. Boyer said they would not approve any more funding unless he was retained to
"rightsize the business." Sinclair's title was Chief Recovery Officer ("CRO"). Later they
found out that Mr. Sinclair had been sanctioned by the OSC for misrepresenting himself to
investors. Mr. Sinclair took money from investors and spent it and was given a sanction of
a 10-year ban from being an officer or director of a company. Of note is that he laid a
complaint with the Chartered Professional Accountants Association regarding Mr. Sinclair's
conduct with Alken and it is his understanding they did an investigation.

•

In January or February of 2015, they realized that Mr. Sinclair was not there to help obtain
funds from Callidus nor to help them with running the business or to "rightsize" the
business, he was actually there to do Callidus's bidding. Mr. Sinclair did not want to pay
people and it became clear he was not independent of Callidus. He had the belief that they
should park the debt with old suppliers and just get new suppliers to create debt with. So
rather than ask Callidus for the money, he just ran up the debt and caused ill will with
suppliers. This did not sit well with him. As Sinclair was not getting the funds from Callidus
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as per their agreement with Callidus, he realized Callidus was trying to take over the
business. Callidus stopped talking to him and only dealt with Mr. Sinclair.

•

He had Aiken's Ad min person Janice Jensen, prepare a termination letter to Mr. Sinclair and
it was sent to him by email. He replied with a one liner, "I'll be back."

•

Alken continues with business and he requested funding from Callidus. Mr. Boyer wrote
him an email and stated that he will not approve any funding requests until Mr. Sinclair has
reviewed statements or estimates, knowing full well that Mr. Sinclair had been terminated.
They had no choice to retain Mr. Sinclair again. He called Mr. Sinclair and asked him to
come back. At that time, they needed Callidus funds to do payroll, pay bills, the phone was
ringing off the hook with suppliers the company had used for 30 years who were screaming
to get paid.

•

With Sinclair back in, Callidus funds were provided in dribs and drabs. They had another
good winter of work (January, February and March are the drilling season) with the rigs and
had significant receivables to the tune of approximately 3 Million dollars, which would last
them through the summer if they had access to it. Mr. Sinclair would not consult with him
thereafter at all. For example, Alken owed a small company in the North of Alberta about
50 to 90,000 dollars and Mr. Sinclair kept putting off this payable. Mr. Sinclair sent all the
suppliers a letter stating that they are working on a 'go forward business plan' and would
get back to them in the near future, but he did not follow up with any of them.

•

In March of 2015 he asked Ms. Jensen to put a loan request into Callidus for $900,000. She
created the loan request document and sent it into Sinclair. He came back with "REALLY?"
Ms. Jensen forwarded it to the Callidus analyst whom they had to send all their requests to,
and he believes they received a small portion of the requested funds, about $200,000.
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Another request for funds in the amount of $500,000 was made prior to the $900,000
request and again they only received enough to make payroll.

•

There was availability of receivables to draw from Callidus, but Mr. Sinclair refused to
request the money and refused to pay the company bills.

•

Sinclair did not explain why he was doing this. He worked remotely from his home in Fernie
BC and rarely did he come to the Alken office in Red Deer. He would bark out instructions
to his employees at Alken by email. Mr. Sinclair did not know the business. He would not
know the difference between a derrick and a drilling bit. Working in the oil industry is all
about relationships, and he did not foster any.

•

In April of 2015, he decided to open a Royal Bank account under the name of Alken Basin
Drilling Ltd. and file for CCAA protection.

He took 1.2 Million dollars of receivables

(approximately 30 cheques) placing the funds into the account. He breached the credit
agreement by circumventing the blocked account.

He used the money to pay about

$800,000 in bills, $100,000 he paid to his own company Pekisko Ranch that had a bill into
Alken for $264,000. He paid all other critical payables to get everything up to date. He
engaged Miller Thompson in Edmonton for $100,000 and Tiro Clarke whom he paid some
money in Calgary to make an application for CCAA protection.

He felt Alken needed

protection from Callidus.

•

Through his lawyer he notified Callidus and Chaitons law firm made a demand that he resign
and that Alken appoint Mr. Sinclair or someone like him as President.

•

He resigned and with Mr. Sinclair appointed as President, Mr. Sinclair ran over to the bank
and closed the account, sweeping all the remaining funds back to Callidus. Any of the
cheques that were in the process of going through were cancelled.
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•

The people at Alken that continued to communicate with him after he was no longer
President of the company were fired by Mr. Sinclair. Mr. Sinclair "tricked" his brother Mike
to resign as Director, and Mr. Sinclair was left as the sole Director of the company, and he
and Mike remained as shareholders only.

•

The CCAA protection did not go through. He does not know who stopped that process, Mr.
Sinclair or Callidus.

•

He had a shareholder loan against Alken in the amount of 1.6 or 1.7 Million to account for
the rigs that were vended to Alken from his numbered company when they started Alken
through the acquisition from Allan Anderson. They found out from Callidus disclosure that
Mr. Sinclair made a journal entry in the Alken accounting books writing off the shareholder
loan.

•

Throughout 2015, they went to Callidus with a plan to obtain other financing and pay them
out, however Callidus told them they did not have their consent to approach other lending
firms.

•

He believes that Callidus, knowing they were taking the company into receivership incurred
additional debt prior to doing so and therefore contravened the Bankruptcy Act.

•

Some of the ·suppliers were calling him directly and were asking him what was going on as
they were not getting paid. They said, "How are we going to get paid?" "You would not do
this to me." "What's going on man?" He continued to contact Mr. Sinclair and ask him when
he is going to file for bankruptcy? When is he going to stop abusing suppliers? He accused
Mr. Sinclair and Callidus of running up new debt with new suppliers and then file for
receivership. Most of the replies were, "You are a shareholder, not our Director and you
9
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are entitled to information when it is available, which you will receive." He received nothing
from them.

•

An irate supplier (KT Consulting) had called him and told him that Mr. Sinclair was not paying
them, and it was a big job in good faith. He demanded one day that Mr. Sinclair meet him
at the Alken office to have a sit down and discuss all the debt he was running up with
suppliers. He told Mr. Sinclair that he was going to stop abusing suppliers on his behalf and
he still had a say as he was a shareholder. He went to Alken and made the call from the
office demanding Mr. Sinclair come in and talk to him. Mr. Sinclair called the RCMP on him.
The police called him, and he alleged fraud was ongoing in the company with Mr. Sinclair
failing to pay people. He told the police he was not there to harm anyone nor was he there
to cause a disturbance or fight with anyone. The police said this was a dispute between
company owners and did not attend. Mr. Sinclair did not show up.

•

Another harmed supplier was Mukluk Oilfield Hauling out of Red Deer who had moved all
the Alken equipment from Bentley to Red Deer and was put onto the receivership list. Mr.
Sinclair would not pay that bill of $90,000.

•

While Mr. Sinclair operated the business on behalf of himself and his brother Mike, they
incurred about $800,000 in new payable debt (within 30 or 40,000 dollars).

•

This affected the ability to get business, as it is a small town and reputation is everything.
Aiken's good will was significantly harmed.

•

Additionally, Mr. Sinclair refused to have the rigs inspected. Without valid certified as
inspected equipment the company could not get work. You must maintain proper tickets
on the iron or you have safety issues. This became a huge factor in running the business
and bidding on new work.
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•

The day that he left Alken, the Aiken's net debt (owed to Callidus less the receivables the
company had which Callidus controlled and collected) was 20.1 Million dollars. After the
receivership, the debt was 28.5 Million dollars. With interest at 18% or even at the default
rate of 24%, Alken lost a pile of money. He believes the $800,000 was due to how they
operated the business. Some of this money was paid to employees as severances when
they were wrongfully dismissed. Callidus advanced funds to Alken at Mr. Sinclair's request
in excess of 60 occasions, which is in the John William Alvarez report. Callidus funded
without having the required receivables breaching their own contract.

•

Alken had a lot of field vehicles for doing maintenance on customer wells. He obtained
these trucks from Ford. He had a great relationship with Ford over they years. There were
loans on these vehicles that he had personally guaranteed.

These vehicles and the

outstanding debt were disclosed to Callidus in advance of getting their financing and
became a permitted encumbrance on the loan where they took second security against. It
was similar to having a second mortgage on one's home. Finances at Alken were tight and
there may have been a couple of payments with Ford that were late during the Callidus loan
period. Ford called and said they were going to seize these vehicles. He was on the hook
for them as he personally guaranteed the loans. Ford repossessed these vehicles (there
were 4 or 5 of them) and he helped collect them from Alken. Mr. Sinclair did not care and
perhaps was happy that he was in trouble with Ford. He paid a collections firm some funds
and Ford some funds and currently he believes everything is resolved with Ford. He paid
between 15 and 30 thousand to Ford personally which was enough to prevent them from
going to the Courts and suing him.

•

Rick Bredy was a longtime employee of Aiken's and wanted to buy Alken. This was in
advance of the Receivership. Rick had a good understanding of the industry, knew a lot of
customers and had a good rapport with them. People like him, he was a positive person
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and the job meant a lot to him. Rick had potential funders to help him buy Alken. Rick
reached out to Mr. Sinclair and told him he was interested in buying the business. Mr.
Sinclair ignored him. Rick called him and told him this, so he reached out to Mr. Sinclair as
well by email stating that Alken has an internal buyer, and in the best interests of all
stakeholders he suggested Mr. Sinclair sit down with them and see what can be done to
formulate a deal.

•

Mr. Sinclair called in Rick and was fired for communicating with him as well as his interest
in buying Alken. It is his belief that Callidus never had a plan to ever sell Alken to anyone
other than themselves.

•

Ron Baumann, employee of Alken and his nephew, was fired soon after he quit as President.
Ron told him that Mr. Sinclair said he was fired for having the wrong last name. As they had
no reason to fire him, they had to pay him out. They paid Ron a year's salary which would
have been $150 to $180,000.

•

Ron told him that in the last year of operation they were chugging away at work really good
when Mr. Sinclair was President. However, in the last year of business, there was hardly
any revenue on the books. Perhaps the income and work were run through a different
company? He has asked Ron to look around for any ticket books.

•

Callidus did pay some of Aiken's bills directly and that is something Janice Jensen could be
interviewed on. Callidus's legal bills were being ran through Alken regarding the lawsuits
against him.

•

At Alken, Jackie managed rig inspections. (He cannot recall her last name at this time
however will provide this to the investigator once obtained.) Ron Baumann did them as
well. They also did the bids for jobs together.
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•

The company that bought Aiken's assets during the Receivership was Altair Water and
Drilling Services Inc. which is currently operating in Red Deer.

•

It is his believe that it was advantageous for Callidus to harm their borrowers, withhold
promised funds, impose blocks and hold backs, because they felt they could. With respect
to the Yield Enhancement, on the quarter that Callidus announced a 32 Million Dollar Yield
Enhancement, and if you review all the press releases before and after the announcement,
there is no other company that they had taken over, other than Alken. This information is
material. If their loan to Alken was 20 Million when he left, and 28.5 Million at Receivership,
the additional gain they took from the company was 32 Million, it is pretty profitable,
especially if the market believes it.

•

If Callidus would have put people in these companies that they took over, that knew how
to run each business, it would have worked. But when you put someone in, say for example,
Mr. Sinclair who knew nothing about the drilling business, had no relationships in the
industry, and no oil and gas experience, you can't jump into something like that and expect
to succeed. Mr. Sinclair treated suppliers badly and there was a chain reaction with
reputation, and everybody knows.

•

Mr. Sinclair is not with Altair, he stated in Court during the foreclosure case that his
mandate with Callidus was complete.

•

Allan Anderson, the previous owner of Alken is very bitter and hates Mr. Sinclair. There was
a lot of iron in Mr. Anderson's yard (Aiken's yard) that they were leasing, about 15 rigs. A
truck rig backed into one of the shops and took out a wall. Sinclair was late on rent and did
not fix Mr. Anderson's shop.
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•

Alken had a bone yard of rig parts they moved from Titan in Strathmore. When they moved
from Bentley to Red Deer, Sinclair told everyone to move the good stuff and leave the rest
of the shit for Anderson. He later heard that Mr. Anderson had a 30 to 50,000 bill to clean
up the mess.
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To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Wes Voorheis[wvoorheis@voorco.com]
Jeff McFarlane[jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com]
Wed 8/9/2017 9:12:40 PM (UTC-04:00)
Re: Just confirming you received

If you're free around 11:30am pls give me a call.
Regards,
Jeff McFarlane

T: 919-813-7788
On Aug 9, 2017, at 9:03 PM, Wes Voorheis <wvoorheis@voorco.com> wrote:
Jeff
We could probably get it filed in a few days assuming our litigator can drop everything else and get on this.
Only CBL shareholders. But the Catalyst Funds are investors. They would have to move Catalyst Capital out
as general partner so they could participate. I suspect that's possible but those investors will have to stand up
and take steps to push CC out.
Keep me posted.
The end of NG is at hand.
Cheers.
Wes
Sent from my iPhone
On Aug 9, 2017, at 17:32, Jeff McFarlane
<jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com<mailto:jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com>> wrote:
I've just floated it past my father.
He's the one who told me about the 20% drop at 4pm....
I'll let you know he says.
How fast can you file??
Could Catalyst LP's participate in he class or just CBL shareholders? Could get your damages way way up.
I've got a heavy meeting schedule tomorrow which I suspect just got heavier.
The NC office for my new job is literally across the street from the XTG NC office. Could be an interesting
day.
Regards,
Jeff McFarlane
T: 919-813-7788
On Aug 9, 2017, at 4:26 PM, Wes Voorheis <wvoorheis@voorco.com<mailto:wvoorheis@voorco.com>>
wrote:
Hey Jeff
Very good stuff. Good on you.
If I don't file something soon the class action greaseballs will take charge and your and my ability to
influence the process and who goes down may be gone. I will call you tomorrow am latest.
Cheers.
Wes
Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 9, 2017, at 16:05, Jeff McFarlane
<jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com<mailto:jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com><mailto:jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com>>
wrote:
https://www.wsj.com/articles/canadian-private-equity-giant-accused-by-whistleblowers-of-fraud1502307145
Regards,
Jeff McFarlane
T: 919-813-7788

To:
From:
Sent:
Subject:

'Wes Voorheis'[wvoorheis@voorco.com]
Jeff McFarlane[jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com]
Mon 12/19/2016 9:20:35 PM (UTC-05:00)
RE: U.S. charges Platinum Partners founder, others with $1 billion fraud | Reuters

All set for 4pm tomorrow.
The culprits in that other case were just arrested this morning so Nathan's pretty pumped about it and looking forward to his next target.
-----Original Message----From: Wes Voorheis [mailto:wvoorheis@voorco.com]
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2016 4:09 PM
To: Jeff McFarlane <jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com>
Cc: Nathan Anderson <nathan@clarityspring.com>; Darryl Levitt - (Darryllevitt71@gmail.com) <Darryllevitt71@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: U.S. charges Platinum Partners founder, others with $1 billion fraud | Reuters
How about 4 pm?
On Dec 19, 2016, at 15:49, Jeff McFarlane <jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com> wrote:
Wes, let's jump on the phone with Nathan as I just got back from meeting him in Toronto.
Nathan, meet Wes. We discussed Wes briefly on Thursday and his shared interest in seeing this individual face justice.
How about a call tomorrow at either: 10 or 11am, or 3 or 4pm?
I'll probably ask Darryl Levitt to join us as well.
Thanks
Jeff
-----Original Message----From: Wes Voorheis [mailto:wvoorheis@voorco.com]
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2016 3:47 PM
To: Jeff McFarlane <jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com>
Subject: RE: U.S. charges Platinum Partners founder, others with $1 billion fraud | Reuters
For sure. Are we going to do it on the phone or are you going to be in Toronto sometime soon?
Wes
-----Original Message----From: Jeff McFarlane [mailto:jmcfarlane@triathloncc.com]
Sent: December-19-16 10:40 AM
To: Wes Voorheis
Subject: FW: U.S. charges Platinum Partners founder, others with $1 billion fraud | Reuters
Wes, let's reconnect sometime soon.
There's a case in the US that's just recently broken that has many parallels.
The guy who did the research and filed an SEC complaint that got the investigation started came up to meet us last week and he's all
over Catalyst / Callidus now.
I think you guys might benefit from a conversation and I'd be happy to connect you.
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__mobile.reuters.com_article_idUSKBN1481BI&d=DwIFAg&c=d0WXBk_Zg8VkGhzz_gPiQ&r=JmJnIerCxKmhOVrbwe0ZcaFk_dIQ3SbsQxbqNyUVsY&m=_pcNJkaOvxEp29PUfYzjXyiRwUKDxyEOrdeui0XPB1E&s=_Gte9LWxDNjt8b9F-8NOk4qSjPp1eBzKNjJtttf2QI&e=
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I. INTRODUCTION
Whistleblowers submit this supplemental filing' to provide the OSC with information they
have recently learned regarding additional misconduct by Catalyst and its principals. Specifically,
Catalyst's investor materials appear to contain misrepresentations about the level of dedication that
Catalyst's principals have made to the Firm's business interests. Those materials plainly state that
Catalyst's executives will commit 100% of their professional efforts to Catalyst.2 Whistleblowers
have learned, however, that Catalyst's Managing Director and Partner, Gabriel de Alba ("de Alba"),
appears to have blatantly and openly violated that representation.' While seemingly technical in
nature, such a misrepresentation is highly material because it pierces the facade of trust and loyalty
to investors that Glassman has built in order to draw new investor capital into his scheme.
II. ANALYSIS
Catalyst Falsely Claims To Have "Rigorous Internal Controls" Preventing Senior
Executives From Forging Competing Loyalties to Outside Business Interests
Catalyst allegedly employs "rigorous internal controls" to ensure that the interests of its
employees and limited partners are aligned.' One such control reflected in Catalyst's offering
memorandum prohibits Firm professionals from sitting on the board of directors of any for-profit
entity other than a Catalyst portfolio company:
Subject to internal approval dependent on time commitments required, no Catalyst
professional may sit on a board of directors of a for-profit entity other than that of a
portfolio company and only one non-profit board.'
Driving home the significance of that loyalty-driven internal control, Catalyst's marketing documents
further emphasize that Catalyst team members "will devote 100% of their professional time to
[Catalyst's] investment activities."'
1
2
3
4
5

See Submission ID WBF1495489105335-601. All defined terms therein shall have the same meaning herein.
See infra note 6.
See infra note 7-9.
See Catalyst Fund IV, Offering Memorandum (Apr. 23, 2012), at 31 (Ex. 1).
See id.
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Such statements undoubtedly give investors comfort that that Catalyst's employees — whose
jobs are complicated and time-consuming given the Firm's sophisticated investment strategy —
spend their days prioritizing the interests of Catalyst's investors over their own personal business
interests.

Yet contrary to those important representations, Catalyst's Managing Director and

Partner, de Alba, has blatantly and openly dedicated substantial efforts to a billion dollar nonCatalyst deal involving telecommunications company Satelites Mexicanos ("Satmex"), seemingly
without the knowledge or consent of Catalyst's investors!
Satmex teetered on the brink of bankruptcy from 2006-2011. In early 2011, however, de
Alba and his family led efforts to present Satmex with a restructuring deal.' There is no doubt that
de Alba's involvement with Satmex betrayed his divided loyalties when it came to Catalyst. First, the
Satmex deal clearly reflected the supremacy of de Alba's familial loyalties, as he served on the
Satmex Board of Directors with his sister, while his mother and father served as alternate directors.'
Moreover, the deal demonstrated how deeply de Alba's business loyalties were compromised, with
two Catalyst competitors — Monarch Partners LP and Centerbridge — providing a substantial
amount of the financing necessary to support de Alba's proposed deal for Satmex.1°
Nor can there be any substantial doubt about the wide scope of de Alba's involvement in
the Satmex deal, which necessarily would have limited his ability to work on behalf of Catalyst's
investors. Indeed, his expertise was likely vital to the deal, as he previously led several other
°

See Catalyst Fund III, Due Diligence Information, at 4(Ex. 2).
26,
71,
20-F
(April
2013),
at
available
at
Satmex
Form
See
http://www.eutelsatamencas.com/files/contributed/PDF/investors/2013/20FForm_2012.pdf (Ex. 3).
Although
Whisdeblowers are unaware of whether de Alba obtained the required internal permission to be involved in the Satmex
deal, even if he had, Catalyst has failed to disclose it to investors. Regardless, given the time commitments discussed
herein, there was no reasonable basis on which Catalyst could have justified such approval.
8
See Przemek Bozek,Eutelsat expands its Latin Americafootprint by taking over Satmex,IHS Markit(Aug. 1, 2013),
available at https://technology.ihs.com/440950/eutelsat-expands-its-latin-america-footprint-by-taking-over-satmex (Ex.
4); Dario Cells, Rabobank, concurs° de Covadongay atras Amerrra, CIBancoy AgrofinaRas, Excelsior (January 25, 2011),
available at http://www.excelsior.com.mx/node/707110 (Ex. 5).
9
(April
26,
2013),
at
71,
73
available
at
Form
20-F
See
Satmex
http://www.eutelsatamericas.com/files/contributed/PDF/investors/2013/20FForm_2012.pdf(Ex. 3).
io
See Dario Celis, Rabobank, concurs° de Covadonga y atras Amerrra, ClBanco y Agrofinanas, Excelsior (January 25,
2011), available at http://www.excelsior.com.mx/node/707110 (Ex. 5).
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turnaround and activist investments at telecommunications companies such as AT&T Canada Inc.,
AT&T Latin America Corp., and Call-Net Communications Inc.' Closing the Satmex deal would
have required de Alba to be intimately involved in the following all-consuming aspects of the
transaction: (a) complex negotiations; (b) the purchase of a bankrupt company; (c) substantial
financing;(d) turnaround work; and (e) the negotiation and sale of Satmex to a strategic partner.12 It
is thus hard to imagine how de Alba could have been focusing any attention on Catalyst's endeavors
while he was engaged in those activities.
By all accounts, the Satmex deal was a huge money-maker for de Alba and his non-Catalyst
partners. In 2013, global satellite operator Eutelsat acquired Satmex for $1.142 billion (including the
assumption of Satmex's debt).13 Analysts estimated that de Alba and other equity holders gained
approximately $250 million on the deal — indisputably a stunning success.' From the vantage point
of the Catalyst investors with whom Whistleblowers spoke, however, the Satmex deal was no such
success: At a time when de Alba was supposed to be dedicating 100% of his business efforts to
Catalyst, he and his non-Catalyst partners made a quarter of a billion dollars while Catalyst's
investors made absolutely nothing on the deal.

11

See
Gabriel
Bloomberg,
available
at
de
Alba,
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/person.asp?personId=25263493&privcapId=2581603 (Ex. 6);
Boyd Erman, Newton Glassman, aprivate man in the stressful world ofprivate equity, The Globe and Mail (Dec. 6, 2013), available
at http.//www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/careers/careers-leadership/newton-glassm an-a-private-m anin-the-stressful-world-of-private-equity/article15807246/?page=all(Ex. 7).
12
See Przemek Bozek, Eutelsat expands its Latin Americafootprint by taking over Satmex, IHS Markit (Aug. 1, 2013),
available at https://technology.ihs.com/440950/eutelsat-expands-its-latin-america-footprint-by-taking-over-satmex (Ex.
4).
13
See id.
14
See Dario Celis, Dinero en Imagen: Venden Satmex a Eutelsat en 1,161 mddy sera cabea de playa Parafranceses en AL,
August 1, 2013, available athttp://www.dineroenimagen.com/2013-08-01/23902 (Ex. 8).
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Therefore, given de Alba's actions involving a very lucrative outside business investment, the
purported existence at Catalyst of a rigorous internal control regime — including its "100%
dedication" pledge on behalf of the Firm's employees — was a clear misrepresentation to investors.15

at
71,
available
at
26,
2013),
(Apr.
20-F
Satmex,
Form
See
http://www.eutelsatameficas.com/files/contributed/PDF/inyestors/2013/20FForm_2012.pdf (Ex. 3); Catalyst Fund
III, Due Diligence Information, at 4(Ex. 2).
15
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To:
- Greg Boland[greg.boland@westfacecapital.com]
From:
kdaniels@osc.gov.on.ca[kdaniels@osc.gov.on.ca]
Sent:
Tue 12/9/2014 10:51:20 AM (UTC-05:00)
Subject: Re: Re: Follow up re Callidus
Xchange Technology.pdf
Thanks for forwarding
Katie
Katie Daniels | Ontario Securities Commission | Deputy Director, Corporate Finance
20 Queen Street West, Suite 1903 | Toronto ON M5H 3S8
(416) 593-8093 | kdaniels@osc.gov.on.ca

From:
"- Greg Boland" <greg.boland@westfacecapital.com>
To:
"kdaniels@OSC.gov.on.ca" <kdaniels@OSC.gov.on.ca>,
Date:
09/12/2014 10:49 AM
Subject:
Follow up re Callidus

Kathryn,
I understand you met my partner Tom Dea. We have been working on some short ideas and have been doing a deep dive on Callidus Capital.
I have previously reported to the OSC what I believed to be aggressive valuations in the Catalyst Capital private equity funds (which I still believe to be the
case).
Catalyst is the sponsor of the recently IPO of Callidus capital. I think the prospectus disclosure is aggressive at best and certainly misleading.
More troubling is objective evidence of possible undisclosed portfolio write-downs or delays in recognition to facilitate the IPO.
Attached is one of the problem loans in question.
I am happy to discuss further.
Regards,
Greg Boland
Greg Boland - President and CEO | West Face Capital Inc.
2 Bloor Street East, Suite 3000 | Toronto, ON M4W 1A8
Tel: 647-724-8901
Email: greg.boland@westfacecapital.com
Nikol 647-724-8918|nikol.markovic@westfacecapital.com

This message is intended only for the use of the addressee and may contain information that is privileged and confidential. If you are not the
intended recipient or have received this communication in error, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized use or disclosure is strictly
prohibited. Please notify the sender immediately and delete the original without making a copy or disclosing its contents.
Le pr?sent message s'adresse exclusivement ? son destinataire et peut contenir des renseignements privil?gi?s et confidentiels. Si vous
n'?tes pas le destinataire de ce document ou si vous l'avez re?u par erreur, vous ?tes par la pr?sente avis? qu'il est strictement interdit de le
divulguer ou de l'utiliser sans autorisation. Veuillez en avertir l'exp?diteur imm?diatement et d?truire le message original sans le copier ou en
r?v?ler le contenu.

Xchange Technology – This Loan Represented 10% of the Loan Book at the
Time of the IPO
Callidus is owed more than $40 million. The best third-party bid received for
the company was $17 million, 57.5% lower than what Callidus is owed
1. Callidus advanced a 1-year loan in the amount of $22 million to Xchange Technology (“XTG”) in
October 2012. The loan has grown to more than $40 million (details in appendix)
2. In February and May 2013 in advance of the maturity of the loan, XTG ran two separate
processes with KPMG and Canaccord Genuity in an attempt to refinance the Callidus loan
3. The KPMG process failed
4. A total of 56 parties were contacted in the Canaccord process
• Only one party performed due diligence and passed shortly after commencing due
diligence
5. An LOI was received by the company’s founder, Jeff McFarlane, to purchase XTG for total
consideration of $17 million. The offer was rejected by Callidus
6. In October 2013, Callidus filed a receivership application with the Ontario Superior Court of
Justice seeking to appoint Duff & Phelps as receiver and seeking approval of a sale order
7. Duff & Phelps performed a liquidation analysis which showed that “Callidus would incur a
substantial shortfall on its advances to the XTG Debtors should the XTG Debtors’ business and
assets be liquidated” (Page 18 of Application Record dated October 25, 2013)
8. A sale process was initiated by Duff & Phelps which ultimately yielded no bids
1

Xchange Technology Continued
Callidus credit bid XTG in November 2013. The transaction still has not closed.
No disclosures have been made to shareholders regarding these events
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

Callidus served as the stalking horse bid and credit bid XTG in November 2013 to conclude the sale
process. At the time of the credit bid, Callidus was owed $38 million
Around December 2013, Triangle Capital, a second lien creditor to XTG in the amount of $6.4 million,
took a more conservative view and wrote down their investment to $0 (2013 10-K)
In April 2014, Callidus completed its IPO which was led by Canaccord Genuity
• Recall that Canaccord also led the 2nd refinancing process in May 2013 and yet no disclosure
was made regarding this loan, which made up 10% of the loan book at the time
Amounts owing to Callidus have grown from $38 million to at least $40 million
• Possible conclusions:
• Callidus is advancing funds to pay interest
• Callidus is accruing interest despite receivership
The sale process still has not closed after more than a year
• The November 2014 receiver’s report states: “The Receiver and its counsel have on numerous
occasions since the Sale Approval Date inquired and discussed with Callidus its intentions to close
the Transaction and the timing to do so.”
• Why has Callidus delayed completing this transaction and converting their debt into equity?
In Callidus’ 2014 Q3 conference call, Newton Glassman states that “we don’t have a single loan in the
portfolio that’s not performing… performing means current in interest and all obligations.”
• It is puzzling how the loan could be performing in receivership despite possible impairment
2
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